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Unit 6 start up and standby boiler feed pumps and main feed pump, looking south-west.
Unit 6 condensate coolers, looking north.
Area formerly accommodating generator and unit transformers, looking south-west.
Control Block [3
3] looking north-west.
Control Block [3
3] looking south-west.
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Main stair to control room.
Battery room in lower Control Block [3
3].
MMD office, ground floor of control block [3
3].
IMD workshop, ground floor of control block [3
3].
Main Control Room looking north.
Main Control Room; updated Unit 7 APMS control desk looking east.
Control Room; original Station Electrical Services and 400kV control boards looking north-west.
Main Control Room; spiral stair down to first floor ‘cable subway’.
Main permit room looking east.
Detail of wall-mounted key safe.
Open 400kV switch yard; aerial view looking south-west.
132kV switch house (former ‘A’ Station), looking west along Access Road No.1.
132kV switch house (former ‘A’ Station), rear elevation looking south-west.
Unit 7 ESPs looking north.
Unit 6 ESPs looking south.
Unit 7 precipitator feed ducting passing over Access Road No.8, above 40ft. level.
Detail of induced draught (ID) Fan.
Modified (heightened) Unit 7 ESPs; note original open canopy to Unit 6 .
CO3 storage tank [76
76]
76 at north end of Unit 6 ESPs.
Secondary Unit 6 Precipitator (designated 6.0), introduced in 2007, looking south-west.
Circular ‘ghost’ footprint of original stack at centre-line of ESPs.
Surviving section of original stack windshield.
New stack, erected as part of FGD plant installation, 2007-9.
FGD ducting diverts at site of original stack, looking south.
Gas Turbine House [38
38]
38 looking south-east.
Gas Turbine House [38
38]
38 looking south-west.
GT House flues rising to north elevation of boiler house.
ORF Unloading/Transfer Pumphouse [59
59]
59 and bunded storage tank area.
ORF Unloading/Transfer Pump House [59
59]
59 looking south-west.
ORF Unloading/Transfer Pump House [59
59]
59 looking south-east.
ORF road tanker unloading point B6 and delivery transfer pipe.
ORF Unloading/Transfer Pump House [59
59];
59 interior looking west.
Detail of ORF Unloading pump B1 (1 of 4).
Detail of ORF transfer pump B2 (1 of 3).
ORF storage tanks 1 (left) and 2 (right) looking south-west.
HFO transfer pipework, west of pumphouse.
HFO pipe-bridge over Access Road No. 4.
Auxiliary Boiler House [28
28],
23]
28 seen from roof of Dust Bunker [23
23 looking north-east.
Auxiliary Boiler House [28
28],
28 looking north-west.
Cochran auxiliary boilers B1/B2.
Vent condenser and raised header tank at north-east corner of Aux. Boiler House.
ORF Heaters B1-B3.
HP Pumps and pump strainers B1-B3.
ORF fire protection pump house [60
60]
60 looking north-east, extended by one bay to south.
ORF fire protection pump sets B1/B2, looking north-east.
th
Engraved stone commemorating official opening of FGD plant on 6 November 2009
FGD loading / unloading station [96
96]
96 looking south-west.
FGD loading / unloading station [96
96]
96 looking north with associated conveyors.
FGD limestone / gypsum conveyors [97
97]
97 looking south.
Limestone unloading filter grids, looking west.
Gypsum loading retractable chute.
Limestone / gypsum conveyors passing through cooling tower field, looking south.
Limestone conveyor rises over gypsum with gypsum return conveyor breaking ground level.
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Detail of limestone silo [90
90]
90 looking north, NB. gypsum transport conveyor 2 passes at high level.
Limestone conveyor passes over top of gypsum silo [91
91]
90].
91 to feed limestone silos [90
90
Combined limestone/gypsum processing building with adjacent limestone slurry tanks x2 and process
(reclaim) water tank.
Limestone transporter conveyors rise from base of limestone silos to processing building.
Unit 7 and Unit 6 absorber towers [86
86]
87]
86 looking north-east with FGD pumphouse [87
87 to foreground.
Unit 6 absorber tower looking west.
Aerial view of FGD ducting looking north.
FGD ducting crossing over Access Road No. 1.
Detail of slurry redistributor pipes feeding Unit 6 absorber tower spray zone.
Absorber slurry dump tank [89
89]
89 (with associated pump house) adjacent to Unit 6 Absorber Tower,
looking south-east.
FGD Pumphouse [87
87],
87 looking west along Access Road No. 5.
Gypsum transport conveyor [97
97]
91].
97 from basement level of silo [91
91
Gypsum return (lower) and limestone delivery conveyors, looking east from silo [91
91]
91
FGD Water Treatment Plant building [93
93]
93 looking north-east, with office annexe to left.
Water Treatment Plant [38
38]
38 looking south-east.
WTP [38
38],
38 interior looking west with mixed-bed regeneration tanks in foreground.
WTP [38
38];
38 degasser tower (Bay 6, S).
WTP [38
38],
38 anion tanks looking west.
WTP [38
38];
38 concrete plinth for five former candle filters (Bay 2).
WTP [38
38];
38 mixed bed units (Bays 3/4).
WTP [38
38];
38 enclosed control panels to east end of range (Bay 1).
General ‘bird’s eye’ view of cooling tower field, looking north.
Cooling tower field looking north-west from south-east angle of access road No. 2 adjacent to ‘Lytag’
site.
Cooling tower CT8 with coloured shell.
Cooling tower CT6 with natural shell.
‘V’-strutting between pond wall and base of shell defining air intake (CT6).
Packing support columns rising pond base.
Vertical CW culvert upriser.
Cooling tower access stair (CT8).
Cooling tower access door (CT8).
Cooling tower access door, interior (CT8).
CT8, diametrical culvert / walkway.
Cooling tower CT8, looking north-west over drift eliminator screen.
Cooling tower CT8; distributor pipes beneath drift eliminator screen.
Detail of distributor spray nozzle.
‘Void’ in packing at centre of cooling tower.
Detail of de-icing ring at base of shell.
De-icing water feed branching off main CW culvert external to CT8.
Circulating Water Pumphouse [45
45]
45 looking north-east.
Return dock (‘forebay’) with coarse filters to rear of Circulating Water Pumphouse [45
45]
45 looking northwest.
CW pump house, interior looking south-west with aux. CW pumps to foreground.
Detail of Drysdale CW pump, looking north-east.
CW return pipework passing through north-west wall of pump house.
CW return culverts dip below ground level external to north-west elevation of CW pump house [45
45].
45
River inlet and make-up water pump looking south
Common inlet water dock looking north.
‘B’ Station make-up water pump house [61
61]
61 looking south-west.
‘B’ Station make-up water pump house [61
61]
61 looking north-west.
Intake dock with course bar screens to east side of Make-up Water Pumphouse [61
61].
61
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MUWPH [61
61];
61 interior looking south-west with pump motors and valve wheels.
Detail of Harland make-up water pumps, valves and rotary strainers
Former ‘A’ Station make-up water pump house looking south-west with cooling towers in background.
Former ‘A’ Station make-up water pump house, interior looking south-west.
Former ‘A’ Station make-up water pump house, roof structure with glass-block skylights.
‘A’ Station make-up water pump house; stair to (flooded) basement level.
‘A’ Station make-up water pump house; interior looking west.
Ash lines (red) to north side of Access Road No. 4 (NB. lagged ORF transfer pipes to right).
Ash Lagoons to west end of station site; aerial view looking south.
Ash pump house [32
32]
32 looking south-west with demolished transformer compound.
General view of Ash Grab Pits [21
21]
21 looking north-west from Access Road No. 1, with Clyde Crane
and Booth 7½-ton ‘Goliath’ crane (1 of 2) in parking bay and guide chute.
View over Ash Grab Pits [21
21]
32].
21 looking south from roof of Dust Bunker [32
32
View over Ash Pit B1, looking north-east.
Ash discharge pipes to west side of ash grab pits.
Ash Grab Pits [21
21];
21 detail of guide chute.
Dust Bunker [23
23]
23 looking north-east.
Dust Bunker [23
23]
32]
23 looking south-west, with ash pump house [32
32 to foreground, left.
Vehicular loading bays at base of dust bunker [23
23]
23 looking south-east.
Dust lines from precipitators, looking east.
Dust lines rise at east elevation of dust bunker [23
23],
23 looking west.
Dust conveyor lines and bunker filter units at roof of Dust Bunker [23
23]
23 looking east towards boiler
house.
Compressor House [22
22]
22 looking north-east.
Unit B1 air inlet bay (with louvred vents and B2 main roller door.
Aeration fans B1-B4 (B3 removed).
Unit B1 precipitator pump compressor set.
Unit B1 LP compressor set.
Unit B1 Lytag compressor set.
Main Workshop [12
12]
12 looking north-east, fronting onto Access Road No. 1.
Extended, cantilevered office [11
11]
12],
11 to south side of Main Workshop [12
12 Bays 1-3, looking northeast.
Main Workshop [12
12];
12 interior looking (original ‘heavy stores’).
Main Workshop [12
12];
12 interior looking east (original ‘mechanical maintenance workshop’).
Workshop [12
12];
12 travelling crane.
Workshop [12
12];
12 opening to turbine hall (Bay 3).
Main Workshop [12
12];
12 surviving, in-situ lathes at Bay 2.
Electrical workshop at Bay 1 of [12
12].
12
Workshop [12
12];
3].
12 passage through to control block [3
Interior of office [13
13]
13 looking south-west (original painters’/joiners’ workshops).
Stripped out offices to first floor of extended block [11
11],
11 looking south-east.
Auxiliary Mill Maintenance Workshop [27
27]
27 looking north-east.
Workshop [27
27];
27 interior looking south.
Workshop [27
27];
27 interior looking north.
Main Stores [16
16]
16 looking north-east.
Main Stores Offices [14
14]
14 looking north-east; note variation in brick to right.
Main Stores [16
16];
16 interior looking north-west.
Main Stores [16
16];
16 interior looking north-east.
Office Stores [14
14]
14 to Bay 1/2 (south).
Secondary, 2-storey office at Bay 4 (S).
Aerial view of subsidiary stores area looking north.
‘C’ Stores [48
48]
48 (aka. ‘Parsons Hut’), looking north-west.
‘F’ Store [47
47],
47 looking north-west.
x
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‘F’ Store [47
47],
47 interior looking north.
‘M’ Store [65
65],
65 interior looking north-west.
‘M’ Store [65
65],
65 looking north-west.
‘L’ Store [67
67],
67 looking north.
‘L’ Store [67
67],
67 interior looking north.
‘P’ Store [66
66],
66 interior looking north-west.
FGD Store looking north-west.
FGD Store, interior looking north.
‘E’ Store [81
81]
81 in course of demolition, looking north-west.
Management Suite / Amenities Block [8
8] looking south-east.
Management Suite / Amenities Block [5
5-8
8], south elevation looking north-east.
Entrance to main reception area [5
5] looking west.
Stripped out reception area [5
5].
Main stair within reception area foyer [5
5].
Meetings area within amenities range [8
8] looking west.
Stripped out kitchen area within range [8
8].
Stripped out canteen eating area within amenities range [8
8].
Locker room within amenities range [8
8].
Detail of heated locker.
Shower room within amenities range [8
8].
‘Clocking on’ entrance to amenities range [8
8] with former pay office window to right.
Raised administrative office range [10
10]
10 over Access Road No. 1 looking west.
Interior of stripped out administrative offices [11
11]
11 looking north.
Medical Block [44
44]
44 undergoing demolition, looking south.
RPS Sports and Social Club [84
84]
84 looking west across recreational lake (former ‘A’ Station ash lagoon 2).
RPS Sports and Social Club [84
84],
84 extended buildings looking north-west.
RPS Sports and Social Club [84
84],
84 main entrance looking east.
RPS Sports and Social Club [84
84],
84 main function room looking south-east.
RPS Sports and Social Club [84
84],
84 bar area looking west.
Station bowling green and clubhouse looking south-west with cooling tower field in background.
Changing room block to west side of former football / cricket pitch.
Main area of station golf course (highlighted) on aerial view looking south-east.
Over-rail footbridge serving golf course.
RPSME (Rugeley Power Station Society of Model Engineers); main buildings looking north-west.
RPSME ‘Langley Common Halt’ building and tracks.
RPSME initials incorporated into canopy support bracket of station building.
BMD Special Projects Office [70
70]
70 looking west with 132kV switch house in background; NB.
NB infilled
doorway openings (x4) to south elevation.
Fire Station / Contract Services Office [17
17/18
17 18];
18 east elevation looking north-west.
Fire Station / Contract Services Office [17
17/18
17 18];
18 west elevation looking north-east.
Fire Station / Contract Services Office [17
17/18
17 18]
18 general view looking north with precips. in background.
Fire Station [17
17]
17 interior looking west.
‘Environment Centre’.
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Summary
The current report summarises the results of a programme of historic building recording undertaken in November 2018 in
respect of the various constituent buildings of the former Rugeley ’B’ Power Station, Rugeley, Staffordshire SW15 1PR.
The project was commissioned by and undertaken at the request of CgMs Heritage (part of RPS Group Ltd.) working on
behalf of the site owners, Rugeley Power Ltd.(RPL)/ENGIE.
Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station is located on the south bank of the River Trent in central Staffordshire, on the eastern outskirts
of the town of Rugeley and 14km south-east of the county town of Stafford. An earlier station on the site, Rugeley ‘A’ of
600MW capacity, was built from 1956, the first major joint venture between the Central Electricity Generating Board
(CEGB) and the National Coal Board (NCB); it was commissioned in 1961-2, and officially opened in 1963. The ‘B’ station,
the subject of the current report, was constructed between 1965-70, operational by 1970 though only officially opened in
1972. The ‘B’ station was erected under the auspices of the CEGB’s Northern Project Group to the designs of architects LK
Watson and HJ Coates, with LG Mouchel and Partners as project engineers and Brenda Colvin acting as landscape
consultant.
Rugeley ‘B’ was one of 13 oil- and coal-fired ‘super-stations’ built by the CEGB based around the 500MW turbo-generator
set, the largest then available, released for construction during the early 1960s and known colloquially as ‘Hinton’s
Heavies’ after Sir Christopher Hinton, CEGB Chairman (1957-64) who oversaw their introduction. Comprising only two
turbo-generators, and thus with a combined output of 1,000MW, Rugeley ‘B’ was one of the smaller stations of the
500MW-unit programme. Rugeley ‘A’ and ‘B’ stations operated in tandem for over 20 years, though the ‘A’ station was
decommissioned in stages in 1994/5 and has subsequently been largely demolished. Plans to convert Rugeley ‘B’ to
biomass firing in 2012 were abandoned and the station subsequently ceased operation in June 2016, with
decommissioning following soon after. The buildings were in the initial stages of demolition at the time of site visits
related to the current recording project.
The ‘B’ station comprises a standard grouping of structures based around the generating core of boiler house and turbine
hall with attached control room, served by a single chimney windshield (replaced/relocated contemporary with flue gas
desulphurisation (FGD) upgrade, 2007-9) and a massive, open 400kV switch-yard located axially to the south-east. Four
natural-draught, hyperbolic cooling towers are located to the south, arranged in a ‘lozenge’ formation, with associated CW
pump house, while a coaling plant and extensive, 7ha. stocking area are sited to the north and west, adjacent to the supply
rail lines. A gas turbine house to the north of the main turbine house formerly accommodated two English Electric
generators, each of 25MW capacity, powered by modified Rolls-Royce ‘Avon’ aircraft engines. Although Rugeley ‘A’ was
originally supplied with coal directly from the adjacent Lea Hall Colliery, the ‘B’ plant was always supplied by rail, though it
lacks the distinctive rail ‘loop’, a characteristic feature of this generation of stations, adopting instead a linear rail supply line
with ‘run-around’ track. Significant modifications to the station occurred with the introduction of an oil ‘overburn’ system in
the mid-1970s, and in 2007-9 when FGD plant was retro-fitted to both units, together with associated
handling/storage/processing buildings, and a new two-flue chimney windshield was erected. The constituent buildings of
the complex, both original and secondary, are for the most part strictly utilitarian in nature, essentially comprising large
enclosed spaces of rectilinear, orthogonal form for the accommodation of generation and related plant, and are largely free
from any significant degree of architectural ‘pretention’. Of itself, this use of simple, functional forms represents a
th
fundamental move away from the design philosophy of previous eras that gave rise to the ‘brick cathedrals’ of the early-20
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century, and reflects not only the adoption of the increasingly prevalent ‘functional aesthetic’ of the 1960s/70s, but also a
greater focus on financial and budgetary constraints within the nationalised industry. The ranges are of structural steel or
reinforced-concrete frame construction throughout, finished with a standard and consistent range of external claddings,
namely ‘Baggeridge Blue’ brickwork (laid predominantly to a raking stretcher bond, and weathered over time to a dark grey
colour), profiled aluminium sheeting and Georgian-wired patent glazing, resulting in an unremarkable, ‘generic’ aspect.
Certain elements of the plant (eg. turbine hall, boiler house, cooling towers) were enhanced by the use of variant colours in
their construction materials and claddings, with a view to breaking up the visual ‘blocking’ of the site. There is, however,
nothing intrinsically innovative in the buildings themselves, either in terms of their architectural form and detailing, nor
indeed in the processes that took place within, the latter dictated entirely by the engineering requirements of the 500MWunit programme.
The site retains a number of structures from the previous ‘A’ Station, namely the enclosed 132kV switch-house, the
Building Maintenance Department (BMD) building (original chlorine plant) and the primary make-up water pump house,
though the remaining elements of the ‘A’ station were demolished after closure of the plant in 1995.
Although certain elements of the station were subject to phases of repair and modification over the lifetime of the plant,
and while other elements have been removed (gas turbines) or replaced (main chimney), and significant additions made
(oil overburn, FGD), the station’s constituent buildings retain, for the most part, the functions for which they were
originally designed and constructed, and the site’s original functionality remains readily ‘legible’ in presentational terms.
As such, the buildings present a good, representative example of a site type recently identified by Historic England as being
‘highly threatened and increasingly rare’.
All constituent buildings of the plant are described to a level broadly commensurate with a ‘Level 2’ record as defined by
Historic England, cross-referenced to a comprehensive photographic record and illustrated with copies of original design
drawings/diagrams and early photographs as appropriate. Further, a review of the readily available archival sources at
the National Archives, Kew, the Staffordshire County Record Office and William Salt Library, and on-site at the power
station itself, has allowed for a context, both historical and technical, to be established in which to interpret the form and
function of the site and its component parts. The station as a whole is considered within its landscape setting, and its
‘Heritage Values’ are assessed in evidential, historical, aesthetic and communal terms, in line with Historic England
guidelines.
The current programme of historic building recording has allowed for a detailed study and record of the buildings, their
construction, operation and general developmental history to be made, so far as possible from a non-intrusive survey, in
accordance with current Historic England guidance. Together with a study of the 1,000MW station at Ironbridge in
Shropshire, undertaken in 2017, it forms part of a growing ‘preservation by record’ of an important class of industrial
heritage asset.

Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station; Bird’s eye view looking south (image © Rugeley Power Limited, used with permission).
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1

INTRODUCTION
The current report summarises the results of a programme of historic building recording undertaken in
November 2018 in respect of the various constituent buildings of the former Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station,
Rugeley, Staffordshire SW15 1PR. The project was commissioned by and undertaken at the request of CgMs
Heritage (part of RPS Group Ltd.) working on behalf of the site owners, Rugeley Power Ltd.(RPL)/ENGIE.

1.1

Site Location

1.1.1

Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station (Plates 1/2) is located on the south bank of the River Trent in central Staffordshire on
the eastern outskirts of the town of Rugeley and 14km south-east of the county town of Stafford (Figure 1). It
is located within the civil parishes of Brereton and Ravenhill, Armitage and Handsacre and within the
administrative districts of Cannock Chase and Lichfield; it is centred on NGR SK 05773 15781 (see inset below).
The power station occupies a level, flood-plain site between the river Trent to the north-east and the Trent and
Mersey Canal to the south-west, the area of the principal buildings having been artificially raised to a level of
68.5mAOD, above projected ‘exceptional’ flooding levels. The site is broadly sub-rectangular in plan measuring
c.2.4km NW/SE and 0.5km NE/SW, extending to a total area of 139 hectares (c.343a) of which 55 hectares
(c.136a) lie within Cannock Chase District and 84 hectares (c.207a) within Lichfield District; c.30ha. (74a) are
occupied by buildings and structures related to power generation.

Site location (based upon OS Explorer, sheet 244; © Crown copyright, 2015 (Licence No. 100050391).
100050391
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Designations
Statutory Designations

1.2.1

None of the buildings covered by the current project are statutorily or locally listed.

1.2.2

An assessment by Historic England in October 2017 (see Appendix B),
B undertaken in respect of an application,
under the terms of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act, 1990, for a Certificate of
1
Immunity from Listing, concluded that Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station was not sufficiently innovative in terms of
technology, planning or design to be deemed of ‘special interest’ within a national context and thus not
suitable for statutory listing. A Certificate of Immunity was subsequently issued (Certificate Number 1450162;
2
valid 09.09.2017-08.09.2022). The assessment and advice report (HE, 2017a) concluded that the station did
3
not meet the very high threshold necessary to justify designation of a site of its type and period. The grounds
for the designation decision highlighted that;
• there is a lack of architectural interest in the form of the main buildings which are highly utilitarian with
limited architectural elaboration or detailing. They are designed almost entirely to meet the functional
requirement of enclosing the machinery;
• the planning of the site was not particularly notable for the period and the original design has been
compromised by demolition and replacement of the chimney in a new location, the erection of the flue-gas
desulphurisation buildings in 2007-9, and construction of several ancillary structures around the main
buildings;
• one of the main low pressure turbines and both the back-up gas turbines have been removed, the
pulverisers have largely been renewed or replaced, and most of the original operator panels in the control
room are now gone;
• the cooling towers were built to a standard design;
• the power station was among the last of a generation of such sites to commission a 500 MW generator,
and was superseded by the development of even larger 660 MW units from 1966;
• the power station does not hold any strong claims to group value.
Non-Statutory Designations

1.2.3

The power station site as a whole is, however, included on Staffordshire County Historic Environment Record
4
5
(HER), refs. 58697 (‘A’ Station), and 58696 (‘B’ Station), and thus represents a ‘non-designated heritage asset’
6
under the terms of National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF; MHCLG, 2018).

1.3

Planning Background: Requirement for Work

1.3.1

Due to declining market conditions, Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station ceased generation on 8 June 2016.
Applications were made by the site owners Rugeley Power Ltd. (RPL)/ENGIE to Cannock Chase and Lichfield DC

1

https://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=1451440&resourceID=7
https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1450162.
See DCMS, 2010; Historic England, 2017b.
https://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MST22564&resourceID=1010
https://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MST22563&resourceID=1010
‘Heritage
Heritage asset: A building, monument, site, place, area or landscape identified as having a degree of significance meriting consideration in
planning decisions, because of its heritage interest. It includes designated heritage assets and assets identified by the local planning
authority (including local listing)’; NPPF (2018, 67).

2
3
4
5
6

th
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Planning departments on 20th July 2018 for the decommissioning, dismantling and demolition of the station
buildings (ref. CH/18/268 and 18/01908/FULM respectively), with a view to the planned mixed-use
7
th
redevelopment of the site. After due consideration, consent for demolition was approved on 19 October
nd
2018 (CCDC) / 22 October 2018 (LDC) with the following condition (No.3) pertaining to archaeological
recording:
‘Within 6 weeks of the planning application decision date for the development hereby permitted a written
scheme of archaeological recording (‘the scheme’) shall be submitted for the written approval of the Local
Planning Authority. The scheme shall provide details of the programme of archaeological recording to be
carried out within the site, including an assessment of the impact of the power station on the surrounding
landscape, and appropriate publication. The archaeological recording shall thereafter be implemented in full in
accordance with the written scheme of archaeological recording approved under the above. Within 12 weeks of
the planning application decision date for the development hereby permitted the archaeological recording shall
be completed in accordance with the written scheme and provision made for publication and dissemination of
the results and archive deposition (including the on-site archive) secured.’
Reason In the interest of ensuring that a record of this non-designated heritage asset which has played an
important role in the local economy and has been a prominent landscape feature is produced and available for
8
future generation to study.
1.3.2

Post-war coal-fired power stations represent a category of industrial heritage asset recently identified by
Historic England as being ‘highly threatened and increasingly rare’ and, in the light of significant losses of this
type of site over recent years, both general, thematic overviews (Clarke, 2013, 2015) and detailed guidance
notes on recording and archiving of associated materials (Clarke, 2016) have been recently published.
Specifically, guidance notes recommend as ‘best practice’ the compilation of detailed investigative records for
individual power station sites, based upon ‘description, analysis and interpretation of evidence embodied in
the buildings, structures and designed and working landscapes, and in a range of documentary sources’ (Clarke
2016, 2). It is highlighted within the guidance notes that recording should be undertaken to an ‘appropriate
and proportionate’ level, sufficient to understand the history, operation and development of the site
concerned.

1.3.3

Although none of the buildings or structures on the site are statutorily or locally listed, the site’s status as a
‘non-designated heritage asset’ (see §.1.2.3) means that it is covered by the terms of National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF; MHCLG, 2018), which requires developers to:
‘record and advance understanding of the significance of any heritage assets to be lost (wholly or in part) in
a manner proportionate to their importance and the impact, and to make this evidence (and any archive
generated) publicly accessible.’ (NPPF, 2018 para. 199).

1.3.4

9

Further, a Supplementary Planning Document issued by Cannock Chase and Lichfield District Councils in July
2017 reiterates that:
‘...the developer will be required to record the site in line with best practice and in accordance with NPPF,
10
this should be done in consultation with Historic England.’ (CCDC/LDC 2017, para. 2.22).

7
8

9
10

https://www.engie.co.uk/about-engie/news/engie-begins-consultation-for-landmark-rugeley-redevelopment/
Note 4 of CCDC/LDC consent documents stipulates that ‘it is recommended that the archaeology work uses the same methodology and
format as the Historic Building Record for Ironbridge Power Station 2017 which is considered a best practice example’.
‘Rugeley Power Station Development Brief – Supplementary Planning Document’; LDC/CCDC, 2017.
On-line correspondence between HE and CCDC indicates that former were happy to defer decisions regarding the scope of HBR works to the
relevant LPA conservation advisers [letter dated 03.10.18; J Taylor (HE) to R Sunter (CCDC), ref. W:P00971450].
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1.4

Scope of Work

1.4.1

No formal project ‘Brief’ per se was issued in respect of the current study; the project has thus been
undertaken in broad accordance with the published guidelines (§.1.3.2), and in accordance with a ‘Written
Scheme of Investigation’ (WSI), prepared by the current author on behalf of CgMs Heritage, and reviewed and
approved by Mr. Shane Kelleher (Staffordshire County Archaeologist) on behalf CCDC/LDC in advance of work.
The scope of recording and the format of the present report follow the exemplar of a similar programme of
11
recording undertaken in 2017 in respect of Ironbridge Power Station, Shropshire (Tyler, 2017).

1.4.2

The recording work, undertaken over a period of two weeks from 5th-16th November 2018, extended to all
surviving/accessible generation-related and subsidiary structures of the power station complex (see §.1.5
below). Individual constituent buildings were recorded to varying levels, according to their perceived relative
significance, though broadly commensurate with a ‘Level 2’ ‘descriptive record’, defined by Historic England in
‘Understanding Historic Buildings: A Guide to Good Recording Practice’ (HE, 2016; 26, §.5.2-3), as follows:
‘Level 2 is a descriptive record...
record It may be made of a building which is judged not to require a more detailed
record, or it may serve to gather data for a wider project. Both the exterior and interior of the building will be
seen, described and photographed. The examination of the building will produce an analysis of its development
and use and the record will include the conclusions reached, but it will not discuss in detail the evidence on
which this analysis is based. A plan and sometimes other drawings may be made but the drawn record will
normally not be comprehensive and may be tailored to the scope of a wider project’.

1.5
1.5

Statement of Limitations

1.5.1

Free and unfettered access was possible to large parts of the power station site for the purposes of inspection.
However, certain areas incl. the 132kV switch-house and 400kV switch-yard and related amenities blocks, lie
outside of the ownership/operational control of RPL/ENGIE, and were not accessed.

1.5.2

Preliminary dismantling of a number of lesser structures (storage tanks etc.) and low-level coal conveyor
12
systems had begun and was ongoing at the time of a site recording, together with the demolition of two
associated conveyor line junction towers to the north-east of the boiler house, undertaken (with local
13
authority consent) as a security measure. De-planting of the main turbine hall was also ongoing as of
November 2018 with associated, stringent restrictions on internal access due to health and safety
considerations.

1.5.3

The complete absence of both natural and artificial light within certain parts of the plant, most notably within
the lower levels of the Boiler House, the Gas Turbine House and FGD pump house, effectively precluded the
generation of a detailed photographic record, while other areas, such as the lower levels of the track hopper
14
building and make-up water pump houses, were inaccessible due to flooding. Here, the current report has
drawn widely upon previous materials and archival sources, where available, to supplement the record.

1.5.4

The process of decommissioning has been ongoing since closure of the plant in June 2016, with the result that
many of the buildings currently under consideration have been effectively cleared of most, if not all, internal
fixtures and fittings. Continuing stripping out from June 2018 has impacted significantly upon the survival of
interior finishes, such that many internal spaces presented little more than empty ‘shells’ at the time of site
recording. In these instances, recording has been of a more ‘cursory’ nature and the record presented within
the current report has, again, necessarily depended more upon archival and historical sources.

11

http://www.rictyler.com/project/ironbridge-power-station/
Ongoing demolition project being undertaken by Brown and Mason Ltd. (BAM).
Including, inter alia the removal of turbines, pannier casing and tubes, demolition of auxiliary plant (eg. standby and start-up pumps etc.).
Inaccessible areas/buildings are indicated in Table 7 below.

12
13
14
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1.5.5

Given the availability of a significant collection of historical documentation in the form of drawings and
photographs, and previous programmes of photographic recording undertaken by Historic England and
15
RPL/ENGIE, the losses/access limitations outlined at §1.5.2-4 can be seen to not have had a significant
16
negative impact upon the integrity of the recording exercise. Indeed, in certain respects, the de-planting of
the turbine hall, for example, has served to expose elements of plant not normally visible/accessible during the
operational life of the station.

1.5.6

It is beyond the scope of the present recording project to present a detailed account of the functional and
operational aspects of Rugeley ‘B’ power station, a subject for which an extensive bibliography, both general
17
and site specific, exists though a ‘broad brush’ overview of the processes involved is included within the
following descriptions and discussion, based upon those sources.

1.6

Presentation of this Report

1.6.1

Following a statement of project aims and objectives (§.2) and adopted methodology (§.3), the general
th
historical development of electricity generation in the 20 century at a national and local context is first
reviewed, together with a brief overview of the development of the Rugeley site (§.4) and a rapid map
regression exercise (§.5). This is followed by a detailed description of the power station buildings and plant,
presented at section §.6, following the broad sequence of operational processes through the complex, with a
discussion of the power station within its landscape setting and an overview of the site’s heritage values at
section §.7. The main graphic record of the site, comprising copies of maps, site and building plans, elevations,
cross-sections, 3-dimensional projections and detail drawings of specific buildings and items of plant, derives
from the archival sources outlined at section §.3.1 below and detailed at section §.8, and are individually
credited. The record is also accompanied by a selection of site photographs; all images presented as plates
here are by the current author and date to site visits undertaken in early November 2018, unless otherwise
dated and acknowledged. Other graphic materials within the current volume derive from the archival sources
and detailed at section §.8.

1.7
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15

A number of photographs pre-dating stripping out are also included at http://powerstations.uk/rugeley-b-power-station-staffordshire/
The permission of Historic England to incorporate photographs from their February 2018 terrestrial recording exercise has been
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16
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2

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

2.1

The objective of the historic building record, as outlined in the approved WSI (see Appendix D),
D was to provide
a detailed visual record of the buildings concerned and to generate a descriptive and illustrative account of the
same, including a summary of their character, date and techniques of construction together with a discussion
of their origin, history and development in the context of the evolution of the site as a whole.

2.2

In the light of proposed demolitions, the current report effectively constitutes a ‘preservation by record’ of the
site and the principal aim was thus be to generate as complete a record as possible, with the objective of
creating a sound, evidenced, meaningful and accessible report on the buildings for deposition with the
Staffordshire Historic Environment Record (HER).

2.3

All work was undertaken in accordance with Historic England’s ‘Understanding Historic Buildings: A Guide to
Good Recording Practice’ (HE, 2016) and with reference to recently published, thematic guidance notes, viz.
th
‘20 -century Coal- and Oil-Fired Electric Power Generation: Introductions to Heritage Assets’ (Clarke, 2015) and
‘England’s Redundant Post-War Coal- and Oil-Fired Power Stations: Guidelines for Recording and Archiving
their Records’ (Clarke, 2016). All work conforms to the published standards, guidance and Code of Conduct of
the Chartered Institute for Archaeologists (CIfA, 2014a, b and c respectively).

3

METHODOLOGY

3.1

Documentary
Documentary Research

3.1.1

To enable the recorded buildings to be placed within an established historical context, a targeted desk-based
assessment was undertaken, comprising a review of readily available published and unpublished documentary
source material, including maps, photographs, drawings and written descriptions of the power station, its site
and constituent buildings held by The National Archives (TNA), the Staffordshire County Record Office (SCRO)
and William Salt Library, Stafford (WSL), together with a large collection of archival materials held on site at
18
the power station itself. Reference has also been made to a number of contemporary CEGB publications, in
nd
19
particular the eight-volume series ‘Modern Power Station Practice’ (2 edition, 1971).

3.1.2

No significant programme of documentary / archival research into the pre-power station site was
commissioned or undertaken as part of the current study. The now demolished Rugeley ‘A’ station and
adjacent Lea Hall Colliery, are addressed in outline only, based upon available secondary sources.

3.1.3

A full list of sources and bibliography is given below at §.8.

3.2

Historic Building Record

3.2.1

The historic building record itself comprised three elements, being principally photographic in nature
supplemented by written and graphic records, as outlined below.
Photographic Record

3.2.2

The photographic survey comprised high-resolution digital coverage using a digital single-lens reflex (DSLR)
camera. The record extended to include both general and detail shots, contextual views and all accessible

18

A comprehensive collection of original and subsequent architects/engineers drawings, a series of CEGB photographs of the construction
process, and a multi-volume set of station manuals (‘Blue Books’), all in digital format, copies of which were kindly made available by RPL
for the purposes of the current project. The Blue Books in particular contain a wealth of detailed information and illustrative materials
pertaining to the operational aspects of the plant which have been referred to in the preparation of the descriptive account of plant
processes included within Section §.6 below
nd
The 1971, 2 Edition of ‘Modern Power Station Practice’ was published at the culmination of the 500MW-unit programme.

19
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exterior elevations, principal interior spaces, visible structural and decorative details (interior and exterior),
general interior views of principal spaces, plant and equipment (though see §.1.5 above). In line with Historic
England guidance (Clarke 2016, 6), the use of oblique and three-quarter views was favoured over systematic,
‘perpendicular’ coverage. All photographs were recorded on pro-forma recording sheets detailing subject,
orientation, photographer and date (see Appendix A). Digital copies of project photographs will be deposited
with The Potteries Museum and Art Gallery Archives, Stoke-on-Trent (ref. code: STKMG:2018.LH.99).
STKMG:2018.LH.99
3.2.3

Complementary, though unrelated, programmes of both aerial and terrestrial photographic recording have
been undertaken at Rugeley by Historic England’s photographic and imaging team.
Written Record

3.2.4

A written account of the buildings was made as free text to accompany the graphic and photographic records.
The recording covered the general and detailed arrangements of each building, together with its character,
date, materials and techniques of construction, and a summary of its origins, function and historical
development as evident from a non-intrusive examination.
Graphic Record

3.2.5

The core of the graphic record of the power station buildings presented within this report is based, so far as
possible, upon the archival holdings, principally the extensive collection of drawings (plans, elevations, details,
machinery etc.) and photographs held (in digital format) by RPL/ENGIE on site at Rugeley. The graphic record
is supplemented, where appropriate, by selected historical photographs and explanatory 3-dimensional
projections/schematic diagrams, gleaned for the most part from historical Power Station Handbooks and Site
Manuals. No new measured survey was commissioned or undertaken as part of the current recording
exercise.

4

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT
It is beyond the scope of the current project to undertake significant new documentary research into the origins
and development of the pre-power station site; the origins and development of the town of Rugeley have been
addressed in an ‘Historic Character Assessment’ undertaken in 2010 as part of the Staffordshire Extensive
Urban Survey (SCC, 2010) and in the Victoria County History (VCH, 1959). The historical development of power
th
generation in the 20 century has been previously addressed in considerable detail elsewhere (see, for example,
Clarke 2013 and 2015); a summary is presented here, however, based mainly upon secondary sources, to allow
the recorded structures at Rugeley to be evaluated within a broad historical context.

4.1

The National Context of Electricity Generation in the 20th century20

4.1.1

In the years prior to the ‘Electricity (Supply) Act’ of 1919, the pattern of electricity generation and supply in
Britain at a national level was highly unstructured, with numerous, disparate private and municipal companies,
operating predominantly small-scale stations (less than 50MW output), generating at a range of differing
voltages and frequencies, with a resultant diversity in both extent (scope) and quality of supply. In this
context, and following the First World War, the Electricity Supply Committee recommended the setting up of
an ‘Electricity Commission’ and a number of ‘Joint Electricity Authorities’ (JEAs), together with measures
amounting to an effective ‘nationalisation’ of the generation and transmission network. Although the latter of
these proposals were rejected by Parliament, the first two were broadly enacted under the terms of the 1919
Act and the resulting JEAs oversaw the creation of a number of so-called early ‘super-stations’.

20

Based largely upon Clarke (2013 and 2015).
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Further to the recommendations of the 1925 ‘Weir Report’, a further ‘Electricity (Supply) Act’ of 1926 saw the
formation of the Central Electricity Board (CEB), designed to bring the industry under the overall control of a
central, public corporation. The wide diversity in the size and arrangement of generating stations persisted,
however, remaining predominantly small in scale, though with limited experimentation with larger (60/75MW)
generating sets, specifically at Battersea ‘A’ (commissioned, 1933) and Barking ‘B’ (commissioned, 1939). The
CEB was also to establish the first, synchronised AC ‘National Grid’, a 4,000 mile network of overhead lines
built over an eight-year period from 1927 to 1935, operating primary distribution at 132kV (Clarke 2015, 6).
Initially operating seven virtually independent systems, the grid was fully integrated for the first time over the
winter of 1938/9 (Cochrane 1990, 3-4; see also Pedroche 2013, 164-5).
Nationalisation

4.1.3

The post-war 1947 ‘Electricity Act’ replaced the CEB with a new body, the British Electricity Authority (BEA), a
nationalised authority with a remit for England, Wales and the south of Scotland, which came into operation
on 1st April 1948, inheriting assets of £821 million and planned new investment of £650 million (Burdon 2010,
13). The BEA merged over 500 separate generation and supply companies (JEAs, local authorities and private
21
concerns), consolidating them into 14 ‘Area Boards’ and 12 ‘Generating Divisions’, the former with
responsibility for retail distribution and the latter for generation and transmission. A degree of standardisation
ensued, and between 1948 and 1952 some 5,800MW of plant was installed at 66 stations, in the form of 30
22
and 60MW units; the BEA also oversaw the upgrading of the National Grid to a rating of 275kV. By the later
1950s, however, larger sets were being introduced, with six 100MW turbo-generators being installed at Castle
Donnington, Leicestershire (commissioned, 1956-8) and five 120MW sets at Rugeley ‘A’, Staffordshire
(commissioned 1961-2), while High Marnham in Nottinghamshire (commissioned 1962) was furnished with
five, 200MW sets, the resulting output of 1,000MW making it the largest station in Europe at the time. In
tandem with the introduction of these larger plants, a number of smaller, less efficient stations were
decommissioned and closed down.
The Central Electricity Generating Board (CEGB)

4.1.4

The late-1950s witnessed further restructuring within the industry; the BEA was replaced in 1955 by the shortlived Central Electricity Authority (CEA) holding a remit extending to England and Wales only, separating off of
the Scottish area boards, before the ‘Electricity Act’ of 1957 saw the dissolution of the CEA, to be replaced by
the Central Electricity Generating Board (CEGB). The CEGB operated over five geographic regions (North-East,
North-West, Midlands, South-West, and South-East) with ‘Generating Divisions’ based on ‘Grid Control
Centres’ at Newcastle, Leeds, Manchester, Nottingham, Birmingham, Bristol and two near London (East
Grinstead and St. Albans) and a National Control Centre based in London (CEGB 1967, 18). Three regional
‘project groups’ (North, Midlands and South) were concerned with station construction, while the
Transmission Group oversaw the provision of overhead power lines. An extensive Research and Development
section had laboratories at Leatherhead, Surrey (Central Electricity Research Laboratory, ‘CERL’), at
Marchwood in Hampshire (Marchwood Engineering Laboratory; ‘MEL’) and at Berkeley in Gloucestershire
(Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories; ‘BNL’). The pattern of increasing generator size, begun under the auspices of
the BEA in the earlier 1950s, continued, with increasing use of 275, 300, 350 and 375MW sets; the dramatic
growth in the size of associated power stations was accompanied by the creation of a new, 400kV ‘super-grid’
from 1963 (Stratton 1994, 69), with heavy duty, quad-conductor lines having triple the carrying capacity
(1,800MVA per circuit) of the 275KV lines (CEGB 1971a, 8).

21

The BEA inherited nearly 300 power stations, but a lot of the plant was over 25 years old with many sets generating at less than 8MW
(Cochrane 1990, 5).
The 275kV system was designed both for regional interconnection and for the bulk transmission of power from the coalfields of the East
Midlands, Yorkshire and the north-east, where the new power stations were to be sited, to the load centres of London and the southern
counties and in the Manchester and Merseyside districts (Burdon 2010, 24). The bulk transmission of power from coalfields to load
centres was predicted to save some £2.5 million pa (1949 prices) compared to the alternative transport of coal by rail (ibid.).

22
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The advantages of the improved grid were three-fold. Firstly, by interconnecting the capacity between areas it
provided security against normal operating hazards; secondly it enabled power stations to be located closer to
the coalfields (thereby slashing fuel transport costs) and thirdly, it enabled base load to be supplied by the
most economic plants, with more expensive stations supplying ‘top-up’ during periods of peak demand (CEGB
1971b, 6-7).
The 500MW Unit Programme

4.1.6

By the early 1960s, the 500MW, single-shaft unit became the standard turbo-generator set for new stations,
generally arranged in combinations of two (1,000MW) or four (2,000MW); of the 13 major new oil- and coalfired ‘super stations’ based upon the 500MW unit released for construction between 1960 and 1964 (see inset
23
below), all but three (Aberthaw ‘B’, Ironbridge ‘B’ and Rugeley ‘B’) were of 2,000MW output. The core aim
of the expansion programme was to focus generation on a smaller number of ‘super-stations’, each with an
increased capacity based upon the largest units then available.

4.1.7

The physical size and requirements of the new generation of plants meant that traditional siting, close to areas
of high demand (major cities and industrial areas), was no longer necessary and, with a view to maximising
efficiency (and taking advantage of the improved distribution grid), many of the new pants were built in more
rural locations, on major rivers and close to the main coalfields or, in the case of oil-fired stations, on estuaries
close to refineries (Cochrane 1990, 13). The valleys of the Trent in Nottinghamshire / Derbyshire /
Staffordshire (see §.4.2.3) and the Aire in Yorkshire, bordering the Yorkshire, Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire
coalfields, experienced particularly intense development.
KEY
Coal-fired ‘super-stations’ released for construction, 1960-64
(in chronological order of commissioning)
Ferrybridge ‘C’, W Yorks.*
West Burton ‘A’, Notts.
Eggborough, N Yorks.
Didcot A, Oxfordshire*
Ratcliffe on Soar, Notts.
Cottam, Notts.
Ironbridge B, Shrops.*
Aberthaw, S Wales
Fiddler’s Ferry, Cheshire
Rugeley ‘B’, Staffs.*

2000MW; commissioned 1966
2000MW; commissioned 1967
2000MW; commissioned 1967
2000MW; commissioned 1968
2000MW; commissioned 1968
2000MW; commissioned 1969
1000MW; commissioned 1969
1500MW; commissioned 1971
2000MW; commissioned 1971
1000MW; commissioned 1972

Oil-/dual-fired ‘super-stations’ released for construction,
1960-64.
Pembroke, S Wales*
Fawley, Kent*
Kingsnorth, Kent*

2000MW; commissioned 1968
2000MW; commissioned 1971
2000MW; commissioned 1973

(NB
NB.
NB stations marked with * have closed)

Plan of 13 coal- and oil-/dual-fired 500MW-unit ‘super stations’ released for construction by CEGB in England and Wales, 1960-64.

23

Ironbridge and Rugeley comprised two units (1,000MW), while Aberthaw comprised three and was rated at 1,500MW. The 500MW-unit
programme was to lead to the final technical development of the CEGB’s ‘large-set’ philosophy, viz. the 660MW turbo-generator unit,
used at Drax in North Yorkshire (x6) and Grain in Kent (x5), the latter oil-fired.
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The ‘Amenity Clause’
4.1.8

The monumental scale of the new buildings prompted a growing concern as to the potential impact they could
have upon their environmentally sensitive landscape settings and these considerations were addressed by
Section 37 of the 1957 Act, aka. the ‘amenity clause’, which required that:
‘In formulating or considering any proposals relating to the functions of the Generating Board or of any
of the Area Boards (including any such general programme as is mentioned in subsection (4) of section
eight of this Act), the Board in question, the Electricity Council and the Minister, having regard to the
desirability of preserving natural beauty, of conserving flora, fauna and geological or physiographical
features of special interest, and of protecting buildings and other objects of architectural or historic
interest, shall each take into account any effect which the proposals would have on the natural beauty of
24
the countryside or on any such flora, fauna, features, buildings or objects’.

4.1.9

It had been recognised by Michael Shepheard (Chief Architect of the CEGB, quoted in Clarke 2013, 15) that, as
among the largest of man-made structures, the new generation of power stations would inevitably have little
or no ‘inherent scale relationship’ with their physical environment, and that the size and massing of the
principal generation buildings meant that they represented features of ‘landscape significance’, appreciated
primarily from middle to long-range viewpoints (ibid.). An increasingly ‘reductionist’ approach in terms of
design meant that the architectural character of station buildings was reduced, essentially, to the massing and
interplay of the main process buildings in relation to the chimney/s, the grouping of the cooling tower field/s,
and to the use of colour and texture in cladding materials (RCHME, 1995; Clarke 2013, 15).

4.1.10

Pioneering architectural modelling was extensively used to assess the impact of new stations on the
25
landscape, and while sites were generally developed to a standard template dictated by the technical
requirements of the 500MW-unit programme, the detailed design of specific plants was undertaken by the
CEGB in collaboration with high-calibre architectural practices (see Table 1, column 3, below). Moreover,
significant input from landscape architects/consultants was incorporated throughout both design and
implementation stages (see Table 1, column 4, below).
Power Station
Aberthaw ‘B’, S Wales
Cottam, Nottinghamshire
Didcot ‘A’, Oxfordshire
Eggborough, North Yorkshire
Ferrybridge ‘C’, West Yorkshire
Fiddler’s Ferry, Cheshire
Ironbridge ‘B’, Shropshire
Ratcliffe on Soar, Nottinghamshire
Rugeley ‘B’, Staffordshire
West Burton ‘A’, Nottinghamshire

Date Built
196?-71
1964-70
1965-70
1962-67
1961-67
1967-71
1963-68
1963-67
1965
1965-70
1961-67

Consultant Architect
Architect
n/k
Yorke, Rosenberg and Mardall
Frederick Gibberd and Partners
Sir Percy Thomas and Son (George Hooper)
Building Design Partnership
Gordon Graham; Architects Design Group
Sir Percy Thomas and Son (Alan Clark)
Building Design Partnership
LK Watson and HJ Coates
Rex Savidge and John Gelsthorpe;
Architects’ Design Group

Landscape Architect
n/k
Kenneth and Patricia Booth
Sir Frederick Gibberd
Brenda Colvin
--in-house
Kenneth Booth
in-house
Brenda Colvin
Derek Lovejoy Associates

Table 1:
Architects and Landscape Architects of 1960s coal-fired super stations, alphabetical order (info. Clarke 2013, Appendix A).

4.1.11

Under the auspices of the ‘amenity clause’, proposed station locations and detailed designs were required to
26
be submitted to and reviewed by the Royal Fine Art Commission (RFAC), although the Commission’s role, in
27
terms of location at least, was purely advisory in nature and they held no power of veto over chosen sites.

24

www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/Eliz2/5-6/48/enacted.
Impact evaluation of stations upon the landscape lead to the development by the CEGB of ‘Zones of Visual Influence’ (ZVI) analysis, a
technique still used in landscape assessment today (see, for example, the Landscape Institute’s ‘Guidelines for Landscape and Visual
Impact Assessment’ (GLVIA3), 2013).
The RFAC had been appointed by royal warrant in May 1924 to enquire into questions of public amenity or artistic importance referred to
it by government departments or other public or quasi-public bodies (http://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/details/r/C35).

25

26
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Reprivatisation
4.1.12

The CEGB remained the cornerstone of the British electricity industry for almost 40 years, though privatisation
in the early 1990s under the terms of the ‘Electricity Act’ of 1989 saw its assets being broken up into three
28
29
new companies: Powergen, National Power and the National Grid Company. With central government
policy seeking to lessen dependence upon the domestic coal industry and encourage the development of
th
smaller, gas-fired plants, the final years of the 20 century witnessed the decommissioning of many of the
earlier oil- and coal-fired plants, many of which had reached the end of their productive lives. Further, the
st
early years of the 21 century saw a number of remaining plants opting out, on the grounds of financial nonviability, of the meeting of clean air requirements of the European Large Combustion Plant Directive (LCPD;
30
Directive 2001/80/EC), introduced to limit airborne emissions of pollutants such as sulphur dioxide and
nitrogen oxides. At the time of preparation of the current report, only seven coal-fired power stations in the
31
with current government policy anticipating the final
United Kingdom are still-operational,
32
33
closure/adaptation of all remaining sites by October 2025.

4.1.13

A move towards lower-carbon energy, driven by deepening concerns regarding anthropogenic global warming,
has prompted a new generation of nuclear plants, with work underway at Hinckley Point ‘C’ in Somerset, while
34
an accompanying phase of diversification has seen the conversion of older coal plants to biomass co-firing,
35
and the construction of a range of smaller stations based on the combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) process,
as well as the increasing exploitation of renewable energy sources such as wind, hydro, solar etc. (see Burdon
2010, 30-32).

4.2

The Local Context: The Midlands Region of the CEGB

4.2.1

The Midlands Region of the CEGB, one of five established under the auspices of the 1957 Electricity Act
(§.4.1.4), covered a geographical area of 11,000 square miles, and was responsible for 38 power stations, over
36
170 sub-stations and almost 2,000 miles of grid transmission lines. The region was sub-divided into two
‘divisions’, West Midlands and East Midlands (see inset, below), with headquarters at Moseley in Birmingham
and Barker Gate in Nottingham respectively.

4.2.2

Ever-increasing electricity usage in the years after World War II saw demand doubling every eight years and by
37
the winters of 1961-2 and 1962-3, shortfalls of ‘crisis’ proportions were being experienced. New sites were
identified and new and/or improved stations constructed; thereby Midlands regional generation capacity
quadrupled over the course of 14 years, from 4,000MW in 1957, rising to 8,000MW by 1966, 14,000MW in
1969 and 16,000MW by 1971. The region produced more than 25% of the electricity used in England and
Wales and constituted a significant part of the major CEGB construction programme of ‘super-stations’
commissioned during the 1960s.

27

The relationship of the RFAC with the CEGB (and previously, with the CEA) was at times somewhat fractious, with Ministry of Fuel and
Power Minutes from 1956 referring to the Commissioners as ‘irresponsible nuisances’ (TNA: POWE 14/146; Minute M/55/435, 8th May
1956).
Taken over by E.ON in 2002.
Taken over by RWE in 2002, rebranded as RWE npower.
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/archives/industry/stationary/lcp/legislation.htm.
viz. Cottam, West Burton and Ratcliffe on Soar in Nottinghamshire, Drax (Units 4-6) in North Yorkshire, Fiddler’s Ferry in Cheshire,
Aberthaw B in Glamorgan and Kilroot in County Antrim, NI (due to close 2018). Overall, annual coal-fuelled electricity generation dropped
by c.80% between 2006 and 2016, from c.150 terawatt hours to c.25 terawatt hours.
Specifically, the introduction of carbon capture and storage capability.
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2018/jan/05/uk-coal-fired-power-plants-close-2025
As at Drax in North Yorkshire (https://www.businessgreen.com/bg/news/3061382/drax-completes-conversion-of-fourth-biomass-unit).
The first of a new generation of CCGT stations, a 230MW plant at Roosecote near Barrow-in-Furness, was licensed in April 1990, with a
further 21,000MW of gas-fired capacity commissioned over the following ten years (Burdon 2010, 23).
https://www.gracesguide.co.uk/CEGB
In 1948, the generating capacity of the Midlands Region as a whole was just 2,016MW, barely more than one of the future generation of
1960s ‘super-stations’.

28
29
30
31

32
33
34
35

36
37
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Overview of CEGB Midlands Region (from Rugeley ‘A’ official opening booklet).

4.2.3

A particularly dense concentration of stations were built in the 1950s and 1960s in the Trent Valley of
Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire and Staffordshire, which became known as ‘Megawatt Valley’ reflecting its status
as the largest concentration of power generation in Europe at the time, incorporating a chain of plants
including examples of almost every developmental step from a period of dramatic technological progress
(Clarke 2013, 15; see inset below). Of the ‘super-stations’ based around the 500MW-set, Cottam, West Burton
38
‘A’ and Ratcliffe-on-Soar in Nottinghamshire each combined four units to provide 2,000MW capacity, while
Rugeley ‘B’ was constructed at half-capacity combining two units with an output of 1,000MW. Smaller
capacity stations included Rugeley’s own ‘A’ station (commissioned 1961/2), of 600MW combining five
120MW sets, while High Marnham in Nottinghamshire (commissioned 1962) was the first 1,000MW power
39
station in Europe, based on five 200MW sets.

KEY
Historical coalcoal-fired power plants:
Castle Donnington, Leicestershire
Drakelow ‘A’, Derbyshire
Drakelow ‘B’, Derbyshire
Drakelow ‘C’, Derbyshire
High Marnham, Nottinghamshire
Meaford ‘A’, Staffordshire
Meaford ‘B’, Staffordshire
Rugeley ‘A’, Staffordshire
Staythorpe ‘A’, Nottinghamshire
Staythorpe ‘B’, Nottinghamshire
Wilford, Nottinghamshire
Willington ‘A’, Derbyshire
Willington ‘B’, Derbyshire

600MW; commissioned 1958, closed 1993/4.
240MW; commissioned 1955, closed 1984.
480MW; commissioned 1959/60, closed 1993.
1,450MW; commissioned 1964; closed 2003.
1,000MW; commissioned 1962, closed 2003.
120MW; commissioned 1948, closed 1974.
240MW; commissioned 1957, closed 1990.
600MW; commissioned 1961/2, closed 1994/5.
1994/5
360MW; commissioned 1950, closed 1983.
360MW; commissioned 1962; closed 1994.
30MW 316MW; commissioned 1925, closed 1981.
400MW; commissioned 1957, closed 1990s.
400MW; commissioned 1962, closed 1990s.

CEGB CoalCoal-fired ‘super‘super-stations’ released
released for construction, 19601960-64:
Cottam, Nottinghamshire
Ratcliffe-on-Soar, Notts.
Rugeley ‘B’, Staffordshire
West Burton ‘A’, Notts.

2,000MW; commissioned 1969, still operational.
2,000MW; commissioned 1968, still operational.
1,000MW; commissioned 1972, closed 2016.
2,000MW; commissioned 1969, still operational.

Coal-fired power stations (historical and still operational) of the Trent Valley

38

39

All three of the Trentside 2,000MW stations remain operational, though on much reduced firing regimes based upon ‘Capacity Market’
availability; see ‘Understanding the Capacity Market’; http://business.engie.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/capacitymarketguide.pdf.
The station closed in 2003 and was demolished in stages, the last item being its five cooling towers in July 2012.
(http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-nottinghamshire-18847674).
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Rugeley Power Station
Rugeley ‘A’ Power Station

4.3.1

An initial application to the Ministry of Fuel and Power, under Section 2 of the Electric Lighting Act of 1909 (as
th
amended, 1947), in respect of the construction of a coal-fired power station at Rugeley was made on 4
February 1955. Planned by the BEA/CEA, the station was to be brought to fruition, at a cost of c.£30 million,
40
by the CEGB, representing the Board’s first major ‘joint venture’ with the National Coal Board (NCB), with the
construction of the power station being closely related to the development of the neighbouring Lea Hall
Colliery (see §.4.3.7-11 below). The power station was to be supplied directly by conveyor from Lea Hall, the
first example of such an arrangement in Britain (see §.4.3.9), where colliery coal was to be mixed in blending
bunkers with rail-borne fuel from neighbouring collieries on Cannock Chase and North Staffordshire (National
41
Power 1994, 3). The plant as first envisaged was to comprise four 60MW sets, with a total capacity of
240MW, with provision for future extension annotated on submitted outline plans, the original station to
th
include two natural draught cooling towers and a single, 400ft. chimney. Consent was granted on 15 July
1955, though a subsequent variation was requested in April 1956 whereby the 60MW sets would be
42
substituted by two 120MW units (with an accompanying increase in chimney height to 450ft.).

th

Plan accompanying planning application to Ministry of Power, 4 February 1955 (TNA: POWE 14/515).
43

4.3.2

Site clearance commenced in April 1956 with 450,000 sq. yds cleared and 320,000 cu. yrds. being excavated
44
within eight months, and work on the main foundations starting in February 1957 (anon. 1963). Around this
th
time, on 6 February, a second application was submitted to the Ministry of Power to significantly enlarge the
plant by the introduction of a further three 120MW sets, thereby increasing total capacity to 600MW,
together with a second stack and three additional, natural-draught cooling towers.45 A further ‘material

40

The NCB was a statutory corporation created under the terms of the ‘Coal Industry Nationalisation Act’ of 1946 and coming into effect on
st
1 January 1947 (see http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/Geo6/9-10/59/section/1/enacted). The Rugeley joint venture had first been
discussed at an informal meeting of BEA/NCB on 16th March 1951, and more formally at the NCB’s Regional Physical Planning Committee
of 3rd April of the same year (TNA: POWE 14/515).
The coal from Lea Hall had a high chlorine content which required blending with low chlorine, open-casted coal from other collieries to
make it suitable for power station use (Coxhill, 1995). Higher chlorine content in thermal coals had inherent implications for accelerated
‘fireside’ corrosion of heat exchanger tubes within boilers, with values of 0.2-0.3% considered a maximum acceptable level (DCLG, 2010).
TNA: POWE 14/515; letter ref. A.26818/HVB.
The clearance of the ‘A’ station site necessitated the removal, and re-siting, of the ‘Brereton Sewage Disposal Works’ (visible on Figure 8),
which had been completed only 5 years earlier by Rugeley UDC at a cost of c.£20,000 (TNA: POWE 14/515). A report in the Birmingham
Gazette (27.11.1952) recorded that ‘every effort was made to arrive at an adjustment of the power station layout to avoid sacrificing the
works, but the changes would cost three times the cost of the sewage works.’
Info: ‘Rugeley Power Station: Data Specification’, p,2.
TNA: POWE 14/1058.

41

42
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44
45
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departure’ from the original application involved the replacement of one of this second group of cooling
th
46
towers with an experimental ‘dry’ cooling tower, formal application for which was made on 5 August 1958.
Steelwork erection commenced in May 1958, with work on No.1 boiler and turbine starting in June 1959 and
May 1960 respectively.
4.3.3

Project architects / landscape consultants were LK Watson and HJ Coates of Gray’s Inn Square, London, with
Mott, Hay and Anderson (MHA) of Westminster as consultant engineers working together with the CEGB’s
Midlands Project Group. The final design combined five CA Parsons 120MW turbo-generator sets with a total
output of 600MW, each associated with a Babcock and Wilcox boiler. The main buildings were of steel-framed
construction, clad externally in a combination of lower brickwork and upper aluminium sheeting with Alocrom
47
surface treatment. Ancillary buildings were of conventional construction and brick clad, except for the office
block which had aluminium curtain walling with aluminium sliding sash windows (CEGB opening booklet, 28).
th
48
th
nd
Unit 1 was commissioned on the 18 January 1961, with Units 2 and 3 following on 19 July and 22
th
th
December respectively; units 4 and 5 were commissioned the following year on the 14 August and 11
st
December 1962 and the plant was officially opened on 1 October 1963 by the Rt. Hon. Alfred Robens, Baron
Robens of Woldingham, PC, Chairman of the National Coal Board at the invitation of Sir Christopher Hinton,
Chairman of the CEGB; a plaque commemorating the opening of the A station is retained within the BMD
project office building [70
70]
70 (see inset below left). A fuller description of the ‘A’ Station is given in the Electrical
rd
Times of 3 October 1963 (p.492-5) and within the CEGB’s official opening commemorative booklet, a copy of
49
which is held by the William Salt Library, Stafford, while a summary of technical details is included within a
95-page ‘Data Specification’ booklet, an original copy of which is kept at Rugeley Power Station.

Plaque commemorating official opening in 1963, retained in BMD
special projects office [70
70].
70

Aerial view of Rugeley ‘A’ power station with adjacent Lea Hall
Colliery in foreground (National Power, 1994).

4.3.4

The plant was laid out to respect the layout of Lea Hall Colliery, with the main buildings set out on a northwest to south-east axis (Figure 10). The turbine hall was placed to the north-east and the boiler house, served
by a bank of ESPs and twin stacks (450ft. tall) to the south-west (Figures 11/12), facing the colliery so as to
simplify the arrangement of fuel supply conveyors. Four natural draught cooling towers, erected by Film
Cooling Towers (FCT), were laid out in ‘lozenge’ formation to the north-east of the main generation buildings
with a fifth, ‘dry’ cooling tower (see fn. 46) to the north-west thereof. The dry cooling tower, associated with
Unit 3 and the first such tower to be erected in the UK, was considerably larger than the contemporary ‘wet’
towers of similar rating, being 350ft. high with an overall base diameter of 325ft., an upper diameter of 217ft.

46

The availability of cooling water supply had always been a major factor in the siting of thermal power stations and the increasing volume
requirements of larger plants meant that suitable inland sites were becoming difficult to identify. The adoption of a ‘dry’ cooling system,
whereby circulating water was cooled via a series of heat-exchanger elements at the base of a hyperbolic tower, would avoid the need for
make-up water and thereby allow for greater flexibility in station siting (see CEGB 1971c, 317-321). Thus, in order to gain experience with
such a ‘dry’ system, the CEGB initiated a design study in 1957 to operate in conjunction with one of Rugeley ‘A’s five 120MW units.
The 132kV switch house (§.6.6.2-4), the adjacent BMD building [70
70]
70 (§.6.14.12), and the original make-up water pump house (§.6.11.15)
represent the only survivals from the original ‘A’ station complex.
Six months after Lea Hall Colliery (see §.4.3.7-11) went into production.
WSL: pbox/RUGELEY/41.

47

48
49
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and a throat diameter of 205ft.; associated ‘wet’’ towers stood to a similar height but were significantly
narrower, with basal and upper diameters of 218ft. and 140ft. respectively (see inset, above right).
4.3.5

The Rugeley ‘A’ station was noteworthy in a number of respects, primarily in its status as the first major joint
venture with the NCB, though also in its innovative use of a centralised control room overseeing all aspects of
the plant’s operation and in its combination of differing, innovative forms of cooling towers. The four
50
conventional, natural draught cooling towers were of cone-toroid form, and are thought to be the first use of
this type by the CEGB (Clarke 2013, 25), while the fifth tower (built by Mouchel and Partners and associated
with Unit 3; see insets below) was of the experimental ‘dry’ form, the first of its type to be constructed in the
th
UK; the shell of the latter was completed on 15 October 1960, though it was not commissioned until
51
December 1961 (CEBG 1971c, 320).

Photograph and detail cross-section of Rugeley ‘A’s experimental ‘dry’ cooling tower.

4.3.6

Rugeley ‘A’ was initially operated by the CEGB, but following privatisation in 1990 (see §.4.1.12) it was handed
over, together with the B station (see below), to National Power. Lea Hall Colliery closed in January 1991 and
only a couple of years later the phased closure of the 'A' station began. In November 1992, the closure of
Units 2/3 was announced with units no longer available for generation from March 1993; the final station
st
th
closure was announced one year later on 31 March 1994, with availability for generation ceasing on 30
st
September of the same year – the station as a whole finally closed on 31 May 1995 (National Power 1994, 19)
with demolition of the station buildings following soon afterwards.
UNIT
First run
Last run
MW hrs generated
1
18.01.1961
27.09.1994
20,096,812
2
19.07.1961
26.02.1993
18,991,551
3
22.12.1961
26.11.1992
15,912,412
4
14.08.1962
28.01.1994
17,526,037
5
11.12.1962
09.08.1994
17,260,624
Table 2: Rugeley ‘A’; Final statistics (National Power 1994, 19).

50

51

Total running time
196,049; c.22.38yrs
180,781; c.20.64yrs
154,621; c.17.65yrs
169,201; c.19.31yrs
168,670; c.19.25yrs

Hot starts
3260
4557
3701
3997
3420

Cold starts
459
371
519
407
397

The ‘cone-toroid’ profile is a variation on the standard hyperbolic form, combining a truncated lower ‘cone’ section extending to the
throat, above which the shell flares with a curved ‘torus’ profile. The hyperbolic form had first been developed in the Netherlands in the
th
early years of the 20 century by Professor Frederick K. van Iterson and Gerard Kuypers; the first British examples (now lost) were erected
by Mouchel and Partners at Lister Drive Power Station in Liverpool in 1924. The ‘cone-toroid’ form had been patented by FCT in 1940; the
innovation was said to strive for ‘constructional simplicity’, though it has been suggested that it may have been developed simply to evade
the patents of Van Iterson and Kuypers (Clarke 2013, 25).
It is understood that the conditions afforded by the interior of the dry cooling tower shell made it suitable for use, on occasion, by the RAF
for parachute development (Rugeley ‘A’ HER Entry; ref. 58697). The large enclosed area was also eminently suitable for the storage of
large plant items (P Knight, pers. comm.).
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Lea Hall Colliery52
4.3.7

At nationalisation of the coal industry in 1947 (fn. 40), the coalfields of Staffordshire, Shropshire and
Warwickshire were combined to form the ‘West Midlands Division’ of the newly formed National Coal Board
(NCB), with divisional headquarters at Himley Hall, near Dudley. Early in its administration, the Board carried
out a review of the then current situation of its coalfields, including an appraisal of extant reserves and future
viability/potential, subsequent to which a national ‘Plan for Coal’ was agreed, together with funding for a
massive modernisation programme (Warburton and Edwards 2006, 8).

4.3.8

As part of exploratory works near Rugeley, test-drilling by the NCB indicated a potentially productive coalfield
lying between the East Boundary (Rugeley) and Armitage Faults to the north and east of the extant Brereton
53
colliery. On the basis of this research, the Board approved the sinking of three new mines at Rugeley,
54
Whittington and Milford. A number of sites for the Rugeley mine were considered, based upon the results of
the test programme together with the availability of pre-existing infrastructure, with a site near Langley
Common being chosen.55 The site lay one mile south-east of Rugeley on an area of flat land, bounded to the
56
north-east by the River Trent, to the south by Armitage Road and the Trent and Mersey Canal, and to the
57
north-west by the Cannock Branch railway (originally the ‘Cannock Mineral Line’). The new colliery was to
take its name from ‘Lea Hall’, formerly located at the junction of Lea Hall Lane and Armitage Lane at Brereton;
the site is indicated on earlier maps (Figure 4; see §.5.1.1), though it has subsequently been lost to residential
development. A preliminary application was duly made in February 1951 (Warburton and Edwards 2006, 11),
with preparatory work starting in November of the same year (ibid., 12-13).

4.3.9

Early in the stages of the NCB’s planning for Lea Hall Colliery, it became apparent that the BEA (later
CEA/CEGB) were independently investigating a number of sites for a power station in the Trent Valley, and
thus the two authorities agreed to combine forces and work together to develop the Rugeley site as a ‘joint
venture’, an arrangement financially beneficial to both parties. Plans were thus prepared in tandem, with
colliery and power plant layouts aligned so as to allow direct supply of fuel from colliery to station by
58
conveyor, and sharing a common rail supply line via a connection from the Cannock Branch Line.

4.3.10

By 1957, work on the surface buildings was well advanced and, in line with the joint planning agreement, the
BEA had commenced work on the adjacent Rugeley ‘A’ station the previous year (§.4.3.1). The entire
construction process including ground preparation, shaft sinking and erection of the surface complex, lasted
th
nine years and Lea Hall Colliery was officially opened on 19 July 1960 by Mr. EH Brown (chairman of the
NCB’s West Midlands Division), six months prior to the commissioning of the first 120MW unit at the adjacent
power plant.

4.3.11

The colliery employed in excess of 2,000 staff for much of its operational life, with a maximum of c.2,300 in
early 1980s (Warburton and Edwards 2006, 66; Appendix 1), and extracted in the region of 1.3-1.5 million tons
of coal per annum, a total of c.38 million over its lifetime. After a period of speculation, the closure of Lea Hall

52

Based largely upon Warburton and Edwards’s ‘Lea Hall Colliery 1948-1990’ (2006), which contains a detailed account of the construction
and operational history of the colliery.
Brereton Colliery, in existence since at least 1814 (VCH), was to close in 1960 (Warburton and Edwards 2006, 28), a number of staff being
transferred to Lea Hall.
Once progress was initiated in respect of Lea Hall, the Whittington and Milford proposals were put on hold.
‘Langley Common’ is marked as ‘common waste’ on the Armitage tithe map of 1842 (plot 19 on Figure 4; Table 6 below) and is also clearly
delineated and annotated on early edition County Series Ordnance Survey maps (Figures 5-7; see §.5.2).
Built under the provisions of an Act of Parliament of 1766 and completed, to the designs of James Brindley, in 1777, the T&M Canal (aka.
the ‘Grand Trunk’) connected the river Trent at Derwent Mouth near Wilden in Derbyshire, with the Mersey at Runcorn Gap in Cheshire
(see Hadfield 1969, Chap. 2).
The Cannock Mineral Railway, authorised under an Act of 1855, ran for a distance of 7½ miles from a junction with the South Staffordshire
Railway at Cannock to a junction with the London and North Western Railway’s Trent Valley Line at Rugeley, and opened to trains on 7th
November 1859 (info: https://chasewaterstuff.wordpress.com/the-cannock-chase-railways-1948/ quoting an article from Railway
Magazine, November/December 1948).
Although much of Lea Hall’s production was transferred directly to Rugeley ‘A’, provision was necessary for rail transport of fuel to other
customers.

53

54
55

56

57

58
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was announced on the 11th December 1990 and the colliery duly ceased production on Friday 21st December
th
59
1990 (Warburton and Edwards 2006, 63), finally closing on 24 January 1991 after 30 years of operation,
with demolition of buildings and site clearance following soon after.
RUGELEY ‘A’ POWER STATION
LEA HALL COLLIERY
Permission granted July 1955
Site work began November 1951
Work started April 1956
Shaft sinking started February 1954
Units commissioned
Production started July 1960
Unit 1; 18th January 1961
Production 1961: 0.31million tons
Output to station: 0.29 million tons
Unit 2; 19th July 1961
Unit 3; 22nd December 1961
Production 1962: 0.69 million tons
Output to station: 0.59 million tons
Unit 4; 14th August 1962
Unit 5; 11th December 1962
Production 1963: 1.00 million tons
Output to station 0.8million tons
Coal required at full output
1.7million tons per year
Cost: £30,000,000
Cost £14, 000,000
Table 3: Rugeley ‘A’/Lea Hall Colliery commission timeline/statistics (National Power 1994, 7).

Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station
4.3.12

Even as construction of the ‘A’ plant was reaching completion, it was becoming apparent that generation
capacity within the Midlands region was inadequate (anon., 1963). An application to the Ministry of Power for
th
a second power plant at Rugeley, to be known as ‘Rugeley B’, was duly submitted by the CEGB on 20
st
60
November 1963, and consented on 31 August 1964. Necessary lands for the plant were acquired by the
61
CEGB from a number of individual landowners and tenants (summarised in Figure 13), while negotiations
with the NCB were entered into with respect to retaining a ‘pillar of support’ for the principal structures of the
62
proposed site within the active coal workings (CEGB ‘Station Development Particulars’ 1965, 8). Initial site
investigations were undertaken by mining consultants Messrs. Durnford, Lee and Wardell of Newcastle-underLyme, Staffs. (ibid., 13).

Plan accompanying planning application, 20th November 1963 (TNA: POWE 14/1488).
(NB
NB.
NB Green denotes extant ‘A’ station; pink denotes proposed ‘B’ station)
59
60
61

62

Staffs. HER entry, ref.58697
TNA: POWE 14/1488.
A box of title deeds and other documentation related to CEGB land acquisition is kept at RPL offices at Rugeley Power Station, though this
has not been investigated in detail as part of the current project. The ‘Station Development Particulars’ document (p.11) lists pre-station
land use as comprising a disused sewage works, a rubbish tip, a scrap metal depot and rough pasture land.
Where underground coal mining was to be carried out near a planned power station, it was necessary to prevent subsidence of the main
site components by refraining from mining within the immediate vicinity of the station buildings, creating what was termed a ‘pillar of
support’. The volume of the pillar was calculated by extending sloping lines, at an angle of 35° to the vertical, from the extremities of the
main building footprint (CEGB 1971a, 39); the area was kept to a practical minimum, as compensation was payable by the CEGB for coal
reserves so sterilized. Correspondence and documentation files related to the pillar of support beneath the Rugeley site are also retained
by RPL at Rugeley (file ref. 2853/1).
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The plant (Figure 2) was built for the Midlands Region of the CEGB at a total cost of c.£44 million, one of a
series of broadly contemporary ‘super-stations’ to be located in the Trent Valley (see §.4.2.3). The Rugeley ‘A’
firm of Watson and Coates (architects) were retained for the new station, with LG Mouchel and Partners as
civil engineering consultants, working in collaboration with the Northern Project Group of the CEGB and
63
Gleeson of Sheffield as principal contractors. Miss Brenda Colvin, of Lechlade, Gloucestershire and London,
was engaged as landscape consultant throughout the design and implementation stages, in line with the
provisions of the ‘amenity clause’ (see §.4.1.8). The approved plans placed the main generation buildings to
the north-west of the ‘A’ station, turned through 90°, such that the principal axes of the boiler house and
turbine hall were aligned south-west to north-east.

View of ‘proposed site extension’ (Rugeley ‘B’); ‘Station Development Particulars’, 1965 (Appendix 8).

4.3.14

Construction of the Rugeley 'B' began in 1965, just two years after the official opening of Rugeley ‘A’, with
initial groundworks taking fill from a ‘borrow pit’ to the far eastern end of the site (Plate 1) to build up the area
of the rail supply lines and main generation buildings at the centre of the site to a level sufficient to avoid river
flooding (though avoiding the need for excessive pumping power requirements for cooling water). Ground
floor level of the main plant buildings was set at 225ft. (68.5m) above Newlyn Datum, the same level as the ‘A’
station, well above ‘normal’ river levels (210-212ft. ND) and some 6ft. above a projected ‘exceptional’ flood
level of 219ft. (CEGB ‘Station Development Particulars’ 1965, 5). During the construction period, Northern
Project Group offices were established to the south of the future precipitators and ash/dust plants, on the
areas now occupied by the main elements of the FGD plant, with large set down/storage areas to the south
and west thereof (see inset below). The progress of construction is documented in an extensive archive of
black and white photographs held on site by RPL, a selection of which are reproduced within the current
64
document. A full description of the site layout and constituent buildings of the ‘B’ station is presented at
section §.6 below, and will thus not be addressed here. The construction process lasted five years, with Unit 6
th
being first run on 19 January 1970 and Unit 7 being synchronised to the grid in October of the same year.

63

Previously engaged by the BEA/CEGB at Stourport ‘B’ (Worcs., 1950), Keaby (N. Lincs., 1952), and Drakelow ‘C’ (Derbs., 1964), and helping
shape the Board’s approach towards landscape design, Colvin also worked as consultant at the 500MW-unit station at Eggborough in
North Yorkshire (see Table 1 above and Appendix C,
C §.4).
Copies of historical photographs supplied in digital format by RPL. Unlike at a number of contemporary 500MW-unit plants recently
examined by the current author (Ironbridge ‘B’, West Burton ‘A’, Cottam), the Rugeley photographs are scans of negatives and include
neither detailed descriptions nor specific date information. Their efficacy as a detailed chronicle of construction progress is thus
somewhat limited, though they nonetheless remain an invaluable visual record.

64
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Northern Project Group Construction offices (foreground) and set down/storage areas to south-west of site
NB.
NB ‘Parsons Hut’ to top left (Rugeley Photo Archive image ref. Neg.0373).

4.3.15

Rugeley ‘A’ and ‘B’ stations were initially both operated by the CEGB, but following privatisation in 1990
(§.4.1.12), were handed over to National Power. As noted above (§.4.3.6) Lea Hall Colliery closed in January
1991, soon followed by the phased closure of the 'A' station between March 1993 and May 1995, with the
station buildings being largely demolished later in 1995.

Rugeley ‘A’ and ‘B’ Power Stations together with Lea Hall Colliery buildings, looking north (National Power 1994, 1).

4.3.16

In 1996, Rugeley ‘B’ passed into the ownership to Eastern Generation / TXU Europe who ran the plant until
2001, when it was purchased for c.£200 million by International Power.65 International Power merged with the
66
67
French company GDF Suez in 2010, being known as ENGIE from April 2015. Plans to convert the station to
biomass fuel in 2012 were ultimately abandoned and, due to declining market conditions, ENGIE announced
68
th
the closure of Rugeley ‘B’ in February 2016, with the station finally ceasing generation on 8 June of the
69
same year, after 46 years of generation.

65

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/business/news/international-power-to-buy-rugeley-plant-9270513.html
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2010/aug/10/uk-international-power-taken-over-french
https://www.engie.com/en/journalists/press-releases/gdf-suez-becomes-engie/
https://theenergyst.com/engie-to-close-1gw-rugeley-coal-fired-power-station/
https://www.expressandstar.com/news/2016/06/08/rugeley-power-station-closes-weeks-earlier-than-expected/

66
67
68
69
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UNIT
First run
Last run
6
19.01.1970
08.06.2016
7
15.10.1970
30.12.2015
Table 4: Rugeley ‘B’; Final statistics.

Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

MW hrs generated
125,776,000
123,501,000

Total running
running time
285,595hrs; c.32.6yrs
289,320; c.33 years

Hot starts
2313
2318

Cold starts
451
387

4.3.17

As per other stations of the 500MW-unit programme, Rugeley ‘B’ was designed to operate at base or near full
load, 24 hours a day across the full year, thereby providing maximum generation output at the highest level of
efficiency. In later years, however, as the power market developed, there was increasing need for coal fired
generating units to operate more flexibly, and the plant operated increasingly on a ‘two-shifting’ pattern,
requiring repeated cycles of start-up and shut-down (J. Kilkie, pers. comm.). In its last years of operation, the
plant returned more often to base load operation, partly in order to run down coal stocks in the run up to
closure (A Fryer, pers. comm.).

5

MAP REGRESSION

5.1
5.1

Early Maps

5.1.1

An early map of 1796 depicting the boundaries of the Manors of Handsacre, Armitage and Brereton (not
reproduced here) illustrates the lands around Langley Green, Booth Croft and Holly Green, to the west end of
the future power station site, to be in the ownership of Lord Curzon, Thomas Anson (of Shugborough Hall) and
71
one Mr. Avern at Boothcroft. The Rugeley and Armitage tithe maps of 1841/2 (Figures 3/4) depict the rural
th
aspect of the future power station site in the mid-19 century, backing onto the washlands of the River Trent.
The accompanying schedules reveal the lands to be largely in the hands of a number of major owners, viz. The
th
Earl Talbot (Henry John Chetwynd-Talbot of Ingestre Hall near Stafford), The Hon. Robert Curzon (14 Baron
Zouche) and the Trustees of the late Viscount Avarnes, together with one William Lander (mainly in Rugeley
Parish), and Thomas John Birch Esq. and Mary Spode in Armitage Parish. Much of the land bordering the river
72
Trent is recorded as meadow. Scattered residential plots included, in Armitage Parish, Booth Hurst (Plot 12),
a house and garden in the occupation of one John Cox, and a series of three cottages at Holly Bank (Plots 7173
73); a single homestead in Rugeley Parish (Plot 1207) was in the occupation of one William Astle. The
Armitage map illustrates Lea Hall to the south side of Armitage Lane at Brereton, from which the future NCB
colliery was to take its name.

70

Plot
1077

Owner
William Salt

Plot Name
Dead Moor

Plot
1105

1078
1087
1088
1089
1090
1091
1092
1093

Rev. Thomas Atkinson
The Earl Talbot

Sermon Field
Ox Pasture
Upper Meadow
Blue Meadow
Upper Hays
Middle Meadow
Holme
Bank’s Meadow

1106
1107
1114
1115
1116
1117
1118
1119

1094

In Ashby’s Meadow

1120

Dole in Ashby’s Meadow

1121

Dead Moors

1096

Trustees of Hannah
Hitchcock
Trustees of Charles
Chadwick
Mary Birch

Dole in Ashby’s Meadow
Plantation
Little Dawson’s Meadow
Big Dawson’s Meadow
Lower Hays
Dead Moors
Dead Moors
Dead Moors (incl. bldg..
occ. William Astle)
Dead Moors

Dole in Ashby’s Meadow

1122

1097

Thomas Smithman

Dole in Ashby’s Meadow

1123

Dead
Moors
plantation)
Dead Moors

1095

70
71
72
73

Thomas Salt
The Earl Talbot

Owner
Trustees of Rugeley Free
Grammar School
Thomas Hatfield
Thomas Hatfield
The Earl Talbot

Walter Lander

Plot Name
Dole in Ashby’s Meadow

(incl.

SCRO ref. D6179/2/3.
SCRO refs.: B/A/15/263 and D5903/2/1 respectively.
Later ‘Boothurst’.
Un-named in tithe apportionment, but annotated as Moor Farm, Leathermill Lane on early Ordnance Survey editions (Figure 5).
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1100
1101
1102
1103
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Trustees of Charles
Chadwick
The Earl Talbot

Dole in Ashby’s Meadow

1124

Dole in Ashby’s Meadow

1125

Robert Orton Easton
Mary Birch
Trustees of Charles
Chadwick
The Earl Talbot
Thomas Smithman

Dole in Ashby’s Meadow
Dole in Ashby’s Meadow
Dole in Ashby’s Meadow

1126
1127
1128

Dole in Ashby’s Meadow
Dole in Ashby’s Meadow

1206
1207

Trustees of Rugeley Free
Grammar School
Simpson Hicks / Edward
Simpson
William Salt
Samuel Salisbury
William Salt

Dead Moor

Walter Lander

Moxley Close
Homestead (occ. William
Astle)

Dead Moors
Dead Moor
Dead Moor
Dead Moor

Table 5:
Apportionment entries for Rugeley Tithe map within area of future power station site.
Plot
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
19
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81

Owner
The Earl Talbot

Trustees of late Viscount
Avarnes

Late Thomas Henry
Lister
Hon. Robert Curzon

Thomas John Birch
Walter Lander
The Earl Talbot
Hugo Mavesyn Chadwick

Plot Name
Part of meadow
Upper Bannisters Meadow
Middle Bannisters Meadow
Lower Bannisters Meadow
Priest Moor
Little Piece
Cote Leasow
Middle Piece
Barn Piece
Langley Piece
House Piece
House/Bldg./Yard
Three Nooks

Plot
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98

Crabb Tree Flat
Far Dead Moor
Common Waste
(Langley Common)
Oaken Hurst
Roundabout
Ingathorps Meadow
Three Cornered Piece
Holly Bank Piece
Garden
Garden
Garden
House (occ. Joseph Barker)
House (occ. Thom. Culvert)
House (occ. Samuel Lyon)
Orchard Piece
Garden
Upper Meadow
Part of Oak Tree Leasow
Ashley Leasow
Plantation
Muckley Moor
Part of Hempholme Field

99
100
101
102
103
104
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
133
134

Owner
Thomas John Birch
Hon. Robert Curzon
Thomas John Birch

The Earl Talbot

Mary Spode

The Earl Talbot

Mary Spode

83
-ditto135
84
Thomas John Birch
Part of Dark Tree Leasow
136
85
Big Barn Piece
Table 6:
Apportionment entries for Armitage Tithe map within area of future power station site.

Plot Name
Little Barn Piece
Far Holly Bank
Holly Bank
New Hawksyard
Hawkscroft Yard
Far Hawksyard
Plantation
Middle Hawksyard
Near Hawksyard
Big Meadow
Holly Bank Croft
House Piece
House and Garden
(occ. Susannah Jones)
Far Croft
Long Croft
Rough Field
Over Field
Middle Field
Carthy’s Field
Occupation Road
Hawksyard Meadow
Moat Bank
Not recorded
Not recorded
Not recorded
Not recorded
Not recorded
Not recorded
Not recorded
Not recorded
Not recorded
Old House Meadow
Not recorded
Hawkshead Meadow
House and Meadow
(occ. Joseph Lunn)
Plantation
Hawksyard Hill

5.2
5.2

Ordnance Survey Maps

5.2.1

The earliest Ordnance Survey map of the area examined as part of the current project is the first edition
1:2,500 map of 1884 (Figure 5) which illustrates an essentially similar picture to that presented by the tithe
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maps of 40 years earlier. The washlands to the south side of the Trent are subdivided to form a series of
small-medium sized fields, defined variously by hedged and unhedged boundaries, and drained by a number of
74
water channels with sluices draining generally towards the south-east to the river. The area is traversed by a
number of roads and trackways serving a dispersed, low-level settlement pattern of discrete farmsteads
(Boothurst, Moor Farm) and small groups of cottages at Langley Common and Holly Bank. The south-western
boundary of the future power station site is bounded partly by Leathermill Lane, taking its name from the
‘Leather Mill’ (corn), sited beyond the Cannock Branch Line to the west, and affording access to Moor Farm
(see fn. 73). The south-eastern end of the future power station site is bounded to east and west by Hawksyard
Lane and Hollybrook Lane respectively, the latter reflecting broadly the route of the future ‘A’ station access
75
road (compare Figures 5/10). Lea Hall is shown on the south side of the Armitage Road opposite a road
leading northwards to Langley Common, clearly indicated and annotated to the south-east of Boothurst.
5.2.2

Later Ordnance Survey County Series editions of 1902 and 1923 (Figures 6/7) illustrate little fundamental
change, save for the establishment of a municipal (Rugeley UDC) sewage works with sludge beds and tank
adjacent to Leathermill Lane and a septic tank and associated filter beds occupying Upper and Lower Hays,76
77
first depicted in 1923 (Figure 7).

5.2.3

The last map to show the site prior to the construction of the ‘A’ station from 1956 on is the 1952 1:25,000
edition (Figure 8); this clearly indicates the Rugeley UDC’s ‘Brereton Sewage Disposal Works’, completed in
1951, which were to be re-sited as part of the station construction (see fn. 43).

5.2.4

The arrangements of the ‘A’ station are addressed in overview above and illustrated in Figures 10-12 and will
not be discussed further here, while the ‘B’ station, its constituent buildings and development are discussed in
further detail below (§.6). The Ordnance Survey 1:2500 edition is the first map to show both plants in
existence, and is included here for reference (Figure 9).

6

BUILDING DESCRIPTIONS

6.1

Introduction
Introduction
Numbering

6.1.1

Structure reference numbers [in square brackets] used in the following descriptions follow the established
78
reference system currently in use at the site; main elements are presented in tabulated form below and
illustrated at Figure 15.
Building No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
11
12

74
75

76
77
78

Description
Turbine House (limited access)
Boiler House (limited visibility)
Main Control Room
Projects Office
Main Reception
Laboratory Block
Management Block
Canteen / Amenities Block
Administration Offices
Technical Support Offices
Main Workshops

Building No.
48
51
52
53
54
55
56
59
60
61
63

Description
‘C’ Store (aka ‘Parsons Hut’)
Water Tank
Light Workshop and Stores
Water Sump
Bore Hole Plant House
Propane Tank Compound
Heavy Vehicle Garage
ORF Transfer Pumphouse
ORF Fire Protection Pumphouse
‘B’ Station Make-Up Water Pumphouse
Main Security Gatehouse

Later culverted when the ‘B’ Station was erected (Station Manual; Book 28, Chap. 1, p. 5).
Leathermill Lane to the west and Hollybank Lane to the east together reflect broadly the line of the extant A51 to the south-west side of
the power station site.
Plots 1090/1116 on the Rugeley tithe map (Figure 4), recorded in 1842 as in the ownership of the Earl Talbot (Table 5).
A ‘sewage farm’ is depicted slightly to the north on the OS edition of 1902 (Figure 6).
Reference to early plans (Figure 14) indicates that the current system (as per ENGIE Drg. No. Skt231018-001) does not reflect that used at
the time of original plant construction, though it will be maintained here for reasons of clarity and continuity.
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13
14
15
16
17
18
21
22
23
24**
25**
26**
27
28
29
32*
33
34*
36*
37
38
39
40*
42**
43**
44**
45
47

Engineering ‘Team Leaders’ Offices
Stores Office
Goods Inwards
Main Stores
Fire Station
Contract Services Office and Mess Room
Ash Grab Pits
Compressor House
Dust Silo
Ground Reclaim Hopper
Junction Tower No.3
Junction Tower No. 2
Auxiliary Mill Maintenance Workshop
Auxiliary Boiler House
Coal Screen / Sampler House
Ash Pump House
Precipitators (ground level access only)
Junction Tower No. 1
Track Hopper House (basement flooded)
Gas Turbine House (limited access/visibility)
Water Treatment Plant
IAC and Centac Compressor House
Coal Plant Control Room
No.6 11kV Switch Room
No.7 11kV Switch Room
Medical Centre
CW Pump House
‘F’ Stores

Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018
65
66
67
70
71*
76
77
78
79**
80**
81*
82*
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
*
92*
93
94
95
96
97

‘M’ Stores
‘P’ Stores
‘N’ Stores
BMD Projects Office (‘A’ Station chlorine plant)
Magnetic Separator House
Liquid Sulphur Storage Vessel
Unit 6 Gas Generation Injection Plant
Unit 7 Gas Generation Injection Plant
GT8B Storage Tank
GT/Aux Boiler storage tank
‘E’ Store
Controlled Waste Disposal Area
Oil Drum disposal area
Sports and Social Club
Chimney Stacks and Windshield
FGD Absorber Towers (x2)
FGD Pump House
FGD Switch Room
FGD Absorber Slurry Dump Tank
FGD Limestone Silos (x2)
FGD Gypsum Silo
FGD combined mill / gypsum processing building
FGD Common Electrical Building
FGD Water Treatment Plant (WTP)
FGD Slurry Water Tanks
FGD Process Water Tank
FGD
Limestone/Gypsum
loading/unloading
house (limited access)
FGD Limestone / Gypsum Conveyor

Table 7: Principal Buildings and reference system.
NB.
NB Buildings marked (*) were not accessible at time of site visit, while buildings / structures marked (**) had already been demolished or
demolition was ongoing at the time of site visits.

6.1.2

The ‘B’ station plant numbering sequence is an extension to that of the ‘A’ station, thus the main units are
numbered 6 and 7 (following on from the ‘A’ station Units 1-5) and the cooling towers 6, 7, 8 and 9,
complement the ‘A’ Station CTs 1-5; gas turbines are numbered 16 and 17 to identify their association with
one of the main ‘B’ station units, while store ranges are designated by letters beginning at ‘C’.

6.1.3

For the purposes of the current report, the building descriptions will be presented following the broad
functional/operational sequence of the station, which can be summarised as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6.1.4

Site Access (§.6.2) and Rail Lines (§.6.3);
Coal Plant, Conveyor Systems etc. (§.6.4);
Principal Generation Buildings (viz. Boiler House, Turbine Hall, Control Block) and Plant (§.6.5);
400kV Switch Yard and 132kV Switch House (§.6.6);
Subsidiary Generation Buildings (precipitators, chimney, GT House; §.6.7);
Residual Fuel Oil ‘Overburn’ System, ‘ORF’ (§.6.8);
Flue Gas Desulphurisation (§.6.9);
Boiler Water Supply (§.6.10);
Circulating Water System (cooling towers, CW pump house, make-up pump house; §.6.11);
Ash and Dust Plants (§.6.12);
Ancillary Buildings (workshops, stores; §.6.13);
Auxiliary Buildings and Facilities (offices, medical block, social facilities etc.; §.6.14).

The site can be broken down broadly into functional ‘zones’ as illustrated in the inset aerial photograph below.
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Orientation
6.1.5

The station site occupies a broadly sub-rectangular plan aligned north-west to south-east (Figure 1); to avoid
overly long orientational descriptions within the following section, the site will be assumed to be laid out eastwest, such that the River Trent lies to the north and the Trent and Mersey Canal to the south. Thus, the
longitudinal axes of the boiler house and turbine hall will be described as being aligned north-south, with the
turbine hall lying to the east of the boiler house, and the cooling tower field to the south of the 400kV switch
yard. Both true ‘grid’ and ‘site’ north are indicated on relevant figures where necessary for clarity.

Principal Functional Zones of Station Layout: image ©Google Earth

Units of Measurement
6.1.6

As a general rule, the measurements employed in the following descriptions will follow the system current at
the time of the buildings’ construction and used in original, contemporary design drawings. Thus, dimensions
for 1960s era buildings will be given in Imperial units (feet/inches), while later structures will be described in
metric units (metres/centimetres) as appropriate.

6.2

Site Access

6.2.1

The main road access to the site is located to the south-west angle of the site boundary, opening off the
southern end of the A51 Rugeley eastern bypass (opened in 2007), and lies to the south of the main coal stock
area. Original site entrances and gatehouses (Figure 16) were sited some 300m further to the west, east of
the extant rail over-road bridge on Power Station Road (53 on Figure 14; Plates 2/32), and 1.9km to the east,
the original ‘A’ station entrance at the east end of the ash lagoons, off the Armitage Road opposite St Thomas’s
Priory (Figure 14). The current Security Gatehouse [63
63]
63 dates to the late-1990s, when the road access
79
arrangements at the west end of the site were modified. The extant gatehouse (Plates 3/4) is of a composite
plan with maximum overall dimensions of 12.5m long x 6.5m wide, comprising three sections; to the east is a
low, single-storey amenities block (toilets, mess room etc.), rectangular in plan, to the centre is a taller, fullyglazed office section, rectangular in plan with chamfered angles, to the west of which lies a polygonal front
kiosk, with opposing doorways and, again, generously fenestrated to afford unrestricted views over the
approach roadway. The gatehouse is of blue-grey brick construction with steel-framed, plate-glass windows
beneath very-shallowly pitched roofs clad in profiled sheeting with projecting eaves. Mechanically operated

79

No original drawings survive in the Rugeley archives for the secondary, extant gatehouse (J Shellard, pers. comm.).
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security barriers to north and south control entry/egress from station site respectively while two weighbridges
for vehicular delivery are located to the north side of the gatehouse (Plate 5), with a further weighbridge to the
south for export vehicles.
80

6.2.2

The extensive site is served by a rectilinear network of access roads with a simple, numeric reference system.
Three principal access roads run the length of the main site, aligned broadly east-west, one passing to the
south of the cooling tower field (Road No.2; Plate 6), one to the north of the principal generation buildings
(Road No.4; Plate 8), aligned parallel to the main train lines extending eastwards to flank the north side of the
recreation area and ash lagoons before returning southwards to the west of the ‘borrow pit’, and a third,
central road (Road No.1) passing immediately south of the main generation buildings and 400kV switch yard.
Road Nos. 6, 7, 8 and 10 are aligned transversely, running north-south, at the ash pits, ID fans, precips., and
between station transformers and switchyard to the east of the turbine hall respectively (Plate 7). Other roads
afford access to specific buildings and areas of the power station site. Speed restrictions of 9mph and 19mph
are operative within the site boundary.

6.2.3

Significant changes were made to the access road network at the entrance to the site in the 1990s, when the
main access road was realigned and the new gatehouse built. Further, the introduction of the FGD common
plant in 2007-9 resulted in the removal of the former diagonal alignment of Access Road No.1 at the southwest corner of the main site (see inset at §.4.3.14 above), to be replaced by a rectilinear arrangement, with
Road No.5 skirting the south side of the FGD Pump House [87
87],
87 returning northwards to the east to re-join
Road No.1 adjacent to the main stores [16
16]
16 (compare Figures 14/15).

6.2.4

In respect of pedestrian access, staff ‘safe routes’ are highlighted in red on tarmacked footpaths around the
principal buildings (Plate 9), while a designated visitors’ route to the main reception block [5
5], flanking the
south side of Access Road No. 1, is demarcated in green (Plate 10).

6.3

Rail Lines
Lines

6.3.1

In contrast to Rugeley ‘A’ which, for much of its life, was mainly supplied directly from the adjacent Lea Hall
Colliery, the principal means of fuel delivery to Rugeley ‘B’ was by rail, being served by a dedicated spur line
opening off the Cannock Branch Line at the west end of the station site and extending to flank the north side
of the plant and ash lagoons on a raised embankment. The shape and layout of the station site, hemmed in to
an extent by the River Trent and its washlands to the north and by the buildings of the ‘A’ station to the south,
81
made it impracticable to accommodate a rail ‘loop’ system for ‘merry-go-round’ trains, a distinctive feature
82
characteristic of many of the contemporary plants based on the 500MW unit, and the CEGB opted instead
83
for a simple, linear supply line with ‘runaround’ track for engine manoeuvring.

6.3.2

Within the station site, the rail system was designed to accommodate permanently coupled rolling stock, a
new development comprising block trains of 32-ton hopper-bottom wagons, capable of unloading while
moving (at a much reduced speed of 0.5mph), thereby greatly increasing the efficiency of fuel delivery when
compared to earlier, conventional ‘tippler’ unloading systems. Wagons were furnished with bottom hopper

80

As with other elements of the plant (see fn. 78), the road numbering system currently in use on site is at variance with numbering
illustrated in historical plans of the site (eg. Figure 14); the present system will be adhered to within the current report for reasons of
clarity.
The MGR system, described as ‘revolutionary’ in the contemporary press (‘Rail Siding Revolution’; Yorkshire Post, 10th April 1961), was
developed at the CEGB’s West Burton power station in Nottinghamshire, where the first train was successfully unloaded in September
1965 (Stratton 1994, 90); they were subsequently introduced at most of the 500MW-unit generation of super-stations.
The rail ‘loop’ enclosing the coal stock area, adopted at the majority of stations, allowed ‘merry go round ‘ (MGR) trains to enter, discharge
and leave the station without stopping and while moving in a single direction, so negating the need for engine decoupling and shunting.
Of the other nine contemporary coal-fired plants, only Ironbridge ‘B’ lacked the characteristic rail ‘loop’, again omitted due to the natural
topography and confines of the site.
Although decoupling of the main wagon was required at Rugeley (see §.6.3.3), the wagons remained coupled throughout the ‘run-around’
process, which was thus still accepted technically as ‘permanently coupled’ operation by British Rail (CEGB 1971a, 50).
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gates capable of being activated remotely by automatic, line-side equipment, the load being discharged
directly into underground ‘track hoppers’.
6.3.3

Trains would enter the station and initially pass through the full length of the site (Plate 11), flanking the north
side of the ash lagoons, to a set of buffers at the far east end of the reception line (Plate 12); here, the engine
would manoeuvre via a ‘run-around’ line (Plate 13) before recoupling and returning to the unloading house in
an east-west direction on one of two lines (A or B to south and north respectively). Here, trains would pass
through at a reduced speed of 0.5mph, unloading their charge into ground hoppers via surface gratings. Gross
and tare weighbridges (by Avery) located to east and west of the unloading house would weigh the wagons
before and after unloading, thereby establishing the net weight of coal delivered (Plate 14).

6.4

Coal Plant,
Plant, Conveyor Systems etc.85

6.4.1

When operating at base load on both units, Rugeley ‘B’ would have required approximately 10,000 tonnes of
coal per day (24 hour period), delivered by up to 10 trains of between 37 and 50, 32-ton wagons with the aim
of maintaining consistency of stock (Station Manual, Book 14, Ch.1, p.3). For much of its operational life,
Rugeley ‘B’ was fuelled by indigenous coal, mainly from Staffordshire collieries supplemented with small
86
quantities from Shropshire and the East Midlands (CEGB, nd.), but the winding down of UK pits in the laterth
20 century witnessed an increasing reliance upon internationally sourced fuel (inter alia North and South
America, Russia, eastern Europe etc.).

6.4.2

The main coal handling plant,
plant comprising a series of conveyors and related junction/transfer towers and
87
originally constructed by Mitchell Engineering Co. Ltd., of Bedford Square, London (CEGB, nd.), is located to
the north and west of the main generation buildings with a large coal stock area formerly extending to the
west, as far as the line of the Cannock Branch Line railway.

6.4.3

Coal delivery, and all handling operations up to the boiler house bunkers, were overseen from the Coal Plant
88
40]
Amenities Block [40
40 (Figures 18/19; Plates 16/17), located adjacent / parallel to the main rail delivery lines,
immediately south of the rail unloading house [36
36].
36 It comprises an elongated, rectangular range of nine
12½ft. bays (here numbered 1 to 9 from east to west) measuring 112½ft. long (E/W) by 28ft. wide (N/S) and
standing 25ft. high to the east, stepping up to 43ft. high to the roof of the upper-level control room to the
west, and to a maximum 47ft. to north side thereof, accommodating a rooftop plant room. The building is
clad externally in Baggeridge Blue brick,89 laid to a raking stretcher bond, rising to a narrow, profiledaluminium fascia band which forms a low raised parapet. Narrow ribbon bands of patent-glazing light each
floor level, while the upper control room is furnished with large plate-glass windows, projecting to east and
west affording clear views over the delivery rail lines in each direction. The range is flanked to the south by
ORF transfer pipes (Plate 16), introduced in the mid-1970s (see §.6.8) and raised on a series of steel columns.
Internally, the building is arranged over three principal floor levels with an intermediate cable floor beneath
the upper control room (Figure 19). Ground floor level accommodates switch gear and battery rooms (Bays 69 and Bays 4-5 respectively) together with compressors (Bay 3), storage space (Bay 2) and a small office area
(originally BR) to the east (Bay 1); access is via doors within the southern elevation at Bays 2, 3 4/5, 6 and 9. A
transverse stair to the east side of Bay 6 rises to first floor level, which accommodates, from east to west, a
mess room (Bays 2-3), lavatory (Bay 4), drying room (Bay 5) and shower room/ locker facilities (Bays 6-8). The
upper control room (Bays 6-8), which sits atop the low, intermediate cable floor, is accessed from the exterior

85

Many of the constituent elements of the coal handling system (conveyors, junction towers etc.) had either been previously demolished or
were largely inaccessible due to health and safety considerations / water inundation at the time of site visits, and the following account
has thus been generated largely by reference to other sources.
CEGB’s 1965 ‘Station Development Particulars’ (1965, 16), states ‘all areas of the NCB’s West Midlands Division and areas 4, 5, 6 and 7 of
the East Midlands Division’.
Formerly the Mitchell Conveyor and Transporter Co., changing name in c.1935 (info: www.gracesguide.co.uk).
Fuel operations from the mill feeders on were overseen from the main control room [3
3].
The bricks used in the primary structures at Rugeley were ‘Baggeridge Blues’, produced by the Baggeridge Brick Company near Sedgley,
West Midlands (historically, Staffordshire); their extant, dark-grey colouration is the result of PFA and air pollution over the lifetime of the
plant (see fn. 236).
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only via a steel stair rising to the north side of the block; it comprises a single unencumbered space with large,
full-height windows to east and west.
Track Unloading
6.4.4

As noted above, trains would first pass through the full length of the station site before returning to approach
the track unloading facility in an east-west direction, with either or both of the twinned tracks, A and B to
90
south and north respectively, in use during unloading operations. The ground-level Track Hopper House [36
36]
36
(Figures 20/21; Plate 18) straddles the delivery lines directly north of the turbine hall [1
1] and immediately
adjacent to coal plant amenities block [40
40]
40 (Plate 15). Within the track hopper house, rail lines pass over tracklevel, mild-steel filter grids opening onto two parallel, underground hoppers. The hopper house itself is a
simple, steel-framed structure of six bays, aligned east-west, set astride the A and B lines, clad externally with
lower Baggeridge Blue brickwork (Flemish bond) and upper, profiled aluminium sheeting, painted black.
Lower (narrow) and upper (wide) horizontal bands of Georgian-wired patent-glazing to the long elevations to
north and south afford diffused natural lighting to the interior of the range;91 it is open-ended to east and west
with opposing high, wide entrances, one per line, with vents over. The range has overall dimensions of 66ft.
long x 50ft. wide and stands 30ft. high to a flat roof supported by transverse, ‘Pratt’ pattern steel trussed92
girders.

6.4.5

Trains were hauled through the hopper house at a much reduced speed of 0.5mph (± 10%), with the bottom
hopper-doors of the wagons being unlatched and opened by automatic line-side equipment, known
94
colloquially as ‘daleks’, above the mid-point of the underground hoppers. The unloading house was capable
95
of accommodating two 32-ton wagons per line (Figure 20a); longitudinal high-level walkway platforms and
transverse rail cross-overs (Plate 19) allowed for the inspection and monitoring of wagons during unloading
while Hewitt-Robins type mechanical ‘wagon shakers’, mounted on runway rails to the underside of the range
roof and docked to the west end of the building, formerly served to aid the discharge of badly flowing coal.
96
Coal was discharged through the track-level filter grids (Plate 20) into two large subterranean ‘track
hoppers’, designated B1 and B2, aligned parallel to and immediately below the rail lines (Figure 20b). Hoppers
97
are discrete, viz. one per line of 220 ton capacity with individual outlet slots/ledges, and are of reinforced
concrete construction, lined with ceramic tiles to aid the free flow of fuel.

6.4.6

The reinforced concrete, below ground structure of the unloading facility is significantly longer than the
surface building, a maximum of c.190ft. long, extending 55ft. to the east (housing a maintenance bay) and
70ft. to the west, and floored c.32ft. below rail level with a sub-basement to the west accommodating a sump
pump (Figure 20a). At the base of the rail hoppers, 25ft. beneath rail level, coal was removed from outlet
ledges by a series of traversing ‘paddle feeders’ (Figure 22), two per line, mobile units comprising braced steel
carriages supporting paddle wheels (and associated drive units), furnished with twinned, contra-rotating
horizontal ‘cutters’ revolving around vertical spindles (each with a maximum capacity of 1,500t/hr.). Feeders
discharged the coal onto longitudinal conveyors B1/2, which form the start of a system (see inset below;

90

The lower levels of the track hopper house were not accessible at the time of survey due to flooding; the relevant sections of the following
account are thus based upon historical documentation.
The term ‘patent glazing’ refers to a non-load bearing, two-edge support cladding system; its name relates to the number of patents that
th
th
were taken out in the 19 and 20 centuries for different versions of the system. It supports its own weight, and provides resistance to
wind and snow loading, but does not contribute to the stability of the primary structure of the building. ‘Georgian-wired’ glazing includes a
welded steel mesh incorporated within the body of the semi-molten glass before it is passed between two rollers, one of which forms a
pattern on the surface of the finished pane (info. https://www.pilkington.com/en-gb/uk/architects/helpandadvice/glassary).
Viz. braces slope down towards the centre of the range.
Within the hopper house, rails are fixed atop longitudinal reinforced-concrete beams, supported by a series of three, transverse crossbeams; the sides of support beams are angled to promote free flow of fuel (Plate 20).
Concrete mounting blocks for line-side equipment survive (Plate 21) though the machinery itself has been removed.
The system was designed to handle one train of up to 1,600 tons in an unloading period of c.40 minutes.
Mesh openings of 2ft. x 8in., grids furnished with bevelled upper edges to aid flow of coal.
An alternative design whereby coal was discharged into a ‘common’ track hopper serving both lines and furnished with opposing outlet
ledges (CEGB 1971b, 327) was sometimes employed, for example at Ironbridge ‘B’ in Shropshire (see Tyler 2017, fig.25b; Plate 72). The
discrete hopper system provided improved handling for coal with poor flow qualities (CEGB 1971a, 127).
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Figure 23) formerly serving to transfer the coal either directly to the bunker bay of the boiler house for
immediate firing (‘coaling to bunkers’), or diverting to storage for later reclaim and use (‘coaling to stock’).

Coal Plant Conveyor System (based on Station Manual; Book 14, Chap.1, fig.1)

6.4.7

Conveyors are arranged on a ‘twinned’ system throughout, comprising two parallel lines, with the exception of
conveyor B22 serving a static boom stacker off Junction Tower 3 at the end of the stock out line. Two variant
width/capacity specification belts were employed; for unidirectional conveyors in reclaim, 54in. belts were
used with a capacity of 1500t/hr., while unidirectional and reversible conveyors in stock out and reclaim were
98
72in. wide with 3,000 t/hr maximum capacity. Belts were of fire-resistant, fibre and cotton ply construction,
faced in rubber.
Coaling to Bunkers (Plate 22)

6.4.8

At the west end of the sub-surface track hopper conveyors B1/2, chutes dropped the coal to the tail end of
conveyors B3/4 which rise to the south-west, passing beneath and breaking ground surface to the south of
Access Road No. 4 (Plate 23) to feed Junction Tower 1 [34
34],
34 c.300ft. south-west of the unloading house, via
99
Magnetic Separator building [71
71]
71 (Plate 24). Both of the latter are simple rectangular structures, of steelframed construction beneath flat roofs, clad externally in lower, Baggeridge Blue brickwork (laid to a raking
100
stretcher bond) and upper profiled-aluminium cladding, incorporating vertical panels of semi-translucent
101
sheeting to afford diffuse natural lighting to the interior.
At Junction Tower 1 [34
34]
34 (Figures 24/5; Plate 25),
coal was dropped via transfer chutes to conveyors B5/6, set at 45° to B3/4, which rise within an enclosed
gantry (Plates 26/7) to the upper level of the screening and sampling tower, located c.300ft. to the west.

6.4.9

Screening and Sampling Tower [29
29]
29 (Figures 26-8; Plate 28) measures c.70ft. x 50ft. in plan and stands to a
maximum 100ft. tall to the northern side and 85ft. to the south. It is of steel-framed construction, clad
externally in Baggeridge Blue brick to a height of 27ft. and in profiled aluminium sheeting above, again with
vertical, semi-translucent panels affording natural lighting to the interior of the building. Two large roller
doors are located to the bottom of the west elevation (Figure 26a), beneath a horizontal band of patent-

98

All conveyor belts had been removed prior to site survey; details from Station Manual; Book 14, Chap. 8, p.6.
NB.
71]
34]
NB Both Mag. Sep. House [71
71 and Junction Tower 1 [34
34 were in a partly demolished state at the time of site visits, and the interior of the
structures was not accessed due to Health and Security considerations
Exterior brickwork in original buildings at Rugeley employs, for the most part, a raking bond with ¼-brick offsets between courses.
Unlike elsewhere, where translucent sheeting often replaces original patent glazing, original elevation drawings (Figure 24) here indicate a
primary feature.
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glazing, one of which has been historically blocked in brick (Plate 28). Internally, the building is arranged over
7 principal levels (Figure 27a), with floors of expanded steel mesh, accessed via a system of steel, dog-leg
stairs. Conveyors B5/6 (Plate 27), rising from Junction Tower 1, enter the building to the east at the
uppermost (c.85ft.) level (Plate 26), from where they formerly discharged via head chutes to two trash screens
(TS7/8) at the 65ft. level (Plate 29), where 6 x 3in. meshes vibrating on asymmetrical cams filtered out larger
102
inclusions, thence to the fourth (50ft.) level where a pair of transverse conveyors (B7/8) feed to the
southern half of the building. Here, B7/8 discharged either to reversible conveyors B9/10 to the west for
stocking out (see below),103 or onto conveyors B11/12 rising within an enclosed gantry to the east, raised on
steel trestles at c.93ft. centres (Figure 29; Plate 26), for onward transfer to the bunker bay of the boiler house
[2
2] (see §.6.5.9).
6.4.10

The sampling plant, through which all coal (both boiler and stock lines) passed, was located within the
southern part of the tower [29
29]
29 (Figure 27b/c), sampling coal from conveyors B7/8 and B9/10 for evaluation of
moisture content and calorific value (CV) within a laboratory suite located to the south-west angle of the
ground floor level (Figure 27d).104
Coaling to Stock (Plate 30)

105

6.4.11

Coal flow to stock was identical to that of direct bunker flow up to screening and sampling tower [29
29].
29 From
here, however, coal was diverted westwards on reversible conveyors B9/10, raised on steel trestles to pass
over Access Road No. 3 (downward incline in stock out operation) to enter the mid-level, eastern side of
Junction Tower 2, c.150ft to the west, where the stock out/reclaim lines were turned through 90° to/from the
south.

6.4.12

Junction Tower 2 [26
26]
26 (Figures 31/2) was a simple utilitarian structure of steel-framed construction, rectangular
in plan measuring c.50ft (E/W) x 35ft. (N/S), clad in lower, Baggeridge Blue brick and upper, profiled-aluminium
sheeting (with inset, vertical semi-translucent panels) beneath a flat roof, standing somewhat higher to the
east, where reclaim conveyors B23/24 formerly rose from the south. Internally, the tower was arranged over
three principal levels above a basement. The upper level housed the head chutes and drive units for reclaim
conveyors B23/24, rising from the south and feeding to trash screens (TS23/24) located one level below, which
filtered coal before discharge onto reversible conveyors B9/10. (In reclaim operation, conveyors B9/10
inclined upwards in an easterly direction to Screening/Sampling Tower [29
29],
29 where they re-joined the main
bunker feed line; see above.) In stock out mode, the tail end of conveyors B9/10 dropped coal via trifurcated
chutes either onto conveyors B17/18 at basement level for onward transfer to Junction Tower 3 [25
25],
25 c.145ft.
to the south, or (originally) onto reversible conveyor B19 to the west, feeding a mechanical stocker/reclaimer
machine (Figure 37a; subsequently abandoned and removed, see §.6.4.15). With the stocker/reclaimer in
reclaim operation, conveyor B19 was reversed, discharging to conveyors B17/18 for return to the supply line
via Junction Tower 3 and conveyor B23/24 (see below).

6.4.13

Junction Tower 3 [25
25]
25 (Figures 35/6) was, again, a simple utilitarian structure of steel-framed construction,
c.145ft. to the south of Tower 2, rectangular in plan measuring c.50ft (E/W) x 45ft. (N/S), clad in lower,
Baggeridge Blue brick and upper, profiled-aluminium sheeting (with inset, vertical semi-translucent panels)
beneath a flat roof, standing somewhat higher to the east, where conveyors B17/18 formerly rose from
Junction Tower 2 to the north. Internally, the tower was arranged over three principal levels above a semibasement. The upper level housed the head chutes and drive units for conveyors B17/18, rising from Junction
Tower 2 to the north. In stock out operation, conveyor B18 discharged to the tail end of conveyor B22 at first
floor level for stocking out by mobile plant via a static boom to the west (Plate 31). In reclaim mode, B18
discharged to conveyor B23, while B17 discharged to transverse conveyor B17A transferring coal to reclaim

102

Trash chutes exit the building to the north, just above the level of the brickwork cladding, visible on Plate 28.
Reversible conveyors B9/10 also form part of the former reclaim line from stock (see §.6.4.15).
See Rugeley Station Manual (Book 15, Chapter 12) for full description of sampling system.
All coal stock plant beyond Sampling Tower [29
29]
29 had been previously removed at the time of survey; the following account is thus based
entirely upon documentary sources, principally the CEGB’s Station Manual (Book 15).
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conveyor B24, both returning to the main supply line via Tower 2. Reclaim conveyors B23/24 passed through
the ground floor/basement level of Tower 3, en-route from ground hopper [24
24]
24 (see §.6.4.16) to Junction
Tower 2 [26
26].
26
Coal Storage Area
6.4.14

The Coal Storage Area (see inset below) comprises an open area to the far west end of the station site; it
extends to a maximum of area of 7ha (17.2a) and, as originally designed with travelling stocker/reclaimer, had
a holding capacity of c.500,000 tons of coal when stocked to a depth of 32ft., broadly equivalent to one
quarter of annual burn. This capacity was increased significantly, however, when the stocker/reclaimer was
abandoned and removed in late-1980s, thereby freeing up the central part of the stock area (J. Kilkie, pers.
comm.). The westernmost part of the stock out area (Plate 32) was lost to the construction of the A51 Rugeley
eastern by-pass, built partly to facilitate the development of the former Lea Hall colliery site and opened in
2007.

Coal stock area; panoramic view from top of Dust Bunker [23
23]
23 looking west (note line of former stocker/reclaimer rails to right).

Reclaim
6.4.15

As and when coal was required from stock, it was originally reclaimed either by a stocker/reclaimer machine or
106
by mobile plant, by means of an ‘emergency’ ground hopper.
The stocker/reclaimer machine, fed by
conveyor B19 from Junction Tower 2, was capable of stocking out at 3000 ton/h. and reclaiming at 1500
ton/h.; it featured a counter-balanced distributor boom with an integral, reversible conveyor and an
electrically-driven bucket wheel at one end (Figure 37a). The boom assembly was mounted on a slewing
platform, the whole supported on a four-legged gantry, each leg having a set of electrically-driven bogie
wheels running on rails to each side of conveyor B19 (the lines of which remain visible within the cleared stock
107
area; see inset above).
In reclaim operation, bi-directional conveyor B19 was reversed to discharge to
conveyors B17/18 at Junction Tower 2, transferring at Tower 3 to return conveyors B23/24 (see above) for
return to the main bunker supply line. The stocker/reclaimer was abandoned and removed during the 1980s,
from which time on, reclaim was processed exclusively via the ground hopper system.

6.4.16

Reclaim Ground Hopper [24
24]
24 is an underground reinforced concrete structure, located c.120ft. south of
Junction Tower 3, the open mouth of which is covered by a heavy steel grid, strong enough to bear the weight
108
of mobile coal handling equipment.
The mouth of the hopper is divided equally into four sections, each
terminating above a vibratory feeder mounted in the basement above the tails of conveyors B23/24 (Figure

106

An emergency coal store of 160,000 tons was provided for the eventuality of stocker/reclaimer failure (CEGB Station Manual; Book 28,
Chap.9, p.3)
See Station Manual; Book 15, Chap. 13 for a fuller description of the operational aspects of the original stocker/reclaimer.
Rugeley Plant Details Handbook (2014) lists: Terex TS40 scrapers x 4; Caterpillar tractor-dozers x 2 and a single, Michigan loading shovel. A
maintenance garage [56
56]
56 for mobile plant is located to the west side of Access Road No. 1 opposite the FGD absorber towers (Plate 33).
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37b), located c.35ft below ground level (Figure 33a). These unidirectional conveyors rose from south to north,
via Junction Tower 3 to the upper level of Junction Tower 2 (Figure 33a), where they turned through 90°
eastwards for onward transfer via conveyors B9/10 to Screening Tower [29
29],
29 where they joined the main
bunker supply line via conveyors B11/12 (Figure 30).
Biomass
6.4.17

Short-lived plans for conversion to a biomass co-firing regime,109 involving significant additions to the power
station site to the south side of the rail supply lines (see inset below), west of the coal handling plant, were
110
abandoned in 2013.

Projected biomass plant additions, looking south-west, plans later abandoned (Tractabel Engineering/GDF Suez Dwg. 12).

6.5

Principal Generation Buildings

6.5.1

The principal generation buildings (see inset plan below) form a large, conjoined block to the western side of
the station site (Figures 38-43; Plate 34) comprising, boiler house [2
2] and turbine hall [1
1] with attached control
block [3
3] (Plates 35/6), with precipitator blocks [33
33]
33 to the west and open 400kV switch-yard to the east. The
control block [3
3] (C
C on Plate 34) is set, unusually, to one side of the turbine hall, attached at the south-east
corner. The original, 600ft. tall, single stack (28 on Figure 14) was formerly located axially to the west of the
boiler house / precip. area, though this was demolished concurrent with the introduction of FGD plant in 20079, and a new stack [85
85]
85 erected some 230m to the south.

109

Cannock Chase DC Planning Ref. CH/12/0270.
https://www.expressandstar.com/business/midlands-business/2013/12/27/rugeley-power-station-plans-scrapped/
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Principal Generation Buildings: Key Plan

6.5.2

Within this complex of buildings, the basic processes of electricity generation took place (see schematic
diagram, inset below), which can be briefly summarised as follows:
•

Coal was fed to a series of pulverising mills where it was ground to a fine powder, before being combined
with hot air to form a combustible mixture which was blown into boilers, where it was burned at a
temperature of c.1300-1500°C;

•

Within the coal-fired boilers, purified water was heated to high-pressure steam, then super-heated
before passing to a series of high-, intermediate- and low-pressure turbines, arranged in series;

•

Super-heated steam (568°C; 156 bar) first drove a high-pressure turbine, before being returned to the
boiler to be re-heated;

•

Re-heated steam (568°C; 39/40 bar) drove a second, intermediate-pressure turbine before moving
directly on to three low-pressure turbines (253°C; 4 bar);

•

The turbine shaft, turning at a rate of 3,000rpm, was directly coupled to the generator rotor, which
rotated within the enclosing stator thereby converting kinetic energy into electrical energy at 22kV;

•

Electricity was ‘stepped up’ at the generator transformers before feeding onto the national grid via the
400kV switch yard (sub-station);

•

Exhausted steam from the turbo-generators was discharged to the pannier condensers, where it was
cooled, reverting to water to be re-heated and re-used in the boilers. Circulating water feeding the
condensers formed part of a closed system, cooled via a series of four natural-draught cooling towers.
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Schematic diagram of process flow within boiler house / turbine hall

6.5.3

The boiler house/turbine hall occupies a combined footprint with overall plan dimensions of 415ft. (E/W) x
432ft. (N/S); the roofline steps up from east to west with the turbine hall standing 95ft. tall and the main body
of the boiler house to a maximum of 237ft. The structure is steel-framed throughout, principal uprights being
set out on a grid system, A-H from east to west and 1-18 from north to south (see schematic plan and Table 3
111
below).

Basic structural layout of turbine hall / boiler house

111

North-south grid spacings are alternately 50ft./32½ft.; intermediate column spacings to the north and south elevations of the turbine hall
are 15ft.
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[2
2]
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Bay

Dimensions
Width (E/W
Length (N
(E/W)
E/W)
(N/S)
A-B
200ft.
365ft.
B-C
40ft.
370ft.
C-D
61ft.
370ft.
D-E
56ft.
370ft.
E -F
17ft.
370ft.
F-G
38ft.
370ft.
G-H
30ft.
370ft.
Table 8: Overall bay dimensions of Turbine Hall / Boiler House Block

Function
Height
95ft.
237ft.
237ft.
237ft.
141ft.
141ft.
40ft.

Turbine hall
Deaerator Annexe
Boiler house (rear pass)
(furnace)
--Bunker / Mill Bay
Electrical Annexe

6.5.4

Externally, the range is clad in a combination of lower, Baggeridge Blue brickwork to a height of 32ft. (ie.
slightly above the level of the firing floor of the turbine hall), beneath upper, profiled-aluminium cladding. The
boiler house was originally clad in a blue-coloured metal cladding, though this has faded badly over the
operational life of the station to a dull blue-grey, while the turbine hall employs a combination of white
sheeting to the east and a distinctive terra-cotta to north and south (Plates 35/6). Both elements include fullheight, vertical bands of Georgian-wired patent-glazing.

6.5.5

Rugeley is laid out on a ‘unit’ principal, with a common boiler house and turbine hall with no dividing walls
between the two 500MW-capacity units. The units, designated 6 and 7 to north and south respectively, are
arranged with turbo-generator units, each with independent boiler arrangements, aligned transversely to the
113
main axis of the boiler house/turbine hall, running east-west at 175ft. centres (Figure 39). The ‘bunker bay’
(F-G) housing coal supply conveyors, bunkers, feeders, mills and associated plant, is located to the ‘rear’ (west
side) of the boiler house, away from the turbine hall, to avoid problems of contamination of the latter, both by
114
noise and by the drift of pulverised fuel (BEI 1990, 81).

112

Section through turbine hall / boiler house / precips. / chimney (looking north) showing general arrangements

112

113

114

The ‘unit’ principal relies on the association of a single turbo-generator and boiler, together with auxiliary services, to form a complete
operating unit, effectively of ‘self-contained’ design (CEGB 1971a, 256). It differs fundamentally from the foregoing ‘range’ type of station
design, common down to c.1950, where boilers steamed to a common receiver, with two or more boilers serving a turbo-generator set
(ibid.).
Historically, longitudinal alignment had been the most common arrangement for turbo-generator sets in earlier stations, and was a logical
pattern in respect of stations of the ‘range’ system, where the length of the set was less than the span of two boilers, side by side (CEGB
1971a 261). Although longitudinal alignment was retained at some stations based around the 500MW unit, for example at West Burton
‘A’ and Fiddler’s Ferry, the transverse alignment, as here, was to become the more standard arrangement for stations of the ‘unit’ type
(ibid. 266). A third, compact arrangement of diagonal (herringbone) set alignment was later developed for the 660MW units at Drax (see
CEGB 1971a fig. 4.1.1c).
Though common, this arrangement was not always adopted; at Cottam in Nottinghamshire, for example, bunkers and PF mills are located
within a mill bay set between the body of the boiler house and turbine hall, while at West Burton (Notts.) and Fiddler’s Ferry (Cheshire),
both of which use ICL tangentially (corner)-fired boilers, mill bays are located transversely, sited between unit boilers.
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Boiler House
6.5.6

Boiler House [2
2] (A
A on Plate 34) is located to the west of the turbine hall [1
1], occupying Bays B-E and
incorporating a deaerator annexe at Bay B-C, dividing the turbine hall from the main body of the boiler house
Figure 44). It comprises a tall, rectangular block, aligned north-south and measuring 370ft. (N/S) x 157ft.
(E/W), standing to a maximum height of 237ft. to the underside of a flat roof of pre-cast concrete slabs, more
115
than double the height of the adjacent turbine hall. The range is of steel-framed construction (Figure 38a),
116
with principal uprights formed of massive boxed-stanchions up to 4ft. x 6ft. in section (Plate 37), with
intermediate. I-section RSCs. The frame is clad externally in profiled-aluminium sheeting, coloured blue
117
(weathered/faded), above a 32ft.-high ‘plinth’ of Baggeridge Blue brick, and incorporates a series of fullheight, vertical, patent-glazing bands, three each to north and south (Figures 41/2), eight to the east (Figure
40) and six to the west (above the levels of adjoining turbine hall and bunker bay respectively), the western
elevation including a central, patent-glazed projection enclosing a main access stairwell and hoist void (Figure
43). The boiler house is accessed directly from the turbine hall to the east, or from Access Road No. 8
(Precips.) to the west, while additional, internal access is afforded from the workshop block [12
12]
12 to the south.

6.5.7

Internally, the main body of the boiler house (C-E) is arranged over five principal working levels above ground
(0ft.) level, viz. 40ft., 77ft., 120ft., 151ft. and 187ft. (Figures 44/5) with intermediate gantries to access specific
areas of plant (eg. burners / steam drums etc); deaerator bay (B-C) is floored over at 40ft., 77ft., 138ft. and
118
187ft. Working floors and walkways are formed of mild steel expanded mesh (variously with walking
boards) or of steel plates, with vertical access afforded by a series of elevators (two personnel/one goods) and
119
a series of steel, dog-leg stairs.
120

The PF System
6.5.8

The pulverised fuel (PF) system for each unit comprises seven mill groups (bunker, coal feeder, PF mill and
associated distribution pipes; Figure 46), of which six would have been operational at MCR (maximum
continuous rating) with one in reserve; each mill group supplied four burners.

6.5.9

Coal was delivered to the west side of the boiler house by conveyors B11/12, which rise from the Screening
and Sampling House [2
29] (see §.6.4.9) to enter a cantilevered projection at the north end of the ‘Bunker
Bunker Bay’
Bay
(Figure 29), occupying Bays F-G over the 100ft.-138ft. levels (E
E on Plate 34). Conveyors B11/12, formerly
discharged via traversing chutes to feed two fixed, longitudinal conveyors B13/14 (Plate 39) which extend, at
the 120ft. level, to a pair of magnetic separators (MS13/14) on the centre-line of the boiler house, between
the Unit 6 and 7 bunkers (Figure 47). Here, coal discharged to two reversible shuttle-conveyors B15/16,
capable of horizontal movement along the full length of the bunker house feeding either Unit 6 of Unit 7
121
bunkers as required (Plate 40). The bunker house structure is fully enclosed to prevent drift of coal dust and
is top lit by a series of nine, pitched-roof ‘penthouse’ rooflights, with patent-glazing and vents.

115

The majority of steel used is ordinary mild steel, though ‘high yield’ steel to BS968 is used in areas such as the main boiler suspension
girders (Station Manual Book 28, Chap. 15, p.1).
Welded box columns use plates up to 5in. in thickness, stiffened by angles or diaphragm plates, with provision for internal access (Plate
38) to allow inspection and repainting when necessary (CEGB 1971a, 178).
Robust cladding (brick, blockwork or aggregate panels) to lower walls was used in areas deemed to be more susceptible to mechanical
damage (CEGB 1971a, 228).
To permit the free flow of air (CEGB 1971a, 226).
Steel handrails to access stairs are painted yellow throughout, with no system to differentiate flights leading uninterrupted to ground level
for emergency egress, a system noted at a number of other contemporary plants (Ironbridge ‘B’, West Burton ‘A’ and Cottam).
See Station Manual; Book 2, Chap.8 for details.
Coal could be by-passed directly to bunker 7.1 in the event of the shuttle conveyors being unable to accept stock (Station Manual; Book
14, Chap. 7, p.13).

116

117

118
119

120
121
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Bunkers
6.5.10

122

Unit raw coal bunkers,
bunkers each with a total capacity of 2,800 tons, are of carbon-steel construction, externally
braced, and extend vertically from the 100ft. level to outlet openings onto drag-link feeders set directly below
at the 40ft. level. The upper 10ft. forms a common ‘trough’ (allowing contained overspill between adjacent
hoppers), below which bunkers are split into seven discrete hopper compartments, one per feeder/mill
(Figures 46/7), with hopper sections measuring c.40ft. x 20ft. at the head and standing 40ft. high. The lower,
hopper sections of the bunkers are lined internally with glass tiles set within a rubber latex mortar to enhance
free flow of coal; however, ongoing problems with blockages required the retrofitting of a system of timeroperated compressed-air ‘bunker blasters’ approximately halfway down the hoppers, introduced in the midlate 1980s (J. Kilkie, pers. comm.).
Feeders

6.5.11

Bunker hoppers discharged to a series of variable-speed drag-link coal feeders located at the 40ft. level (Figure
48; Plate 41), one per coal mill, by Redler Conveyors Ltd. of Stroud, Gloucestershire. Feeders comprise a
123
chain-link conveyor within a Corten steel casing, driven by an electric motor through a variable speed gear
and reduction gearbox. Coal was discharged into the upper hopper of the feeder, from where it was drawn by
a series of chain-driven drag links moving across the mouth; on the lower, return path of the drag link, the coal
was discharged into the outlet chute to the feed the PF mill below. At MCR, six feeders (serving six mills) could
supply coal at a rate of 214 ton/hr., with the seventh feeder/mill group acting as a reserve. An emergency
outlet was provided at the bottom of each feeder allowing coal to be diverted from the feeder/bunker via a
transverse conveyor without discharging to the associated mill.
PF Mills

6.5.12

Coal feeders discharged directly to a series of pulverising mills
mills (Plate 42) located directly below at ground floor
(0ft.) level, seven per unit (six operational at MCR and one in reserve, as per associated coal feeders), thus 14
in total (designated 6.1 to 7.7) set out at 21ft. 3in. centres and each serviced by a dedicated coal feeder (Figure
46). Original mills were of medium-speed, vertical-spindle, Berz type MB-23 (Figure 49; Plate 43), measuring
c.25ft. high and 15ft. in diameter, by Foster Wheeler-John Brown Boilers Ltd., though early operational
problems resulted in a radical retrofitting of all elements of the grinding equipment in the early 1970s to
124
MPS200 specification by PHI Engineering of London (P Knight pers. comm.).
Coal dropped into the mill
through a central chute, feeding into a ‘grinding zone’ where it was crushed to a fine, powdery consistency by
the action of three, spring-loaded rollers upon a circular grinding table (Figure 50a). Coal thus reduced was
carried upwards by hot primary air (c.316˚C), rising around the edge of the mill to a classifier hopper mounted
at the top of the unit (Figure 50b). Here, coal was separated with fine particles, mixed with primary air, being
carried onwards for supply to the boiler burner units and coarser, heavier particles being returned to the
125
grinding zone for further processing.
Boilers

6.5.13

The main body of the Boiler House occupies Bays C-E, measuring 370ft. (N/S) x 107ft. (E/W) and standing
237ft. tall to the underside of a flat roof (Figure 45). The steel framework of the boiler house both encloses
and supports the structure of the boilers and associated pipework, which are effectively ‘suspended’ from the
massive upper structural girders (Plate 44).

6.5.14

The unit boilers (one per generating set, designated 6 and 7 and set out at 175ft. centres) are by Foster
Wheeler-John Brown Boilers Ltd., and are of single furnace, front-wall fired, natural-circulation reheat type

122

Sufficient for 15hr. full load (Plant Detail Handbook, TD31).
‘Corten’ (or COR-TEN) steel is the generic term for one of a type of ‘weathering’ steel alloys, developed to eliminate the need for painting.
See, for example, Drg. No. P.02.08.M.163.46, ‘MPS Conversion’ of 18.02.1974
Any non-grindable particles were eventually centrifuged out to a rejects chamber.

123
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(Figure 51).126 The function of the boilers was to supply super-heated steam for the three-stage steam
turbines within the turbine hall. Each boiler comprises three main elements; the furnace combustion chamber
to the west (Bay D-E), the ‘rear pass’ to the east (Bay C-D) and the upper ‘dead space’ housing the steam drum
and headers, the whole construction being accommodated over the 40ft. to 187ft. levels, with cross-over
above the 120ft. level. The entire boiler support, including steam drum, tubework and casings, is suspended
(‘top slung’) from the upper steelwork grid (the ‘grillage’) of the boiler house frame by a network of hanger
rods that penetrate the upper dead space (Plate 45).
6.5.15

The massive boiler chambers are formed of close-set, vertical 2in.-bore ‘finned’ tangent water tubes (Figure
52), boxed in by a ⅛ in. steel casing, ‘lagged’ in recastable refractory cement, the whole encased in a 20-gauge,
galvanised steel veneer (Station Manual; Book 1, Chap. p.2; Plate 46). Each boiler is divided into two chambers
127
(designated ‘A’ and ‘B’ to north and south) by a central, transverse steam partition wall.
Boiler tubes are
linked solidly at various levels by horizontal channel members to which tubes are welded; horizontal buckstay
beams (Plate 47) surround the boiler to protect the furnace walls against the effects of excessive lateral
deflections and to thereby ensure structural stability. Downward movement of the furnace (by up to 13½in.) is
absorbed by a water seal around the bottom ash hopper while downward movement at the rear of the boiler
is absorbed by a large expansion joint at the base of the rear pass above the (independently supported)
economiser. Access doorways for periodic maintenance/cleaning are located to the front (western side) of the
boiler chamber at the 143ft. level (Plate 48) and to north and south sides at the 127ft. level.

6.5.16

At the head of each furnace, at a height of 203ft. within the ‘dead space’ (Plate 49) and accessible by gantry
from the 187ft. level, is set an north-south aligned, carbon-steel ‘steam drum’ (1
1 on Figure 32; see also Figures
128
53/4), circular in section of 5ft. (internal) diameter and 124ft. long, terminating in hemispherical ‘drum ends’
129
to north and south (Figure 54; Plate 50). Evaporation tubes rise to the steam drum (Figure 53b) where
steam was separated off from water and returned to the upper part of the boiler for ‘super-heating’. The
latter was effected by means of a platen and pendant super-heating tubes (Plate 51) occupying the upper part
of the main heating chamber (1
13/14
14 on Figure 45), where the temperature was further raised to 568°C (@ 156
bar) prior to being fed to the first, high-pressure turbine of the turbo-generator set (see below). Water from
the steam drum was returned to lower headers by a series of ‘downcomers’ to be reheated in the furnace wall
tubes.

6.5.17

The ‘rear pass’, to the east side of the furnace, is formed by a rearward extension of the upper furnace
compartments, passing over above the 120ft. level, and houses re-heaters and primary super-heaters (15
15/16
15 16
and 11 on Figure 45) above the level of the economiser. The economisers (10
10 on Figure 45), manufactured by
E. Green and Sons Ltd. of Wakefield, West Yorkshire, are welded-steel heat exchangers designed for upward
water and downward gas flow, arranged in three banks and serving to heat the recycled condensate from the
steam turbines, delivered via the feed-heating system and using exhaust gas from the boiler furnace, before it
130
returned to the boilers. Economisers combine plain and gilled 2in. tubes at 4in. centres, formed into vertical
coil elements each comprising 26 parallel tubes, placed side by side to occupy the full width of the rear pass in
four distinct sections, each section comprising 56 elements. A ‘hot gas tap’ arrangement (an original feature),
one to each side of each boiler set between the 120ft. and 138ft. levels, bled hot gas off from the rear pass to
be used at the primary air heaters.

126

See Station Manual; Book 1, Chap 2. for full details. Foster Wheeler - John Brown had originally submitted a tender to the Midlands
Project Group for the supply of four 500MW natural circulation type boilers for Cottam, Nottinghamshire. Although that tender proved
unsuccessful (Cottam was to be supplied by John Thompson Ltd. in collaboration with Clarke Chapman and Co.), the Board agreed to reallocate the order for two of the units to Rugeley, thereby avoiding further unnecessary delays; the contract for supply and installation
was duly placed on September 2nd, 1964 (Station Manual, Book 28, Chap.2, p.1).
The chambers are not entirely separate, with sufficient space left between transverse steam wall and furnace walls for the free passage of
gases from one side to the other (Station Manual Book 1, Chap.2 , p.6).
See Station Manual; Book 1; Chap. 4, §.2 for details.
Each drum includes 1,370 tube stubs for connection to large-bore downcomers and individual water wall tubes (Station Manual; Book 1
Chapter 2, p.7).
The pre-heating of boiler feedwater serves not only to improve thermodynamic efficiency, but also to help avoid the risk of thermal shock
to the metal of the boiler as feedwater is returned to the steam cycle.

127
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Burners
6.5.18

Each boiler is fitted with 28 horizontally-mounted, combined PF/oil intervane burners (Plate 52) arranged in
three levels of eight and an upper level of four (see inset below), passing through a common windbox (c.10ft
deep) to the western (front) side of the furnace chamber and arranged between the 42ft. and 90ft. levels,
131
accessed by intermediate burner gantries.
Each PF mill supplied four burners via two phases of riffle boxes
(Plates 53/4; see inset below), with distribution pipework routed in such a way as to equalise, so far as
practicable, the distance from mill to burner (J Kilkie, pers. comm.)

PF mill to burner: firing pattern and pipework arrangement

6.5.19

Integral HFO burners were designed to facilitate boiler start up, pressure raising PF ignition and stabilisation
and, in supplementary firing mode, were capable of carrying up to 100MW, and could make up part load in the
event, for example, of a PF mill failure; each burner is also furnished with a propane burner. In operational
terms, the propane burners would facilitate initial ignition, with oil burners then heating the boiler until it
reached a sufficient pressure and temperature to allow for the injection of pulverised fuel (PF) from the PF
mills, mixed with heated air from the air heaters (via primary-air and forced draft FD fans, two per boiler) for
the main burn. FD fans (Plate 55) were fed by tall air intake ducts running through the full height of the range
and incorporating a ‘Venturi’ section (28
28 on Figure 45),132 drawing down warm air from intakes (two per unit)
at the upper, 187ft. level of the boiler house (Plate 56). Mills would be brought into operation sequentially up
to a maximum of six per boiler (ie. 24 burners) over a period of a minimum 90 minutes for a ‘hot start’ to a
maximum of c.4½ hrs. to achieve requisite pressure/temperature from a ‘cold start’ (A. Fryer, pers. comm.).

6.5.20

All boiler heating surfaces (furnace walls, boiler tube banks, superheater, economiser and air heaters) were
systematically cleaned, on-load, and maintained in good, operational condition by the regular use of a series of
90 short- and long-stroke ‘sootblowers’ (Plate 57) for the removal of friable deposits of fly-ash.133 Rugeley is
unusual in that its sootblower system, installed by Diamond Power Speciality Ltd., used compressed air as
134
opposed to the more conventional steam blowers,
with three, five-stage centrifugal compressor sets
located within a plant room [39
39]
39 to the north side of the turbine hall, to the east side of the water treatment
plant. When installed, it was the first use of compressed air blowers in the UK, introduced by the CEGB to gain
operational experience and assess the merits of the system (Station Manual; Book 28, Ch. 8, p.31; CEGB
1971b, 215). Dislodged ash was collected in paired furnace ash hoppers at the base of each combustion
chamber (Plate 58) for onward transfer to the ash processing plant (§.6.12).

131

Original burners by Foster Wheeler and John Brown Boilers Ltd. (Station Manual; Book 1, Chap.1, p.14).
A narrowing of the duct section designed to modify the air flow characteristics, named after the Italian physicist Giovanni Battista Venturi
(1746-1822).
Sootblowers would be operated once per shift, ie. three times per 24 hour period at base-load (J Kilkie, pers. comm.).
See Station Manual, Book 3, Chapter 9 for detailed description of sootblowers.
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133
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Deaerator Annexe
6.5.21

The deaerator annexe,
annexe occupying Bay B-C to the eastern side of the main body of the boiler house, houses
135
deaerator (DA) plant, one per unit comprising a deaerating head and associated, cylindrical storage tank
(which functions as the fourth-stage, direct-contact LP heater) at the 138ft. level (38
38/39
38 39 on Figure 45; see also
Figure 55; Plate 59), and massive Reserve Feed Water (RFW) tanks, two per unit (for temporary storage of
boiler water for the water treatment plant [38
38]),
40 on Figure 45; Plates 60/61).
38 at the 77ft. level (40

6.5.22

Throughout the lifetime of the station, boiler plant has been subject to regular inspection and, where
necessary, periodic repair and improvement. Major modifications have included the addition of a BOFA
(‘boosted over-fire air’) system on both units in 2006 (installed by Babcock) for the management of NOx
emissions in line with LCPD regulations. The BOFA system drew air off the main, secondary air flow and reinjected it at a higher level, above the burners, instigating a secondary burn allowing for a longer, lower
temperature firing regime whereby the NOx content in resultant gases was reduced. The introduction of the
system required extensive modifications with new boiler ports at high level together with associated ducting
(Plate 62) and new BOFA fans at ground level.
Turbine Hall

6.5.23

The Turbine Hall [1
1] (Figures 56/7; B on Plate 34; Plate 63) is located immediately east of, and is contiguous
with, the deaerator annexe of Boiler House [2
2]. It is rectangular in plan, with overall measurements of 365ft.
long (N/S) x 200ft. wide (E/W), standing 80ft. tall to the underside of a very shallowly pitched roof, the latter
interrupted by four wide, transverse, canted roof-lights/vents rising to a maximum 95ft. above ground level
(Plate 64). The hall is faced in Baggeridge Blue, raking bond brickwork to a height of 32ft. above ground level,
above which the steel frame is clad in vertically-set, profiled aluminium sheeting, white to the east and terracotta to north and south (Plates 63/35). The east elevation includes five vertical bands of Georgian-wired
patent-glazing; entrance doors are located to north and south, with a larger, concertina-type sliding door
opening on the axis of the range to serve a central loading bay (Plate 64). Direct access from the control room
is afforded by a doorway opening to the south, giving access to the 25ft. firing floor level.

6.5.24

Internally, the turbine hall represents, essentially, a massive unencumbered space, uninterrupted by
intermediate structural steelwork (Plate 65), accommodating the principal generating equipment of the
station, viz. two CA Parsons 500MW turbo-generator units (Figure 58), aligned parallel, set transversely across
the range atop concrete pedestals, together with their associated condensers, and with auxiliary plant at
ground floor level. The main steel frame is formed of massive boxed-stanchions defining nine principal
structural bays (here numbered Bays 1-9 from north to south), alternately 32ft. and 49ft. wide, with terminal
bays, 39ft. wide, to north and south. Wider bays (2, 4, 6 and 8) to the east elevation are enclosed, with
intermediate I-section steel columns (three per bay) supporting horizontal rails for the support of exterior
sheet-cladding (Figure 59; Plate 66), while narrower bays (1, 3, 5, 7 and 9) accommodate full-height glazing
bands of Georgian-wired patent glazing, all above the 32ft. high brick ‘plinth’. North and south elevations are
blind, formed of evenly spaced, boxed columns at 15ft. centres (Figure 59), again with horizontal, angle-section
rails supporting exterior cladding (Plate 67). The roof (Plate 68) is carried by a series of transverse, trussed
136
girders with tubular-section, ‘Warren’ pattern bracing, in combination with longitudinal I-section purlins
supporting the steel roof deck; main roof trusses also function as the flanking supports for the four transverse,
raised rooflights/vents, the canted sides of which are fully patent-glazed, with roofs carried on castellated
purlins (see inset below).137 The range is serviced by two travelling cranes (Plate 69) by Sir William Arrol and
Co. of Glasgow (designated 6 and 7 to north and south), each with a maximum carrying capacity of 110 tons,

135

For the removal of oxygen and other dissolved gases from boiler feedwater. DA units also serve as DC (direct contact) heaters, and feed
the suction reservoir for the feed pumps.
A truss form comprising longitudinal members joined by angled struts forming alternately inverted equilateral triangles.
Castellated beams consist of rolled steel joists cut through the web to a saw tooth pattern then welded together to form a ‘perforated’
profile; they are particularly useful on long spans with light loads, where deflection rather than bending stress is the design criterion (CEGB
1971a, 176).

136
137
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mounted on runway beams set 53ft. above ground floor level (Figure 56). Each crane has a span of 195ft. and
is furnished with two hooks, a principal ‘ram’s horn’ and a 15-ton auxiliary hook; the two cranes working in
tandem with the generator-stator lifting beam could carry a maximum load of c.200 tons (P. Knight, pers.
comm.).

Details of Turbine Hall roof (left) and canted, louvred skylight (right)

6.5.25

The turbine hall is arranged over two principal working levels, the ground floor level and the 25ft. ‘firing floor’
level, the latter extending around the whole turbine hall as a solid-floored, tiled perimeter walkway (Plate 70),
with intermediate steel access gantries; ground level is contiguous with the adjacent boiler house while vertical
access is afforded by a number of steel dog-leg and ¼-turn stairs (Plate 71). Turbo-generator sets are aligned
east-west (Figure 58; Plate 72), set out at 175ft. centres, mounted, together with associated condensers, upon
concrete foundation pedestals (Figure 57b; Plate 73), with loading bays beside and between units (Plate 74).
Turbines

6.5.26

The plant’s two turbo
turbo-generators
generators (Figure 60; Plate 72), designated 6 and 7, are by CA Parsons and Co. of
138
comprising horizontal, multi-cylinder, impulse-reaction, reheat machines with a maximum
Tyneside,
139
continuous rating of 500MW, generated at 3,000 rev./min. Turbines are aligned transversely across the
140
141
hall, each comprising (from west to east) a single-flow high pressure (HP) cylinder, closest to the boiler
house, a double-flow intermediate pressure (IP) cylinder, and three double-flow low pressure cylinders (LP1-3)
arranged in tandem (Figure 60a). The whole units are mounted on massive, reinforced-concrete foundation
pedestals (best appreciated in historical views of the station during construction; see Figure 57b), discrete
from though at the same level as parallel plinths supporting associated, side-mounted pannier condensers (see
142
§.6.5.28).

6.5.27

High-pressure steam was supplied to the HP cylinder (Plate 75) at 568°C / 156 bar via two steam chests, one to
each side of the turbine; after passing through the HP turbine, it was exhausted back to the reheating section
of the boiler (1
15/16
16 on Figure 45) before being returned to the IP steam-chests at 568°C / 39-40 bar. Steam

138

CA Parsons and Co. became Reyrolle Parsons in 1968, merging with Clarke Chapman of Gateshead in 1977 to form Northern Engineering
Industries (NEI), being acquired by Rolls-Royce in 1989 and surviving today as subsidiary of Langley Holdings plc.
(http://www.clarkechapman.co.uk/en-GB)
The plant was designed to run at continuous base-load or two-shifting operation; turbo-generators were capable of an overload of
532MW for three, 1-hour periods per day at load peaks during winter months (Station Manual; Book 28, Chap. 4, p.1).
As noted above (fn. 113) transverse alignment was to be more commonly adopted turbine arrangement for stations based on the 500MW
set, as it presented the best environment for the layout of auxiliary plant (CEGB 1971a, 266); the alternative, longitudinal layout had
implications for both steam pipe and generator connections and was subsequently phased out.
New, high efficiency HP turbines were fitted to both units in 2010, to help cope with parasitic load of the FGD plant, and thereby
maintaining 500MW output from each machine to the National Grid.
The adoption of steel support platforms was considered in the early design stages, though was ultimately discounted on financial grounds
(Station Manual; Book 28, Chap.4, p.4-6).
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was then expanded through the double axial-flow IP turbine,143 and thence directly on to the LP turbines (Plate
76) at 253°C / 4 bar, before being exhausted at below 1 bar gauge to the unit condensers (see below).

Turbine steam flow diagram (Station Manual; Book 28, Chap. 4, fig.4)

Condensers
6.5.28

144

The unit condensers (Figures 61/2; Plate 77) are of the distinctive, side-mounted ‘pannier’ type,
and
functioned to condense the steam exhausted from the LP turbines while also providing the means for air and
vapour release from the heaters and other plant associated with the condensate system. Condensers, two per
unit (designated 6.1/6.2 and 7.1/7.2), are mounted on concrete support pedestals aligned parallel to either
side of their associated turbo-generator unit. Each condenser comprises a long, rectangular structure of mildsteel construction, approximately equal to the length of the combined LP turbines, consisting of six boxsections welded together, each with a discrete steam inlet (total 4 per LP turbine). The condenser unit shell
houses ‘nests’ of aluminium-brass and cupro-nickel tubes arranged in horizontal banks (Plate 78), through
which circulating water from the CW pump house [45
45]
45 would pass in a single-flow system, thereby providing a
large cooled surface area over which steam, exhausted from the LP turbines, was guided by a series of baffles.
Condensed steam or ‘condensate’ was collected in a trough at the base of the shell, passing to a condensate
receiver or ‘hotwell’, horizontally mounted below the condenser unit at ground floor level, set between the
145
supports of the concrete pedestal (Plate 79), before returning via the feedwater LP and HP heating system
and deaerator, initiating a build-up in temperature fuelled by high- and low-pressure steam bled from the main
turbine, to the economiser section of the boiler (see above). Circulating water was discharged via subbasement level pipework and recycled via the cooling towers (see §.6.11).
Generators

6.5.29

Arranged in-line with the turbines, the three-phase generator sets (Figures 60b/63; Plate 80) are again by CA
Parsons, comprising two-pole AC machines of caged core construction with hydrogen-cooled rotors and
(demineralised) water-cooled stator windings, with a designed output of 500MW at 3,000 rev./min. Generator
rotors are 33ft. 4in. long between bearing centres, and 45in. diameter, weighing 67 tons (Station Manual; Book
28, Chap.5, p.1). Excitation was provided by direct-driven, rotating field main AC exciters, coupled to the

143

In double-flow turbines, the steam enters at the middle of the shaft and exits at both ends, with the blades in each half facing opposite
ways.
A range of different condenser arrangements, relative to the LP turbines, was available; viz. underslung (either axial or transverse), sidemounted (pannier) or radial (see CEGB 1971c, 230). The use of pannier condensers as opposed to more conventional ‘under-slung’
condensers (as, for example, at Ironbridge ‘B’), has the effect of reducing the height of the unit and thus of the turbine hall structure as a
whole (the firing floor at Ironbridge was 40ft. above ground level), thereby reducing primary construction costs.
Hotwells provide sufficient buffer capacity in the event of extraction pump failure.
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eastern end of the generator shaft (Plate 81). Electricity was generated at 22kV, this being ‘stepped up’ to
400kV at the generator transformers, formerly located externally to the turbine hall (see §.6.5.31).
Auxiliary Plant
6.5.30

The two turbo-generator sets are essentially identical in layout, and the associated auxiliary units and services
grouped around them (viz. various extraction/feed pumps, oil/condensate coolers, storage tanks, HP/LP
heaters etc.), necessary for the operation of the machines, are similar for each set (see Figure 58, Plates 8287). The complex system of related pipework is colour coded as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Silver
Blue
Pale Blue
Green
Yellow
Brown
White
Red

Steam;
Feedwater;
Condensate;
Circulating Water (CW);
Hydrogen;
Oil;
Compressed Air;
‘Mulsifyre’ Fire Control Systems.

Transformers
6.5.31

146

Generator, station and unit transformers were formerly arranged externally to the east side of the turbine
hall (Figure 65a; see inset below), within walled/fenced enclosures with associated, enclosed switch rooms,
though these had been removed prior to the time of recording (Plate 88); original generator transformers
were by Associated Electrical Industries (AEI; Figure 65b) and unit transformers, originally by Boner Long with
secondary replacements by Starkstrom-Geratenbau GmbH. Here, supply was formerly stepped up from the
22kV produced by the turbo-generator to 400kV for supply to the grid via the open switch yard (§.6.6.1), lying
immediately to the east and linked by buried 400kV lines.
Control Block

6.5.32

The operation of the boiler house, turbine hall and other principal functions of the plant, with the exception of
147
coal delivery, were overseen from the central control room (CCR) within the main Control Block [3
3] (Figure
148
66; Plates 89/90), set unusually to the south-eastern angle of the turbine hall, and accessed from Road No. 1
via a main doorway beneath the raised administrative office range [10
10].
10 The control block is rectangular in
plan, with overall dimensions of 132ft. (E/W) x 90ft. (N/S) and is arranged over three principal levels, standing
to a maximum height of 50ft. to a very shallowly pitched roof obscured behind a low parapet. The building is
steel-framed and is faced externally in Baggeridge Blue brick to ground floor level above which it is clad in
vertically-set, profiled-aluminium sheeting, mainly white but with regular, narrow vertical bands of black
sheeting incorporating Crittall windows at second floor level. The 16ft.-high ground floor level projects by
c.10ft. to east and south (Plate 89) with ribbon glazing, beneath a white, profiled aluminium fascia band,
lighting internal, perimeter workshop spaces. The first floor cable-subway level is blind.

146

The generator transformer is the largest transformer on a power station site and connects the generator output to the grid; the station
transformer is the second largest unit, stepping down grid voltage to that of plant auxiliaries, while unit transformers supply power to
11kV drives, incl. pumps, fans etc.(BEI 1990, 111-114).
As noted above (§.6.4.3), coal delivery and handling, up to the boiler bunkers, was overseen from the coal plant control room within the
coal operations amenities block [40
40].
40
Conventional planning places the control block axially to the turbine hall and boiler house, thereby keeping cable runs to a minimum (BEI
1990, 120); of the ten coal-fired stations released for construction in the early 1960s, only Rugeley ‘B’ and Cottam in Nottinghamshire
adopted a none-axial location for the control block. The ‘central control room’ (CCR) concept had been first developed at Rugeley ‘A’
(anon. 1963, 492), prior to which control had been at a more ‘local’ level, adjacent to associated plant.
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6.5.33

Internally, the block is arranged over three storeys (Figure 67), with a main cantilevered, dog-leg stair (Plate
91) rising at the south-west corner and a secondary, well-stair rising against the north wall of the range. The
ground floor houses various battery rooms and control board rooms (Plate 92) with Machine Maintenance
Dept. (MMD; Plate 93) and Instrument Maintenance Department (IMD; Plate 94) workshops flanking the
projecting southern and eastern sides, accessed via a perimeter passageway. The latter are lit by clerestory
glazing above the level of the projecting flat roof (Plate 94). First floor level comprises a low (8½ft.), blind
‘cable subway’ while the upper storey, with a floor level at 27ft. above exterior ground level, houses the main
control room to the east, together with associated service and instrumentation boards, mess room, amenities
and permit office to the west (Figure 68). A north-south aligned corridor to the west side of the block affords
through access to the firing floor of the adjacent turbine house [1
1] and to the upper level of the adjacent
administrative offices [10
10].
10

6.5.34

The central control
control room (CCR) itself (Figures 68/9; Plate 95) measures 78ft. (N/S) by 68ft. (E/W), linoleum
floored and furnished with panelled walls and a suspended ceiling, and is lit by regular Crittall windows to the
east and south walls. The room includes discrete control desks for each unit, 6 and 7 to north and south
respectively (Plate 96), with a common plant supervisor’s control desk to the centre of the room; all associated
computer control hardware had been removed at the time of survey. Original station electrical services and
400kV control boards survive to the west side of the room (Plate 97; Figure 69b) though, as with many
contemporary stations, the control system at Rugeley was upgraded from its original ‘hard-desk’ system, first
149
to a ‘CUTLASS’ system in the early 1980s and again in 1999, when an APMS (Advanced Plant Management
150
System) was installed and most of the original control boards removed (compare Figure 69a and Plate 96). A
high screen wall to the east side of the room formerly supported associated APMS display monitors, though
these, again, had been removed at the time of survey. A steel spiral-stair descends at the centre of the south
wall (Plate 98), affording access to the cable gallery below.

6.5.35

The main station permit office (Plate 99) is located off the north side of the control room access corridor
flanking the south side of the block; here the walls are lined with key-safes (Plate 100) related to plant
151
isolation procedures for maintenance purposes.

6.6

Switch Houses152
400kV Switch Yard

6.6.1

The principal 400kV switchswitch-yard (Figure 70; Plate 101), which continues to function as a nodal point on the
National Grid and formerly served to connect the power station to the grid, is located axially to the east of the
153
main generation buildings, from which it is separated by Access Road No.5. The switch yard, installed by
English Electric, measures 575ft. square, occupying an area of c.3ha (7.6a), and is of the less usual (though
most economic) ‘open-air’ form, with no enclosing structure save for a simple boundary fence, representing a
154
purely functional approach.
Buried 400kV lines formerly connected from the generator transformers to the

149

‘Computer Users Technical Language and Application Software System’, a real-time software system developed in-house by the CEGB for
computer control, plant monitoring and operator displays (https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/198777; see Maples, nd.).
APMS is a supervisory real-time control system widely used in the electrical power generation industry. Developed by RWE / Npower in
collaboration with Thales in the early 1990s, the system was first installed at West Burton ‘A’ in 1995 and was subsequently introduced at
a number of power stations throughout the UK (http://www.apms.org.uk/introduction/).
During maintenance programmes, plant isolation keys were securely stored in safe-boxes until related work was signed off. Certain, larger
maintenance jobs would require multiple permits to be issued, resulting in multiple locks being applied to the respective safe-box (Plate
100), thereby ensuring that it was not possible to re-activate the plant concerned until work by all teams involved in the task was
complete.
As noted above (§.1.5.1), both the 400kV switch-yard and 132kV switch house lie outside of the ownership and operational control of
Rugeley Power Ltd./ENGIE and have not been inspected as part of the current project.
Axial location was standard practice for the siting of 400kV switching stations; of the 500MW-unit super-stations, only Ironbridge ‘B’
adopted a non-axial location, as a result of physical site constraints (Tyler 2017, 53).
Of the ten coal-fired plants erected in the 1960s based upon the 500MW unit, only three (viz. Cottam, Didcot ‘A’ and Rugeley ‘B’) adopted
‘open’ switch yard arrangements, the remaining sites being furnished with fully enclosed switch houses. Some initial correspondence
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east side of the turbine house (removed/demolished at time of survey). The switch yard accommodates
equipment for both generator units; viz. one bus section, one coupler and two feeders, namely Drakelow and
Ironbridge; the site is arranged ‘back-to-back’, with high-level cross-over connections to the main busbars
(Station Manual; Book 21, Chap. 1, p.1). Each circuit is provided with its own brick-built relay control room,
accommodating all related relay and ancillary equipment.
132kV Switch House
6.6.2

The 132kV Switch House (Plates 102/3) represents a survival from the ‘A’ station, located parallel to the north
side of Access Road No.1 where is passes to the north of the site of the former ‘A’ station buildings; it was thus
originally axially sited, opposite the turbine hall of the earlier plant (Figures 11/12a). The switch house
comprises an elongated, rectangular range, c.430ft. long (E/W) by 92ft. wide (N/S) and standing c.55ft tall to a
distinctive projecting, flat concrete roof-slab. The range is steel-framed of 12 bays (here numbered 1 to 12
from east to west), clad externally in full-height red/brown brick laid to a regular English bond with high level,
five-light mullioned, glass-block windows at Bays 1-4, 6-10 , 11 & 12 at the head of recessed panels; Bays 5 and
10 are flush and blind, and include ground level entrance doorways.

6.6.3

The CEGB official opening booklet (1963, p.33)

155

describes the switch house arrangements as follows:

‘... the switching station comprises 17 air blast circuit breakers controlling five generators, two station
transformer feeders, 3 bus couplers and 1 bus connection switch. The air blast circuit breakers have a breaking
capacity of 3,500MVA and are pneumatically operated. The circuit breakers are remotely controlled from the
control board situated in the station control room.’
6.6.4

Formerly functioning as a transmission hub from the ‘A’ station to the wider national grid, the switch house
now operates as a distribution link for the local network (J. Kilkie, pers. comm.), and is under the operational
control of National Grid plc.

6.7

Subsidiary Generation Structures
Electrostatic Precipitators

6.7.1

155
156
157

158

159

To the west of the boiler house, the Electrostatic Precipitators (ESPs)[33
33]
33 (Figures 71/2; Plates 104/5) are
arranged in two groups, one set per boiler, each comprising three horizontal flow units by Lodge-Cotterell156
(designated 6.1-6.3 and 7.1-7.3), with extraction ducts emerging from the rear of the boiler house above the
157
40ft. level to pass over Access Road No. 8 (Plate 106).
Each unit comprises a 52ft. square-section casing,
37ft. long and standing 78ft. high, raised on 12 steel support pillars, and includes six base hoppers. Gas was
drawn off from the boilers by means of two centrifugal ID (induced draft) fans per unit (by Davidson and Co.
158
Ltd.), located to the western side of Access Road No. 7 (Figure 73b; Plate 107). Within each unit, exhaust
gasses passed through six successive banks of vertically hung precipitator plates (372 total per unit) arranged
parallel to the direction of gas flow, where particles were removed by a process of induced electrostatic
charge. Mechanical ‘rapping’ mechanisms were provided, to dislodge the dust accumulated on the collecting
159
electrodes, which collected in a series of hoppers from where it was removed. Over a 24 hour period at
MCR, the maximum amount of dust extracted at the precipitator hoppers was c.3,875 tons (Station Manual;
Book 17, Chap.1, p.3); the majority of the dust was removed at the first bank of plates, closest to the gas inlet,
(letter JO Grieves, CEGB to K Wardell, ref, PL.10.59/JAW, dated 05.09.1963; CEGB Station Development Particulars Appendix 18) refers to
an enclosed 400kV switching station, though this option was evidently subsequently dropped.
WSL ref. pbox/RUGELEY/41.
Formerly Lodge-Sturtevant.
No mechanical separators are included at Rugeley; a common feature of earlier stations, operational experience indicated that the
efficiency of ESPs was significantly reduced where mechanical pre-collectors were installed, and in 1964 the decision was taken by the
CEGB that all future plants would use ESPs alone (CEGB 1971b, 269).
Originally of Belfast, though opening branches within the mainland UK from the mid-20th century (http://www.hevac-heritage.org/
victorian_engineers/davidson/davidson.htm
‘Rapping’ occurred when accumulated dust reached a depth of c.2mm (Station Manual; Book 2, Chap. 6, p.20).
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which were thus furnished with larger, higher-capacity collection hoppers (Figure 72). Dust collected at the
base of the hoppers was discharged to buffer hoppers and thence transferred via a jet blowing system to the
dust storage bunker [23
23]
23 which served both boilers (§.6.12.6).
6.7.2

Precipitators, hoppers and associated, supporting framework are all of mild steel construction, open at ground
floor level, with each unit being carried by a framework of support columns, with each ‘pass’ comprising a
structurally independent block, most clearly appreciated in historical photographs of the station construction
(see Figure 73a). The northern, southern and western external elevations of the precipitator block as a whole
are clad in vertically-set, white profiled-aluminium sheeting, with black sheeting to roof sections (originally
forming open-sided canopies, as survives to Unit 6; Plate 108), though the individual passes are not partitioned
off from one another.

6.7.3

Precipitators were originally designed to function with relatively high-sulphur indigenous coal. With the
change to (lower sulphur) international supplies in the 1990s, it became necessary to add Sulphur Trioxide
(SO3) to flue gases prior to the ESP stage, so as to maintain/enhance the functional performance of the
precipitators; SO3 was stored in a horizontally mounted storage tank [76
76]
76 located at the north end of the Unit 6
precipitators (Plate 109).

6.7.4

So as to meet tightening environmental regulations pertaining to particulate emissions, the Unit 7
precipitators were retrofitted during a planned outage in 2007, involving the introduction of new, enlarged
plates and resulting in the heightening of the whole structure (Plate 108). It was not feasible within the
planned outage schedule to undertake a similar programme of modification to the Unit 6 precipitators and
thus an alternative approach to emissions reduction was necessary. This was achieved by the introduction of a
supplementary, discrete ESP unit (designated 6.0, again by Lodge-Cotterell) to the north end of the block
(Plate 110); the new unit was able to take 40% of the unit load, thereby allowing the original three units to run
at a reduced capacity (20% each) and enabling them to achieve the required operational efficiency (J. Kilkie,
pers. comm.).
Chimney

6.7.5

Rugeley’s original chimney (Figures 74/5), erected to the designs of Mouchel and Partners, was located axially
to the west of the main generation buildings (28 on Figure 14), immediately adjacent to the banks of
electrostatic precipitators. It was of reinforced concrete construction with a lining of acid-resisting brickwork,
standing 600ft. tall with a basal internal diameter of 52ft., tapering to 28ft. at the top. The chimney was of
single-flue design and was furnished with aircraft lights at the 150/300/450 and 579ft. above ground level
(Station Manual; Book 28, Chap. 15, p. 2). The upper 25m (82ft.) of the windshield were strengthened by
Bierrum and Partners in 1998 to alleviate problems arising from 30 years of use, by the addition of a 200mm
160
external cladding.
The circular footprint of the original chimney, removed during FGD modifications in
2007-9, remains delineable in the ground surface to the rear of the precipitators (Plate 111), while a
fragmentary section of the original windshield survives in-situ (Plate 112).

6.7.6

The extant, secondary stack [85
85]
85 (Plate 113), sited c.110m to the south of the original chimney, was erected by
Bierrum International as part of the installation of FGD plant in 2007-9 (see §.6.9). The original stack was left
in place, and remained operational, during the introduction of the FGD plant with the result that the FGD
ductwork from Unit 6 was necessarily routed around the old chimney (see inset below), resulting in the
unusual diversion on the centreline of the plant (Plate 114). The new stack comprises a reinforced concrete
chimney, more accurately termed a ‘windshield’, constructed on a reinforced annular base founded on piles; it
is circular in plan, of a uniform 17.6m diameter, and stands to a maximum height of 183m, enclosing two
discrete, 6.1m diameter, borosilicate-lined steel flues. Exhaust ducts from the FGD absorbers (see §.6.9.9)
enter the south side of the windshield at 17.2m (Unit 7) and 28.7m (Unit 6) above ground level. Internally, the
windshield is furnished with a personnel lift rising from ground level to the 74m level, above which access to

160

https://www.poweronline.com/doc/reinforcing-the-rugeley-chimney-0001
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the apex is by means of vertical steel ladders, mounted on the interior face of the shell, with intermittent rest
platforms.

Original and secondary stacks (image © Google Earth, dated 01.01.2010)

6.7.7

The construction of the new stack affected the stability of the original chimney (see Brownjohn et al, 2009)
and, under the terms of a separate contract, Bierrum International first installed a 40-ton tuned mass damper
(TMD) to stabilise the structure though, once redundant, the original chimney was ultimately demolished over
a ten-month period from August 2009 to June 2010. Its close proximity to the main generation buildings and
to the newly installed FGD ducting meant that a specialist platform, the ‘Bierrum Spider’, was employed for
the demolition of the upper part of the structure, whereby the stack was dismantled from the top down, with
161,162
debris routed down the inside the chimney.
Gas Turbine House

163

6.7.8

Gas Turbine House [37
37]
37 (Figures 76-8; Plates 115/6) is located to the north side of, and adjoins, the boiler
house to the south side of Access Road No. 4. The original purpose of the gas turbine generators was twofold,
164
firstly for the augmentation of station output at periods of peak demand (STOR) and, secondly, for starting
up the main generating sets in the event of a complete black out (aka. ‘Black Start’).

6.7.9

The range is rectangular in plan, aligned east-west, of steel-framed construction, clad externally in BAggeridge
Blue brick on a bi-partite plan comprising a plant room to the west and control room to the east; it has overall
dimensions of 125ft. long (E/W) x 82ft. wide (N/S), standing to a maximum 56ft. tall to a flat roof over the
plant room, stepping down to 30ft. high over the control room (Figure 76a). Exterior walls are essentially
blind, though the upper, north wall incorporates a band of louvred vents, which return onto the raised section
of plant room wall to the east, serving as generator and alternator cooling-air intakes. Principal access from
the exterior is via a wide roller door, off-centre towards the eastern end of the north elevation, opening onto
an internal loading bay, while internal access was possible from the adjacent boiler house via a pedestrian
door and passageway to the south.

6.7.10

Internally, the range occupies a bi-partite plan with turbine hall to west and local control room to east (Figure
77). The turbine hall itself comprises essentially a single unencumbered space of five regular bays, c.80ft.

161

https://www.khl.com/features/bringing-tall-chimneys-down-bierrums-custom-solution-at-work/57348.article.
See also http://www.bierrum.co.uk/video.html
The gas turbine house lacked any form of internal lighting (natural or artificial) at the time of survey, negating the possibility of any
meaningful photographic record.
‘Short Term Operating Reserve’.
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square and standing 55ft. high to the underside of the flat, concrete roof, the latter supported on deep I165
section steel beams aligned north-south.
The range houses two 25MW English Electric generators
(designated 16 and 17), aligned east-west at 37½ft. centres to the western side of the range (Figure 78b).
166
Generators were originally powered by an industrial version of the Rolls-Royce ‘Avon’ 1533 aircraft engine
(two per set, designated 16A/B-17A/B) arranged to each side of their respective generator set, though these
have all been removed during decommissioning. Gas turbines exhausted to the atmosphere via paired, 10ft.
diam. metal flues, existing the range to the west, where they rise against the north elevation of the boiler
house to a maximum height of 298½ft. (Plate 117). The turbine hall is served by a Wharton 20-ton travelling
crane, traversing the full length of the range and supported on longitudinal runway beams to north and south
at a height of 22ft. above internal floor level.
6.7.11

Control of the gas generator sets was normally effected from the central control room in block [3
3], though
local control was possible (for testing maintenance and compressor washing) from the control room located to
the east side of the range (no access).

6.8

Residual Fuel Oil ‘Overburn’ System (ORF)

6.8.1

A supplementary residual fuel oil ‘overburn’ system (ORF) was introduced at the station in the mid-1970s,
designed to burn proportionally more oil throughout the full operational cycle of the unit boilers, rather than
purely at the ‘start up’ stage, with a view to cover for the possibility of disruption to internal coal supply
resulting, for example, from the temporary loss of a coal mill. Each unit was capable of carrying 100MW when
firing purely on oil. The introduction of the system involved significant additions to the plant (see inset below),
viz. new rail unloading sidings, an unloading/transfer pump house and bunded storage tank area, transfer
pipelines (with associated pipe-bridges), an auxiliary boiler house with associated fuel oil tank, and a fire
pumphouse.

Layout of ORF system additions (Station Manual; Book 25, Chap. 1, fig. 2).

6.8.2

Historically, heavy fuel oil (a high-viscosity residual oil; 3500 sec., Redwood No. 1) was delivered to the plant by
road or rail tanker. The former was effected via a series of seven tanker delivery points arranged to the
northern and eastern sides of the pumphouse (Plate 121) while rail delivery was formerly undertaken at an
unloading siding to the south side of the rail line flanking the northern site boundary, on the site of (and

165

Representing the total load of the auxiliaries for each unit, with the exception of one standby feed pump (Station Manual, Book 28,
Chap.14, p.1).
One of the most successful post-WWII engine designs, the aero-engine was used in, inter alia, the English Electric ‘Lightning’, the Hawker
‘Hunter’ and de Haviland ‘Sea Vixen’ aircraft.
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subsequently lost to the construction of) the FGD unloading house. The unloading siding was furnished with a
total of 22 Emco Wheaton, fully-articulated and spring counter-balanced unloading booms, mounted on a
common manifold and designed to accept a train of eleven 100-ton (or twenty two 50-ton) rail tankers. From
here, oil was transferred via the offloading/transfer pump house [59
59]
59 to an earth-bunded oil tank field, both
located to the south side of Access Road No.4 (Plate 118).
ORF Pumphouse
6.8.3

The ORF Unloading and Transfer Pumph
59]
Pumphouse [59
59 (Figure 79; Plates 119/120) is located to the south side of
Access Road No. 4, south east of the FGD loading/unloading house [96
96]
96 (Plate 118). It comprises a simple,
rectangular range measuring 100ft. long (E/W) x 40ft wide (N/S) and standing c.23ft. high to a flat roof; it is of
steel-framed construction, of seven bays, clad externally in full-height, profiled aluminium sheeting (white)
with high-level horizontal bands of semi-translucent sheeting affording diffused natural lighting to the interior,
and incorporating integral, louvred ventilators. Principal access is via doorways to the centre and west end of
the north elevation, the latter opening onto the interior switch room, with secondary doors opening to the
east end. Two 11kV/415V transformers are sited against the west elevation of the block (Plate 120).
Internally, the range occupies a bi-partite plan, with the pumphouse occupying the eastern six bays with a
narrow switch room to the western bay, interconnected by a pedestrian doorway at the south end of the brick
partition wall. The pumphouse section of the range (Plate 122) is furnished with seven transverse, overhead
rails carrying 1-tonne capacity electric hoists. To the north-east corner of the pumphouse are located four
Stothert and Pitt type 196B unloading pumps (designated B1-B4), each mounted transversely to the range,
together with associated strainers and squirrel-cage induction motor, on a common base frame (Plate 123).
Three transfer pumps, also by Stothert and Pitt (type 3.1/2 ASJ), together with their associated strainers, are
located to the south-west corner of the range (Plate 124). The pumphouse control panel is situated
approximately midway along the rear (south) wall.

6.8.4

From the pump house, oil was formerly transferred to two fixed-roof, cylindrical storage tanks (Plate 125)
located immediately to the south and retained within a bunded area, the latter enclosed by a 9ft. 4in. high fire
wall (Figure 80), designed to contain any spillage and oil-contaminated water from leakage. Tanks, designated
1 and 2, are 100ft. in diameter and stand 42½ft. high, each with a maximum 8,000 ton capacity. From the
storage tanks, HFO was pumped to the main plant buildings, via the auxiliary boiler house [28
28]
28 by means of
above ground pipes (Plate 126), with steel-framed pipe-bridges accommodating the crossing of access roads
to the north-east corner of the 400kV switch yard (Plate 127) and at the coal plant control block (Plate 15).
Auxiliary Boiler House

6.8.5

The high viscosity heavy fuel oil required that a minimum storage and handling temperature of 55°C be
maintained to ensure a requisite fluidity for pumping (Station Manual; Book 25, Chap. 3, p.14), with the
unloading manifold, transfer pipelines and tanks thus being insulated and steam trace-heated. The ORF
system thus included the provision of two auxiliary boilers, housed within an Auxiliary Boiler House [2
28], to
provide heating steam for the HFO unloading, storage and transfer plant; three main ORF heaters served to
raise HFO to the correct temperature for efficient atomisation and combustion at the main boiler burners, to
which it was transferred by a set of HP pumps, with associated plant also sited within the boiler house.

6.8.6

The Auxiliary Boiler House
28]
House [28
28 (Figure 81; Plates 128/9) is located immediately south of the coal screening and
sampling tower [29
29]
29 and to the north of the dust and ash plant, in an area formerly occupied by an open stores
compound (see Figure 14). It comprises a large, rectangular range, measuring 106ft. long (E/W) by 65ft. wide
(N/S), standing 23ft. tall to the west, stepping up to 32ft. over the boiler house proper to the east and to a
maximum 56ft. tall to the north-east corner enclosing a high-level header tank. It is of steel-framed
construction, of five bays (N/S) by 7½ bays (E/W), clad externally in a combination of lower, exposed blockwork
(W) and Baggeridge Blue brick (E), beneath upper profiled-aluminium sheeting (white and black). High-level,
horizontal bands of patent-glazing pierce the external elevations to north, south and east, affording diffused
natural lighting to the interior. Principal entry is via a double door to the south elevation (Plate 129), opening
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onto the eastern section of the range, and via a small pedestrian door to the south end of the west elevation
affording access to the western half of the range via a compressor house and control rooms. A bi-partite,
brick-built transformer compound abuts the western side of the southern elevation.
6.8.7

Internally, the boiler house comprises a composite plan, with a small compressor house and control room to
the south-west, to the north of which the three ORF heaters and HP pumps/strainers line the west wall,
aligned east-west, while the two Thomson-Cochran ‘Thermax II’ auxiliary boilers are housed within the taller
bays to the east (Figure 82). The auxiliary boilers (Plate 130), designated B1/2 are of three-pass, twin furnace
design (Figure 83) and are housed within the eastern part of the range, aligned parallel and set out east-west,
with a single, Heat Transfer Ltd. vent condenser (Plate 131) to the north thereof. (The 1,000 ton auxiliary
boiler fuel oil tank was formerly located to the north-west of the boiler house (see inset above), adjacent to
Store ‘E’, though it had been removed by the time of survey.) The three ORF heaters, designated B1-B3 (Plate
132) and fed from the vent condenser, are also Heat Transfer Ltd (Type BEU), each designed to heat the fuel
167
oil from the transfer/storage temperature of 55°C to c.123°C for combustion at the main unit boiler burners,
to which it was pumped by three HP pumps by Sulzer Bros. (London), type NSG 111/8T, again designated B1B3 and located immediately to the north of the heaters (Plate 133).

6.8.8

In 1985/6 an alternative bled-steam system was introduced whereby steam for ORF heating was taken from
168
the main boiler units, from which time the auxiliary boilers were maintained in a ‘cold standby’ mode, used
only for total station shut-down or during maintenance periods on the bled steam system (Station Manual
Book 25, Chap. 4, p.1). With the removal of the original stack, contemporary with FGD modifications in 20079, a lorry-mounted boiler was brought in and remained operational down to final plant closure on 2016 (J.
Kilkie, pers. comm.).
Fire Protection

6.8.9

The supplementary fuel oil overburn installation (unloading and transfer pump house, ORF storage tanks,
auxiliary boiler house etc.) was provided with a fire protection system combining automatically controlled,
high velocity (HV) wet and dry type sprays and sprinklers. The auxiliary boiler house was protected by a
system tapped off the main fixed-jet-fire-fighting (‘FJFF’) system (see Station Manual Book 25, Chap. 12, p.2).
The oil unloading and storage tank areas were protected by a hydrant system independent of the station fire
main, however, with diesel driven pumping plant housed within the ORF Fire Protection Pump House [60
60]
60
(Plate 134), located to the south side of Access Road No. 4 close to the ‘A’ and ‘B’ station make-up water
pumphouses and backing on to the make-up water intake. It is a plain, brick-built block, c.50ft. x 22ft. faced
externally in Baggeridge Blue brick laid to a regular stretcher bond, rising to a flat, concrete slab roof, with
paired double doors to the west elevation beneath concrete lintels. Internally, the pump house
accommodates two fire-pump sets, designated B1/B2 (Plate 135), comprising a pump and associated diesel
engine unit mounted on common bed plates, with automatic control panel and fuel tank (Station Manual Book
169
25, Chap. 12, p.24).
The pump house has been historically extended by one bay to the south to
accommodate a supplementary, electric pump set, accessed via an additional double-door to the west
elevation (Plate 134).

167

Each heater designed to raise 120,000lb. of HFO per hour (Station Manual; Book 25, Chap. 3, p.14).
See CEGB, Drg. Refs. 23.06.M.163.002/003, dated April 1894 for details of associated bled steam pipework.
Original, single-stage centrifugal pumps were by Sigmund Pulsometer Pumps Ltd., powered by British Leyland four-stroke diesel engines.
Pump B2 represents a secondary replacement, though it was never commissioned (P Knight, pers. comm.).
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6.9

Flue Gas Desulphurisation170

6.9.1

In order to comply with gas emission requirements stipulated by the EU Large Combustion Plant Directive
171
(LCPD, 2001/80/EC) which came into effect for pre-1987 plants in 2007, Rugeley ‘B’ was retrofitted with
Flue Gas Desulphurisation (FGD) plant at a total cost of c.£100m, installed by Lentjes UK between 2007 and
172
th
2009, and officially opened by Mr. Phil Cox, CEO of International Power plc, on 6 November 2009 (Plate
136). In outline, the FGD process drew flue gas from the boilers into ‘absorber’ towers where it came into
contact with a limestone slurry mixture whereby sulphur-dioxide (SO2) was removed before the gas was
released, via a heat-exchanger, to the atmosphere, while the limestone was converted to Calcium Sulphite
(subsequently oxidised by injection of compressed air to form Calcium Sulphate, or gypsum). The limestone /
gypsum system is the most well-developed and widely adopted FGD process, and the one normally adopted
for power plants (DTI, 2000); the resulting modified/synthetic gypsum material, produced to a specification, is
sold on to the building industry for the manufacture of plasterboard and for the formulation of cement (see
Dunster, 2007).

Schematic diagram of process flow of FGD plant (after Doosan Lentjes).

6.9.2

The introduction of FGD at Rugeley witnessed significant additions/modifications to the station including a
new unloading/loading house [96
96]
96 for delivery/export of limestone/gypsum, new materials storage silos
[90
90/91
97],
90 91]
91 and associated transfer pipe conveyors [97
97 a combined limestone grinding/gypsum processing
building, and a waste water treatment plant [93
93],
86],
93 together with paired absorber towers [86
86 one per unit, and
related ducting/fans to the south-west of the principal generation buildings (Plate 2) on the area originally

170

The earliest power plant FGD systems in the world were fitted at Battersea, Bankside and Fulham from 1933 onwards, with Fulham using a
recirculated lime slurry system. Further developed in Germany and Japan in the mid-20th century, a number of plants were constructed in
the UK in the late-1990s in response to the 1988 LCPD (Drax, Ratcliffe, Uskmouth), while the latest generation of FGD in response to the
2001 LCPD were installed at many of the 1960s 500MW-unit stations (viz. West Burton, Eggborough, Cottam, Aberthaw, Kilroot, Fiddler’s
Ferry, Ferrybridge, Longannet and Rugeley). Info.: E.On (2013).
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:32001L0080&qid=1442050099090&from=EN.
Original planning application CCDC CH/02/0367, submitted 20th June 2002, approved 4th September 2002. Lentjes UK, an affiliate
company of Lentjes GmbH (themselves a subsidiary of GEA Group Aktiengesellschaft GmbH) also installed FGD plant at Fiddler’s Ferry,
Cheshire and Ferrybridge, West Yorkshire (info.: https://www.power-eng.com/articles/2006/09/lentjes-to-build-fgd-for-large-uk-powerstation.html).
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occupied by the site construction offices (see inset below). The main stack [85
85]
85 (see §.6.7.6-7) was relocated
as part of FGD modifications.

Aerial view of main FGD ‘common plant’ area (image: Google Earth, dated 26.05.2017).

Limestone / Gypsum Delivery and Export
6.9.3

Limestone was delivered to the station by rail, arriving at a new FGD Loading/Unloading Station [96
96]
96 (Figures
173
84/5) located to the south of the main coal delivery lines flanking the north side of the station site, re-using
the former HFO supply tracks and erected on the site of the former oil unloading sidings (Plate 137). The
loading/unloading station is a simple, steel-framed structure of four uneven bays (here numbered 1 to 4 from
east to west), measuring 22.5m long (E/W) x 13.2 m wide (N/S) and standing 15.8m high to eaves level (Bays 1,
3 and 4), beneath a shallowly pitched roof, and rising to a maximum height of 24.9m over Bay 2, where it
accommodates the head gear of the gypsum return conveyor (Plates 138/9). The range is clad externally in
vertically-set, profiled aluminium sheeting, off-white in colour. It is a dual-purpose structure formerly serving
both to receive delivery of limestone and to handle the export of gypsum, the end product of the FGD process,
from site. Delivery was made to the north side of the range by rail-borne hopper wagons (Figure 84), in a
manner similar to that employed at the coal handling plant, though operating on a start/stop as opposed to
continuous, low-speed mobile system, with limestone being discharged via mild-steel filter grids to paired rail
174
hoppers (Figure 85; Plate 140) at Bays 1-3 of the unloading house. At the base of the hoppers, limestone
was transferred by ‘Skako’ vibrating feeders onto a short, transverse conveyor and then raised to the south
side of the range by a vertical lift conveyor to the tail end of the main, single-line limestone conveyor (rated
capacity of 600 t/h), which exits the tower to the south at 6.7m above ground level (Figure 85a; Plate 139). To
the south-east corner of the range, immediately south of the rail lines and accessed from the east, is located a
small feed hopper, for receipt of collected limestone waste material, transferred by mobile plant.

6.9.4

The main limestone conveyor, aligned horizontally and raised on steel trestles, runs southwards from the
unloading station, between the two ORF storage tanks (Plate 118), before diverting south-westwards to pass
the south-eastern angle of the 400kV switch-yard and traversing the cooling tower field (Plate 142), turning
west to the south of cooling tower CT8 and the CW pumphouse to approach the main FGD plant. The main
FGD plant (Figure 86) is located c.600m west of the loading/unloading house.

173

See Lentjes UK Drg. Nos. RU-0118-NU-AD-004-LUK-11 and RU-0118-NU-AD-005-LUK-09 for loading station details.
NB.
NB Lower levels of unloading house not fully accessed due to flooding.
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At the end of the FGD process, modified/synthetic gypsum (collected at gypsum storage silo [91
91];
91 see
§.6.9.13), was transported to the loading/unloading station via a second conveyor system, following the line of
the limestone supply line, rising to enter the south of the building at Bay 2 at c.22m above ground level (Figure
85a; Plates 138/9). Gypsum was discharged within the north side of the building to a shuttle conveyor, moving
along the full length of the range at the 10m level (Figure 85b), and furnished with two retractable, telescopic
chutes (Plate 141) for the loading of train wagons for onward export of product from site.
Limestone Processing

6.9.6

As the limestone conveyor approaches the FGD plant in an east to west direction, it sweeps up to pass over
the head of gypsum storage silo [91
91]
90],
91 (Plate 143/5) to serve two large, cylindrical Limestone Storage Silos [90
90
designated 1 and 2 to north and south, and forming the start of a two-line grinding circuit. Silos (Figure 87;
Plate 144) are of reinforced concrete construction, 15.6m in diameter and standing c.25m tall, and are sited at
18m centres on a north-south axis, immediately east of the combined limestone/gypsum processing building.
At the head of the silos, a high-level redistributive conveyor system fed limestone to the individual silos as
required.

6.9.7

The limestone grinding circuit comprises two wet ball mills together with associated hydro-cyclone classifiers,
housed at ground floor level within the combined Limestone/Gypsum Processing Building (Figures 88-90; Plate
175
146), located immediately west of limestone storage silos [90
90].
The range is of steel portal-framed
90
construction, of five bays (here numbered 1 to 5 from east to west), measuring 30m long (E/W) x 20m wide
(N/S) and standing 25m to eaves / 27m to the ridge of a shallowly pitched roof. It is clad externally in
vertically-set, profiled-aluminium sheeting, off-white in colour, all elevations being blind. Individual conveyors
176
from the base of the limestone silos [90
90]
90 feed into the range, rising from the east (Plate 147). Internally, the
177
2.4m in
ground floor level of the range (Figure 88) accommodates two, horizontal-spindle ball mills,
diameter and 5m long, aligned east-west within Bays 2/3 at 7.25m centres, mounted at ground level on
reinforced concrete supports (Figure 89; see inset below). Within each mill, limestone was crushed in
suspension, using reclaimed water (stored in an external tank; Figure 86; Plate 146), by the action of a charge
of steel balls. The resulting ‘slurry’ was discharged to one of two, 11m-diameter, 150,000 gallon capacity
storage tanks [94
94],
94 located externally to the south side of the range (Figure 86; Plate 146), where it was further
diluted with reclaimed water. Limestone slurry was pumped to the absorbers, as required (see below), with
the pumps in constant operation ensuring the limestone remained in suspension by recirculating back to the
slurry tanks.

3D projection of wet ball mill (from Lentjes Drg. No. RU-0117-NU-AD-003-CPB-03)

175

176
177

The building is arranged over two principal floor levels, with milling plant located to the lower level and the upper floor housing gypsum
de-watering and processing plant.
Interior of limestone/gypsum processing building not accessed.
See Lentjes Drg. No. RU-0117-NU-AD-003-CPB-03 for general arrangements of ball mills.
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Absorber Towers178
6.9.8

The core of the FGD modifications entailed the large-scale replacement/modification of much of the plant
beyond the ESP outlet manifolds, including new systems of ducting, booster fans (to cover pressure loss to
FGD) and the introduction of two large ‘absorber towers’, one per unit, to the south-west of the main
generation buildings; the main stack was re-sited and rebuilt as part of the FGD modifications.

6.9.9

Absorber Towers [86
86]
86 (Figures 91/2; Plates 148/9) are cylindrical in form, 15m in diameter and standing 38.4m
tall, set out at 66m centres; each is capable of treating c.2,000,000m³ of raw exhaust gas per hour, with a
179
removal efficiency in respect of Sulphur Dioxide (SO2) of 96%.
Internally, towers are divided horizontally
into three, functionally discrete sections (Figure 93a); a lower absorbant sump, a central ‘scrubbing’ section
(‘spray zone’) and an upper separator or ‘eliminator’ section. After passing through the unit precipitators, flue
gases extracted from the boilers were formerly transferred by a network of massive, 7.7m diameter, circular180
section ducts raised on steel trestles to the FGD plant (Plates 149-50).
Raw gas entered the system via an
upriser, where it passed through a rotating heat exchanger, known as a gas-gas heater (‘GGH’), where it was
181
cooled from 134˚C to 87˚C (normal operation).
This reduction in temperature was necessary to protect the
rubber lining of the absorber towers themselves and to prevent the ‘boiling’ of the limestone slurry mixture in
182
the absorber sumps. The raw gas then entered the absorber tower proper, just above the level of the sump,
from where it rose through the ‘spray zone’ of the scrubbing section (Figure 93a). Here, the gases came into
direct contact with the recirculated limestone suspension ‘slurry’ mixture, raised by a series of slurry
recirculation pumps (four per unit, housed within the adjacent FGD pump house [87
87];
87 see §.6.9.11) and
introduced (Plate 152) via spray nozzles arranged in a ‘mesh’ over four levels, between the 21m and 30m
levels, to secure a uniform suspension distribution across the tower. When the gas and slurry met, a chemical
reaction took place, whereby the acidic sulphur within the exhaust gases was absorbed by the limestone. The
cleaned gas rose to the head of the tower where entrained droplets were removed by a system of separators
(eliminators), with droplets being returned to the absorber sump, before being reheated (45˚C to 89˚C under
normal operation) within the GGH prior to discharge via the clean gas damper to the main stack, the warming
of the exhaust gas resulting in a ‘buoyant’ plume. The limestone slurry fell to accumulate in the sump at the
base of the tower (normal operating level of 10.5-12.5m), with impulse suspension pumps (two per unit, again
183
housed within the adjacent FGD pump house) preventing the separation and solidification of the slurry mix.
The slurry was extracted from the sump by the recirculation pumps and returned to the spray level for reuse.
Over a period of time, dependent upon the coal sulphur content, load and type of limestone used, the slurry
would become saturated with sulphur to form Calcium Sulphite. Within the sump, air was injected above the
level of the recirculation pumps (Figure 93c), thereby oxidizing the Calcium Sulphite to form Calcium Sulphate
(CaSO4), commonly known as gypsum. The slurry was continuously monitored for density and pH level and a
portion of the mixture was bled off and pumped to the gypsum hydrocyclone at the upper level of the
limestone/gypsum processing building to be de-watered and processed (see below). The removal of slurry
from the absorber was a continuous process as opposed to a ‘batch’ system, with fresh limestone slurry being
added from the storage tanks [94
94]
94 to maintain levels.

6.9.10

89]
During outages or emergencies, a 16m diameter, 2,880m capacity, cylindrical absorber slurry dump tank [89
89
(Plate 153), located immediately north of the Unit 6 absorber tower, was capable of holding the contents of
one absorber, to be reclaimed as required via an adjacent pump house.

178

See Lentjes UK Drg. Nos. RU-0105-U6-DS-001-LUK-03 to RU-0105-U7-ED-085-SVG-02 for loading station details.
Together with Sulphur Trioxide (SO3), Hydrogen Chloride (HCl) and Hydrogen Flouride (HF). The FGD system installed at Rugeley
incorporated a bypass system whereby the FGD equipment was initially kept offline during start-up (or shut down), to avoid damage to
the absorber linings and oil contamination of the gypsum by-product. FGD plant was brought online once the units were on load and
stable conditions attained.
See Lentjes UK Drg. Nos. RU-0101-UX-AD-011-LUK-02 to RU-0101-UX-AD-014-LUK-02 for ducting details.
GGH rotated at rate of 1.4rpm (Rugeley Power Station; FGD Plant Details Handbook, TD6).
‘Basic Operation of FGD Plant’ document, copy supplied by RPL.
Slurry was continuously drawn off and re-injected through spray bars and nozzles at the base of the absorber tower sump (Figure 93b).
This presented an alternative approach to limestone/fluid settlement and separation to the use of mechanical agitators as, for example, at
Cottam in Nottinghamshire.

179
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183
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The FGD Pumphouse [87
87]
87 (Figure 94) is located to the south of the absorber towers, aligned parallel to, and
flanking the northern side of, Access Road No. 5 (Plate 154). It comprises an elongated, steel portal-framed
range of 17 uneven bays, (here numbered 1 to 17 from east to west), measuring 86m long (E/W) x 13m wide
(N/S) and standing 11.7m high to the ridge of its shallowly-pitched roof. It is fully clad externally in verticallyset, profiled-aluminium sheeting, off-white in colour and all external elevations are blind though they include a
number of louvred air intakes. Principal means of access is via a set of double doors at Bay 9, serving a
transverse, vehicular access bay, while pedestrian doors are located at Bays 8 and 12 of the south elevation
and within each of the eastern and western gable ends. Internally, the range comprises a single
unencumbered space for the accommodation of slurry recirculation pumps (four per unit; Unit 6 at Bays 1-4;
Unit 7 at Bays 14-17), impulse suspending pumps (two per unit; Unit 6 at Bay 5; Unit 7 at Bay 13), oxidation air
blowers (one each for Unit 6 and Unit 7 at Bays 8/11 and a ‘common’ reserve blower at Bay 10), bleed pumps
(two per unit; Unit 6 at Bay 6; Unit 7 at Bay 12), and GGH purge gas fans (one per unit; Unit 6 at Bay 7; Unit 7
at Bay 11). All plant is ranged transversely to the axis of the building, with associated pipework/ducting
passing through the north wall (Figures 94a/92), and with through-access to the southern side of the block.
The range is served by a 10-ton travelling crane, mounted on longitudinal runway rails at a height of 9.2m
above internal floor level.
Gypsum Processing

6.9.12

Gypsum slurry transferred from the absorber sumps passed first through a primary de-watering process at a
gypsum hydrocyclone, located at high level within the upper floor level of the combined limestone/gypsum
processing building at Bay 2 (Figures 90). Excess water was passed back to the reclaim water tank external to
the north side of the range, to be re-used within the process, while the de-watered gypsum sludge passed on
to one of two vacuum belt filters (VBFs), 13m long by 2m wide, aligned longitudinally to the building at the
12.7m first floor level (Figure 90/95). Here, the sludge was washed to remove excess chlorides, removing
c.90% of the water content with excess water being drawn off by means of two vacuum pumps, again
transferring to the reclaim tank. The dried gypsum ‘cake’ was discharged at the western end of the belt filters
onto a transverse gypsum conveyor (No. 1; Figure 95), passing out of the range to the south where it fed
gypsum conveyor No. 2 for onward transport to the head of gypsum silo [91
91],
91 c.65m to the east, diverting
around the south side of limestone silo No.2 as it rises (Plate 144).

6.9.13

Gypsum Storage Silo [91
91]
90]
91 is a large, cylindrical structure located to the east of limestone silos [90
90 (Plate 145).
It is of reinforced concrete construction, measuring 24.6m in diameter and standing c.22.5m tall, with an
3
effective filling height of 15.6m giving a storage capacity of 7,000m . Gypsum was transported to the head of
the silo by transport conveyor No.2, which discharged via a telescopic chute to a mobile screw feeder
mounted on a slotted central column, allowing the level of the screw feeder to rise and fall dependent upon
loading (Figure 96a). At the base of the silo, a further screw feeder, housed below external ground level,
discharged gypsum to a return conveyor which exits the silo, breaking ground level just to the east (Figure 96b;
Plate 155), to follow the limestone supply conveyor route (Plate 156) back to the loading/unloading station
[96
96],
96 described above, for train loading and export from site.
Waste Water Treatment Plant

184

6.9.14

The waste water treatment process was designed to remove all heavy metals, chlorides, waste gypsum, ash
and limestone particles from the waste water resulting from the FGD process, before discharge back to the
Trent. Water was bled off from the reclaim water tank, first to primary ‘grading’ at waste-water
hydrocyclones, where heavier particles (‘underflow’) were extracted and returned to the reclaim tank, while
‘lighter’ fluid was transferred to the waste water storage tank and thence pumped to the Waste Water
Treatment Plant (WWTP) itself. The FGD WWTP [93
93]
93 (Plate 157) is located to the west end of the common
plant ranges, to the south side of Access Road No. 5. It comprises a simple rectangular structure (Figures 9799) aligned north-south, measuring 24m long (N/S) x 12m wide (E/W) and standing 11m tall to a flat roof, the

184

See Lentjes UK Drg. No. RU-0127-NU-AD-600-DAU-15 for full details of WWTP.
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latter surrounded by a low parapet wall. It is of two storeys, of reinforced concrete frame construction (six
bays here numbered 1 to 6 from north to south) infilled with concrete blockwork and clad externally in
profiled aluminium sheeting (black), and with a concrete slab roof. A lower, two-storey laboratory block with
185
access stair extends from the north end of the west elevation.
Within the WWTP building, water was first
treated with lime milk (a suspension of calcium hydroxide or hydrated lime in water) to neutralise the solution,
undertaken in four neutralisation tanks (1A-2B; Bay 6, 1F), before passing through a series of dosing processes
186
187
(TMT15 and FeCl3 ) to remove heavy metals and facilitate sludge clarification. The liquid then underwent
a poly-electrolyte dosing process, to aid flocculation, before passing to one of two tall, cylindrical clarifier
tanks, extending over both floor levels at Bay 5, where solids fell out of suspension. The resulting ‘sludge’ was
pumped to adjacent sludge storage tanks (Bay 4), while the ‘cleaned’ water from the top of the tanks was
extracted and passed through a final neutralisation stage, for minor pH correction, within two tanks at ground
188
floor level (Bay 6), before eventual discharge back to the river. When there were sufficient levels within the
sludge storage tanks, it was pumped to one of two chamber filter press (CFPs) at first floor level (Bay 2), where
it was dewatered by c.50%, the resulting ‘cake’ being dropped to paired containers, immediately beneath at
ground floor level, for collection and removal by road haulage vehicles.

6.10

Boiler Water Supply

6.10.1

The constituents of natural water can be highly corrosive to tube boilers operating at high temperatures and
pressures, while scale deposits forming on the internal surfaces of boiler tubes or along steam passages can
impair effective heat transfer, restrict circulation, and lead to water-side corrosion, together reducing the
thermal efficiency of the boiler and resulting in considerable generation losses. Further, many inorganic
materials, normally considered non-volatile, have appreciable solubilities in high-pressure steam, and such
impurities may be transferred between boiler water and steam. As this steam passes through the turbine,
under decreasing pressure (see §.6.5.26-7 above), the solubility of dissolved impurities may be exceeded, at
which point the impurity will tend to come out of solution and form as deposits in the turbine, thereby
reducing efficiency (Station Manual; Book 19, Chap.1, p.8).

6.10.2

The Water Treatment Plant (WTP), installed by Permutit Ltd., was required to supply high quality make-up
water in sufficient quantities to cover not only base load operation, but also early commissioning of two units
at a time or two-shift operation of two units. During the design stage it was thus decided that the WTP should
have a total capacity equivalent to 3% of the total evaporative rate of two units (Station Manual; Book 28,
Chap. 7, p.1). The station water treatment plant was designed to provide this make up water continuously up
to a maximum of 500,000 gallons per day; raw water was obtained from the town mains and was stored in two
250,000 gallon, sub-basement tanks prior to treatment in the water treatment plant.

6.10.3

Water Treatment Plant [38
38]
38 (Figures 100/101) is located within a simple, utilitarian range aligned east-west and
located to the north side of, and adjoining, the turbine hall (Plate 158), abutting gas turbine house [38
38]
38 to the
west and forming a common block with IAC compressor house [39
39]
39 to the east. The range is steel-framed of six
bays (here numbered 1 to 6 from east to west) with overall dimensions of c.90ft. long (E/W) by 62ft. wide
(N/S), standing 30ft. high to a flat, concrete roof, the latter incorporating five transverse roof-lights over the
southern half of the building. The structure is fully clad externally in Baggeridge Blue brick, rising to a narrow
fascia band of profiled-aluminium sheeting (white), with a wide, horizontal band of patent-glazing to Bays 1-5
of the north elevation affording diffused natural lighting to the interior. Principal exterior access is via a large
folding door at Bay 2 of the north elevation, while internal through-access from the adjacent turbine hall is
afforded by a pedestrian doorway at Bay 5 to the south.

185

The subsidiary laboratory section is not illustrated on the ‘as built’ drawings seen during the preparation of the current report (Figures
97/8), though it is understood to be an integral part of the original design (J Kilkie, pers. comm.).
A 15% aqueous solution of Trimercapto-S-Triazine, trisodium salt, used to precipitate heavy metals.
Ferric Chloride, used as a coagulant or flocculant.
Discharge water was subject to constant monitoring to ensure adherence to authorised levels, with any variation therefrom resulting in
recirculation back to the waste water treatment tank for reprocessing.
Established in 1912, and with a long history of provision of a wide variety of water treatment systems, Permutit became part of Evoqua
Water Technologies in 1993 (http://www.evoqua.com/en/brands/IPS/Pages/Permutit.aspx).
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6.10.4

Internally, the range comprises a single, unencumbered space for the accommodation of a series of bulk
storage and water processing tanks (Plate 159) together with related transfer pumps (arrangements illustrated
at Figure 102). The plant is divided into two sections, with interrelated functions, these being the ‘make up’
section, comprising three cation units, a sectionalised (vacuum/atmospheric) degasser tower (Plate 160), and
three anion units (Plate 161), followed by the ‘polishing’ section with five candle filters (removed; Plate 162),
three, final-stage mixed bed units (Plate 161), and two regeneration units (Plate 159); caustic and acid bulk
storage tanks (x1 of each) are horizontally mounted at Bay 6. The concrete roof slab is supported on
substantial, transverse ‘Pratt’ pattern trussed-girders, while the floor is finished in 6in. quarry-tiles throughout,
used for their effective acid-resisting qualities (CEGB 1971a, 209); all tanks are supported on concrete plinths,
variously tile-faced.

6.10.5

In outline, the process flow within the water treatment plant can be summarised as follows (see inset below);
raw water from the storage tanks within the deaerator annexe of the boiler house was passed successively
through cation, degasser, anion and mixed-bed filters to the feed system. Initial cation exchange replaced
metal ions with hydrogen ions, converting salts into their corresponding acids, after which treated water
passed to the atmospheric section of the degasser tower where free carbon dioxide produced by the
production of bicarbonates was removed. CO2-free water was then originally drawn into the vacuum section
of the degasser tower, though operational difficulties resulted in this stage of the process being bypassed
(Station Manual Book 19, Chap.1, p.8). From the degasser tower, water was pumped to the anion units,
where anions were replaced by hydroxyl ions, before a final ‘polishing’ phase via candle filters and mixed-bed
(cation/anion) units to remove the last traces of any residual impurities, to produce a final treated water of
very high purity. Treated, de-mineralised water was then pumped to and stored in two 250,000 gallon reserve
feed tanks (RFTs) at the 77ft. level within deaerator bay (Bay B-C) of the boiler house (Plates 60/61).

Water Treatment Plant; schematic process flow diagram (Station Manual; Book 19, Chap. 1, fig. 1)

6.10.6

Control boards and monitoring panels (Plate 164) are housed within a half-glazed enclosure at Bay 1 of the
range.
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6.11

Circulating Water System

6.11.1

As cooling water passed through the turbine-unit condensers (§.6.5.28), its temperature was raised (typically
between 8°C and 12°C; BEI 1990, 10) and this water needed to be cooled. When operating at full load, Rugeley
190
‘B’ required approximately 24 million gallons of water per hour for cooling purposes.
The circulating water
(CW) system recycled cooling water from the condensers via a closed system of four natural-draught cooling
towers before returning it to the turbine hall via the CW pump house. The normal operational capacity of each
tower was 100,000 gallons of water per minute.
Cooling Towers

6.11.2

Rugeley is furnished with a total of four reinforced concrete, hyperbolic natural-draught cooling towers
191
[designated 6-9], grouped in a parallelogram or ‘lozenge’ arrangement within a single cooling tower ‘field’ to
the south-east of the principal generation buildings (Figure 103; Plate 165). They were erected by Bierrum and
192
Partners Ltd. to a standard BS specification.

6.11.3

Towers each comprise an empty ‘shell’, raised upon a system of raking columns above a circular, collecting
basin or ‘pond’ thus forming a wide, horizontal air intake at the base, above the pond cill. At the base of the
tower shell, a system of distribution pipes, spray nozzles, packing units and eliminator screens facilitated the
cooling of water from the condensers by a process of heat exchange. Cooled water was collected in the basal
pond (Figure 105) before being returned to the CW pump house via a system of open, reinforced concrete
return channels or culverts, which lead to forebay to the rear of the CW pump house.

193

Schematic diagram of hyperbolic, natural draught cooling tower

190

191
192

193

Cooling water at the station was required principally for the removal of latent heat from the steam at the turbine condensers, though CW
was also used for various other cooling purposes incl. oil, water and motor coolers.
CTs 1-5 , demolished in 1994/5, having formerly served Rugeley ‘A’ station.
Founded by Danish engineer Hans Bierrum in 1938, Bierrum and Partners (part of the Beroa Technology Group, BTG) have been
responsible for the construction of all concrete cooling towers in the UK since 1965 (http://www.bierrum.co.uk/coolingtowers.php).
The angle of the columns serves to resist the shearing force due to wind on the tower shell (CEGB 1971c, 299).
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6.11.4

Tower shells are of reinforced concrete construction and of hyperbolic profile (Plate 166),194 each standing to a
maximum height of 375ft. (from pond cill), measuring 304ft. in diameter at the pond cill, narrowing to 164ft. at
the throat and opening again to 179ft. at the head (Figure 104). Shells are a maximum of 24in. thick at the
195
lower ring-beam, narrowing to an average 7in. over their full height.
The concrete mix of two of the towers
(Nos. 7 and 8) was coloured with a reddish tint (‘Rugeley Red’) to prevent visual blocking (Plate 167), with
196
towers 6 and 9 being of natural concrete (Plate 168); the details of colourisation of the concrete have not
been established, though a similar colouration was achieved at Ironbridge ‘B’ in Shropshire by the addition of
5% iron oxide to the concrete mix.197 Individual towers are spaced at a minimum of 460ft. centres, with the
axes of the two rows 385ft. apart (Figure 103), and with a minimum clearance of 152ft. (half basal diameter)
between adjacent tower bases to allow adequate air flow.

6.11.5

The air intakes beneath the tower shells, designed to provide an adequate up-draught of air within the funnel
of the tower, are 26½ft. in height, measured from the head of the pond wall to the soffit of the lower ringbeam. Shells are supported on a repeating plan of V-pattern, rectangular-section raking struts (40 sets in total
to tower circumference) extending between the head of the pond wall and the shell base (Plate 169).

6.11.6

At the base of each tower shell is located the cooling stack or ‘packing’, originally of treated, tanalised timber
slats, but subsequently replaced by PVC units, supported by a dense network of vertical concrete columns
(Figure 107; Plate 170), rising from the pond base and interconnected beneath packing level by a lattice of
198
concrete beams.
The function of the ‘packing’ was to physically increase the surface area of the water as a
thin film to maximise the process of heat transfer during the cooling process (see below).

6.11.7

Water was fed to the towers by means of below-ground CW pipes, one per tower, which rise just within the
outer edge of the towers as vertical concrete uprisers (Plate 171). The interior of the towers are accessed by
means of external, spiral-stairs (Plate 172) rising to cantilevered landing slabs (to accommodate the taper of
the tower shell) off which sliding doors (Plates 173/4) open to the interior of the towers at the level of the
return culvert/eliminator screen (32ft. above pond level). Distributor culverts extend horizontally across the
full diameter of the towers as square ducts or conduits, the top sides of which also serve as internal access
walkways (Plate 175) at the level of the eliminator screen (Plate 176). The towers are divided into four
quadrants and the distribution arrangements are the same for each; twenty five asbestos distributor pipes are
used on each quadrant (100 total), extending perpendicularly to the conduit, spaced at c.5½ to 6ft. centres
(Figure 106), above the level of the packings, where they are carried on perforated support beams extending
between the vertical packing/eliminator struts (Plate 177). Regularly-spaced nozzles (4ft. centres) to the upper
side of the distributor pipes (Plate 178) sprayed water as a thin film over the packings, while a mist-eliminator
screen (Plate 176) set above the packings minimised the loss of fine water droplets carried by the up-draught
199
of air.
A central ‘void’ area measuring 62ft. x 65ft. (Plate 179), free of cooling stacks and spray nozzles,
enhanced the natural updraught. As the film of water worked its way through the packing units, it met the updraught air entering from the base of the tower and a process of heat transfer occurred, partly as the transfer
of ‘sensible’ heat (due to the physical temperature difference between water and air) and partly by the

194

The hyperbolic form was first developed in the Netherlands in the early years of the 20th century by Professor Frederick K. van Iterson and
Gerard Kuypers; the first British examples (now lost) were erected by Mouchel and Partners at Lister Drive Power Station in Liverpool in
1924. Although affording no obvious thermal advantage over a simpler, cylindrical form (CEGB 1971c, 311), the bi-directional curvature of
the hyperbolic profile offers increased strength against wind force (CEGB 1963, 91).
The standard BS shell specification for shell width had been uprgraded from 5in. to 7in. following a high-profile collapse of three towers at
Ferrybridge in North Yorkshire during high winds on 1st November 1965 (see Shellard HC, 1967 and Damjakob and Tummers,(2004). A
nationwide programme of inspection and monitoring of existing towers was instigated, with an ensuing programme of prioritised
strengthening works, including the addition of a secondary skin to the towers at Rugeley ‘A’ (National Power 1995, 11).
The CEGB’s Station Development Particulars of January 1965 (§.16) states that ‘the advisability of using colour to break the massed effect
or to soften the visual impact on the countryside, of the large expanse of concrete in the cooling towers and the main structured should
be considered’.
See Tyler 2017, p.46, fn.113. Colouration of concrete for CT shells had also previously been used at Drakelow ‘B’ (1961-3), and at West
Burton ‘A’ (1961-7), the latter employing dark-grey and yellow tints for similar purposes.
Columns extend vertically, on a reduced cross-section, to support the eliminator screen (Plate 178).
The eliminator screen is of corrugated asbestos construction, elements set into moulded concrete support beams.
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evaporation of a small percentage of the water (c.1%) which rose through the tower as water vapour, taking
with it its latent heat of evaporation; towers had a normal cooling range of 10°C.
6.11.8

Each tower is furnished with a ‘de-icing’ ring main at the head of the air inlet (Plate 180), fed by paired pipes
tapped off the top side of the main CW inlet conduit as it approaches the tower (Plate 181). Sprays attached
to the top of this ring main formerly released warm water to form a peripheral water ‘curtain’ through which
cold air had to travel, thereby preventing the build-up of ice during cold weather, the presence of which could
both reduce the effective cooling capacity of the tower and cause mechanical damage.

6.11.9

Cooled water, having passed through the packings, fell to the crowned collection basins or ‘ponds’ at the base
of each tower, 304ft. in diameter and 9ft. deep, retained by a reinforced concrete perimeter wall, and each
200
with a holding capacity of 3 million gallons.
Cooled water from the collection ponds was returned to the
forebay of the circulating water (CW) pump house [45
45]
45 (see below) by means of a series of open return
channels (Figure 103), CTs 8/9 directly, CTs 6/7 indirectly via CTs 8/9, forming a ‘ring culvert’ and thereby
allowing the isolation of each tower for maintenance purposes.
Circulating Water Pump House

6.11.10

The Circulating Water Pump House [45
45]
45 (Figures 109-111; Plate 182) is located to the north-west of the cooling
tower field, adjacent to towers 8 and 9, backing on to a common return dock (forebay) to the south-east (Plate
183). The pumphouse is of conventional, functional design, the adoption of the annular pumphouse with
circular moat, as employed at Didcot, Cottam and Ratcliffe-on-Soar, having been initially considered though
201
rejected.
The range is rectangular in plan, measuring 185ft. long by 45ft. wide, with its long axis aligned
north-west to south-east and being oriented to the north-west. The building is of steel framed construction
(Figure 109a), of nine bays (here numbered 1 to 9 from NE to SE), clad externally to all but the front (NW)
elevation in Baggeridge Blue brick laid to a regular raking bond (Figure 109b). The main façade comprises
lower brickwork above which an upper screen wall of ¼in. Georgian-wired patent-glazing rises to roof level;
Bay 9 to the south-west is fully of brick and incorporates a tall roller door serving an internal loading bay
(Figure 110).

6.11.11

Internally (Figure 111), the range comprises a single unencumbered space (Plate 184) for the accommodation,
over bays 3-8, of four Drysdale horizontal spindle, double-entry circulating water pumps (see inset below; Plate
185) of single-stage, centrifugal type (105,000 gal./hr. capacity), set out longitudinally and on a staggered plan
(14ft. offset), mounted on reinforced concrete plinths and accessed by a series of raised, expanded steel
gantries and stairs. To the north-east end of the range, two Mather and Platt centrifugal auxiliary CW pumps
(6,100 gal./hr. capacity) and two fire system pumps occupy Bays 1/2; loading bay to bay 9 served by tall roller
door to north-west elevation.

200

The total capacity of all four ponds, 12 million gallons, was adequate to operate the station at base load for a period of c.12 hours during
periods when River Authority restrictions prevented make-up water being drawn from the Trent.
Rugeley Station Manual Book 28, Ch. 8, p.1

201
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Detail of CW Pump (Station Manual; Book 11, Chap. 4, fig. 1)

6.11.12

Outlet pipework discharges to the north-west (Figure 111), existing the range above internal floor level (Plate
186), dipping below ground immediately external to the pump house (Plate 187). The full length of the range
is served by a ‘Wharton’ 26-ton travelling crane mounted on runway beams supported on the main structural
frame at a height of c.23ft.
Make-Up Water Pumphouse

6.11.13

Make-up water was required to replace water purged to the river, cooling tower evaporation losses and water
used in the ash and dust plants. Make up water was taken from the River Trent via an 850ft. long, open culvert
aligned approximately north-south (Figure 112; Plate 188), formerly shared as a common intake with the ‘A’
station and feeding into a common dock or forebay (Plate 189) serving both ‘A’ and ‘B’ station make-up water
202
pump houses to the south side of Access Road No. 4 and the rail delivery lines.

6.11.14

The ‘B’ station Make61]
ake-Up Water Pumphouse [61
61 (Figures 113-6; Plates 190/91) is located to the west side of the
forebay, where course, vertical bar screens (Plate 192) filtered water into two discrete, enclosed suction docks,
c.10ft wide and located to the eastern side of the pumphouse basement (Figure 115). The pumphouse itself
comprises a conventional steel-framed structure, clad externally in brick, erected upon a reinforced concrete
basement level, and occupies a rectangular plan with maximum exterior dimensions of 49ft. (E/W) by 47½ft.
(N/S), standing 23ft. tall to a flat, concrete slab roof, with a small transformer compound beneath a slightly
lower roof incorporated at the south-west corner. Exterior wall cladding is in Baggeridge Blue brick laid to a
regular raking bond, rising to a narrow fascia band of vertically-set profiled aluminium sheeting (white); the
northern and southern elevations incorporate upper, horizontal bands of Georgian-wired patent-glazing,
affording diffuse natural lighting to the interior of the range, with integral, louvred ventilators (two per
elevation). Principal access is via a tall, wide roller door set slightly off-centre to the eastern side of the north
elevation (Figure 113a), opening onto a central loading bay, while pedestrian doors are located to both east
and west. Internally (Figure 114), at ground level, the pumphouse comprises a single high, unencumbered
space housing three English Electric pump motors and manually operated inlet and outlet valve-wheels (Plate
193); a roof mounted, U-shaped runway beam carries a 6-ton electrically operated hoist. A straight-flight steel
stair, aligned north-south, descends at the south-west corner of the pumphouse to a 20ft.-deep basement, the
eastern wall of which is common to the paired suction docks (Figure 115). Here, three ‘Harland’ vertical
spindle, centrifugal make-up pumps formerly drew water through two rotary strainers (Figure 116b; Plate 194),
mounted on discrete plinths; any two pumps were capable of working in parallel, delivering 15,000 gallons of

202

The location of the ‘B’ station pump house was thus effectively dictated by the site of the dock, which was itself sited close to the site of
‘A’ station cooling towers 1, 2, 4 and 5 (Figures 9/10).
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water per minute, exiting the pumphouse to the south-west below the level of the concrete floor slab via a
common, 30in. diameter CW feed pipe.
‘A’ Station Make-up water pumphouse
6.11.15

To the south side of the common dock, the ‘A’ station make-up pump house survives (Plate 195). Although no
longer operational after the closure of the ‘A’ plant in 1995, the building was left in-situ as some electrical
supplies passed through it and its location adjacent to the common dock would have made demolition
problematical (J Kilkie pers. comm.). It is a simple rectangular block aligned east-west, measuring c.62ft. by
36ft. in plan, with a lower, 16ft. square annexe central to the south elevation, of reinforced-concrete framed
construction (3 x 3 bays), infilled/faced externally in red-brown brick laid to a regular English bond, rising 18ft
tall to a projecting, flat concrete roof. Principal access is via wide double-door to the centre of the east
elevation, opening onto a single, unencumbered space with central loading bay (Plate 196), lit by windows
within the external walls to west and south and by a series of four, flush glass-block roof-lights within the
framed concrete ceiling (Plate 197). To the north side of the block, stairs lead down to a (flooded) basement
level (Plate 198), backing onto the common intake dock,203 while switch-gear and control boards are located
within the annexe opening off the south side of the range (Plate 199). Longitudinal runway rails to north and
south at a height of 11½ft. above internal, ground-floor level formerly carried a travelling crane.

6.12

Ash and Dust Plants
Plants204

6.12.1

Rugeley ‘B’ was designed to burn coal with an ash content of c.18% by weight, though with the capability of
burning lower grade fuels with a higher ash content (Station Manual Book 28, Chap. 10, p.1). Two grades of
fuel ash, representing an unavoidable by-product of the electricity generation process, had to be handled /
processed in significant quantities, emanating from disparate stages of the combustion process. Furnace
Bottom Ash (FBA) was a courser, aggregated dust which was collected in hoppers at the bottom of the main
boilers (Plate 58); Pulverised Fuel Ash (PFA) was a finer ash, extracted from boiler exhaust fumes by a process
of induced electrostatic charge at the precipitators (§.6.7.1), and accounted for the majority of total ash
produced. Rugeley’s ash and dust handling plants (Figure 117) were designed and installed by John Thompson
(Design and Contracting Division) Ltd. of Wolverhampton, on the basis that all waste would be removed from
site by road, except under emergency conditions.
Ash Plant

6.12.2

Coarse Furnace Bottom Ash (FBA), produced as a result of combustion within the main furnace chamber, fell
under gravity and was collected in twinned furnace hoppers, located at the base of the unit boilers (see
205
§.6.5.20; Plate 58), being quenched as it dropped to prevent combustion. From here, ash was sluiced to
206
one of two ash crushers at basement level, where it was reduced by two horizontal, intermeshed toothed
rolls to a size suitable for transport, before passing to a transfer hopper where it was collected, in suspension,
together with PF mill reject material and ash from super-heater and economiser hoppers. The resulting ash
slurry was transported by two centrifugal discharge pumps to the ash pump house [32
32],
32 located to the western
side of Access Road No. 6 adjacent to/abutting dust bunker [23
23],
23 from where it was discharged either directly
to ash grab pits [21
21],
21 lying adjacent to the south, for drainage and ultimate removal from site or, in an
emergency, to an ash disposal sump and thence via ash lines flanking Access Road No. 4 (Plate 200) to the ash
reception lagoons at the east end of the station site (Plate 201; see §.6.12.8).

203

The basement level plant is understood to have comprised two vertical-spindle make-up pumps with related rotary strainers, discharging
to the south.
Historically, the distinction between ash/dust corresponds to fuel bottom ash (FBA)/pulverised fuel ash (PFA), though the latter terms are
now more commonly used.
The joint between the hopper walls and the body of the furnace is formed of a water filled trough, creating an air-tight seal while
accommodating the downward expansion of the boiler structure by up to 14in. (see §.6.5.15).
Each with a capacity of 100ton./hr.; normally one in operation, with the second as standby.
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Schematic diagram of Ash Handling process (Station Manual; Book 16, Chap. 2 fig. 9)

6.12.3

Ash Pump House [32
32]
32 (Figure 122; Plate 202) is located axially to the west of the main generation buildings,
immediately adjacent to dust bunker [23
23]
23 which it abuts to the west (Figure 119a), set between Access Road
Nos. 3 and 6, to the south of auxiliary boiler house [28
28].
28 It comprises a simple, rectangular structure measuring
70ft. (E/W) x 63ft. (N/S), standing 35ft. tall to a flat roof (Figures 118-120). It is of steel-framed construction,
clad externally in Baggeridge Blue brick, with a continuous, high-level band of Georgian-wired patent glazing to
north, east and south, defined by plain concrete cills and fascia bands, lighting the internal plant room and first
floor control room, the latter extending to the north side only of the range. The principal means of entry is
afforded by a roller door to the west side of the north elevation. The interior of the pump house (Figure 122)
was not accessible at the time of site survey, though CEGB Plant Manual (Book 16, Chap. 3, p.4) provides a
useful overview of internal arrangements (Figure 122), as follows:
‘The complex comprises the pumphouse, pumphouse annex and switchboard room on the first floor. In the
pumphouse basement area there are the two first stage slurry pumps and drive motors, the sump drainage
pump, pipework leading to and from the services tunnel, and pipework from the disposal sump via the first
stage slurry pumps to the second stage slurry pumps situated in the pumphouse annex. Situated on the ground
floor level of the pumphouse is plant associated with the dust disposal system, the H.P. sluice water pump sets
and pipework emerging from the basement area with associated manual and pneumatically operated valves.’

6.12.4

Ash removed via the pump house was collected in the adjacent ash grabbing pits. Rugeley is furnished with a
range of four ash pits contained within an above-ground, open-topped, reinforced-concrete structure (Figure
123; Plate 203), aligned north-south to the western side of Access Road No.6 immediately south of ash pump
house [32
32],
32 measuring 245ft. long x 55ft. wide and standing c.18ft high (the western flanking wall stands 2ft.
higher than that to the east). The super-structure (Figure 124) also serves to support longitudinal runway
tracks for two ‘Class 3’, heavy-duty 7½-ton ‘Goliath’ grabbing cranes (see inset below), by Clyde Crane and
Booth Ltd., with ‘parking bays’ to the north and south end of the structure, thereby allowing all four pits to be
worked by either or both cranes. The four ash pits (Plate 204/5), designated B1-4 from north to south,
measure 42ft. square in plan, separated by 2ft.-wide, transverse concrete walls, and are c.16ft deep to a
sloping floor, each has a capacity of 616 tons, providing a total storage capacity of 2,464 tons, approximately
equivalent to five days output from both boilers operating at MCR (Station Manual; Book 16, Chap.1, p. 5).
Pits were filled from the ash pump house [32
32]
32 via two 10in., basalt-lined ash discharge pipes, supported on
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brackets above the level of a lower walkway on the western side of the block (Plate 206), with branches off to
supply each pit.

Detail of 7½-ton ‘Goliath’ ash grabbing crane (Station Manual; Book 16, Chap. 4, fig. 1)

6.12.5

Within the pits, ash was left to settle and drain prior to removal from site. To the eastern side of the pit-block
are twelve shallowly projecting ‘bund chambers’, three per pit, each furnished with a steel mesh and formerly
functioning to drain ‘transport’ water from their respective pits, for return to the ash disposal sump via a 2ft.207
wide drain trench running the full length of the block. To this side of the block, the ash pits were serviced by
Access Road No. 6, the paired ash grab cranes here being furnished with pendant guide chutes for the loading
of lorries for removal from site by road (see inset above; Plate 207); each crane was capable of handling the
ash content from one pit within an 8-hour shift.
Dust Plant

208

6.12.6

The majority of the dust produced at the plant was extracted at the electrostatic precipitators (§.6.7.1), with
the remainder emanating from the economisers; this dust was continuously extracted from the respective
209
collection hoppers, and transferred pneumatically to dust storage bunker [23
23],
23 c.250ft to the west. Dust
Storage Bunker [23
23]
23 (Figures 118-121; Plates 208/9) is a massive, rectangular structure of reinforced-concrete
construction, 82ft. (E/W) x 58ft. (N/S) and standing 90ft. high, located to the eastern side of Access Road No. 3
on the projected central axis of the main station buildings, and abutting the west side of the ash pump house
[32
32]
32 at lower level (Plate 202). The high, blind walls of the bunker building enclose five identical storage
compartments or silos (B1-B5; Figure 121), with designated vehicular loading bays passing beneath, aligned
north to south and standing 18ft. tall, at ground level (Plate 210). Silos were supplied by a series of dust
conveyor lines approaching from the east (Plate 211), passing above the roof level of the adjacent ash pump
house to rise vertically against the east elevation to roof level (Figure 120a; Plate 212), where they turn
horizontally to run across the bunker roof as four parallel lines (see inset below; Plate 213).

207

The Rugeley pits are thus not furnished with a flanking drainage ‘apron’ as, for example at Ironbridge ‘B’ or at West Burton ‘A’ stations.
See CEGB Station Manual, Book 17, Chap. 1 for full description of dust handling system.
Associated compressor plant housed within Dust Compressor House [22
22]
22 (see §.6.9.10-11).

208
209
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Arrangements of Dust Bunker roof, looking north-west (Station Manual; Book 17, Chap.1, fig. 9)

6.12.7

Internally, bunker chambers are aligned north to south, designated B1-B5 from east to west, measuring 55½ft.
long and 13½ft. wide and standing 54ft. high, each with a storage capacity of 700 tons. Theoretically, dust
from either of the unit boilers could be discharged into any of the bunker compartments, though in normal
operation, only silos B1, B3 and B5 were used, with silos B2/4 being used as ‘breather’ silos for transport air
prior to exhaustion to the atmosphere through roof level filter units (Plate 213). The base of each silo
compartment is furnished with aeration troughs to assist dust flow to outlets for disposal, with aeration fans
being accommodated within the nearby compressor house [22
22]
22 (§.6.12.9). Outlets were used to dispose of
210
the dust, either to the ‘Lytag’ plant (dry), to open topped wagons (conditioned) or to road tanker vehicles
(dry). The road tanker loading system comprised unpressurised hoppers to each of silos B1, B3 and B5, with
flexible discharge chutes for connection between hopper and tanker; dust was moistened in conditioners
before discharge into open-topped wagons for removal from site.
Ash Lagoons

211

6.12.8

Rugeley’s ash lagoons are located to the east end of the station site, to the south side of the rail delivery lines,
extending from east of the site of the original ‘A’ station buildings to the west, as far as the ‘borrow pit’ to the
east (Plate 201). Historically there were four ash lagoons at the site (Figures 10/14), associated with the ‘A’
Station with only Lagoon No.4 being used by the ‘B’ Station. Lagoon 2 to the far west is now an
ornamental/recreational lake associated with the Sports and Social Club (§.6.14.8) while Lagoon 1, to the east
thereof, has been historically filled and closed over, remodelled to form the first five holes of the station golf
course (see §.6.14.10; Plate 201). Bunds of around 3m to 4m were subsequently formed to enclose the
remaining two lagoons (Nos. 3 and 4 LH/RH) to the east. Lagoon 3 was in use from the mid-1960s until the
closure of the ‘A’ plant in 1995, when it was levelled and capped using dry-conditioned PFA from the ‘B’
station. It was originally connected to the ‘A’ station slurry system, but never to the ‘B’ station transport water
system, and thus ceased to receive slurried ash on the closure of the ‘A’ station in 1995. Lagoon 4 was formed
at about the same time as Lagoon 3, originally comprising a single, rectangular plan (see inset at §.6.14.9) with
a single outfall. However, the lagoon was split in c.1970 by the construction of a central, north-south aligned

210

A proportion of PFA was diverted from the dust bunker to be transferred to the ‘Lytag’ site (sintering plant) at the south-eastern angle of
Access Road No. 1, south-east of the cooling tower field. ‘Lytag’ was a proprietary brand, engaged in the on-site production of lightweight
PFA-based aggregate for use in various construction applications; the location of the plant, at considerable distance from the main ‘B’
station PFA processing area, reflects the fact that the operation was originally established to serve the ‘A’ Station. ‘Lytag’ aggregate was
first manufactured in 1958 following a joint research project between John Laing Ltd. and the Government’s national Building Research
Establishment (BRE); it currently operates from a factory at Drax power station at Selby in North Yorkshire
(https://www.aggregate.com/our-businesses/lytag/about-us).
Information from Jacobs Engineering, 2004, p.2.1-2.
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embankment of consolidated PFA to form two discrete cells (LH and RH). Subsequent embankments were
constructed on the centre-line of each half, leaving a ‘dog-leg’ gap to the south end of each new cell to
increase the retention time of water and facilitate more effective ash settlement.
6.12.9

Lagoons, consisting of a ‘main lagoon’ and a smaller ‘polishing lagoon’, were so designed to accept PFA and/or
FBA in slurried form at approximately 1:5 ash/water ratio. The ash settled out within the main section of the
lagoon with transport water displaced upwards and diverted to the ‘polishing’ section for solids and
cenosphere removal. Outflow was conveyed via concrete pipes and an open channel to an outlet weir at
Brereton Brook, c.100m north-east of Lagoon 4 (RH).
Dust Compressor House

212

6.12.10

As noted above, the transfer of dust collected in the ESP dust hoppers was by means of compressed air jet
blowers, with associated plant being house within the Dust Compressor House [22
22]
22 (Figure 125; Plate 214).
This is located to the east side of Access Road No. 3 to the west of the main generation buildings, south of dust
bunker [23
23]
21].
23 and adjacent to the west of ash grab pit block [21
21 It comprises a simple, rectangular block with
overall dimensions of 125ft. long (N/S) by 75ft. wide (E/W), standing 36ft. tall to a flat, concrete slab roof, of
steel-framed construction, clad externally in Baggeridge Blue brickwork laid to a regular raking bond beneath a
narrow, profiled-aluminium fascia band. Two large roller doors open to the west, serving the bi-partite interior
plan, with four additional, pedestrian doors, two each to interior units B1(N) and B2(S) serving plant room and
air inlet bay respectively (Plate 215); other elevations are blind.

6.12.11

Internally, the range is subdivided by a transverse partition to form two compressor houses, B1 to the north
and B2 to the south, with identical plant arrangements (Figure 126), save four additional dusk bunker aeration
fans located to the north side of B1 (Plate 216); interior walls and roof are lined with acoustic panelling. Each
compressor house accommodates, from east to west, one HP precipitator KVS pump compressor set (Plate
217), one LP precipitator jet blower compressor (Plate 218) and one Lytag KVS pump compressor set (Plate
219), all by Howden and mounted longitudinally to the range on concrete plinths. Air was drawn through a
bank of filters mounted to the south of each compressor house served by a discrete air intake bay, defined
externally by tall panels of louvred vents (Plate 215). Each compressor set is served by an independent,
overhead travelling hoist (15-ton capacity) mounted on north/south aligned runway beams just below ceiling
level.

6.13

Ancillary Buildings
Workshops

6.13.1

The Main Workshop range [12
12]
12 (Figures 127-9; Plate 220) is located to the south side of the boiler house and
turbine hall, which it abuts/adjoins, flanking the north side of Access Road No.1 and extending between the
main stores [16
16]
3] to the east. It comprises a tall rectangular range, measuring
16 to the west and control block [3
242ft. long (E/W) by 50ft. wide (N/S) and standing 52ft. high, steel-framed of eight principal bays (here
numbered 1 to 8 from east to west), clad externally in Baggeridge Blue brick (raking stretcher bond) with highlevel, continuous horizontal bands of Georgian-wired patent glazing to the western and southern elevations,
beneath a narrow fascia band of vertical, profiled-aluminium sheeting (Figure 128). Additional, natural lighting
to the interior is afforded by a long, pitched roof-light/vent to the centreline of the range. Principal access is
via wide roller doors at Bays 4 and 8, reflecting a former internal bi-partite division (see below), with internal
through access to the boiler house, turbine hall and control block. The southern elevation of the range is
213
abutted by low, single-storey range of offices [13
13]
11]
13 at Bays 5-7, and two-storey offices [11
11 at Bays 1-3 (Plate

212

See Station Manual; Book 17, Chap.5 for full details of compressed air systems.
Annotated ‘Engineers and Team Leaders’ on recent station plans. Historical plans (Figure 127) indicate an original bipartite subdivision,
functioning as painters’ (west) and joiners’ (east) workshops.
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221);214 historical photographs (Figure 129a) indicate that the latter were originally of single-storey form,
similar to offices [11
11],
11 being raised and extended southwards at first-floor level by the addition of a
cantilevered section, clad in aluminium sheeting, added in 1978 (Figure 130), the latter accessed internally
from the administrative offices [10
10].
10
6.13.2

Internally (Plates 222/3), the workshop range comprises, essentially a single, unencumbered space, though
reference to historical drawings (Figure 127) indicates an original bi-partite division of space, with the eastern
half of the range accommodating electrical and mechanical electrical maintenance workshops (Bay 1 and Bays
2-4 respectively), and the western bays (5-8) forming a ‘heavy stores’ (see §.6.13.4 below). Principal bay
divisions are demarcated by substantial steel I-section stanchions to north and south, supporting deep,
transverse roof beams which, in turn, carry longitudinal purlins, all with castellated webs. Each principal bay is
furnished with an intermediate RSC with corresponding, smaller-section transverse I-section roof beams. The
workshop is flooded by light from the high-level, patent-glazed ribbon windows to the western and southern
elevations, and from the central, longitudinal rooflight, pitched and patent-glazed, supported by simple, 3-ray
steel ‘Palladian’ trusses. The lower stanchions of the long elevations are ‘doubled-up’, with additional
columns set to the ‘interior’ side providing support for longitudinal runway rails for a 26-ton Wharton travelling
215
crane (Plate 224) serving the full length of the range at a height of 25ft. above internal floor level.
Bays 5 to
8 to the west of the workshop range (former ‘heavy stores’) are floored in concrete screed, while Bays 1 to 4
are finished in woodblock, a material eminently suitable for workshop areas, offering good, hard-wearing
characteristics while protecting against damage to castings and similar items placed on or moved across the
floor (CEGB 1971a, 209). Enclosed workshops to the north side of Bays 1/2 formerly accommodated welders
216
and tool stores, while further discrete rooms to the north side of Bays 5 to 7 house various stores (rigging,
consumables, joint cutting, PAT testing, pressure test area); Bay 3 is open to the north (Plate 225), with doors
217
opening onto the adjacent turbine hall.
The main body of the workshop at Bays 2 to 4 formerly
accommodated numerous pieces of fixed plant and free-standing work-benches, the workshop had been
substantially cleared at the time of survey, though a number of larger pieces (lathes etc.) remained in-situ to
the eastern end of the range (Plate 226). Bay 1 is partitioned off by a mid-height, single-skin brick wall with
upper glazed panels, formerly enclosing a dedicated electrical workshop (Plate 227), to the southern side of
which, a longitudinal passage leads through to the ground floor of the adjacent control block (Plate 227).

6.13.3

The Auxiliary Mill Maintenance Workshop [27
27]
28]
27 is located immediately west of the auxiliary boiler house [28
28 at
the north-west corner of the main plant buildings, flanked to the west by Access Road No. 3; it was introduced
in the early-1980s as a workshop for the overhaul of large mill components, thereby relieving pressure on the
main mechanical maintenance workshop [12
12]
12 (J Kilkie, pers. comm.). It is a simple rectangular range, aligned
north-south, 17m long (N/S) by 10m wide (E/W), beneath a pitched-roof, 12m high to ridge level and gabled to
north and south (Plate 231). It is of steel, portal-frame construction, of three regular bays, with lower walls
faced in stretcher bond brickwork to a height of 2m and upper walls clad in profiled-aluminium sheeting (darkgrey) supported internally on horizontal ‘angle’ rails; the southern and western walls incorporate high-level,
horizontal semi-translucent bands, affording diffused natural light to the interior of the range. Principal access
is via a tall, wide roller door to the centre of the north gable end, with a pedestrian door to the left (east)
thereof, opening onto a single unencumbered space (Plates 232/3); a further pedestrian door opens at the
south end of the west elevation. High-level runway rails at a height of c.7m above internal floor level support a
25-ton travelling crane.

214

Annotated ‘Workshop Office (GF) and Tech. Support Engineers (1F)’ on recent station plans; all offices had been fully stripped out at time
of survey (Plates 229/30). Again, original functions are presented in historical drawings (Figure 127) which indicate six partitioned rooms
accommodating offices, (charge hand, mech/electr. Enginerers, mess room and toilets).
The fact that the crane extends, uninterrupted, to the full length of the range indicates that the former partition at Bay 4/5 must have
been part-height, as per the surviving partition at Bay 1/2.
Larger items of rigging equipment were formerly stored in the ground floor level of the screening and sampling tower [29
29].
29
Further doors at Bays 1 and 8 open to turbine hall and boiler house respectively.
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Main Stores
6.13.4

Storage facilities were required for the keeping of spare parts for the items of plant installed at the station, raw
materials for use in the workshops, ‘binnage’ items (eg. nuts and bolts), protective clothing and other
miscellaneous items (CEGB 1971a, 60), and would often be divided into ‘heavy’ and ‘light’ facilities. The Main
218
Stores building [16
16]
16 (designated as the ‘light stores’ on historical drawings; Figure 127) is located to the
south side of the boiler house and bunker bay, fronting the north side of Access Road No.1, to the west of, and
219
abutting, the main workshop [12
12]
It comprises a rectilinear range
12 described above (Figure 131; Plate 234).
of a high, single-storey, measuring 120ft. long (E/W) by 70ft. wide, widening out to the south to a maximum
85ft. at Bays 3/4 to accommodate a ‘goods inwards’ bay [15
15]
15 with a tall roller door at Bay 3 (Figure 131).
Stores offices [14
14]
14 (Plate 235), accessed internally, are housed within a single-storey range flanking Bays 1/2 of
the main stores, flush with the south wall of Bays 3/4 to the east of the goods inwards doorway; variation in
brickwork towards the eastern end of the offices indicates a phase of historical modification (see fn.236). The
body of the stores range rises 28½ft. to a very shallowly pitched roof, the latter furnished with 12 low, monopitched roof-lights, while the lower stores offices stand 11½ft. tall. The steel-framed range is clad externally in
Baggeridge Blue, raking-bond brickwork and is blind, with upper fascia bands of white, profiled-aluminium.

6.13.5

The wide roller door at Bay 3 opens to the interior (Plate 236), a single open space, interrupted by a grid
pattern of steel RSC columns supporting the roof structure of castellated I-section beams, aligned north-south,
lit from above by a regular pattern of rectangular, glazed-rooflights (Figure 127). The southern section of Bays
3/4 forms a small ‘goods inwards’ loading bay [15
15],
15 the remainder of the space being furnished with an array of
tall, free-standing racking, aligned east-west (variously open and enclosed; Plates 236/7), for the storage of
larger materials and parts. Stores Offices [14
14]
14 are located within a single-storey range to the south side of Bays
1/2 (Plate 238), while a further, 2-storey brick office (Plate 239) has been inserted to the south side of Bay 4
(not shown on original plans; Figure 127).

6.13.6

A large additional storage building (‘D’ Store), comprising two parallel, conjoined portal-framed ranges
2
occupying a combined ground plan of c.1,800m , was erected approximately on the site of the current FGD
221
absorber towers in 1984 (Figure 132);
it remains visible on historical Google Earth imagery dated
12.09.2005, but was removed for the construction of the FGD plant.

220

Subsidiary Stores
6.13.7

A series of subsidiary storage buildings and compounds are located at the angle of access Roads 1 and 2 at the
entrance to the site, south-west of the main FGD plant (Plate 240), viz. from west to east; ‘C’ Store (aka
‘Parsons Hut’) [48
48],
47],
65],
67]
66],
48 ‘F’ Store [47
47 ‘M’ Store [65
65 ‘L’ Store [67
67 and ‘P’ Store [66
66 together with an FGD stores
building to the north of Parsons Hut. Fenced compounds ‘F’ and ‘G’ are located to the south of stores F/M and
L/P respectively, formerly accommodating free-standing racking and sealed containers (Plate 240).

6.13.8

‘C
C’ Store (aka ‘Parsons Hut’) [48
48]
48 (Plate 241) represents the earliest of this group of structures, dating to the
initial construction phase of the ‘B’ Station when it served as a storage shed for turbo-generator parts, thus
222
being named after the firm of CA Parsons Co. Ltd (see inset at §.4.3.14 above).
It comprises a steel-framed
shed aligned approximately north-south, measuring 120ft. long (N/S) by 48ft. wide (E/W), of portal framed
construction (presumed 8 bays) with a pitched and gabled roof, clad externally in galvanised, corrugated iron
sheets (painted black). Principal entry is via wide, sliding doors to the opposing gable ends, while the long

218

With ‘heavy stores’ being accommodated in the western four bays of the workshop block (see §.6.13.2).
The workshops would normally represent the main point of demand for materials from the stores, and the close physical association of
the two elements was a central concern in station planning (CEGB 1971a, 60).
See International Power Drg. ELEV0014, dated January 2008.
CEGB Drg. Ref. 16.04.C.162.035.
The ‘C’ designation presumably reflects a continuation of an ‘A’ station building reference system, with A and B stores thus having served
the earlier plant.
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elevations are each furnished with six, regularly spaced timber casement window openings. The interior was
not accessible at time of survey.
6.13.9

‘FF’ Store [47
47]
47 (Plate 242) is located adjacent to the north-east side of the Parsons Hut, slightly narrower in plan
than the latter at 39½ft. (E/W) and half its length at 60ft. (N/S), standing 15½ft. to eaves and 21½ft. to the
ridge of its pitched and gabled roof. It is again of steel portal-framed construction, of four equal bays, clad
externally in profiled aluminium sheeting, with a set of wide, double sliding-doors to the southern gable end.
Internally, it is furnished with a concrete floor and is entirely artificially lit by a series of fluorescent tube lights
attached to the roof purlins (Plate 243). The presence of an eye-wash station adjacent to the doorway
suggests a former function for chemical storage.

6.13.10

‘M
M’ Store [6
65] (Plate 245) is located adjacent to the east side of ‘F’ store, to which it is aligned perpendicularly.
It is a simple, steel portal-framed range of three bays, 47½ft. long (E/W) by 24ft. wide (N/S), standing 18½ft. to
ridge level, clad to east, west and north in profiled-aluminium sheeting (white) and fully open to the south. It
contains free-standing racking for the storage of tubing and angle-section/flat-profile steel (Plate 244).

6.13.11

‘LL’ Store [6
67] (Plate 246) comprises a classic ‘Nissen’ hut structure, aligned generally north-south and
measuring 90ft. long (N/S) by 35ft. wide, of 11 bays defined by semi-circular, tubular ribs standing 17½ft. high,
set out at 8ft. centres. The range is cement floored and clad externally in corrugated sheets of galvanised
steel, supported on 15 longitudinal steel angle ‘purlins’, with regular semi-translucent insets (one per bay to
each side of the range) affording natural light to the interior (plate 247). The range is accessed via a wide set
of sliding doors to the south elevation with a pedestrian door opening to the eastern side of the north
elevation.

6.13.12

‘P
P’ Store [6
66] (Plate 248) is located to the eastern side of the storage building group, aligned generally northsouth, a steel, portal-framed structure of eight regular bays measuring 160ft. long (N/S) by 60ft. wide (E/W),
clad externally in vertically-set, profiled aluminium sheeting (pale blue). Three tall, wide roller doors within the
east elevation open to the interior, which is afforded natural light by a series of semi-translucent panels within
the roof, one per bay to each slope. The interior of the range was not accessible at time of survey.

6.13.13

The FGD Stores (Plate 249) are located to the north of the Parsons Hut, to the east side of Access Road No.1,
aligned generally north-east/south-west; the building is understood to have originally been located (during
construction of the FGD plant) opposite the ‘Lytag’ area, south-east of the cooling tower field, and was moved
to its current location in c.2010 (J Kilkie pers. comm.). It is a ‘Nissen’ type structure measuring 80ft. long by
35ft. wide, of 10 regular bays defined by semi-circular, tubular-section ribs standing 18ft. high, set out at 8ft.
centres (Plate 250). It is clad externally in corrugated sheeting, supported on 14 longitudinal timber ‘purlins’,
and incorporates a semi-translucent skylight to the full length of the apex of the roof; northern and southern
elevations are infilled in timber, with central sliding doors flanked to east and west by square window
openings.. The range served to store FGD maintenance equipment and parts.

6.13.14

A further storage range, ‘E
E’ Store [81
81],
81 a steel bay portal-framed structure to the west of Junction Tower 2, was
in the process of demolition at the outset of site survey related to the current project, with only two bays
intact and no safe access (Plate 251). Reference to historical imagery (Google Earth) indicates an original range
of nine bays, with overall plan dimensions of 54m long x 21m wide, clad externally in vertically-set profiled
aluminium sheeting and with principal entrance door to the west gable end. It was originally constructed as a
‘Biomass Shed’, introduced in 2003/4 as part of a project to co-fire (25%) woodchip fuel, being turned into a
general stores building around 2010 (J Kilkie, pers. comm.).

223

An early-mid 20th-century form of prefabricated structure, named after its designer, Major Peter Norman Nissen, and developed initially
for military purposes from c.1916.
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Auxiliary Buildings and Facilities
Management Suite/ Amenities Block

6.14.1

The main site Management
5-8
8] (Figure 133; Plates 252/3) accommodating reception, amenities,
Management Suite [5
kitchen, canteen, management offices and laboratory facilities, is housed within an elongated, single-storey
range flanking the southern side of Access Road No. 1, opposite the workshops/stores and control block. The
building is of standard, Baggeridge Blue brick construction with upper, profiled-aluminium fascias and with,
variously, large, fixed-light and ‘ribbon’-glazing lighting interior spaces. The primary range measured 275ft.
long (E/W) by 65ft. wide (N/S), standing 15ft. high to a flat roof, though this plan was subsequently
enhanced/enlarged by the addition of a series of sequential extensions (summarised at Figure 133, inset). In
224
1978, an additional, small office and changing room was added to the west end of the range, this being
225
further enlarged in 1984, while in 1986 a new, six window-bay, office/laboratory extension was added to the
226
south side of the east end of the range, with transverse link blocks enclosing a small, open yard.

6.14.2

The main entrance to the range is via a set of angled, glazed doors located to the north side of the east end
(Plate 254), set beneath the raised administration offices [10
10].
The doors open onto a modestly-sized
10
entrance lobby (Plate 255), formerly furnished with a reception desk, visitor toilet facilities and a waiting area,
from which through access was afforded to the main management offices and laboratories occupying the
south-eastern part of the range. A cantilevered, open dog-leg stair (Plate 256) rising at the south-west corner
227
of the reception area communicates with the first and second floors of the administrative offices [10
10],
10
accommodated within a raised block extending over Access Road No.1 (see §.6.14.3) and thereby giving
through-access to the control room [3
3] to the north, and to the main generation buildings beyond. Archived
drawings (Figure 134) indicate that the reception area at the north-east angle of the range, beneath the
southern end of raised office block [11
11],
11 has been sequentially extended, first in 1980 (Figure 134a) and again
in 1993 (Figure 134b); the extant, angled glass entrance doors were already in existence on the 1993 drawings,
so must date to the later-1980s or early-1990s. To the south of the reception area, the east end of the range
accommodated management offices and laboratories, together with a conference room and two small,
interconnected ‘management’ dining rooms (Plate 257). Immediately west of the reception area, the range
houses the main plant kitchen (Plate 258), with associated storage rooms/preparation areas, offices and
servery, and the main staff canteen dining area (Plate 259), the latter with discrete entrance doors to the
228
north, and generously lit by a ½-glazed wall to the south, and by a series of 16 square skylights set into a
229
timber-lined/framed ceiling. The remainder of the range accommodates extensive locker room facilities to
the south (Plate 260)230 and discrete shower rooms (Plate 262) / toilets / hand-wash basins to the north, all
231
accessed from a long, axial corridor.
Ablutions areas are lit by high-level ribbon glazing to the exterior walls
and are furnished throughout with ‘studded’ anti-slip ceramic floor tiles, plain white-tile lined walls and
suspended ceilings. Towards the western end of the range, a transverse lobby served by paired doors to the
northern exterior elevation (annotated as ‘manual workers entrance’ on early drawings; Figure 135)
accommodates a ‘clocking on’ hall, with the former pay office to the west thereof (Plate 263), the latter
subsequently used as a cleaners’ store. To the north side of the former pay office is located a small ‘first aid
point’, which acted as the first treatment point for minor injuries (eg. debris in eye, cuts and burns) incurred by
plant staff, with more serious injuries being transferred to a local receiving hospital, normally Stafford. The
first aid point was not normally manned, but was accessible to all site first-aid trained staff; it also served as a

224

CEGB Drg. Refs. 16.05.C.091.226-9 (not reproduced here).
CEGB Drg. Ref. 16.05.C.163.002 (not reproduced here).
CEGB Drg. Ref. 16.04.C.162.056 (not reproduced here).
Also formerly served by a personnel elevator.
The canteen dining room opens to the south onto a paved exterior ‘patio’ area, though it is understood that this was seldom used.
Both kitchen and canteen areas had been comprehensively stripped out at the time of site visits.
Locker rooms include eight transverse banks of back-to-back lockers (32 per bank with four omitted for structural columns, 252 total) with
integral, slatted timber benches; each locker is sub-divided internally (Plate 261) for separation of dirty/clean clothing and heated by basal
pipework for the drying of damp clothing.
The eastern bay and a half of the southern locker rooms were partitioned off by the insertion of an ephemeral stud wall to form a small
‘technicians mess room’, though the space retains the ‘anti-slip’ floor tiles indicative of its former use. The date of conversion is not
known, though the modification had been effected by the time of survey drawings of 1995 (see Figure 133e).
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store for first aid supplies including burns kits, bandages, emergency grab bags etc. (J. Kilkie, pers. comm.). The
far, west end of the range, comprising the extensions of 1978/84, accommodates further changing rooms and
office accommodation, with the 1984 section to the south-west having been subsequently converted from
offices to a small station gym.
Administrative Offices
6.14.3

The main Administrative Offices [10
10]
10 (Figure 136) of the power station were accommodated within a twostorey block raised on a framework of steel columns above Access Road No.1 (Plate 264), extending from the
south side of the control room block [3
3], with which it communicates internally, and overshooting the east end
of the management suite range (Plate 254), where vertical communication is afforded by an internal stair
(Plate 256) and, formerly, by elevator. The offices are clad externally in profiled aluminium cladding, black to
east (Plate 264) and west, and terra-cotta to the south, matching the southern elevation of the turbine hall
(Plates 34/5). Eastern and western elevations are liberally fenestrated with 15 regular window-bays of superimposed, steel-framed fixed-light windows with upper, top-hinged lights; the south elevation is blind. The
range measures 92ft. long and 43ft. wide, raised on steel columns with 16ft. clearance over Access Road No.1.

6.14.4

Internally, each floor formerly comprised a number of discrete offices to either side of an axial (north/south)
corridor, though all internal partitions had been stripped out at the time of survey to form single,
unencumbered spaces (Plate 265). Through access is afforded to the north to the dog-leg stairwell at the
south-west corner of the control block [3
3] (Plate 91), while further access from the ground floor management
suite [5
5/8
8] to the south is via a stair (Plate 256) and elevator rising from the main reception area of the latter
block.
Medical Block

6.14.5

The main station Medical Block [44
44]
44 (Figure 137; Plate 266) was formerly located to the south side of Access
Road No. 1 to the north of the cooling tower field; the building was in the process of demolition at the time of
survey, with no internal and limited external access. Archived drawings depict a simple, single-storey
structure, broadly rectangular in plan with original overall measurements of 52ft. 9in. long (E/W) by 26½ft.
wide (N/S) and standing 12½ft. high to a flat roof; the range was subsequently extended by 12½ft. to the east
(date unknown) for the accommodation of additional office space. The building is of Baggeridge Blue brick
construction with upper, profiled-aluminium fascia bands, as per other primary elements of the station
complex, with regular fenestration of large, steel-framed ‘Crittall’ casement windows. Principal access was via
a small, open-fronted porch, off-set to the eastern end of the north elevation, opening onto a central
reception/waiting area. Off this, direct access was afforded to a treatment room and side ward to the south,
and to test room, toilets and locker room to the west; a Sister’s Office to the south-west corner of the block
was accessed from the treatment room.

6.14.6

As noted above (§.6.14.2), minor incidents would be treated at the first aid point within the ‘management
suite’/amenities block [5
5-8
8], where decisions would be taken with more serious injuries being transferred to a
local hospital for treatment. The medical block accommodated a nurse (full-time down to c.2000, thereafter
by a contract nurse in attendance 2-3 times a week), responsible partly for emergencies, though also for
medical administrative duties including the collation and maintenance of employee health records, routine
health/hearing checks, and the organisation/undertaking of first aid training for station staff. The station nurse
would also form part of the more general site management team, giving advice and assistance on medical
aspects and implications of procedures and working conditions (J. Kilkie, pers. comm.).
Sports and Social Facilities

6.14.7

The provision of social amenities for staff was an important consideration for the CEGB, with original/early
provision including a sports and social club, overlooking a recreational lake, an eighteen-hole golf course and a
bowling green, together with tennis courts and cricket and football pitches (with associated changing room
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block); a Society of Model Engineers, established at Rugeley in the late 1980s, introduced a model railway club
with an extensive narrow-gauge track together with associated clubhouse, workshops etc. Most of these
recreation facilities were located in an area lying broadly between the ‘A’ Station cooling tower field
(subsequently cleared) and the ash lagoons and are summarised in the inset aerial photograph below.

General arrangement of sports and recreational facilities; aerial photograph, 2011 © RPL (reproduced by permission)

6.14.8

The station Sports and Social Club [84
84]
84 (Figures 138/9) is located to the western end of the ash lagoons,
overlooking the ‘recreation lake’ adjacent to the former ‘A’ Station No.1 lagoon (Plate 267). It is a singlestorey structure, brick-built (red-brick, stretcher bond) on an ‘L’-shaped plan, partly enclosing a paved patio
area to the south-east, with maximum overall dimensions of 120ft. (N/S) by 105ft. (E/W). The extant range
encapsulates three principal phases of development (see Figure 138c); the early, original section to the west
(associated with the ‘A’ Station; see inset below) comprises a simple, rectangular block aligned north to south
(Figure 138b), 100ft. long by 38ft. wide and standing 14ft. tall to a plain, flat roof, originally liberally
fenestrated to east and west with large, plate-glass windows set between exposed brick piers. This simple
block was significantly enlarged prior to 1981 when a second wing was added to the north-east, 95ft. long by
40ft. wide, extending eastwards from the north end of the primary block and more than doubling the plan
area of the building. In 1981, the range was further enlarged and modified by the addition of a narrow,
perimeter extension to all sides of the southern block, returning slightly at the western end of the north
elevation. External, glazed walls were removed and pushed forward by 10ft., with new walls standing 9½ft. to
eaves level beneath pitched, perimeter slopes clad in double-Roman concrete tiles (Plate 268). New exterior
232
walls combined large window openings set above rendered panels and piers of exposed brick.
The western
entrance façade (Figure 139a/Plate 269) includes a central, gabled entrance porch and is largely rendered,
save two large windows to the north and high-level glazing to the south lighting internal changing
rooms/showers; other elevations (Figure 139b-d) comprise extensive areas of steel-framed glazing with
integral glazed doors opening onto the patio area.

6.14.9

Internally (Figure 138), the northern, transverse block houses a main function room/hall, furnished with a
raised stage to the east (Plate 270) and bar area to the south-west (Plate 271), backing onto a small kitchen
and bottle room. The southern range, incorporating the original clubhouse, is sub-divided and accommodates
the main entrance lobby, accessed from the west, a lecture room, darts area, billiards room (formerly with two
tables), changing rooms/showers and store rooms.

232

Original drawings specify Ibstock sand-faced brick and Tyrolean rendering.
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Sports and Social Club (A
A) together with bowling green (B
B) and tennis courts (C
C) shown on undated (pre-B Station) aerial photograph.
(original at Rugeley Power Station)

6.14.10

To the south-west of the clubhouse lies the Bowling Green (Plate 272), with two tennis courts to the northwest, both also forming part of original ‘A’ Station provisions (see inset above), while the former
football/cricket pitch were located to the north on a large open area to the south of access road, with a
purpose built Changing Rooms (Plate 273) to the west side thereof. The Golf Course (a ‘B’ Station introduction)
was divided into two sections, with the first series of holes being constructed over A Station Ash Lagoon No.1;
the larger part of the golf course was located to the north side of the Access Road No. 4 and the rail delivery
lines (Plate 274), and was accessed via an over-rail footbridge (Plate 275).
The Rugeley Power Station Society of Model Engineers233

6.14.11

The Rugeley Power Station Society of Model Engineers (RPSME) grew out of a society based at Cannock,
originally formed in 1971 who, when in need of a new location for their activities in the late-1980s, transferred
to a neglected and unused area of the power station site. The move to Rugeley was instigated and principally
driven by two members of station staff, Mr. Geoff Shackleton and Mr. Derek Moore, and was approved by the
station manager as an extension of the activities of the station’s Sports and Social Club. The Society facilities
included a 1,950ft. long, multi-gauge raised-level track for 3½in. and 5in. gauge trains, with signal boxes and
station stops (‘Shackleton-Moore Station’ and ‘Langley Common Halt’; Plate 277), together with a large
workshop and clubhouse (Plate 276), an 8-road steaming bay, a turntable and hydraulic lift. With the closure
of the power station in 2016, the RPSME’s operations at the site were wound down, with the last trains
st
th
running on 31 March 2017 and the site finally vacated on 30 September of the same year, though it remains
active as a society.
Miscellaneous Buildings

6.14.12

The BMD Special Projects Office [70
70]
70 (former ‘A’ Station chlorine plant / pump house) is located to the north
side of Access Road No.1, immediately east of the ‘A’ station 132kV switch house (Plate 279). The main
structure is rectangular in plan, aligned east-west, measuring 110ft. long (E/W) x 27½ft. wide (N/S), brick-built
in red/brown brick laid to a regular English bond, and standing 18ft. tall to a flat concrete roof, with a
distinctive projecting eaves detail, as per the switch-house. The southern elevation includes a central,
recessed doorway, flanked to east and west by a series of simple casement windows, four of which have been

233

See RPSME website at http://www.myfamilywebsite.co.uk/mysociety/members/RugeleyMES/Index.html for a more detailed history of the
society, an overview of its activities and a selection of photographs.
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inserted into blocked doorway openings, the latter, formerly wide double doors/gates with flat heads and bullnosed jambs. The upper elevation is blind. A number of single-storey extensions have been sequentially
added to the north and west of the original structure. The range was taken over by the Building Maintenance
Department in the early-1980s, though it became increasingly unused until it was taken over as the projects
office for APMS upgrading in the late-1990s (§.6.5.34). Since that time, it has been used intermittently by a
number of disparate groups (incl. Promanex, PML), with the current RPL team taking up occupation in April
2017.
6.14.13

The Fire Station/Contract
17/18
Station Contract Services Office [17
17 18]
18 is located immediately south of the Unit 7 precipitators (Plate
282), to the north side of Access Road No.1 and flanked by transverse Access Road Nos. 8 and 7 to east and
west. It is a simple rectangular range (Plate 280-82), aligned north-south, brick-built in Baggeridge Blue brick
and measuring 85ft. long by 36ft. wide, of a single storey, standing 16½ft. tall to a flat, concrete slab roof, with
upper, narrow bands of ribbon glazing beneath fascia bands of profiled aluminium (white) extending to all four
elevations. The fire station [17
17]
17 occupies the southern third of the range, comprising two interconnected
spaces served by two sets of double doors opening to the east, while the office/mess room facilities [18
18]
18 are
located to the northern two-thirds of the range, served by pedestrian doors to both east and west. The
building appears to have originally housed the Ash Plant Amenities, and is so annotated on original ‘B’ station
layout plans (35 on Figure 14), though the southern bays are labelled as ‘fire garage’ in CEGB Station Manual,
Book 23 (Chapter 1, fig. 1). Internal finishes to the fire station are simple and utilitarian in nature with painted,
exposed brickwork walls and concrete ceiling (Plate 283); the northern section of the range was being stripped
out at the time of survey, with no original features / finishes retained.

6.14.14

The Environment Centre (Plate 284) is located to the far east end of the station site, close to the ash lagoons
234
and adjacent to the ‘borrow pit’ lake.
It is a simple, single-storey, brick-built structure in purple/grey brick,
rectangular in plan measuring 56ft, x 36ft. beneath a flat roof, liberally fenestrated and with an open ‘loggia’ to
the northern and western sides. It is understood that the building originally formed part of the ‘B’ station
construction compound (J Shellard, pers. comm.; see inset at §.4.3.14), being moved to its current location
upon completion of the plant. Internally, the building includes, to the east, office space, lavatories, and a small
kitchen to either side of an axial passage and, to the west, a large classroom/activities area. A regular
educational programme for local schools, up to c.100 per year, combined visits to the station buildings with a
235
field studies ‘nature trail’ around the surrounding areas of the site, with an early handbook including the
subjects of, inter alia, ‘woodland and water birds’, ‘small creatures and fungi’, ‘grasses and marsh plants’,
‘rocks and minerals’, and ‘hedges and wild flowers’. The visits were coordinated by the station HR department
together with part-time station guides. Operation was seasonal, with visits mainly taking place during the
summer months; the programme was wound down due to safety concerns, particularly around the time of
FGD installation (J Kilkie, pers. comm.).

7

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

7.1

Discussion

7.1.1

Rugeley ‘B’ power station was built as part of a large-scale expansion of electricity generation at a national
scale under the auspices of the nationalised Central Electricity Generating Board (see §.4.1.4), one of ten coalfired plants of 1,000-2,000MW capacity released for construction between 1960-64 based around the 500MW
turbo-generator set (see inset at §.4.1.7 and Appendix C).
C The core aim of the expansion programme was
economical, to focus generation on a smaller number of ‘super-stations’, each with an increased capacity
based upon the largest units then available, thereby reducing the cost per unit of energy generated.

234

Excavated in the 1960s for material to build up the area of the main generation buildings (§.4.3.14). An application to Staffordshire CC
(ref. L.07/08/856) for the infilling of the borrow pit (for ash disposal) was made in 2007 and extended in 2010 (ref. L.10/10/856 W);
although consented (with conditions), the plan was never implemented.
Copy surviving at William Salt Library, ref. xpbox/RUGELEY/2; an acknowledgment to Jack Farrington, ‘A’ station manager, 1959-71, for
help and cooperation, indicates this educational provision pre-dated the construction of the ‘B’ station.
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7.1.2

As an integral part of this phase of expansion Rugeley ‘B’, in common with other plants of the era, represents
an important testament to the scale and optimism of Britain’s post-war nationalised electricity industry. The
original plan comprised a standard group of power station buildings, incorporating coal handling plant and
storage area together with fuel conveyor system, generation core (boiler house/turbine hall) with ESPs and
chimney, circulating water system (cooling towers and CW pump house) together with auxiliary plant, stores,
workshops and administrative/welfare ranges. Rugeley’s constituent buildings are, for the most part, strictly
utilitarian in nature comprising, essentially, large enclosed spaces of rectilinear, orthogonal form for the
accommodation of generation and related plant, and are largely free from any significant degree of
architectural ‘pretention’. As such, there is nothing intrinsically innovative in the buildings themselves, neither
in terms of their architectural form and detailing, nor indeed in the processes that took place within, the latter
dictated entirely by the engineering requirements of the 500MW programme. The core buildings of Rugeley
‘B’ occupy a particularly ‘compact’ footprint resulting, presumably, from the required ‘pillar of support’
beneath the plant, negotiated with the NCB and for which compensation had to be paid. As a whole, the
ranges are of structural steel or reinforced-concrete frame construction, finished with a standard, consistent
and limited range of simple external claddings, viz. plain Baggeridge Blue brickwork236 and profiled-aluminium
sheeting in combination with ¼in. Georgian-wired patent-glazing, resulting in an unremarkable, somewhat
237
‘generic’ aspect.
Of itself, the use of simple, functional forms represents a fundamental move away from
th
the design philosophy of previous eras that gave rise to the ‘brick cathedrals’ of the early-20 century, as
perhaps best typified by Gilbert Scott’s Battersea ‘A’ of 1929-35 (extended 1945-53), and reflects not only the
adoption of the increasingly prevalent ‘functional aesthetic’ of the 1960s/70s, but also a greater focus on
financial and budgetary constraints within the nationalised industry (Clarke 2013, 15). Indeed, as Clarke has
noted (2015, 13), there was relatively little that a consultant architect could hope to achieve architecturally
with the main structures of such a large-capacity plant. The use of colour in the exterior claddings of the
turbine hall and boiler house is of interest, as is the pigmentation of concrete for cooling towers 7 and 8, and
together illustrate a stated desire to soften the visual impact of the monumental structures; it is by no means
unique however, with similar instances at other broadly contemporary sites, for example at Drakelow ‘C’ in
238
Staffordshire (1960-63, demolished), at Ironbridge ‘B’ in Shropshire (1963-8), and at West Burton ‘A’ in
Nottinghamshire (1961-7).

7.1.3

From an engineering perspective Rugeley, as one of the last plants of the 500MW-unit programme to be
completed, benefitted from earlier phases of experimentation and the refining over time of certain technical
aspects and planning considerations, and thus shows little in terms of ‘innovative’ design. The adoption of
transverse turbine alignment, for example and, by association, the relationship of the turbo-generator and
boiler, defined by the CEGB as the ‘single most important decision on plant layout’ (CEGB 1971a, 256),
239
reflected the accepted norm and preferred arrangement for later 500MW-unit stations.
Likewise, the
omission of mechanical grit arrestors at the ESPs (present, for example, at Ironbridge), reflected a technical
development throughout the 500MW programme which saw their redundancy, from c.1964 on, in the light of
early operational experience. The use of the strictly functional ‘open’ switch-yard presumably reflects a
financial decision; a majority of the contemporary stations adopted the enclosed switch house plan, with only
Didcot ‘A’ and Cottam using the open form (see Table 9, below). Economic factors are also evident in the
adoption of a standard as opposed to an annular moat CW pump house (see §.6.11.10), and may be reflective
of the late date of the Rugeley plant within the 500MW-unit programme, when financial constraints would
potentially have represented more of a determining factor in detailed design decisions.

236

When the Baggeridge Brick Company closed down the works at Sedgley in the 1990s, production moved to the Kingsbury brickwork near
Tamworth in Warwickshire; although still referred to as ‘Baggeridge Blues’, the later bricks varied in colour and had a smoother finish than
the originals, with attendant problems of colour/surface finish matching in secondary modifications and extensions (J Shellard, pers.
comm.) as, for example in the south elevation of the main stores offices [14
14]
14 (§.6.13.4; Plate 235).
Contrast, for example, with the use of aggregate-embedded concrete cladding panels and Pilkington anti-sun curtain wall to the turbine
hall at Ironbridge ‘B’ (Tyler, 2017).
The Ironbridge towers are scheduled for demolition in the coming years as part of the ongoing redevelopment of the site by Harworth
Group plc. following closure in 2015 (Tyler 2017, 16).
Earlier stations, such as West Burton in Nottinghamshire, had retained longitudinal alignment, a system ‘inherited’ to an extent from the
earlier generation of ‘range’ model stations.
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Stack

West Burton ‘A’
Cottam

4 x 500MW
4 x 500MW

Double
Single

No.
8
8

Radcliffe on Soar

4 x 500MW

Single

8

Eggborough

4 x 500MW

Single

8

Ferrybridge ‘C’

4 x 500MW

Double

8

Cooling Towers
Arrangement
Split (2 x 4, lozenge and linear)
Single field
(2 rows of 4)
Single field
(2 rows of 4, offset)
Single field
(2 rows of 4)
Single field
(2 rows of 4, offset)
Split (2 x 4, lozenge)
Split (2 x 3, triangular)
None (coastal, direct-cooled)
Single field (4), linear
Single field (4), lozenge

Fiddlers Ferry
4 x 500MW
Single
8
Didcot ‘A’
4 x 500MW
Single
6
Aberthaw ‘B’
3 x 500MW
Single
0
Ironbridge ‘B’
2 x 500MW
Single
4
Rugeley ‘B’
2 x 500MW
Single
4
Table 9:
Comparative site details for 10 CEGB 500MW-unit, coal-fired super stations

400kV Switch
Enclosed, axial
Open, axial
Enclosed, axial
Enclosed, axial
Enclosed, axial
Enclosed, axial
Open, axial
Enclosed, axial
Enclosed, lateral
Open, axial

7.1.4

The introduction of a supplementary oil ‘overburn’ system in the mid-1970s and flue gas desulphurisation
(FGD) in the mid-late 2000s both represent developments common to a number of stations at a national scale,
undertaken in response to tightening environmental regulation of coal-fired plants. Again, associated plant
shows nothing of particular, innovatory note though comparison with other sites illustrates, as with initial
240
station planning, that a range of approaches to detailed design in terms of layout was possible, largely in
response to the limitations of existing station arrangements and availability of suitable space.

7.2

The Power Station within its Landscape Setting

7.2.1

Although located close to, and originally developed in tandem with, the NCB’s Lea Hall colliery to facilitate
straightforward and efficient fuel supply, the siting of both Rugeley’s ‘A’ and ‘B’ Power Stations was dictated
primarily by its proximity to the River Trent, one of the few rivers in the West Midlands capable of supplying
water in sufficient quantities for the supply of a power station at all times of year (Station Manual; Book 28,
Chap.1, p.1). The open, flat and level floodplain site meant that, even with contemporary landscaping
undertaken under the provisions of the ‘amenity clause’ (§.4.1.8), including ground planting and the erection
of earth embankments and bunds (Figure 140), it was inevitable that the station would be exposed and clearly
visible from both near-field and wider viewpoints (Figure 141), forming a prominent feature within the
landscape from all directions. Indeed, as Clarke notes (2013, 15), ‘the enormity of the standard components
precluded otherwise’, and the shear physical ‘presence’ of the power station within the landscape for a period
of c.50 years has inevitably resulted in it becoming a dominating landmark feature, and a focal point within the
local area. The vast scale of the principal structures meant that any associated landscaping served only to
create a ‘base-setting’ above which the main buildings were perceived to rise, with trees essentially forming
‘ground cover planting’ to screen the lesser elements of a complex such as smaller buildings, storage tanks etc.
(BEI 1991, 293-4). The use of colour in a number of the larger elements of the station, specifically in the
cooling towers, boiler house and turbine hall, while reflective of an appreciation of, and an attempt to
moderate, the visual ‘blocking’ of the complex, could realistically have little substantive effect upon the overall
impact of the plant. When originally built, and down to the early-mid 1990s, this dominating aspect of the
station site would have been significantly exacerbated by the presence of the earlier ‘A’ station, with its main
plant buildings, twin stacks and five additional cooling towers, and the adjacent Lea Hall colliery, together
forming a massive industrial complex (see inset at §.4.3.15), less than one mile from the centre of Rugeley
town and close to the eastern boundary of the Cannock Chase AONB, designated in 1958.241

240

FGD limestone and gypsum storage facilities at West Burton, for example, adopted a radically different approach, with large traditional
storage ‘sheds’ as opposed to cylindrical silos, while the combination of limestone grinding and gypsum processing plant within one
building at Rugeley appears somewhat unusual; both West Burton and Cottam systems (by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries/FLS Miljø and
RWE Solutions respectively) included discrete buildings for each process.
http://www.cannock-chase.co.uk/
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Even allowing for the softening effects of contemporary landscaping and the removal of the colliery and ‘A’
Station buildings in the mid-late 1990s, the power station complex remains an overpowering and clearly visible
feature within the landscape, especially the principal stack and cooling towers which are clearly visible from
adjacent residential areas and near-field viewpoints (Figure 141a-d) and further afield, from the more open
farmland to the north-east, on the opposite bank of the Trent (Figure 141e-g). Views from the wooded slopes
of Cannock Chase to the west are less imposing, forest tree coverage here affording predominantly occasional,
partial views of the site, although as the urban outskirts of Rugeley town are reached, the station buildings
become conspicuous.

7.3
7.3

Outline Assessment of Heritage Values

7.3.1

Historic England’s guidance on heritage assessment is set out in Conservation Principles, Policies and Guidance
for the Protection of the Historic Environment (EH, 2008) which identifies a series of ‘heritage values’ against
which a site’s heritage significance should be assessed, viz. evidential, historical, aesthetic and communal.
Evidential Value

7.3.2

Evidential value derives from the potential of a place to yield evidence about past human activity and can be
natural or man-made (EH 2008, 28). Very often archaeological deposits are of evidential value as they are the
primary source of evidence for human activity for a particular place and period. However, other types of asset
can also be of evidential value, in particular where the written or drawn record may be incomplete. Age is a
strong indicator of relative evidential value, but is not paramount, while the evidential value of an asset tends
to be diminished in proportion to the extent of its removal or replacement. There is a certain degree of
overlap with historical value, discussed below.

7.3.3

The structures of Rugeley ‘B’ power station encapsulate some degree of inherent evidential value, comprising
as they do an essentially complete (if, in parts, modified) set of buildings and related plant, representative of
th
later-20 -century, coal-fired electricity generation, a building type that Historic England have recently
identified as being ‘highly threatened and increasingly rare’ (Clarke 2013, 7). Although certain elements of the
plant have been subject to phases of repair and modification over the lifetime of the station, and while other
elements have been replaced or removed, and significant additions made (oil overburn, FGD), both the site
layout and its original functionality remain readily ‘legible’ in presentational terms. The physical evidence of
the buildings themselves is greatly enhanced by the wealth of archival materials related to their construction
and historical usage (original drawings, photographs, site manuals etc.). However, as one of the last of a series
of essentially similar sites completed in the mid-late 1960s, and as a ‘site type’ easily paralleled elsewhere in
surviving, still operational examples (see inset at §.4.1.7), the relative evidential value is clearly at a local rather
than a national level, and may be considered to be medium.
Historical Value

7.3.4

Historical value derives from the ways in which past people, events and aspects of life can be connected
through a place to the present (EH 2008, 28). It tends to be either illustrative or associative. Illustrative value
relates to the manner in which a place may provide a tangible link to illustrate aspects of history or prehistory.
This relies on visibility, and may relate to distinctiveness of a regional tradition or an aspect of social
organisation. Associative value is concerned with links with a notable family, person, event, or movement.
Buildings or designed landscapes may relate to a particular person and the way in which they were designed,
laid out or furnished may reflect that person’s personality or needs.

7.3.5

The illustrative historical value of the power station site, as one of the later plants of the 500MW-unit
programme, showing less individuality and innovation than other, contemporary plants, can also be adjudged
to be medium. The building stock at Rugeley is largely of a simple, generic form, reflective of developments of
contemporary design philosophy at a national scale, and are of a type easily paralleled elsewhere, with nothing
of particular note in terms of technical or architectural innovation. Unlike the 1,000MW station at Ironbridge,
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for example, located immediately adjacent to the Ironbridge Gorge World Heritage Site,242 with which it has an
inherent, associative relationship as the final phase of industrial exploitation of the Severn Gorge, the Rugeley
station stands in relative isolation, both physically and historically, especially given the removal of the Lea Hall
colliery and ‘A’ Station some 20 years ago. The associative historical value of the Rugeley site is low.
Aesthetic Value
7.3.6

Aesthetic value derives from the ways in which people draw sensory and intellectual stimulation from a place
(EH 2008, 30); it can be as a result of conscious design or can arise largely fortuitously as a result of the
development and use of a place over time, or from a combination of the two factors. Where aesthetic value
derives from conscious design, this may relate to aspects such as form, proportions, massing or of views and
vistas, and the retention of the value relies on maintaining the integrity of the concept. Fortuitous aesthetic
values may involve the apparently organic form of a rural or urban landscape and reflect the appearance of a
place as it has developed over a period of time. Aesthetic value resulting from the passage of time on human
works, the ‘patina of age’ may overlie the values of conscious design, and may enhance or detract from them.

7.3.7

As noted above, the physical ‘presence’ of the power station within the landscape has resulted in it becoming
a dominant landmark feature and focal point within the local area. Even allowing for the softening effects of
contemporary landscaping, screening banks and tree-planting, and the demolition of the earlier elements, the
complex nonetheless remains an overpowering and clearly visible feature within the landscape, at both closerange and further afield (Figure 141), especially the group of cooling towers which are clearly visible from
adjacent residential areas. Aesthetics are necessarily subjective, and the uncompromising industrial nature of
the buildings means that, while for some they may represent a familiar landmark and a physical manifestation
of a significant moment in the development both of the nation’s industrial heritage and the local economy, for
others the scale and form of the station buildings may represent an intrusive ‘eyesore’, imposed upon their
243
landscape setting, perhaps in this case especially given their location close to the Cannock Chase AONB.
Communal Value

7.3.8

Communal value derives from the meanings of a place for the people who relate to it, or for whom it figures in
their collective experience or memory (EH 2008, 31). Communal values are closely bound up with historical
(particularly associative) and aesthetic values, but tend to have additional and specific aspects. This may relate
to commemorative or symbolic places, or places which contribute to a sense of identity. Communal values
may tend to relate more to an activity associated with the place rather than the physical buildings themselves
and is thus less reliant on the physical survival of historic fabric.

7.3.9

The communal value of industrial structures and complexes can be limited, and is often difficult to
identify/quantify in absolute terms. The inherent nature of industrial sites means that, during their periods of
operation, they tend to form largely ‘closed’ communities, with limited direct public participation or
involvement. However, the physical dominance of the station buildings at Rugeley (see ‘aesthetic value’,
above), close to the town centre, means their communal value should necessarily be assessed within a wider
context. Any assessment of their communal value should take into account not only their contribution as a
strong landscape feature instilling a sense of ‘identity’ within the immediate area, but also as a significant
244
employer within the local community for a period extending over a generation, playing an important role in
the historical and socio-economic development of the Rugeley area in the mid-late 20th century. As with
aesthetic value, assessments of communal value are, by their nature, subjective.

7.3.10

In summary, as the RCHME concluded in a review of power stations of the Lower Thames undertaken in 1995:

242

https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/371
Palliser (1976, 253), for example, describes ‘the huge and ugly Rugeley power station.... its cooling towers far too prominent in many
distant views of the scarp’.
When both plants were in operation in the 1980s, they employed a combined workforce of c.850 people (https://www.cannockchasedc.
gov.uk/custom/HeritageTrail/rugeley_town.html).

243
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‘Recent changes in the economy and structure of power generation have meant that many power stations have
become redundant, generally leading to demolition. This applies to quite recent buildings, as well as to those of
an earlier and more obviously "historic" character... These often monumental buildings have great historical
importance from economic, technological and even architectural perspectives. They are significant features of
[an] area's recent past that represent more than their primary functional existence. They were once major
employers and their sheer size gives them importance in terms of landscape...’ (RCHME 1995, 1).
7.3.11

However, for the reasons listed at §.1.2.2 above, Historic England have recently deemed that the buildings of
Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station do not fulfil the exacting standards and high threshold necessary, both
architecturally and historically, to justify statutory designation (see Appendix B).
B

7.4

Conclusions

7.4.1

The current programme of historic building recording has allowed for a detailed study and record of the
buildings of Rugeley ‘B’ power station, their construction, operation and general developmental history to be
made, so far as possible from a non-intrusive survey, in accordance with para. 199 of NPPF and in line with the
project aims and objectives as set out in the approved WSI prior to the commencement of work. Further, a
review of the readily available archival sources at The National Archives, the Staffordshire County Record
Office/William Salt Library, and on-site at the power station itself, has allowed for a context, both historical and
technical, to be established in which to interpret the form and development of the site.

7.4.2

The present report presents a detailed visual record of one of a series of coal-fired plants released for
construction in the early 1960s. Together with the previous study at Ironbridge ‘B’ power station in Shropshire
(Tyler, 2017), it forms part of a growing body of data on power stations of the era which, together, contribute
towards a broader understanding of the details and development of the 500MW-unit programme as a
245
whole.

7.4.3

An extensive collection of primary archival materials are held on-site at Rugeley Power Station, including the
246
28 volumes of CEGB station manuals (‘Blue Books’), the 1965 ‘Station Development Particulars’ book,
various ‘plant details’ handbooks (pertaining to both ‘A’ and ‘B’ stations), together with several boxes of
original files pertaining to initial land acquisitions and other planning issues. Original drawings and
photographs of the construction process are held in electronic format only. These materials represent an
invaluable resource, both as a detailed record and as a source of information for further, detailed study and,
once no longer required on-site for operational/administrative purposes, provision should be made to offer
them for ultimate deposition and long-term curation with an appropriate local repository (Staffs. CRO).

Ric Tyler MCIfA
11th January 2019

245

246

Similar studies have also recently been completed in respect of West Burton ‘A’ and Cottam in Nottinghamshire though, as these both
represent still–operational plants, the resultant reports are not, at the time of preparation of the current document, in the public domain.
Also in digital format, though it has been noted during research that the scanned, PDF versions of the station manuals are not as
comprehensive as the hard-copy documents stored on site.
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station; main plant buildings looking south-east, February 2018.
(Image: © Historic England, ref. Rugeley_0113, used by permission).
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 2: Bird’s eye view of site looking south-east, iden!fying principal cons!tuent elements
(image dated 2011; copyright RPL/ENGIE, reproduced by permission)
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 3: Rugeley !the map (1841) with superimposed power sta!on site outline (west end)
(SCRO ref. B/A/15/263, reproduced with permission)
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 4: Armitage !the map (1842) with superimposed power sta!on site outline (east end)
(SCRO ref. D5903/2/1, reproduced with permission)
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 5: 1st Edi!on Ordnance Survey County Series 1:2500 map of 1884
(with future power sta!on footprint in red)
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 6: 2nd Edi!on Ordnance Survey County Series 1:2500 map of 1902
(with future power sta!on footprint in red)
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 7: 3rd Edi!on Ordnance Survey County Series 1:2500 map of 1923
(with future power sta!on footprint in red)
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 8: Ordnance Survey 1:25,000 edi!on of 1952
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 9: Combined A/B Staon (main buildings) on Ordnance Survey Naonal Grid County Series 1:2500 map of 1972
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 10: Plan of Rugeley ‘A’ Genera!ng Sta!on
(Oﬃcial opening commemora!ve booklet; CEGB, 1963)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 11: Rugeley ‘A’ Genera!ng Sta!on; cross-sec!on
(Oﬃcial opening commemora!ve booklet; CEGB, 1963)

a View looking south-west; original CEA Drawing Oﬃce ref. B/795

b View looking north-east; original CEA Drawing Oﬃce ref. B/794
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 12: Rugeley ‘A’ Sta!on; ar!st’s impressions
(TNA ref. POWE 14/1058)
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 13: Summary of pre-’B’ Sta!on land owneship
(Sta!on Development Par!culars, 1965, Appendix 11; CEGB Drg. No. 261/1/2/187)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 14: Original ‘B’ Sta!on site layout
(Sta!on Manual; Book 28, Chap. 1, ﬁg. 1)
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 15: General Site Layout with Building Reference System
(ENGIE Drg. No. Skt.231018-001)

a Original Security Gatehouse looking north-east with boiler hosue / stack in background.

b Original Security Gatehouse looking north-west.
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 16: Original Security Gatehouse
(Rugeley Photo archive image refs. Neg.0681 and Neg.0680 respec!vely)

a Excava!on and structure of below ground track hoppers [36], looking east.

b Track hopper building [36] and coal opera!ons block [40], looking north.

Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire

RIC TYLER
MCIFA PGCert. Arch. Hist (Oxf.)

Figure 17: Track Hopper building [36] / Coal Plant Ameni!es Block [40];
1960s construc!on photographs
(Rugeley Photo archive image refs. Neg.0078 and Neg.0337 respec!vely)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 18: Coal Plant Ameni!es Block [40]; plans
(CEGB Drg. No. 16.05.C.162.020, undated)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 19: Coal Plant Ameni!es Block [40]; cross-sec!ons
(CEGB Drg. No. 16.05.C.162.019, undated)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 20: Track Hopper House [36]; plan and cross-sec!ons
(Sta!on Manual; Book 14, Chap. 4, ﬁg. 1)
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B4

Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 21: Track Hopper House [36]; cut-away perspec!ve projec!on
(Sta!on Manual; Book 14, Chap. 4, ﬁg. 2)

a transverse cross-sec!on

c plan at cu#er level
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b side view

d top view

Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 22: Track Hopper House [36]; paddle feeder arrangements
(Sta!on Manual; Book 14, Chap. 6, ﬁg. 1)
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Sta!on, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 23: Coal conveyor overview; 3-dimesional projec!on and diagramma!c block plan
(Sta!on Manual; Book 14, Chap. 7, ﬁg. 1)

NB. for illustra ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 24: Junc on Tower 1 [34]; eleva ons
(Mitchell Engineering Ltd. Drg. No. 09.07.M.010.024, dated 09.05.1966)
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 25: Junc on Tower 1 [34]; 3-dimensional projec on and historical photograph
(Sta on Manual; Book 14, Chap. 7, ﬁg. 2 and photo archive ref. Neg.0422 respec vely)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 26: Screening and Sampling Tower [29]; eleva!ons
(Mitchell Engineering Ltd. Drg. No. 09.00.M.010.005, date illegible)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 27: Screening and Sampling House [29]; cross-sec!ons
(Sta!on Manual; Book 15, Chap. 2, ﬁg. 2)
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 28: Screening and Sampling House [29]; 3-dimensional projec!on
(Sta!on Manual; Book 14, Chap. 7, ﬁg. 5)

NB. for illustra"ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 29: Coal conveyor arrangements (1); Screening Tower [29] to Boiler House [2]
(Mitchell Engineering; Drg. No. 09.08.C.010.014, date illegible)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 30: Coal conveyor arrangements (2); Screening Tower [29] to Junc!on Tower 2 [26]
(Mitchell Engineering Drg. No. 09.08.C.010.015, date illegible)

NB. for illustra ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 31: Junc on Tower 2 [26]; eleva ons
(Mitchell Engineering Ltd. Drg. No. 09.07.M.010.021, dated 23.04.1966)
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Figure 32: Junc on Tower 2 [26]; 3-dimensional projec on
(Sta on Manual; Book 16, Chap. 3, ﬁg. 3)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 33: Coal conveyor arrangements (3); Reclaim Hopper [24] to Junc!on Tower 2 [26]
(Mitchell Engineering Drg. No. 09.08.C.010.016, date illegible)

a Screening and Sampling Tower [29] during construc!on, looking west from roof of boiler house.

b Junc!on Tower 3 [26] with sta!c boom B22 during construc!on, looking east.
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 34: Conveyor system; 1960s photographs
(Rugeley Photo archive image refs. Neg.0403 and Neg.0070 respec!vely)

NB. for illustra ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 35: Junc on Tower 3 [25]; eleva ons
(Mitchell Engineering Ltd. Drg. No. 09.07.M.010.027, dated 06.08.1966)
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Figure 36: Junc on Tower 3 [25]; 3-dimensional projec on
(Sta on Manual; Book 14, Chap. 7, ﬁg. 4)

a Original stacker reclaimer, removed in 1980s; 3-dimensional projec!on
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 37: Reclaim arrangements; stocker / reclaimer and ‘emergency’ ground hopper [24]
(Sta!on Manual; Book 15, Chap.13, ﬁg. 1 and Book 14, Chap.9, ﬁg.1 respec!vely)

a Turbine Hall [1] (le") and Boiler House [2] (right); main steel frame during erec!on looking south-west.

b Boiler House [2] (le") and Turbine Hall [1] (right) with cladding applied, looking north.
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 38: Turbine Hall [1] and Boiler House [2]; 1960s construc!on progress
(Rugeley Photo archive image refs. Neg.0075 and Neg.0318 respec!vely)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 39: Main Genera!on Buildings; Plan
(Sta!on Manual; Book 28, Chap. 1, ﬁg. 4)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 40: Principal Genera!on Buildings (Turbine Hall [1]; Boiler House [2]; Control Block [3]); east eleva!on
(CEGB Northern Project Group; Drg. No. 16.03.C.091.391, dated 26.10.1965)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 41: Principal Genera!on Buildings (Turbine Hall [1]; Boiler House [2]; Control Block [3]); south eleva!on
(CEGB Northern Project Group; Drg. No. 16.03.C.091.392, dated 26.10.1965)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 42: Principal Genera!on Buildings (Turbine Hall [1]; Boiler House [2]; Control Block [3]); north eleva!on
(CEGB Northern Project Group; Drg. No. 16.03.C.091.393, dated 26.10.1965)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 43: Principal Genera!on Buildings (Boiler House [2]; Control Block [3]); west eleva!on
(CEGB Northern Project Group; Watson and Coates (Architects) - Drg. No. 16.03.C.091.720, dated 15.12.1966)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Figure 44: Principal Genera!on Buildings (Turbine Hall [1]; Boiler House [2])
transverse cross-sec!on (steelwork, Line 11) looking south
(CEGB Northern Project Group; Drg. No. 16.03.C.091.053, dated 26.10.1965)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 45: Boiler House arrangements; cross-sec!on looking north
(Sta!on Manual; Book 28, Chap. 2, ﬁg. 1)
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Figure 46: PF arrangements; 3-dimensional projec!on of mill group
(Sta!on Manual; Book 2, Chap. 8, ﬁg. 1)
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Figure 47: Conveyor arrangements at Boiler House bunker bay; perspec!ve projec!on
(Sta!on Manual; Book 14, Chap. 8, ﬁg. 1)
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Figure 48: 3-dimesional projec!on of drag-link coal feeder
(Sta!on Manual; Book 2, Chap. 8, ﬁg. 6)

a plan

b cross-sec!on
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Figure 49: Type M.B.23 pulverising mill; plan and cross-sec!on
(Sta!on Manual; Book 28, Chap. 2, ﬁg. 4)
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 50: Mill construc!on and opera!onal details
(Sta!on Manual; Book 2, Chap. 8, ﬁgs. 9 & 10 respec!vely)
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 51: Boiler arrangements; 3-dimensional projec!on
(Sta!on Manual; Book 1, Chap. 1, ﬁg. 1)

a Boiler wall water tubes during installa!on, looking up, note openings for burners.

b Unit 7 Boiler during construc!on looking south-west.
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Figure 52: Boiler House [2] (boiler construc!on); 1960s photographs
(Rugeley Photo archive image refs. Neg.0580 and Neg.0365 respec!vely)

a Steam drum; prepara!on for li".

b Steam drum in situ with feed pipework.
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Figure 53: Boiler House [2] (steam drum); 1960s photographs
(Rugeley Photo archive image refs. Neg.0323 and Neg.0612 respec!vely)
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Figure 54: Boiler arrangements; steam drum details
(Sta!on Manual; Book 1, Chap. 3, ﬁg. 13)
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Figure 55: Dearator Unit details
(Sta!on Manual; Book 9, Chap. 3, ﬁg. 12)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 56: Transverse cross-sec!on through Turbine Hall [1], looking north
(CEGB Northern Project Group; Drg. No. 03.00.M.000.001, dated 10.10.1965)

a Turbine Hall main frame during erec!on looking north.

b Unit 7 turbine / condenser plinth during construc!on, looking south-east.
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Figure 57: Turbine Hall [1]; 1960s construc!on photos (1)
(Rugeley Photo archive image refs. Neg.0002 and Neg.0084 respec!vely)

NB. for illustra"ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 58: Turbine Hall [1]; general arrangements
(CEGB Northern Project Group; Drg. No. 16.03.C.000.095, dated January 1968)

NB. for illustra"ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 59: Turbine Hall [1], wall framing details
(CEGB Northern Project Group; Drg. No. 16.03.C.091.064, dated illegible)
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Figure 60: Details of turbine and generator
(Sta!on Manual; Book 4, Chap. 1, ﬁg. 1 and Book 7, Chap 1, ﬁg. 1 respec!vely)
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Figure 61: Details of pannier condenser assembly
(CA PArsons and Co. Ltd.; Drg. No. 03.07.M.002.016, dated 02.06.1967)
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Figure 62: 3-dimesional projec!on of pannier condenser
(Sta!on Manual; Book 4, Chap. 7, ﬁg.1)
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Figure 63: Details of Unit 6 generator; 3D projec!on
(Sta!on Manual Book 7, Chap.1, ﬁg. 1)

a Unit 6 turbine and condenser casings during installa!on, looking north-east.

b Unit 6 turbine during installa!on, looking east towards in-situ LP blades.
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Figure 64: Turbine Hall [1]; 1960s construc!on photos (2)
(Rugeley Photo archive image refs. Neg.0083 and Neg.0517 respec!vely)
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a Arrangements of Unit 7 sta on, unit and generator transformers (NB. arrangement mirrored to Unit 6).

b Unit 7 AEI generator transformer during installa on.
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Figure 65: Sta on / Unit / Generator Transformers
(CEGB Drg. No. 16.03.C.000.015 and Rugeley Photo Archive Neg.0215 respec vely)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 66: Control Block [3]; eleva!ons
(Interna!onal Power (Rugeley) Drg. Nos. ELEV0026/27/29, dated 17.04.2007)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 67: Control Room Block [3]; plans and sec!ons
(CEGB Northern Project Group; Drg. No. 16.03.C.091.193 , dated 21.10.1965)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 68: Control Room [3]; original layout
(Sta!on Manual; Book 28, Chap. 11, ﬁg.1)

a Unit 7 ‘hard desk’ control panels during installa!on, looking south-east (compare Plate 96).

b Sta!on services control boards to west side of control room during installa!on, looking north-west (compare Plate 97).
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 69: Control Room [3]; 1960s construc!on photos
(Rugeley Photo archive image refs. Neg.0626 and Neg.0659 respec!vely)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Figure 70: 400kV Switch Yard; general arrangements
(Sta!on Manual; Book 21, Chap. 1, ﬁg.1)

NB. for illustra ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 71: Electrosta c Precipitators [33]; general arrangements
(Interna onal Power (Rugeley) Drg. No. ELEV0023, dated 29.01.1999)

NB. for illustra ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 72: Electrosta c Precipitators [33]; details
(Sta on Manual; Book 2, Chap. 6, ﬁg. 10)

a Unit 7 Electrosta!c Precipitators [33] during construc!on, looking north-east.

b UNit 7 ID fans during construc!on, looking north along Access Road No. 7.
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Figure 73: Precipitators [33] and associated ID fans; 1960s construc!on photos
(Rugeley Photo archive image refs. Neg.0310 and Neg.0607 respec!vely)
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Figure 74: Original Stack; sec!onal eleva!on and details
(CEGB Northern Project Group, Drg. No. 02.06.C.091.001)

a Base of windshield under construc!on
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b Chimney nearing comple!on

Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 75: Original chimney; 1960s construc!on photographs
(Rugeley Photo Archice refs. Neg. 0057 and 0312 respecively)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 76: Gas Turbine House [38]; eleva!ons
(Interna!onal Power (Rugeley) Drg. Nos. ELEV0026/28, dated 17.04.2007)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 77: Gas Turbine House [37]; internal plant layout
(Sta!on Manual; Book 28, Chap.14, ﬁg.1)

a Gas Turbine House under construc!on, looking south-west.

b Interior looking west during installa!on of generator sets.
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Figure 78: Gas Turbine House [37]; 1960s photos
(Rugeley Photo archive image refs. Neg.0013 and Neg.0271 respec!vely)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 79: ORF Unloading/Transfer Pumphouse; plan
(Sta!on Manual; Book 25, Chap.1, ﬁg. 3)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Figure 80: ORF Storage Tanks; plan
(Sta!on Manual; Book 25, Chap.1, ﬁg.4)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 81: Auxiliary Boiler House [28]; plans, eleva!ons and cross-sec!ons
(Merz and McLellan Drg. No. 22.2/.456.17, dated 11.04.1975)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Figure 82: Auxiliary Boiler House [28]; plan
(Sta!on Manual; Book 25, Chap.1, ﬁg. 5)

a 3-dimensional projec!on

b sec!onal view
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Figure 83: Details of Thompson Cochran Thermax II Auxiliary Boiler
(Sta!on Manual; Book 25, Chap.4, ﬁgs. 1/2)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 84: FGD Loading/Unloading House [96]; plan
(extracted from Lentjes UK Drg. No. RU-0118-NU-AD-004-LUK-11, dated 19.11.2009)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 85: FGD Loading/Unloading House [96]; cross-sec!ons
(extracted from Lentjes UK Drg. Nos. RU-0118-NU-AD-004-LUK-11 and RU-0118-NU-AD-005-LUK-09 , dated 19.11.2009)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 86: FGD ‘Common Plant’; silos [90/91] and combined limestone / gypsum processing building
(Lentjes UK Drg. No. RU-0118-NU-AD-001-LUK-10, dated 19.11.2009)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 87: FGD Limestone Silos [90]; cross-sec!ons
(extracted from Lentjes UK Drg. No. RU-0118-NU-AD-007-LUK-02, dated 19.11.2009)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Figure 88: FGD Limestone/gypsum processing house; GF plan (grinding mills)
(extracted from Lentjes UK Drg. No. RU-0118-NU-AD-001-LUK-10, dated 19.11.2009)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 89: FGD limestone / gypsum processing house; longitudinal cross-sec!on looking north
(extracted from Lentjes UK Drg. No. RU-0118-NU-AD-005-LUK-09, dated 19.11.2009)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Figure 90: FGD limestone / gypsum processing house; transverse cross-sec!on
(extracted from Lentjes UK Drg. No. RU-0118-NU-AD-001-LUK-09, dated 19.11.2009)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Figure 91: FGD Absorber Towers [96] and duc!ng; eleva!on looking north
(extracted from Lentjes UK Drg. No. RU-0118-NU-AD-001-LUK-10, dated 19.11.2009)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Figure 92: FGD Pump House [87] and Absorber Tower [86]; sec!onal eleva!on looking east
(extracted from Lentjes UK Drg. No. RU-0105-UX-AD-012-LUK-04-A-A, dated 02.11.2009)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 93: FGD Absorber Tower [86] (Unit 6); internal arrangements
(extracted from Lentjes UK Drg. No. RU-0105-U6-DS-001-LUK-003, dated 21.08.2009)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Figure 94: FGD Absorber Towers [86] and Pumphouse [87]; plan and cross-sec!on
(extracted from Lentjes UK Drg. No. RU-0100-NU-GL-002-LUK-17 and RU-0105-UX-AD-015-LUK-04-HH, dated 19.11.2009)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Figure 95: FGD limestone / gypsum processing house; 1F plan (gypsum processing)
(extracted from Lentjes UK Drg. No. RU-0118-NU-AD-002-LUK-10, dated 02.11.2009)
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Figure 96: FGD Gyspum Silo [91]; cross-sec!ons (import/export)
(extracted from Lentjes UK Drg. Nos. RU-0100-NU-AD-005-LUK-09 and RU-0100-NU-AD-007-LUK-02 of November 2009)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Figure 97: FGD Waste Water Treatment Plant [93]; Ground Floor Plan
(extracted from Lentjes UK Drg. No. RU-0127-NU-AD-600-DAU-15, dated 03.11.2009)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Figure 98: FGD Waste Water Treatment Plant [93]; First Floor Plan
(extracted from Lentjes UK Drg. No. RU-0127-NU-AD-600-DAU-15, dated 03.11.2009)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Figure 99: FGD Waste Water Treatment Plant [93]; cross-sec!on at A-A looking west
(extracted from Lentjes UK Drg. No. RU-0127-NU-AD-600-DAU-15, dated 03.11.2009)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Figure 100: Water Treatment Plant [38]; eleva!ons
(Interna!onal Power (Rugeley) Drg. Nos. ELEV0026/29, dated 17.04.2007)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Figure 101: Water Treatment Plant [38]; plans and cros-sec!ons
(CEGB Drg. No. 12.00.M.000 .003, date illegible)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Figure 102: Water Treatment Plant [38]; plant arrangements
(Permu!t Company Ltd, Drg. No. 12.00.M.073.001, dated 11.04.1967)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Figure 103: Cooling Tower Field; plan
(Sta!on Manual; Book 11, Chap. 6, ﬁg.1)

NB. for illustra"ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Figure 104: Cooling Tower General Arrangements
(CEGB Northern Project Group; Drg. No. 06.05.C.162.090 , dated 31.06.1964)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Figure 105: Layout of Cooling Tower Pond and Details (CT9)
(CEGB Northern Project Group; Drg. No. 06.07.C.001.1 , dated 12.08.1965)
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Figure 106: Cooling Tower details; arrangement of distributor pipes
(CEGB Drg. Ref. 06.05.C.162.066, date illegible)
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Figure 107: Cooling Tower; common details
(CEGB Rugeley Sta!on Manual)

a Interior of cooling tower shell during erec!on, with main distributor culvert in foreground.

b Cooling tower CT8 during erec!on, foo!ngs of CT6 and ‘A’ Sta!on buildings in background.
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Figure 108: Cooling Towers, 1960 construc!on photographs
(Rugeley Photo archive image refs. Neg.0004 and Neg.0352 respec!vely)

a Steel frame during erec!on looking south with lower part of CT9 in background

b Exterior cladding / patent-glazing being applied, looking north-east with CT8 in background
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Figure 109: CW Pump House [45]; 1960s construc!on photos
(Rugeley Photo archive image refs. Neg.0355 and Neg.0000 respec!vely)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 110: CW Pump House [45]; external eleva!ons and sec!on through north wall
(CEGB Northern Project Group; Watson and Coates (Architects) Drg. No. 16.020C.091.310, dated 24.03.1965)

NB. for illustra ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Figure 111: Circula ng Water Pump House [45]; internal plant arrangements
(Sta on Manual; Book 11, Chap. 2, ﬁg. 2)
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Figure 112: Make-up Water intake arrangements
(CEGB Northern Project Group; Drg. No. 06.03.C.000.003 , undated)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Figure 113: Make-up water pump house [61]; external eleva!ons
(Interna!onal Power (Rugeley) Drg. No. ELEV0007, dated 18.01.1999)
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Figure 114: Make-up water pump house [61]; 3 dimensional projec!on
(Sta!on Manual; Book 11, Chap. 3, ﬁg. 1)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 115: Make-up water pump house [61]; cross-sec!on
(Sta!on Manual; Book 11, Chap. 3, ﬁg. 2)

a Interior, ground ﬂoor level, looking south-west.

b Installa!on of pumps and strainers at basement level, looking north-east.
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Figure 116: Make -up Water Pump House [61]; 1960s photogrpahs
(Rugeley Photo archive image refs. Neg.0283 and Neg.0243 respec!vely)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Figure 117: Ash Handling Plant; general arrangements
(Sta!on Manual; Book 16, Chap. 1, ﬁg. 1)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Figure 118: Dust Bunker and Pump House; roof plan
(Interna!onal Power (Rugeley) Drg. No. ELEV0021, dated 27.01.1999)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Figure 119: Dust Bunker and Pump House; eleva!ons (1)
(Interna!onal Power (Rugeley) Drg. No. ELEV0021, dated 27.01.1999)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Figure 120: Dust Bunker and Pump House; eleva!ons (2)
(Interna!onal Power (Rugeley) Drg. No. ELEV0021, dated 27.01.1999)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Figure 121: Dust Bunker and Pump House; cross-sec!ons
(CEGB Drg. No. 16.03.C.091.587, undated)
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Figure 122: Ash Pump House [32]; 3-dimensional cut-away projec!on looking south-west
(Sta!on Manual; Book 16, Chap. 3, ﬁg. 3)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Figure 123: Ash Grab Pits [21]; original plan and eleva!ons
(CEGB Northern Project Group (John Thompson Industrial Construc!ons); Drg. No. 10.030C.030.007, dated January 1967)
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Figure 124: Ash Grab Pits [21]; 3-dimensional projec!on looking north-east
(Sta!on Manual; Book 16, Chap. 3, ﬁg. 2)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Figure 125: Dust Plant Compressor House [22]; eleva!ons
(Interna!onal Power (Rugeley) Drg. No. ELEV0009, dated 19.01.1999)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Figure 126: Compressor House [22]; general arrangeements, B1 (B2 similar)
(Sta!on Manual; Book 17, Chap.5, ﬁg. 1)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Figure 127: Main Stores [16]/Workshop [12]; plan and cross-sec!ons
(CEGB Drg. No. 16.04.C.091.001, date illegible)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 128: Workshops [12]; south eleva!on
(Interna!onal Power (Rugeley) Drg. No. ELEV0021, dated 27.01.1999)

a Exterior, looking north-east, during construc!on.

b Interior looking south-west during construc!on.
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 129: Main Workshop [12], 1960 construc!on photographs
(Rugeley Photo archive image refs. Neg.0487 and Neg.0531 respec!vely)

NB. for illustra"ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 130: Extension to Oﬃce [11] eleva"ons
(LG Mouchel and Partners Drg. No. C446.002, dated October 1978)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 131: Main Stores [16]; eleva!ons
(Interna!onal Power (Rugeley) Drg. NoS. ELEV0027/28, dated 17.04.2007)
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 132: Addional ‘D’ Stores Range of 1984 (demolished for FGD)
(CEGB Drg. No. 16.04.C.162.035, dated 30.08.1984)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 133: Management Suite/ Ameni!es Range [5/8]; plan and eleva!ons
(Interna!onal Power (RPL) Drg. No . ELEV0030, dated 04.02.1999; eleva!ons, and Eastern Genera!on Drg No. P/16.02/C163/27; plan)

extension

a 1980 extension to Managaemnt Suite recep!on area (north to bo#om)

extension

b 1993 modiﬁca!ons to Management Suite recep!on area (north to top)
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 134: Modiﬁca!ons to Management Suite recep!on area
(Drg. Refs. 16.05.C.162.008 and 16.05.C.163.17 respec!vely)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 135: Management Suite; Brenda Colvin plan!ng drawing showing original extent
(Brenda Colvin PPILA Drg. Ref. 16.02.C.000.037, dated 8th March 1969)

NB. for illustra ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Figure 136: Administra ve Oﬃcess [10]; eleva ons

(extracted from Interna onal Power (Rugeley) Drg. NoS. ELEV0028/29, dated 17.04.2007)

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Figure 137: Medical Block [44]; original plan and eleva!ons
(CEGB, Northern Project Group ; Drg. No. 16.05.C.091.075, dated 21.09.1966)

NB. for illustra"ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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(CEGB ; Drg. No. 16.04.C.162.031, dated Sept. 1981)
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b Social Club as illustrated on OS map of 1967
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 138: Sports and Social Club; plan of 1981 extensions to original structure

NB. for illustra!ve purposes only, do not scale from this drawing
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Staon, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Figure 139: Sports and Social Club [84]; 1980s perimeter extension - eleva!ons
(CEGB Midlands Region Drg. No.16.05.C.162.022 dated August 1981)

a Proposed, site-wide plan!ng programme

b Tree plan!ng season 1968-9, detail
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Figure 140: Brenda Colvin; example landscaping / plan!ng plans
(Brenda Colin PPILA Drg. refs. 16.02.C.511.023 and .025 respec!vely)

d Near view overlooking new motel/eatery development, looking south-east
e View from Stoneyford Lane looking south-west
a Near view from A51, looking north

f View from Church Lane, Mavesyn Ridware, looking west
b View from Redbrook Road, Glover’s Hill, looking north-east

g View from Bardy Lane, Brereton Cross looking north-west

c View from new housing estate oﬀ Armitage Road
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Sta!on, Rugeley, Staﬀordshire
Aerial view of sta!on looking west ( c Rugeley Power Ltd.)

Figure 141: Landscape Context; external views of site
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 1: General view of power station site; aerial view looking west with ash lagoons/borrow pit to foreground.
(image dated 2011; © Rugeley Power Ltd./ENGIE, reproduced by permission).

Plate 2: General view of power station site; aerial view looking east with coal stock area to foreground. NB.
NB rail delivery
lines to left, flanking north side of station site(image dated 2011; © Rugeley Power Ltd./ENGIE, reproduced by permission).
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 3: Main Security Gatehouse [63
63]
63 looking north-east with cooling towers, FGD plant and stack in background.
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 4:
63],
4 Detail of secondary (1990s) security gatehouse [63
63 looking north-east.

Plate 5:
63],
5 Vehicular weighbridges to north side of security gatehouse [63
63 looking east.
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Plate 6: Access Road No. 2 to south of cooling tower
field, looking east.

Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 7: Access Road No. 7 between precips. and ID
fans, looking south.

Plate 8: Access Road No. 4 to north side of main generation buildings, looking west (NB
NB.
NB ORF pipe-bridge in foreground).
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Plate 9: Designated safe access route (staff).

Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 10: Designated safe access route (visitor).

Plate 11:
96]
11 Rail delivery lines flanking north side of station site, looking west with FGD unloading house [96
96 to
foreground and main boiler house [2
2] to background (right).
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Plate 12:
12 Buffers at far east end of delivery line.

Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 13:
13 Looking west from terminal buffers with
points S6 for ‘run-around’ line.

Plate 14:
36],
14 ‘A’ track gross weighbridge and weighbridge office to east of track hopper building [36
36 looking west.
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 15: Coal Plant Amenities Block [40
40]
36]
40 (left) and Track Hopper House [36
36 (right), looking north-west, with ORF pipe
bridge to foreground.

Plate 16: Coal Plant Amenities Block [40
40]
40 looking north-east; note 2F control room observation window and raised
ORF transfer pipework.
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 17: Coal Plant Amenities Block [40
40];
40 east elev.
with 2F control room observation window.

Plate 18: Track Hopper House [36
36],
36 east elevation looking north-west.
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 19: Track Hopper House [36
36];
36 interior south-east.
(image © Historic England Archives, ref.:Rugeley_0027, reproduced by permission).

Plate 20:
36];
20 Track Hopper House [36
36 looking west
over ‘A’ track filter grids.
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Plate 21:
21 Concrete plinths for former line-side hopper
opening equipment.
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 22:
22 Coaling to bunker; aerial view looking south.
(image dated 2011; © Rugeley Power Ltd./ENGIE, reproduced by permission).

Plate 23:
71]
23 Coal conveyors B3/4 break ground surface (left foreground), passing through Magnetic Separator House [71
71
(centre) to feed Junction Tower No.1 [34
34]
34 (right).
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Plate 24:
71]
24 Magnetic Separator House [71
71 looking east.

Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 25:
34]
25 Junction Tower No. 1 [34
34 looking south.

Plate 26:
29]
26 Screening and Sampling Tower [29
29 looking south-west with conveyors B5/6 (rising to right to tower) and
B11/12 (rising to left, to bunker bay of boiler house).
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 27:
29],
27 Conveyors B5/6 rise within enclosed gantry to upper level of screening / sampling tower [29
29 looking east.

Plate
29]
Plate 28: Screening and Sampling Tower [29
29 looking
south-east (note white reject chute to left).
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Plate 29: Vibrating trash screen TS8.
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 30: Coal to stock; aerial view looking south (NB
NB.
NB elements labelled in red demolished prior to time of survey).
(image dated 2011; © Rugeley Power Ltd./ENGIE, reproduced by permission).

Plate 31:
31 Coal to stock; lost elements of stocking line (see above), photographed in February 2018.
(image © Historic England Archives, ref.:_JOD4807, reproduced by permission).
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 32:
32 Aerial view of coal stock area looking north-east; area outlined in red lost to A51 by-pass in c.2007.
NB:
NB: A marks location of original security gatehouse (image dated 2011; © Rugeley Power Ltd./ENGIE, reproduced by permission).

Plate 33:
56]
33 Coal plant mobile plant maintenance garage [56
56 looking south-west.
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 34: Principal generation buildings etc. looking north; A: Boiler House; B: Turbine Hall; C: Control Block;
D: Administration Range; E: Bunker Bay; F: Precipitators.
(image dated 2011; © Rugeley Power Ltd./ENGIE, reproduced by permission).

Plate 35: Main generation buildings, south elevation (oblique); boiler house to left and turbine hall to right with
control block and administration building (spanning access road 1) to foreground.
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 36: Main generation buildings, east elevation (oblique); turbine hall to left, boiler house to right.
(image dated Feb 2018; © Historic England Archives, ref.: Rugeley_0018, reproduced by permission).

Plate 37: Massive, boxed stanchions of boiler house
frame.
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Plate 38: Access point at base of boxed stanchion.
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 39: Fixed feed conveyors B13/14 in boiler house bunker bay, 120ft. level, looking north.

Plate 40:
40 Shuttle conveyor lines over Unit 7 bunkers
in bunker bay, 100ft. level, looking south.
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Plate 41: Base of coal hopper and drag-link feeder at
40ft. level of bunker bay.
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Plate 42: Unit 7 PF Mills looking north.

Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 43: Detail of PF Mill 7.5.

(images dated Feb 2018; © Historic England Archives, refs.:_SJB4598 and _SJB4599 respectively, reproduced by permission).

Plate 44: Massive I-section steel support beams at top
of boiler house.
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Plate 45: Support hangers from top raft of boiler house.
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 46: Unit 7 boiler structure at 138ft. level.

Plate 47: Horizontal ‘buckstay’ beams, Unit 7 boiler.

Plate 48: Boiler maintenance access door and
observation hatch at 143ft. level.

Plate 49: Headers within ‘dead space’ at head of Unit 7
boiler.
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Plate 50:
50 Hemispherical end of Unit 7 steam drum @
203ft. level.

Plate 52: Detail of burner 71A.
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Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 51: Detail of pendant superheater tubing seen
from maintenance door (see Plate 48).

Plate 53: Primary riffle box @ 40ft level.
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 54: Secondary riffle boxes.

Plate 55: Unit7 FD fan 7.2 at ground floor level.

Plate 56: FD fan ducting intakes at 187ft. level

Plate 57: Detail of sootblowers.
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 58: Unit 7 Furnace ash hoppers.

Plate 59: Unit 6 deaerator unit; Bay B-C, 138ft. level.
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Plate 60:
60 RFW tanks seen from 138ft. level.
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 61: RFW tank 7.1 at 77ft. level.

Plate 62: Secondary BOFA air ducting.
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 63: Turbine Hall [1
1] looking south-west.

Plate 64: Turbine Hall [1
1] looking west; central entrance doorway serving axial loading bay.
(image © Historic England Archives, ref.:_JOD4834_1, reproduced by permission).
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 65: Interior of turbine hall looking north-west over axial loading bay towards Unit 6 turbo-generator.
(image © Historic England Archives, ref.:_SJB4208, reproduced by permission).

Plate 66: Wall frame and cladding, east elevation.
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Plate 67: Wall frame and cladding, north elevation.
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 68: Turbine Hall [1
1]; roof structure over Bays 4-6 looking east.

Plate 69: Arrol of Glasgow 110-ton travelling crane (Unit 6).
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Plate 70:
70 25ft. level perimeter walkway looking south
(image © Historic England Archives, ref.:_SJB4215).

Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 71: Steel stair rising from ground level to firing
floor at north-east corner of Bay 1.

Plate 72: Unit 6 turbo-generator, looking west from exciter/generator end.
(image © Historic England Archives, ref.:_SJB4219, reproduced by permission).
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 73: Detail of concrete support pedestal for Unit 7, condenser 7.2.
(image © Historic England Archives, ref.:_JOD4756, reproduced by permission).

Plate 74: Central loading bay (Bay 5) between Units 6 and 7, looking west towards boiler house
(image © Historic England Archives, ref.:_SJB4214, reproduced by permission).
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 75: Unit 7 HP turbine, governor end, with casing/lagging in-situ.

Plate 76: Unit 7 LP turbines exposed by removal of outer and inner casings during dismantling, looking south-west.
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 77: Unit 6, Condenser 6.2 looking north-west, mounted on concrete pedestal with CW feed pipework (green).

Plate 78: Tube nests of condenser 7.2 exposed by removal of outer casing.
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 79: Concrete pedestal of condenser 6.1 (removed)
exposing lower ‘hotwell’ tank.

Plate 80:
80 Unit 7 generator looking south-east.
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 81: Unit 7 exciter, looking north-west.

Plate 82: Unit 6 ‘Nash’ Rotary Air Pumps (RAPs).
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 83: Unit 7 oil coolers.

Plate 84: Unit 6 ‘Nash’ quick-start air pump.
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Plate 85: Unit 7 HP heaters (partly stripped down).
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 86: Unit 6 start up and standby boiler feed pumps (centre) and main feed pump (right), looking south-west.
(image © Historic England Archives, ref.:_JOD4768, reproduced by permission).

Plate 87: Unit 6 condensate coolers, looking north.
(image © Historic England Archives, ref.:_JOD4775, reproduced by permission).
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Plate 88: Area formerly accommodating generator and
unit transformers, looking south-west.

Plate 89: Control Block [3
3] looking north-west.
(image dated Feb. 2018; © Historic England Archives, ref.:_SJB4350, reproduced by permission).
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Plate 90:
3] looking south-west.
90 Control Block [3

Plate 91: Main stair to control room block.

RIC TYLER

MCIfA PGCert. Arch. Hist. (Oxf.)

Plate 92:
3]
92: Battery room in lower Control Block [3
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Plate 93: MMD office, ground floor of control block [3
3].
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Plate 94: IMD workshop, ground floor of control block [3
3].

Plate 95: Main Control Room looking north.
(image dated Feb. 2018; © Historic England Archives, ref.:_SJB4187, reproduced by permission).
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Plate 96: Main Control Room; updated Unit 7 APMS control desk looking east (compare Figure 69a).
(image dated Feb. 2018; © Historic England Archives, ref.:_SJB4183, reproduced by permission).

Plate 97: Control Room; original Station Electrical Services (left) and 400kV (right) control boards looking north-west;
compare Figure 69b. (image dated Feb. 2018; © Historic England Archives, ref.:_SJB4178, reproduced by permission).
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Plate 98: Main Control Room; spiral stair down to first floor ‘cable subway’.
(image dated Feb. 2018; © Historic England Archives, ref.:_SJB4189, reproduced by permission).

Plate 99:
99 Main permit room looking east.

RIC TYLER

MCIfA PGCert. Arch. Hist. (Oxf.)

Plate 100:
100 Detail of wall-mounted key safe.
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Plate 101:
101 Open 400kV switch yard; aerial view looking south-west; note enclosed unit/generator transformers to east of
turbine hall (image dated 2011; © Rugeley Power Ltd./ENGIE, reproduced by permission).

Plate 102
102: 132kV switch house (former ‘A’ Station), looking west along Access Road No. 1.
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Plate 103: 132kV switch house (former ‘A’ Station), rear elevation looking south-west.

Plate 104
104: Unit 7 ESPs looking north.

RIC TYLER

MCIfA PGCert. Arch. Hist. (Oxf.)

Plate 105
105: Unit 6 ESPs looking south.
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Plate 106
106: Unit 7 precipitator feed ducting passing over
Access Road No.8, above 40ft. level.

Plate 107
107: Detail of induced draught (ID) Fan.

Plate 108:
108 Modified (heightened) Unit 7 ESPs (right):
note original open canopy to Unit 6 (left).

Plate 109
76]
109: CO3 storage tank [76
76 at north end of Unit 6
ESPs.
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Plate 110:
10 Secondary Unit 6 Precipitator (designated 6.0), introduced in 2007, looking south-west.

Plate 111:
11 Circular ‘ghost’ footprint of original stack at
centre-line of ESPs.

RIC TYLER

MCIfA PGCert. Arch. Hist. (Oxf.)

Plate 112: Surviving section of original stack windshield.
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Plate 113
113: New stack, erected as part of FGD plant
installation, 2007-9.
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Plate 114
114: FGD ducting diverts at site of original stack,
looking south.

Plate 115:
38]
115 Gas Turbine House [38
38 looking south-east.
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Plate 116
38]
116: Gas Turbine House [38
38 looking south-west.

Plate 117:
117 GT House flues rising to north elevation of
boiler house.
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Plate 118
59]
118: ORF Unloading/Transfer Pumphouse [59
59 and bunded storage tank area.
(image dated 2011; © Rugeley Power Ltd./ENGIE, reproduced by permission).

Plate 119:
119 ORF Unloading/Transfer Pump House [59
59]
59 looking south-west.

RIC TYLER
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Plate 120:
59]
120 ORF Unloading/Transfer Pump House [59
59 looking south-east.

Plate 121:
121 ORF road tanker unloading point B6 and rail
delivery transfer pipe

RIC TYLER

MCIfA PGCert. Arch. Hist. (Oxf.)

Plate 122:
59];
122 ORF Unloading/Transfer Pump House [59
59
interior looking west.
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Plate 123:
123: Detail of ORF Unloading pump B1 (1 of 4).
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Plate 124:
124 Detail of ORF transfer pump B2 (1 of 3).

Plate 125:
125 ORF storage tanks 1 (left) and 2 (right) looking south-west.
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Plate 126:
26: HFO transfer pipework, west of pumphouse.
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Plate 127:
127 HFO pipe-bridge over Access Road No. 4.

Plate 128:
28],
23]
128 Auxiliary Boiler House [28
28 seen from roof of Dust Bunker [23
23 looking north-east.
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Plate 129:
28],
129 Auxiliary Boiler House [28
28 looking north-west.

Plate 130:
130 Cochran auxiliary boilers B1/B2.

RIC TYLER

MCIfA PGCert. Arch. Hist. (Oxf.)

Plate 131:
131 Vent condenser and raised header tank at
north-east corner of Aux.. Boiler House.
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Plate 132
132: ORF Heaters B1-B3.
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Plate 133
133: HP Pumps and pump strainers B1-B3.

Plate 134
60]
134: ORF fire protection pump house [60
60 looking north-east, extended by one bay to south (right).
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Plate 135
135: ORF fire protection pump sets B1/B2, looking north-east.

Plate 136
136: Engraved stone commemorating official
th
opening of FGD plant on 6 November 2009.
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Plate 137
137: FGD loading / unloading station [96
96]
96 looking south-west.

Plate 138
96]
138: FGD loading / unloading station [96
96 looking
north with associated conveyors.

RIC TYLER
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Plate 139:
97]
39 FGD limestone / gypsum conveyors [97
97
looking south.
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Plate 140
140: Limestone unloading filter grids, looking west.
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Plate 141
141: Gypsum loading retractable chute.

Plate 142
142: Limestone / gypsum conveyors passing through cooling tower field, looking south.
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Plate 143
143: Limestone conveyor rises over gypsum silo
with gypsum return conveyor breaking ground level.

Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 144
90]
144: Detail of limestone silo [90
90 looking north,
NB. gypsum transport conveyor 2 passes at high level.
NB

Plate 145
91]
90]
145: Limestone conveyor passes over top of gypsum silo [91
91 (centre) to feed limestone silos [90
90 (right).
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Plate 146
146: Combined limestone/gypsum processing building (centre) with adjacent limestone slurry tanks x2 (foreground,
left) and process (reclaim) water tank x1 (foreground, right). NB.
NB gypsum transport conveyor 2 rises to right.

Plate 147
147: Limestone transporter conveyors rise from base of limestone silos (left) to processing building (right).
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Plate 148: Unit 7 (left) and Unit 6 (right) absorber towers [86
86]
87]
86 looking north-east with FGD pumphouse [87
87 to foreground.

Plate 149: Unit 6 absorber tower looking west.

Plate 150:
150 Aerial view of FGD ducting looking north.
(image dated 2011 © RPL/ENGIE, reproduced by permission).
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Plate 151:
51 FGD ducting crossing over Access Road
No. 1.

Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 152: Detail of slurry redistributor pipes feeding
Unit 6 absorber tower spray zone.

Plate
89]
Plate 153
153: Absorber slurry dump tank [89
89 (with associated pump house) adjacent to Unit 6 Absorber Tower, looking
south-east.
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Plate 154
154: FGD Pumphouse [87
87],
87 looking west along Access Road No. 5.

Plate 155
97]
155: Gypsum transport conveyor [97
97 emerges
from basement level of silo [91
91].
91

RIC TYLER

MCIfA PGCert. Arch. Hist. (Oxf.)

Plate 156
156: Gypsum return (lower) and limestone delivery
conveyors, looking east from silo [91
91]
91
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Plate 157
157: FGD Water Treatment Plant building [93
93]
93 looking north-east, with office annexe to left.

Plate 158
38]
158: Water Treatment Plant [38
38 looking south-east.
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Plate 159
38], interior looking west with mixed159:
59 WTP [3
bed regeneration tanks in foreground.

Plate 161
38], anion tanks x 3 looking west.
161:
61 WTP [3

RIC TYLER
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Plate 160
38]; degasser tower (Bay 6, S).
160: WTP [3

Plate 162
38]; concrete plinth for former candle
162: WTP [3
filters (Bay 2).
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Plate 163
38]; mixed bed units (Bays 3/4).
163: WTP [3

Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
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Plate 164
38]; enclosed control panels to east
164: WTP [3
end of range (Bay 1).

Plate 165: General ‘bird’s eye’ view of cooling tower field, looking north.
(image dated 2011; © Rugeley Power Ltd./ENGIE, reproduced by permission).
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Plate 166
166: Cooling tower field looking north-west from south-east angle of access road No. 2 adjacent to ‘Lytag’ site.

Plate 167
167: Cooling tower CT8 with coloured shell.
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MCIfA PGCert. Arch. Hist. (Oxf.)

Plate 168
168: Cooling tower CT6 with natural shell.
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Plate 169:
CT6).
69 ‘V’-strutting between pond wall and base of shell defining air intake (CT6
CT6

Plate 170: Packing support columns rising from
pond base.
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MCIfA PGCert. Arch. Hist. (Oxf.)

Plate 171
171: Vertical CW culvert upriser.
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Plate 172
172: Cooling tower access stair (CT8).

Plate 173
173: Cooling tower access door (CT8).

Plate 174
174: Cooling tower access door, interior (CT8).

Plate 175
175: CT8, diametrical culvert / walkway.
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Plate 176
176: Cooling tower CT8, looking north-west over drift eliminator screen.

Plate 177: Cooling tower CT8; distributor pipes beneath drift eliminator screen.
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Plate 178: Detail of distributor spray nozzle.
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Plate 179:
79 ‘Void’ in packing at centre of cooling tower.

Plate 180
180: Detail of de-icing ring at base of shell.
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Plate 181
181: De-icing water feed branching off main CW culvert external to CT8.

Plate 182
45]
182: Circulating Water Pumphouse [45
45 looking north-east.
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Plate 183
45]
183: Return dock (‘forebay’) with coarse filters to rear of Circulating Water Pumphouse [45
45 looking north-west.

Plate 184
184: CW pump house, interior looking southwest with aux. CW pumps to foreground.
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MCIfA PGCert. Arch. Hist. (Oxf.)

Plate 185
185: Detail of Drysdale CW pump, looking northeast.
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Plate 186: CW return pipework passing through northwest wall of pump house (left).

Plate 187
45].
187: CW return culverts dip below ground level external to north-west elevation of CW pump house [45
45
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Plate 188
188: River inlet and make-up water pump houses
looking south. (image dated 2011; © RPL/

Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Plate 189:
89 Common inlet water dock looking north.

ENGIE, reproduced by permission).

Plate 190: ‘B’ Station make-up water pump house [61
61]
61 looking south-west.
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Plate 191
61]
191: ‘B’ Station make-up water pump house [61
61 looking north-west.

Plate 192
61].
192: Intake dock with course bar screens to east side of Make-up Water Pumphouse [61
61
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Plate 193
61];
193: MUWPH [61
61 interior looking south-west
with pump motors and valve wheels.
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Plate 194
194: Detail of Harland make-up water pumps,
valves and rotary strainers

Plate 195
195: Former ‘A’ Station make-up water pump house looking south-west with cooling towers in background.
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Plate 196
196: Former ‘A’ Station make-up water pump house, interior looking south-west.

Plate 197
197: Former ‘A’ Station make-up water pump house, roof structure with glass-block skylights.
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Plate 198
198: ‘A’ Station make-up water pump house;
stair to (flooded) basement level.

Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
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Plate 199:
199 ‘A’ Station make-up water pump house;
interior looking west.

Plate 200
NB.
200: Ash lines (red) to north side of Access Road No. 4 (NB
NB lagged ORF transfer pipes to right).
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Plate 201
201: Ash Lagoons 3 and 4 (RH/LH) to west end of station site; aerial view looking south. NB.
NB Golf course (part) over
former ‘A’ Station Lagoon 1 to right. (image dated 2011; © Rugeley Power Ltd./ENGIE, reproduced by permission).

Plate 202
32]
202: Ash pump house [32
32 looking south-west with demolished transformer compound.
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Plate 203: General view of Ash Grab Pits [21
21]
21 looking north-west from Access Road No. 1, with Clyde Crane and Booth
7½-ton ‘Goliath’ crane (1 of 2) in parking bay and guide chute (right).

Plate 204
21]
204: View over Ash Grab Pits [21
21 looking south from
roof of Dust Bunker [23
23].
23
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MCIfA PGCert. Arch. Hist. (Oxf.)

Plate 205
205: View over Ash Pit B1, looking north-east.
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Plate 206
206: Ash discharge pipes to west side of ash grab pits.

Plate 208
23]
208: Dust Bunker [23
23 looking north-east.
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Plate 207
21];
207: Ash Grab Pits [21
21 detail of guide chute.

Plate 209:
23]
09 Dust Bunker [23
23 looking south-west, with
ash pump house [32
32]
32 to foreground, left.
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Plate 210: Vehicular loading bays at base of dust bunker [23
23]
23 looking south-east.

Plate 211
211: Dust lines from precipitators, looking east.
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Plate 212
212: Dust lines rise at east elevation of dust bunker
[23
23],
23 looking west.
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Plate 213
23]
213: Dust conveyor lines and bunker filter units (right) at roof of Dust Bunker [23
23 looking east towards boiler house.

Plate 214
22]
214: Compressor House [22
22 looking north-east.
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Plate 215
215: Unit B1 air inlet bay (with louvred vents)
and B2 main roller door.

Plate 21
216: Aeration fans B1-B4 (B3 removed).

Plate 217
217: Unit B1 precipitator pump compressor set.

Plate 218
218: Unit B1 LP compressor set.
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Plate 219
219:
19 Unit B1 Lytag compressor set.

Plate 220
12]
220: Main Workshop [12
12 looking north-east, fronting onto Access Road No. 1.
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Plate 221
11]
12],
221: Extended, cantilevered office [11
11 to south side of Main Workshop [12
12 Bays 1-3, looking north-east.

Plate 222
12];
222: Main Workshop [12
12 interior looking west
(original ‘heavy stores’).
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Plate 223
12];
223: Main Workshop [12
12 interior looking east
(original ‘mechanical maintenance workshop’).
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Plate 224
12];
224: Workshop [12
12 travelling crane.
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Plate 225
12];
225: Workshop [12
12 opening to turbine hall (Bay
3).

Plate 226
12];
226: Main Workshop [12
12 surviving, in-situ lathes at Bay 2.
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Plate 227
12].
227: Electrical workshop at Bay 1 of [12
12
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Plate 228
12];
228: Workshop [12
12 passage through to control
block [3
3].

Plate 229:
13]
29 Interior of office [13
13 looking south-west (original painters’/joiners’ workshops).

RIC TYLER
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Plate 230
230: Stripped out offices to first floor of extended block [11
11],
11 looking south-east.

Plate
27]
Plate 231
231: Auxiliary Mill Maintenance Workshop [27
27 looking north-east.

RIC TYLER
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Plate 232
27];
232: Workshop [27
27 interior looking south.
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Plate 233
27];
233: Workshop [27
27 interior looking north.

Plate 234
16]
234: Main Stores [16
16 looking north-east.
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Plate 235
14]
235: Main Stores Offices [14
14 looking north-east; note variation in brick to right.

Plate 236
16];
236: Main Stores [16
16 interior looking north-west.
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Plate 237
16];
237: Main Stores [16
16 interior looking north-east.
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Plate 238
14] to Bay 1/2 (south).
238: Office Stores [1
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Plate
Plate 239:
39 Secondary, 2-storey office at Bay 4 (S).

Plate 240
240: Aerial view of subsidiary stores area looking north (image dated 2011; © RPL/ENGIE, used by permission).
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Plate 241
48]
241: ‘C’ Stores [48
48 (aka. ‘Parsons Hut’), looking north-west.

Plate 242
47],
242: ‘F’ Store [47
47 looking north-west.
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Plate 243
47],
243: ‘F’ Store [47
47 interior looking north.
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Plate 244
65],
244: ‘M’ Store [65
65 interior looking north-west.

Plate 245
65],
245: ‘M’ Store [65
65 looking north-west.
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Plate 246
67],
246: ‘L’ Store [67
67 looking north.

Plate 247
67],
247: ‘L’ Store [67
67 interior looking north.
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Plate 248
248: ‘P’ Store [6
66], interior looking north-west.

Plate 249:
49 FGD Store looking north-west.
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Plate 250
250: FGD Store, interior looking north.

Plate 251
81]
251: ‘E’ Store [81
81 in course of demolition, looking north-west.
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Plate 252:
8] looking south-east.
252 Canteen / Amenities Block [8
(image dated Feb. 2018; © Historic England Archives, ref.:_SJB4333, reproduced by permission).

Plate 253
5-8
8], south elevation looking north-east.
253: Management Suite / Amenities Block [5
(image dated Feb. 2018; © Historic England Archives, ref.:_SJB4298, reproduced by permission).
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Plate 254:
5] looking west.
254 Entrance to main reception area [5
(image dated Feb. 2018; © Historic England Archives, ref.:_SJB4663, reproduced by permission).

Plate 255
5].
255: Stripped out reception area [5

RIC TYLER
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Plate 256
5].
256: Main stair within reception area foyer [5
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Plate 257
257: Management dining room within amenities range [8
8] looking west with service door (right) to kitchen area.

Plate 258
258: Stripped out kitchen area within amenities
range [8
8].
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Plate 259
259: Stripped out staff canteen eating area
within amenities range [8
8].
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Plate 260:
8].
60 Locker room within amenities range [8

Plate 262
8].
262: Shower room within amenities range [8

RIC TYLER
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Plate 261
261: Detail of heated locker.

Plate 263
263: ‘Clocking on’ entrance to amenities range
[8
8] with former pay office window to right.
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Plate 264
10]
264: Raised administrative office range [10
10 over Access Road No. 1 looking west.

Plate 265
11]
265: Interior of stripped out administrative offices [11
11 looking north.
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Plate 266
266: Medical Block [44
44]
44 undergoing demolition, looking south.

Plate 267
84]
267: RPS Sports and Social Club [84
84 looking west across recreational lake (former ‘A’ Station ash lagoon 2).
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Plate 268
84],
268: RPS Sports and Social Club [84
84 extended buildings looking north-west.

Plate 269
84],
269: RPS Sports and Social Club [84
84 main entrance looking east.
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Plate 270:
84],
70 RPS Sports and Social Club [84
84 main function room looking south-east.

Plate 271
84],
271: RPS Sports and Social Club [84
84 bar area looking west.
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Plate 272
272: Station bowling green and clubhouse looking south-west with cooling tower field in background.

Plate 273
273: Changing room block to west side of former football / cricket pitch.
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Plate 274
274: Main area of station golf course (highlighted) on aerial view looking south-east.
(base image dated 2011; © Rugeley Power Ltd./ENGIE, reproduced by permission).

Plate 275
275: Over-rail footbridge serving golf course.

RIC TYLER
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Plate 276
276: RPSME (Rugeley Power Station Society of Model Engineers); main buildings looking north-west.

Plate 277
277: RPSME ‘Langley Common Halt’ building and
and tracks.

RIC TYLER
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Plate 278
278: RPSME initials incorporated into canopy
support bracket of station building.
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Plate 279
70]
279: BMD Special Projects Office [70
70 looking west with 132kV switch house in background; NB.
NB infilled doorway
openings (x4) to south elevation.

Plate 280:
17/18
80 Fire Station / Contract Services Office [17
17 18];
18 east elevation looking north-west.

RIC TYLER
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Plate 281
17/18
281: Fire Station / Contract Services Office [17
17 18];
18 west elevation looking north-east.

Plate
17/18
Plate 282
282: Fire Station / Contract Services Office [17
17 18]
18
general view looking north with precips. in background.
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Plate 283
17]
283: Fire Station [17
17 interior looking west.
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Plate 284
284: ‘Environment Centre’.
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ORF Transfer Pumphouse [59
59]
59
ORF Transfer Pumphouse [59
59];
59 transfer pumps
ORF Transfer Pumphouse [59
59];
59 transfer pumps
ORF Transfer Pumphouse [59
59];
59 control panel
ORF Transfer Pumphouse [59
59]
59 looking south-west
Buffers at end of delivery lines
Delivery rail lines looking west from buffers
Environment Centre Building
Environment Centre Building
Environment Centre Building, interior (main room)
Environment Centre Building, interior (corridor)
Environment Centre Building, doorway (north elevation)
Borrow Pit (Lake)
Borrow Pit (Lake)
RPS Social Club signage
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RPS Social Club
RPS Social Club
RPS Social Club
RPS Social Club; golf course signage
RPS Social Club; changing rooms
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RPS Social Club; bowling green
RPS Social Club; bowling green
RPS Social Club; bowling green club house with CTs in background
Auxiliary Boiler House [28
28]
28
Auxiliary Boiler House [28
28]
28
Auxiliary Boiler House [28
28];
28 transformer housings
Auxiliary Boiler House [28
28]
28
Dismantled conveyors at screening/sampling house [29
29]
29
Screening/Sampling House [29
29]
29
Air receiver tanks between [27
27]
28]
27 and [28
28
Cochrane boilers within Aux. Boiler House [28
28]
28
Aux. Boiler House [28
28],
28 interior looking north-east
Aux. Boiler House [28
28],
28 transfer pumps
Aux. Boiler House [28
28],
28 transfer pumps
Aux. Boiler House [28
28],
28 heaters
Aux. Boiler House [28
28],
28 heaters
Detail of Cochrane boiler within Aux. Boiler House [28
28]
28
Aux. Boiler House [28
28],
28 B1 control panel
Aux. Boiler House [28
28],
28 switchboards
Aux. Boiler House [28
28],
28 switchboards
Aux. Mill Maintenance W/Shop [27
27]
27 looking north-east
Aux. Mill Maintenance W/Shop [27
27]
27 looking north-east
Aux. Mill Maintenance W/Shop [27
27]
27 looking south-east
Aux. Mill Maintenance W/Shop [27
27]
27 looking south
Aux. Mill Maintenance W/Shop [27
27];
27 interior looking south
Aux. Mill Maintenance W/Shop [27
27];
27 interior looking south
Aux. Mill Maintenance W/Shop [27
27];
27 interior looking north
Aux. Mill Maintenance W/Shop [27
27];
27 overhead travelling crane
Aux. Mill Maintenance W/Shop [27
27];
27 overhead travelling crane
Screening / Sampling Tower [29
29]
29 looking south-east
Screening / Sampling Tower [29
29]
29 looking south-west
Screening / Sampling Tower [29
29]
29 and associated conveyors
Screening / Sampling Tower [29
29]
29 looking south-west
Conveyors rising to top of screening / sampling tower [29
29]
29
Conveyors rising to top of screening / sampling tower [29
29]
29
Conveyors entering top level of screening / sampling tower [29
29]
29
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Upper level of trash screens within [29
29]
29
Upper level of trash screens within [29
29]
29
Oil tank [80
80]
81]
29]
80 and ‘E’ Store [81
81 seen from upper levels of tower [29
29
‘E’ Store [81
81]
29]
81 seen from upper levels of tower [29
29
Lower level of trash screens within [29
29]
29
Lower level of trash screens within [29
29]
29
Compressor House [22
22]
22 looking north-east
Compressor House [22
22]
23]
22 looking north-east (dust bunker [23
23 in
background)
Compressor House [22
22]
22 looking south-east
Compressor House [22
22];
22 vents to west elevation
Looking north between compressor house [22
22]
22 and ash grab pits
[21
21]
21
Compressor House [22
22],
22 south elevation
Looking east along Access Road No. 1 (landscape)
Looking east along Access Road No. 1 (portrait)
Compressor House [22
22],
22 ash plant compressor
Compressor House [22
22],
22 dust bunker aeration fans
Compressor House [22
22],
22 dust plant compressor
Compressor House [22
22],
22 Lytag compressor
Compressor House [22
22];
22 vents / pipework to east elevation
Looking north along Access Road No. 3 (portrait)
Looking north along Access Road No. 3 (landscape)
Ash Grab Pits [21
21],
21 south end (landscape)
Ash Grab Pits [21
21],
21 south end (portrait)
Ash Grab Pits [21
21]
21 and goliath crane looking north (landscape)
Ash Grab Pits [21
21]
21 and goliath crane looking north (portrait)
Ash Grab Pits [21
21]
21 and goliath crane looking north (portrait)
Ash Grab Pits [21
21];
21 view over pits looking south
Ash Grab Pits [21
21];
21 goliath crane
Ash Grab Pits [21
21];
21 view over pits looking south
Ash Grab Pits [21
21];
21 goliath crane makers plate
Ash Grab Pits [21
21];
21 goliath crane
Dust Bunker [23
23]
23 looking west
Dust lines to to Dust Bunker [2
23]
Unit 7 ID fan from roof of ash pump house
Unit 6/7 FGD ducting from roof of ash pump house
Screening / Sampling House [29
29]
23]
29 from roof of dust bunker [23
23
Aux. Mill Maintenance W/Shop [27
27]
23]
27 from roof of dust bunker [23
23
Ash Grab Pits [21
21]
23]
21 from roof of dust bunker [23
23
Unit 7 FGD Absorber Tower [86
86]
86 and ducting from roof of dust
bunker [23
23]
23
FGD ducting from roof of dust bunker [23
23]
23
Ash Grab Pits [21
21]
23]
21 and FGD ducting from roof of dust bunker [23
23
Part demolished ‘E’ Store [81
81]
23]
81 from roof of dust bunker [23
23
Coal Stock Area from roof of dust bunker [23
23]
23
Coal Stock Area from roof of dust bunker [23
23]
23
Coal Stock Area from roof of dust bunker [23
23]
23
Coal Stock Area from roof of dust bunker [23
23]
23
Dust Bunker [23
23]
23 upper dust conveyor pipework
Screening / Sampling House [29
29]
23]
29 from roof of dust bunker [23
23
Aux. Mill Maintenance W/Shop [27
27]
28]
27 and Aux. Boiler House [28
28
from roof of dust bunker [23
23]
23
Boiler House [2
2] and Bunker Bay, west elevation from roof of dust
bunker [23
23]
23
Conveyors B11/12 rising to bunker bay
Conveyors B11/12
Screening / Sampling House [29
29]
23]
29 from roof of dust bunker [23
23
Aux. Mill Maintenance W/Shop [27
27]
23]
27 from roof of dust bunker [23
23
Dust Bunker [23
23]
23 upper dust conveyor pipework
Dust Bunker [23
23];
23 filter unit
Unit 7 FGD Absorber Tower [86
86]
23]
86 from roof of dust bunker [23
23
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Ash Grab Pits [21
21]
23]
21 from roof of dust bunker [23
23
Ash Grab Pits [21
21]
21 and Goliath crane
Ash Grab Pits [21
21]
21 and Goliath crane
Ash Grab Pit No.1 [21
21]
21
Dust Bunker [23
23]
23 looking north-west
Dust Bunker [23
23]
23 looking north-west
Ash lines flanking west side of Ash Grab Pits [21
21]
21
Ash lines flanking west side of Ash Grab Pits [21
21]
21
Looking north along east side of Ash Grab Pits [21
21]
21
Ash Grab Pits [21
21];
21 pendant guide hopper
Waste Electronic Elec. Equip. Store (WEEE) looking north-west
WEEE store interior looking west
Unit 7 ducting and ID fan
Outline of original stack location (landscape)
Outline of original stack location (portrait) with Unit 7 ID fan in
background
Ash Grab Pits [21
21];
21 east side with pendant guide hoppers
Maintenance Block [18
18]
17]
18 / Fire Station [17
17 looking south-east
Maintenance Block [18
18]
17]
18 / Fire Station [17
17 looking north-east
Maintenance Block [18
18]
17]
18 / Fire Station [17
17 looking south-east, with
boiler house [2
2] and precips. [33
33]
33 in background (portrait)
South end of Unit 7 precips. [33
33]
33
Maintenance Block [18
18]
17]
18 / Fire Station [17
17 looking north-west
Maintenance Block [18
18]
17]
18 / Fire Station [17
17 looking north-east, with
Unit 7 precips. [33
33]
33 in background (portrait)
Fire Station [17
17],
17 interior
Fire Station [17
17],
17 interior
Dust Bunker [23
23]
23 looking north-east
Dust Bunker [23
23]
23 looking north, driveways beneath silos (south
side)
Dust Bunker [23
23]
23 looking north, driveways beneath silos
Dust Bunker [23
23]
23 looking south-east
Dust Bunker [23
23]
23 looking north, driveways beneath silos (north
side)
Ash Pump House [32
32]
32 looking south-east
Dust Bunker [23
23]
23 looking south-west
Ash Pump House [32
32]
32 looking south-west
South end of Unit 7 precips. [33
33]
33
Access Road No. 8 passing beneath precip. ducting, looking north
Ducting to precips. [33
33]
33 passing over Access Road No. 8
Ducting to precips. [33
33]
33 passing over Access Road No. 8
Secondary Precip. 6.0 looking south-west (portrait)
Secondary Precip. 6.0 looking south-west (landscape)
Secondary Precip. 6.0 looking south-east (portrait)
Unit 6 Precips. [33
33]
33 looking south-east (portrait)
Liquid SO3 storage tank [76
76]
33]
76 adjacent to north end of precips. [33
33
Blocks for original SO3 tank
Unit 6 ID fan (1 of 2)
Looking south along Access Road No. 7 (ID fans to right)
Looking south along Access Road No. 7
FGD ducting diverting around original stack location
Unit 7 FGD ducting and ID fan
Relic section of primary stack
Unit 7 FGD ducting and ID fan
Unit 7 FGD ducting and ID fan
Unit 7 FGD ducting and ID fan
Height discrepancy between Unit 6 and Unit 7 precips. (portrait)
Height discrepancy between Unit 6 and Unit 7 precips. (landscape)
Unit 7 precips., south end looking north-east (with boiler house)
Unit 7 precips., south end looking north-east
Looking north along Access Road No. 7
FGD ducting
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Main Stores [16
16]
16 looking north-east
Main Stores [16
16]
16 looking north-east
Main Stores [16
16]
16 looking north-west
Main Stores [16
16];
16 interior looking north-east
Main Stores [16
16];
16 interior looking north
Main Stores [16
16];
16 roof/skylights
Stores Offices [14
14]
14 looking south-east
Main Stores [16
16];
16 2-storey office at SW angle
Main Stores [16
16]/offices
[14
14];
16
14 south elevation
Main Stores [16
16]
16 looking north-east
Boiler House [2
2]; south elevation
Stores Offices [14
14];
14 external south elevation
FGD Commemorative plaque at angle of Road Nos. 1 and 5
Detail of _DSC0313 (inscription)
Main Workshop [12
12]
11/13
12 and associated offices [11
11 13]
13
Main Workshop [12
12]
12
Main Workshop [12
12];
12 interior looking west
Main Workshop [12
12];
12 interior looking west
Main Workshop [12
12];
12 interior looking east
Main Workshop [12
12];
12 interior offices
Main Workshop [12
12];
12 interior openings onto boiler house / turbine
hall
Main Workshop [12
12];
12 in-situ machinery
Main Workshop [12
12];
12 interior looking north-east
Main Workshop [12
12];
12 overhead crane makers plate
Main Workshop [12
12];
12 in-situ lathes
Main Workshop [12
12];
12 overhead crane
Main Workshop [12
12];
12 runway beams for overhead crane
Main Workshop [12
12];
12 part-height partition to electrical workshop
at easternmost bay
Main Workshop [12
12];
12 electrical workshop at easternmost bay
Main Workshop [12
12];
12 upper level mess room/apprentice’s room @
easternmost bay
Workshop Office [1
11] looking west
Engineering Office [13
13]
13 looking west
Engineering Office [1
13] looking west
Engineering Office [13
13]
13 looking north-east
132kV Switch House (NB
NB.
NB relic ‘A’ Station) looking west
132kV Switch House (NB
NB.
NB relic ‘A’ Station) looking west
Looking west along Access Road No. 1 adjacent to 132kV Switch
House
132kV Switch House; wall detail
132kV Switch House; glass-block windows to upper elevation
132kV Switch House; wall detail
132kV Switch House; east elevation
132kV Switch House; north elevation
132kV Switch House; north elevation
132kV Switch House; north wall detail
Boiler House [2
2] and 400kV switch yard looking west
Boiler House [2
2] and 400kV switch yard looking west
Cooling Tower Field looking south-west from rear of 132 kV house
Boiler House [2
2] and 400kV switch yard looking west
ORF storage tanks, long view looking north
Unidentified ‘A’ Station Bldgs.
132kV Switch House looking north-east
Cooling Tower CT6 looking west
Cooling Towers CT6/7
CT6 7 looking south-west
V-strutting at base of CT6,
CT6 pond wall to base of shell
V-strutting at base of CT6,
CT6 pond wall to base of shell
Packing support columns, CT6
ORF storage tanks, long view looking north
FGD pipe conveyor looking north from CT field
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FGD pipe conveyor passing through CT field
Turbine Hall [1
1] and Boiler House [2
2] looking north-west
Turbine Hall [1
1] and Boiler House [2
2] looking north-west
Turbine Hall [1
1] and Boiler House [2
2] looking north-west
BMD Building [71
71]
71 (former ‘A’ station carpenters shop)
BMD Building [71
71]
71 (former ‘A’ station carpenters shop)
BMD Building [71
71]
71 (former ‘A’ station carpenters shop); rear
elevation and extensions
Medical Block [44
44]
44 under demolition
Medical Block [44
44]
44 under demolition
Medical Block [44
44]
44 under demolition
Medical Block [44
44]
44 under demolition
Medical Block [44
44]
44 under demolition
Raised administrative offices [10
10]
10 over Access Road No. 1
Raised administrative offices [10
10]
10 over Access Road No. 1
Reception Block [5
5] looking south-west
Control Room block [3
3] looking north-west
Control Room block [3
3] looking west
Control Room block [3
3] looking south-west (landscape)
Control Room block [3
3] looking south-west (portrait)
Looking north along Access Road No. 10
Looking north along Access Road No. 10
Reception Block [5
5] looking south-west
Corridor at east end of workshop [12
12]
12 (south side), doorway
leading through to Control Block
Workshop / Engineers Offices [11
11]
11 looking north-west
Workshop / Engineers Offices [11
11]
11 looking north-west
Workshop / Engineers Offices [11
11]
11 looking north-west
Workshop / Engineers Offices [11
11]
11 looking north-west
Main stair with control block [3
3] (GF)
Raised administrative offices [10
10];
10 1F looking south
Raised administrative offices [10
10];
10 1F looking north
Raised administrative offices [10
10];
10 1F looking north
Main stair with control block [3
3] (1F-2F)
Main stair with control block [3
3] (1F-2F)
Main Control Room looking north-east
Main Control Room looking north-east
Unit 7 control desk
Main Control Room looking north-west
Main Control Room; Station Elec. Services Control Board
Main Control Room; Station Elec. Services Control Board
Main Control Room; Station Elec. Services Control Board
Main Control Room looking south-east
Unit 6 control desk
Spiral stair down to lower archive room
Section of control desk (Unit 7)
Section of control desk (Unit 7)
Section of control desk (Unit 7)
Section of control desk (Unit 7)
Control Block; window detail
Control Block 2F Permit Office
Permit Office Key Safes
Permit Office Key Safes
Permit Office Key Safes
Control Block 2F Permit Office
Control Block 2F corridor
FGD Stack [85
85]
10]
85 seen from admin offices [10
10
Engineers Office [11
11]
11 (1F)
Engineers Office [11
11]
11 (1F)
FGD storage silos seen from Engineers Office [11
11]
11 (1F)
FGD storage plant seen from Engineers Office [11
11]
11 (1F)
Main Stair in reception [5
5]
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Reception [5
5] doors
Main Stair in reception [5
5]
Reception Area within [5
5]
Main Stair Hall in reception block [5
5]
‘Lecture Room’ within Laboratory Block [6
6]
Representative interior space within [5
5/6
6]
Meeting Room within [5
5/6
6]
Meeting Room within [5
5/6
6]
Meeting Room within [5
5/6
6]
Representative interior space within [8
8]
Kitchen area in Canteen Block [8
8]
Kitchen area in Canteen Block [8
8]
Dining area in Canteen Block [8
8]
Dining area in Canteen Block [8
8]
Dining area in Canteen Block [8
8]
Locker Room within Amenities Block [8
8]
Locker Room within Amenities Block [8
8]
Locker Room within Amenities Block [8
8]
Repurposed section of Locker Room within Amenities Block [8
8]
Detail of Heated Locker within Amenities Block [8
8]
Showers within Amenities Block [8
8]
Showers within Amenities Block [8
8]
Locker Room within Amenities Block [8
8]
Locker Room within Amenities Block [8
8]
Showers within Amenities Block [8
8]
Staff Gym at west end of Amenities Block [8
8]
Entrance to Amenities Block [8
8] off south side Access Road No. 1
Entrance to Amenities Block [8
8] (clocking machine)
Entrance to Amenities Block [8
8] (clocking machine)
Detail of Clocking Machine
Window to pay office; Amenities Block [8
8]
Detail of Clocking Machine
Former First Aid Point; Amenities Block [8
8]
Wash Hand Basin Area; Amenities Block [8
8]
Toilet Area; Amenities Block [8
8]
Laboratory Area; Lab Block [7
7]
Laboratory Area; Lab Block [7
7]
Laboratory Area; Lab Block [7
7]
Corridor within Projects Office Area [4
4]
MMD Office interior within Projects Office Area [4
4]
MMD Office interior within Projects Office Area [4
4]
IMD Workshop Area within Projects Office [4
4]
IMD Workshop Area within Projects Office [4
4]
IMD Workshop Area within Projects Office [4
4]
Battery Control Room, GF of Control Block [3
3]
Central entrance bay to Turbine Hall [1
1]
Central entrance bay to Turbine Hall [1
1]
Turbine Hall [1
1] looking south-west (Unit 7) during demolition
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 7 HP Heaters
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 7 pannier condenser (landscape)
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 7 pannier condenser (portrait)
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 7 Alternator Block
Turbine Hall [1
1]; eastern exterior wall
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 6 pannier condenser (landscape)
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 6 pannier condenser (intake pipework)
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 6 auxiliaries
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 6 condenser support plinth
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 6 pannier condenser (intake pipework)
Turbine Hall [1
1]; central loading bay looking west
Turbine Hall [1
1]; eastern exterior wall
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 7 Oil Coolers (portrait)
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 7 Oil Coolers (landscape)
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire,
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Historic Building Record, 2018

Turbine Hall [1
1]; Mulsifyre system
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 7 condensers, east end
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 7 turbo-generator support plinth
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 7 demolished auxiliaries
Turbine Hall [1
1]; skylight and travelling crane
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 6 Standby & Start-Up Boiler Feed Pump 6.2
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 6 Raw Air Pumps (RAPs)
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 6 Nash Quick-Start Air Pump
Compressor House [39
39]
39
Turbine Hall [1
1]; steel stair to NE angle
Turbine Hall [1
1]; steel stair to NE angle
Turbine Hall [1
1]; north wall construction
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 6 HP Turbine
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 6 IP Turbine
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 6 LP Turbine casing (blades removed)
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 6 Hotwell
Turbine Hall [1
1]; general view looking south-east
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 7 HP Heaters
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 6 pannier condenser, west end
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 6 travelling crane ram’s-horn hook
Turbine Hall [1
1]; east wall construction
Turbine Hall [1
1]; looking east over central loading bay
Turbine Hall [1
1]; transverse skylight
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 6 110T Travelling Crane (Arrol of Glasgow)
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 6 Crane makers’ plate
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 7 HP Turbine
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 7 LP Turbine blades
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 7 LP Turbine blades
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 7 condenser tube nests
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 7 condenser tube nests
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 7 alternator
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 7 LP Turbine blades
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 7 alternator
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 7 exciter
Turbine Hall [1
1]; south wall and Unit 7 Crane
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 7.2 condenser, east end
400kV Switch Yard seen from Turbine Hall [1
1]
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 7 Alternator looking north-west
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 7.2 pannier condenser
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 7 crane
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 7.2 pannier condenser
Turbine Hall [1
1]; chequerboard flooring
Turbine Hall [1
1]; looking north-west across central loading bay
Turbine Hall [1
1]; looking north-west across central loading bay
Turbine Hall [1
1]; looking north along 25ft. perimeter walkway
Boiler House [2
2]; Unit 7 FD Fan 7.2
Boiler House [2
2]; Unit 7 FD Fan 7.2
Boiler House [2
2]; Unit 7 main steam feed pipes
Boiler House [2
2]; Unit 7 PA fan 7.1
Boiler House [2
2]; Unit 7 PA fan 7.1
Turbine Hall [1
1]; Unit 7 Condensate Coolers
Boiler House [2
2]; Unit 7 PA fan 7.1
Boiler House [2
2]; Unit 7 PA fan 7.1
Boiler House [2
2]; Unit 7 PF Mill 7.7
Boiler House [2
2]; Unit 7 PF Mill 7.7
Boiler House [2
2]; Unit 7 PF Mills
Boiler House [2
2]; Unit 7 PF Mill 7.2
Boiler House [2
2]; Unit 7 PA fan 7.1
Boiler House [2
2]; interior of boiler below ‘nose’
Boiler House [2
2]; Unit 7 Ash Hoppers
Boiler House [2
2]; Unit 7 Ash Crusher pit
Boiler House [2
2]; Unit 7 FD Fan 7.1
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire,
Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Boiler House [2
2]; Unit 7 FD Fan 7.1
Boiler House [2
2]; Main steam pipes at 40ft level
Boiler House [2
2]; BOFA Ducting at 40ft level
Davidson ‘Sirocco’ Air Preheater makers plate
Base of coal hopper and Redler Coal Feeder at 40ft Level
Base of coal hopper and Redler Coal Feeder at 40ft Level
Primary riffle box
Redler Coal Feeder and primary riffle box
General view of Power Station from south-west (Premier Inn)
Looking west along Access Road No. 1 towards CT field
Looking east towards RPS Social Club
Changing room block at football pitch
Changing room block at football pitch
RPS Social Club looking south-east
RPSME Model Railway Bldgs.
RPSME Model Railway Bldgs. ‘Woody Bay Box’
RPSME Model Railway Bldgs.
Long view of Boiler House and CTs from north-east
Long view of Boiler House [2
2] and FGD loading/unloading house
[96
96]
96
View of rail lines looking east
CTs seen from make-up water inlet.
Water outfall
ORF Fire Protection pump house [6
60] backing onto make-up water
intake dock
ORF tank farm with CT field and boiler house in background
ORF storage tank with CT field in background
Boiler House [2
2] with ORF pump house and storage tanks in
foreground (landscape)
Boiler House [2
2] with ORF pump house and storage tanks in
foreground (portrait)
‘B’ Station Make-up Water Pump House [61
61]
61
‘B’ Station Make-up Water Pump House [61
61]
61
‘B’ Station Make-up Water Pump House [61
61]
61
‘B’ Station Make-up Water Pump House [61
61]
61 and dock/screens
‘B’ Station Make-up Water Pump House [61
61]
61
‘B’ Station Make-up Water Pump House [61
61]
61
‘B’ Station Make-up Water Pump House [61
61]
61 and dock/screens
‘B’ Station Make-up Water Pump House [61
61]
61 and dock/screens
Make-up water intake dock
‘B’ Station Make-up Water Pump House [61
61];
61 transformers
Boiler House [2
2] and FGD Stack [85
85]
85 looking west
CT Field; general view looking south-west
ORF tank farm looking north-west
ORF tank farm with CT field and boiler house in background
ORF storage tank with CT field in background
ORF storage tank with CT field in background
ORF storage tanks with CT field in background
ORF storage tanks
ORF storage tanks within bunded area
ORF Transfer Pump House [59
59]
59 and transfer lines
ORF transfer line pipe bridge over Access Road No. 4 (landscape)
ORF transfer line pipe bridge over Access Road No. 4 (portrait)
Looking west along Access Road No. 4 @ pipe bridge
Boiler House [2
2] and 400kV switch yard looking south-west
Boiler House [2
2] and 400kV switch yard looking south-west
ORF Transfer pipes and ash lines to north side of Road No. 4
Ash Lines to north side of Access Road No. 4
Ash Lines to north side of Access Road No. 4
Looking south along Access Road No. 16 towards CT Field
Boiler House [2
2] and 400kV switch yard looking south-west
Boiler House [2
2] and 400kV switch yard looking south-west

MCIfA PGCert. Arch. Hist. (Oxf.)
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire,
Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Boiler House [2
2] and Turbine Hall [1
1] looking south-west
Turbine Hall [1
1] looking south-west
Turbine Hall [1
1], north elevation with GT exhaust flues
Looking south along Access Road No. 10
CT Field seen across 400kV switch yard
Rail lines approaching FGD loading /unloading house [96
96]
96
Boiler House [2
2] and Turbine Hall [1
1] looking south-west
ORF Tank Farm
FGD Conveyors; view towards CT field
Station Make-up Water Intake from Trent
Footbridge over rai lines at Golf Course
Ash Lines to north side of Access Road No. 4
Looking east along Access Road No. 4
RPS Social Club and lake with CTs in background
RPS Social Club and lake with CTs in background
RPS Social Club lake
CTs behind 132kV Switch House
Canted rooflights over Turbine Hall [1
1]
View south-east over Turbine House roof towards CT field
View east over Turbine House roof towards 400kV Switch yard
View south-east over Turbine House towards 132kV Switch House
Boiler House [2
2]; 187ft level – Unit 7 boiler hangers etc.
Boiler House [2
2]; 187ft level – Unit 7 boiler hangers etc.
Boiler House [2
2]; 187ft level – Unit 7 boiler hangers etc.
Boiler House [2
2]; 187ft level – Unit 7 steam legs descend at Bay B-C
Boiler House [2
2]; Unit 7 boiler structure seen from 187ft. level
Boiler House [2
2]; view onto Unit 7 DA unit at 138ft. level
Boiler House [2
2]; view onto Unit 7 DA unit at 138ft. level
Boiler House [2
2]; FD Fan air intakes at 187ft. level
Boiler House [2
2]; FD Fan air intake at 187ft. level
Boiler House [2
2]; view into ‘dead space’ at head of Unit 7 boiler
Boiler House [2
2]; pipework and headers in Unit 7 ‘dead space’
Boiler House [2
2]; pipework and headers in Unit 7 ‘dead space’
Boiler House [2
2]; pipework and headers in Unit 7 ‘dead space’
Boiler House [2
2]; massive roof beams at head of Unit 7
Boiler House [2
2]; Unit 7 steam drum terminal
Boiler House [2
2]; Unit 7 steam drum terminal
Boiler House [2
2]; Unit 7 Boiler and hangers at 187ft. level
Boiler House [2
2]; Deaerator Tank at 138ft. level
Boiler House [2
2]; Unit 7 Deaerator Tank at 138ft. level
Boiler House [2
2]; main frame column C14 @ 138ft. level
Boiler House [2
2]; DC heater adj. DA Unit
Boiler House [2
2]; Unit 7 steam legs descending at Bay B-C
Boiler House [2
2]; Unit 7 Boiler at 138ft. level
Boiler House [2
2]; view down onto RFW water tanks @ 120ft. level
Boiler House [2
2]; ducting at 120ft. level
Boiler House [2
2]; view into boiler at 120ft. level
Boiler House [2
2]; view into boiler at 120ft. level with pendant
superheater tubes
Boiler House [2
2]; view into boiler at 120ft. level with pendant
superheater tubes
Boiler House [2
2]; access door to boiler at 120ft. level
Boiler House [2
2]; sootblowers
Boiler House [2
2]; boiler structure at 120ft. level
Boiler House [2
2]; pendant superheater tubes
Boiler House [2
2]; pendant superheater tubes
Boiler House [2
2]; ‘nose’ and pendant superheater tubes
Boiler House [2
2]; boiler maintenance access doors
Boiler House [2
2]; maintenance access doors and observation
hatches
Boiler House [2
2]; observation hatch
Boiler House [2
2]; observation hatch
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173

Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire,
Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Boiler House [2
2]; Unit 7 Boiler with buckstay supports
Boiler House [2
2]; buckstays at angle of Unit 7 Boiler
Boiler House [2
2]; buckstays at angle of Unit 7 Boiler
Boiler House [2
2]; sootblowers
Boiler House [2
2]; looking south along back of Unit 7 boiler at 120ft.
level
Boiler House [2
2]; ex-situ boiler access gantry
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 spiral access stair
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 spiral access stair
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 de-icing pipework spurs off main CW culvert
external to tower
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 spiral access stair
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 V-struts at shell base air intake
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 vertical CW culvert upriser
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 packing support columns rise from pond base
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 de-icing pipework spurs off main CW culvert
external to tower
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 de-icing ring at base of shell
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 de-icing sprays to top side of ring
Boiler house [2
2] and Turbine Hall [1
1] seen from access platform of
CT8
Cooling Tower CT9 seen from access platform of CT8
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 access door opening off cantilevered platform
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 access door
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 access door (interior)
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 looking north-east over drift eliminator
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 looking south-east along main distributor
culvert and drift eliminator screen
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 looking south over drift eliminator screen
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 looking SE along access walkway atop
distributor culvert
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 distributor pipes within central ‘void’
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 distributor pipes within central ‘void’
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 distributor pipes within central ‘void’
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 looking north-east over drift eliminator screen
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 distributor pipes beneath eliminator screen
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 distributor pipes beneath eliminator screen
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 spray head atop distributor pipe
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 spray head atop distributor pipe
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 distributor pipes beneath eliminator screen
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 distributor pipes beneath eliminator screen
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 distributor pipes beneath eliminator screen
Cooling Tower CT8
CT8; replacement plastic packing units
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 eliminator screen support framework
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 looking SE along access walkway atop
distributor culvert
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 looking SE along access walkway atop
distributor culvert
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 looking SE along access walkway atop
distributor culvert
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 looking SE along access walkway atop
distributor culvert
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 access door (interior)
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 looking SE along access walkway atop
distributor culvert
Boiler house [2
2] and Turbine Hall [1
1] seen from access platform of
CT8
Boiler house [2
2] and Turbine Hall [1
1] seen from access platform of
CT8
FGD Stack [85
85]
85 seen from access platform of CT8
FGD storage silos [90
90/91
90 91]
91 seen from access platform of CT8
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 access door
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 distributor pipes within central ‘void’
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire,
Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 distributor pipes within central ‘void’
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 distributor pipes within central ‘void’
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 de-icing pipework spurs off main CW culvert
external to tower - seen from access platform
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 packing support columns rise from pond base
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 V-struts and packing support columns
Cooling Tower CT8;
CT8 CW return channel opening off pond
CW dock to south-east of CW Pump House [45
45]
45
FGD conveyor [97
97]
97 passing between CTs 6/8
FGD conveyor [97
97];
97 view towards storage silos
FGD conveyor [97
97];
97 view towards storage silos
CW return channel opening off pond CT6
CW return channel opening off pond CT6
Cooling Tower CT8 (red concrete)
Cooling Tower CT9
CT9 (natural concrete)
FGD conveyor [97
97];
97 view towards storage silos
CW dock to south-east of CW Pump House [45
45]
45
CW dock to south-east of CW Pump House [45
45];
45 coarse grids
CW Pump House [45
45]
45 looking north-east (landscape)
CW Pump House [45
45]
45 looking north-east (portrait)
CW Pump House [45
45]
45 looking north-east (landscape)
FGD Absorber Towers [86
86]
86 looking west
FGD Absorber Towers [86
86]
85]
86 and stack [85
85 looking north-west
Boiler House [2
2] and Turbine Hall [1
1] etc., south elevation
Boiler House [2
2], south elevation
Turbine Hall [1
1] and Control Block [3
3] etc., south elevation
CW Pump House [45
45];
45 return pipework external to west elevation
CW Pump House [45
45];
45 return pipework external to west elevation
CW return channel opening off CT8
CW Pump House [45
45];
45 interior looking north-east
CW Pump House [45
45];
45 aux. CW pumps x2
CW Pump House [45
45];
45 Fire pumps x2
CW Pump House [45
45];
45 main Drysdale CW pump motors
CW Pump House [45
45];
45 main Drysdale CW pump motors
CW Pump House [45
45];
45 main Drysdale CW pump motors
CW Pump House [45
45];
45 Wharton 26T overhead crane
CW Pump House [45
45];
45 return pipework
CW Pump House [45
45];
45 pump and return pipework
CW Pump House [45
45];
45 return pipework passing through ext. wall
CW Pump House [45
45];
45 runway rail for o/head crane
CW Pump House [45
45];
45 aux. CW pumps x2
CW Pump House [45
45];
45 Fire pumps x2
CW Pump House [45
45];
45 Control Panels
Access point to boiler house main column
Secondary BOFA ducting
Secondary BOFA ducting with vertical bypass
Burner 7.1A
Burner 7.1A
Burner 7.1A
Burner 7.1A
Burner 7.1A
Base of coal hopper
Secondary riffle boxes
Local burner control panel
Base of coal hopper
Boiler 7: Signage
Redler drag-link coal feeder
Primary riffle box
RFW Tank 7.1 at 120ft. level
RFW Tank 7.1 at 120ft. level
View across CT Field looking south-west between CT7 and 8
View across CT Field looking south-west between CT7 and 8
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire,
Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Unit 6 FGD Absorber Tower [86
86]
89]
86 and Slurry Dump Tank [89
89
Unit 6 FGD Absorber Tower [86
86]
89]
86 and Slurry Dump Tank [89
89
FGD Pump House [87
87]
87 looking west
FGD Pump House [87
87];
87 east end, looking north-west
FGD Pump House [87
87];
87 interior looking west
FGD Pump House [87
87];
87 interior looking north-west
FGD Pump House [87
87];
87 slurry recirculation pump 6.2 (1 of 4 per
unit)
FGD Pump House [87
87];
87 Impulse Suspension Pumps (2 per unit)
FGD Pump House [87
87];
87 Unit 6 Gas Purge Fan
FGD Pump House [87
87]
86]
87 and Unit 6 Absorber Tower [86
86 looking
north-west
Unit 6 Absorber Tower [86
86]
86 looking north-west
Unit 6 Absorber Tower [86
86]
85]
86 and main FGD Stack [85
85 looking northwest
Unit 6 Absorber Tower [86
86];
86 slurry feed pipework
Unit 6 Absorber Tower [86
86]
85] looking west
86 and main FGD Stack [8
Unit 6 Absorber Tower [86
86]
86 looking west
Gypsum storage silo [91
91]
91 looking south
Limestone storage silos [90
90]
90 looking south
Gypsum [91
91]
90]
91 and limestone [90
90 storage silos looking south
Cooling Tower CT9 looking south-east
CW Pump House [45
45]
7/8
8 looking south-east
45 and CTs7
CT9 with FGD conveyor [97
97]
97 in foreground
Unit 6 Absorber Tower [86
86];
86 slurry feed pipework
Slurry feed pipework emerging from FGD Pump House [87
87]
87
FGD ducting and Unit 6 GGH
Unit 6 FGD Absorber Tower [86
86]
89]
86 and Slurry Dump Tank [89
89 and
retransfer pump house
FGD Slurry Dump Tank [89
89]
89
Unit 6 FGD Absorber Tower [8
86] and Slurry Dump Tank [89
89]
89 and
retransfer pump house
Unit 6 FGD Absorber Tower [86
86]
86
Conveyors from limestone silos [90
90]
90 feeding FGD mill bldg.
FGD Limestone storage silo [90
90]
90
Gypsum [91
91]
90]
91 and limestone [90
90 storage silos looking north-east
Gypsum silo [91
91]
91 and CT8 looking north-east
FGD Slurry water [94
94]
94 (x2., l.) and process water [95] (x1, r.) tanks
FGD limestone storage silos [90
90]
90 looking north
FGD Gypsum conveyor [97
97]
91]
97 emerging from base of silo [91
91
FGD Gypsum conveyor [97
97]
91]
97 emerging from base of silo [91
91
FGD Gypsum conveyor [97
97]
91]
97 emerging from base of silo [91
91
FGD Gypsum conveyor [97
97]
91]
97 looking east from silo [91
91
FGD Absorber Towers [86
86]
85]
86 and main stack [85
85 looking north-west
FGD Ducting looking north-west
FGD Ducting and main stack [85
85]
85 looking north-west
FGD Absorber Towers [86
86]
86 looking north-west (landscape)
FGD Absorber Towers [86
86]
86 looking north-west (portrait)
Gypsum [91
91]
90]
91 and limestone [90
90 storage silos looking north-west
FGD Mill Bldg. west gable end
FGD ‘out-of-spec’ gypsum store adjacent to mill bldg.
FGD Waste Water Treatment Plant (WWTP) [93
93];
93 west elevation
FGD Unit 7 Absorber Tower [86
86]
85]
86 and main stack [85
85
FGD Stores looking south
FGD Stores looking south-west
‘C’ Store (Parsons Hut) and ‘F’ Store looking south
FGD Waste Water Treatment Plant (WWTP) [93
93];
93 south elevation
FGD Mill Building; west gable end
FGD WTTP [93
93];
93 press
FGD Unit 7 Absorber Tower [86
86]
85]
86 and main stack [85
85
FGD Unit 6/7 Absorber Towers [86
86]
86
FGD Pumphouse [87
87]
93]
87 from roof of WWTP [93
93
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire,
Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

FGD Stores looking south from roof of WWTP [93
93]
93
Stores C/F/M looking south from roof of WWTP [93
93]
93
Security Gatehouse [63
63]
63 looking south-west from roof of WWTP
[93
93]
93
FGD Ducting looking north-east (Ash Grab Pits under demolition)
Boiler House [2
2]; detail of cladding to south elevation
FGD Conveyor [97
97],
97 looking north towards ORF tank farm
FGD Conveyor [97
97],
97 looking north towards ORF tank farm
No. 8 Reserve Feed Tank (re-purposed A Station oil tank)
No. 8 Reserve Feed Tank with CTs in background
No. 8 Reserve Feed Tank with CTs in background
‘A’ Station Make-Up Water Pump House looking south-west
‘A’ Station Make-Up Water Pump House looking south-west
‘A’ Station Make-Up Water Pump House; east elevation
‘A’ Station Make-Up Water Pump House; interior looking southwest
‘A’ Station Make-Up Water Pump House; interior looking west
‘A’ Station Make-Up Water Pump House; roof/skylights
‘A’ Station Make-Up Water Pump House; interior looking west
‘A’ Station Make-Up Water Pump House; interior looking north
‘A’ Station Make-Up Water Pump House looking north-west
‘A’ and ‘B’ Station MUWPH looking west
‘B’ Station Make-Up Water Pump House looking west (landscape)
‘B’ Station Make-Up Water Pump House looking west (portrait)
‘B’ Station MUWPH looking south-west
‘B’ Station MUWPH looking north-west
‘B’ Station MUWPH; roof and crane
‘B’ Station MUWPH; B2 Make-up pump motor
‘B’ Station MUWPH; switch gear to north side (portrait)
‘B’ Station MUWPH; switch gear to north side (landscape)
‘B’ Station MUWPH; interior looking south-east
‘B’ Station MUWPH; stair to pump chamber
‘B’ Station MUWPH; B3 make-up pump looking east
‘B’ Station MUWPH; make-up pumps looking south
‘B’ Station MUWPH; B3 make-up pump
‘B’ Station MUWPH; make-up pump valves
ORF Fire Protection Pump House [60
60]
60 looking north-east
ORF Fire Protection Pump House [60
60];
60 SJ to west elevation
ORF Fire Protection Pump House [60
60];
60 Interior looking north-east
ORF Fire Protection Pump House [60
60];
60 Interior looking north-east
‘B’ Station MUWPH; exterior looking south-west
Cooling Tower Field looking north-west from ‘Lytag’ area
132kV Switch House looking north from ‘Lytag’ area
Looking north along Access Road No. 1 to east side of ‘Lytag’ area
Looking west along Access Road No. 2 from ‘Lytag’ area
Looking east along Access Road No. 2 to south of CT Field
Gypsum silo [91
91]
85]
91 and main stack [85
85 looking north
Boiler House [2
2]; south elevation from CT Field
Boiler House [2
2] and Main Stack [85
85]
85 looking west
Generation Bldgs.; general view from east
Cooling Towers and ORF Storage tank; general view from northeast
Cooling Towers and ORF Storage tank; general view from northeast
FGD loading/unloading house [96
96]
96 looking north-west
FGD conveyors [97
97]
97 looking south from unloading house
Boiler House [2
2] and main stack [85
85],
85 seen from 400kV switch yard
Looking west along Access Road No. 4, north of 400kV switch yard
Boiler House [2
2] and Turbine Hall [1
1]; north elevation (oblique)
Turbine Hall [1
1]; oblique view looking south-west
Area of demolished/removed transformers looking south-west
ORF pipe bridge at Coal Plant

MCIfA PGCert. Arch. Hist. (Oxf.)
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Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station, Staffordshire,
Staffordshire, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Coal Plant Amenities Block [36
36]
36 looking north-west
Gas Turbine House [37
37]
37 looking south-west
Boiler House [2
2], north elev. with GT House [37
37]
37 and flues
Storage tanks north of turbine hall [1
1]
Water Treatment Plant [38
38]
38 and storage tanks
Track Hopper House [36
36]
36 looking west (landscape)
Track Hopper House [36
36]
36 looking west (landscape)
Track Hopper House [36
36]
36 looking west (portrait)
Track Hopper House [36
36]
40]
36 and Coal Plant Amenities [40
40 looking
south-west
Track Hopper House [36
36];
36 interior looking south-west
Track Hopper House [36
36];
36 west elevation
Gas Turbine House [37
37]
37 looking south (landscape)
Gas Turbine House [37
37]
37 looking south (portrait)
Water Treatment Plant [38
38]
38 looking south
Storage tanks to north of GT House [37
37]
37
Precip. 6.0 looking south-west
Coal Conveyors B11/12 rising to bunker bay of boiler house [2
2]
Coal Conveyors B11/12 rising to bunker bay of boiler house [2
2]
GT House flues rising to north side of boiler house [2
2]
Track Hopper House [36
36];
36 west elevation
Track Hopper House [36
36];
36 interior looking east
Gross weighbridge at Track Hopper House [36
36]
36
Track Hopper House [36
36];
36 east elevation
Main generation bldgs. looking south-west
Looking west along delivery lines at FGD loading/unloading house
Looking west along delivery lines at FGD loading/unloading house
Looking west along delivery lines at FGD loading/unloading house
Looking north over Trent make-up inlet
Dust slurry line B1 to north side of Access Road No. 4
Footbridge over rail lines at golf course
Cooling Tower Field; long view from north-east (portrait)
Cooling Tower Field; long view from north-east (landscape)
Cooling Tower Field; long view from north-east (landscape)
Storage area to south side of Access Road No. 4
Storage area to south side of Access Road No. 4
RPSME model railway station building
RPSME model railway station building
RPSME model railway with CTs in background
RPSME logo in wall bracket
RPSME model railway station building
RPSME model railway ‘Woody Bay Box’ signal box building
RPSME model railway ‘Woody Bay Box’ signal box building
Cooling Tower Field; long view from north-east (portrait)
RPSME model railway buildings
Looking west along Access Road No. 1 at 132kV switch house,
towards CT Field
132kV switch house, looking west
Looking west along Access Road No. 1 at 132kV switch house,
towards CT Field
BMD Bldg. [70
70]
70 (former ‘A’ Station carpenter shop)
Boiler House [2
2] and 400kV switch yard
No. 8 Reserve Feed Tank looking south-west (landscape)
No. 8 Reserve Feed Tank looking south-west (potrait)
CT Field looking north-west from ‘Lytag’ area
CT Field looking north-west from ‘Lytag’ area
‘V’-strutting to base of cooling tower defining air intake
Gypsum silo [91
91]
85]
91 and main stack [85
85 looking north-west
FGD process buildings looking north from Access Road No. 2
‘P’ Store [66
66]
66 looking north-west
Absorber towers [86
86]
85]
86 and main stack [85
85 from main entrance
Secondary Security Gatehouse [63
63]
63 looking north-east

MCIfA PGCert. Arch. Hist. (Oxf.)
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Water Treatment Plant [38
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38 interior – control panels
Water Treatment Plant [38
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38 interior looking south-west
Water Treatment Plant [38
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‘F’ Store [47
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47 interior looking north (portrait)
‘F’ Store [47
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47 interior looking north (landscape)
‘F’ Store [47
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47 interior looking south
‘F’ Store [47
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85]
47 looking north with main stack [85
85 in background
‘C’ Store [48
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47]
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47 looking north-west
‘C’ Store [48
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48 looking north-west
‘C’ Store [48
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48 looking north-east
FGD Stores looking north
FGD Stores; interior looking north
FGD Stores; interior looking north
Heavy Vehicle Garage [56
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56 looking south-west
Contextual view from Bardy Lane, Brereton Cross
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APPENDIX B: Historic England Assessment Report, October 2017
Case Name: Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station
Case Number: 1451440
1451440
Decision Summary
This building has been assessed under the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 as amended for its
special architectural or historic interest. The asset currently does not meet the criteria for listing. It is not listed under the
Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 as amended.

Summary of Building
Coal-fired power station, built in 1964-70 to the design of L K Watson and H J Coates with the Northern Project Group of
the CEGB. The landscape consultant was Brenda Colvin.
Reasons for currently not listing the Building
Rugeley B Power Station, a coal-fired power station built in 1964-70 to the design of L K Watson and H J Coates with the
CEGB, is not listed for the following principal reasons:
Architectural interest:
• there is a lack of architectural interest in the form of the main buildings which are highly utilitarian with limited
architectural elaboration or detailing. They are designed almost entirely to meet the functional requirement of
enclosing the machinery;
• the planning of the site was not particularly notable for the period and the original design has been compromised by
demolition and replacement of the chimney in a new location, the erection of the flu-gas desulphurisation buildings in
2007-9, and construction of several ancillary structures around the main buildings;
• one of the main low pressure turbines and both the back-up gas turbines have been removed, the pulverisers have
largely been renewed or replaced, and most of the original operator panels in the control room are now gone;
• the cooling towers were built to a standard design: the first hyperbolic cooling tower in reinforced concrete was
constructed in Holland in 1915, and the earliest in England in Liverpool in 1924;
Historic interest:
• the power station was among the last of a generation of such sites to commission a 500 MW generator, and was
superseded by the development of even larger 660 MW units from 1966;
Group value:
• the power station does not hold any strong claims to group value.
History
Rugeley B Power Station was built in 1964-70 on a 300 acre site between the south bank of the River Trent and the Trent
and Mersey Canal, south-east of the town of Rugeley, Staffordshire. The architects were L K Watson and H J Coates who
designed the power station in conjunction with the Northern Project Group, a department within the Central Electricity
Generating Board (CEGB). The landscape consultant was Brenda Colvin. The construction of the new station followed that
of Rugeley A Power Station built in 1956-1963 (demolished in 1995). Rugeley A was the first joint venture of the CEGB
with the National Coal Board, taking coal directly from the neighbouring Lea Hall Colliery, and the first station in Britain
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with an experimental dry cooling tower (demolished). The site employed 850 people in 1983 when both stations were
operational.
Rugeley B Power Station was one of 13 large new coal- and oil-fired power stations, largely released for construction by
the CEGB in 1960-64. The CEGB had become the public body responsible for electricity generation in England and Wales
in 1957, following a reorganisation of supply, and nationalisation nine years earlier. It had two principal statutory duties:
firstly, to develop and maintain an efficient system of electricity supply, and secondly, to minimise the impact of power
stations and overhead lines on scenery, fauna and flora. The latter obligation involved submitting new station proposals
to the Royal Fine Art Commission for approval. Sites were generally built to a standard template, but aware of the visual
impact of these vast installations, the CEGB employed high calibre architects and landscape architects to augment the
designs. The increasing demand for electricity had led the CEGB to standardise on electricity generating sets with an
output of 500 MW, eclipsing any used previously (the largest commissioned in the late 1950s had been 375 MW units).
These were usually installed in groups of four units at the new stations, although Rugeley B was provided with two units
and a total output of 1000 MW. These ‘super stations’ became known as ‘Hinton’s Heavies’ after the Chairman of the
CEGB, Christopher Hinton, who oversaw their introduction. They would feed into a new 400 kV super grid and also lead
to the development of even larger 660 MW generating units from 1966, which were used at Grain and Drax (the largest
power station in Britain). The scale of this generation of conventional power stations required new approaches to design
and landscaping under the CEGB. The middle and long-range viewpoints became particularly important in expressing
architectural character, which largely depended on: the massing of the main blocks in relation to the chimney(s); the
grouping of the cooling towers; and variations in the colour and the texture of the cladding. The interplay of these
constituent parts, rather than vested monumentality in any one of them, typified the era (in contrast to the earlier ‘Brick
Cathedral’ style stations (e.g. Battersea Power Station)). Many of these new power stations were located in the Trent and
Aire river valleys, close to a supply of cooling water and the Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire and Yorkshire coalfields.
The design plans for Rugeley B Power Station were discussed by the Royal Fine Art Commission in 1964-5. These
positioned the new station alongside and immediately north-west of Rugeley A, broadly mirroring the layout of the
earlier station but in reverse. The main process buildings and coal stock area were positioned at the north-west with a
lozenge array of four natural draught cooling towers to the south-west; Rugeley A had been arranged with the process
buildings and coal stock area at the south-east and a lozenge array of four cooling towers to the north-east. At the centre
of the site, separating the two stations, was the huge dry cooling tower of Rugeley A. The architects proposed using a
pinkish-red pigment (now terracotta in appearance) in the concrete of two of the four towers of Rugeley B, apparently to
heighten what they saw as the inherit femininity of the hyperbolic form. The remaining two towers were built of lightgrey concrete. These colours provided tonal contrast and were probably intended to prevent the group coalescing, or
'blocking' in conditions of haze or mist, which would have increased their visual bulk; an approach adopted at earlier sites
such as West Burton Power Station. The Commission considered the scheme ‘well-handled and acceptable’ (Clarke 2016,
Appendix 2).
Brenda Colvin (1897-1981) was appointed to carry out landscaping in order to mitigate the impact of Rugeley B on the
surrounding area. She had worked on power station sites at Keaby (North Lincolnshire), Stourport (Worcestershire) and
Drakelow C (Derbyshire) in the 1950s and had helped shape the CEGB’s attitude and approach to landscape design. They
favoured large-scale open settings that accentuated the elemental quality of the giant power station structures, with
artificial mounds and trees used to screen the untidier or unsightly components such as coal heaps. At Rugeley B, Colvin
was able to avoid extensive ground modelling because of the abundance of trees in the landscape. She employed the
technique of shelter belt planting, incorporating existing trees, and her involvement continued until the completion of
the station. Building work on site roads and excavations began in autumn 1964 and the main buildings were constructed
from the summer of 1966, with machinery installed the following spring. Bierrum and Partners constructed the cooling
towers, C A Parsons & Co built the 500 MW generator units and Foster Wheeler John Brown Boilers Ltd erected the
boilers. Two English Electric gas turbines were commissioned in 1968-69 (as back-up power to start the station) and the
main generator units synchronised in 1970. The power station was completed at a total cost of nearly £44m, roughly
equivalent to the cost of four naval frigates or 150 new schools at that time.
Rugeley B Power Station was operational from 1970 although it officially opened in 1972. It was the most efficient coalfired station in the country during the late 1970s and early 1980s. In May 1984 one of the generator units (Unit 7)
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recorded the longest unbroken run time for a 500 MW unit, operating for 6587.5 hours (approximately nine months).
The power station was run by National Power following privatisation in 1990. In the same year Lee Hall Colliery closed
and all future coal stocks were delivered from further afield. In 1996 the station was acquired by Eastern Generation and
low nitrogen oxide burners were fitted at about this time. Rugeley B was bought by Texas Utilities in 1999 and the control
room was upgraded with a new computer system. In July 2001 it was purchased by International Power. Flue-gas
desulphurisation (FGD) equipment was installed in 2007-9 in order to allow the station to comply with new
environmental legislation. This involved demolishing and replacing the existing chimney. In Feb 2011 International Power
merged with GDF SUEZ Energy International (now ENGIE, the current owners). There were plans to convert the station to
run on biomass fuel in 2012 but these plans were scrapped the following year. The power station closed on 8th June
2016. The gas turbines had been removed and the low pressure turbine of one of the main generators (Unit 6) had been
detached and moved to Ratcliffe-on-Soar Power Station by July 2017. Decommissioning and demolition is expected to
last until at least summer 2019.
Details
Coal-fired power station, built in 1964-70 to the design of L K Watson and H J Coates with the Northern Project Group of
the CEGB. The landscape consultant was Brenda Colvin.
PROCESS
Rugeley B Power Station generated electricity by burning coal to turn water into high-pressure steam that drove turbines,
which in-turn drove electric generators. The process can be summarised as follows (using figures based on the station’s
full load operation in the 1970s). Coal was supplied to the coal stock area by rail in 1,000 tonne train loads; up to about
11,500 tonnes could be used daily. It was moved via conveyor to the boiler bunkers where it was fed into pulverising mills
to form a fine powder, which was then blown into two boiler furnaces. The heat produced converted water, within steel
tubes lining the boilers, to superheated steam at a temperature of up to 568 degrees centigrade. The steam drove two
five-cylinder turbines within the turbine hall at 3000 revolutions a minute, which then drove two 500 MW turbogenerators. These generators each contained an electromagnet which, when rotated, induced a voltage in a stator,
converting mechanical energy into electricity. The electricity passed through transformers, which increased the voltage
from 22 kV to 400 kV, and was then fed into the National Grid. Steam was cooled in the condensers after passing through
the turbines and then returned to the boilers to be reheated and reused. The cooling water used for condensing the
steam back to water in the condensers was circulated and cooled through four natural-draught cooling towers. Up to
7000 million gallons of water circulated through this system each year. Water was pumped from the River Trent to make
up for evaporation losses. Waste gases from the boilers passed through dust collectors and precipitators, designed to
remove 99% of dust particles, before going through the flue-gas desulphurisation (FGD) equipment, and eventually being
dispersed via a chimney. The boilers, turbines, generators and auxiliary plant were all operated from a central control
room. There were two 25 MW gas turbines that could be started from batteries to provide standby power to initiate the
power station in the absence of an external supply (a ‘black start’).
BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES Materials: The main process buildings which contain the boilers, turbines and generators
are constructed of steel frames and built in a common idiom with brick lower walls, ribbed aluminium or galvanised steel
cladding, patent glazing, and sheet cladding to the roofs. The control room block is also built of ribbed cladding with a
sheet roof. Reception, canteen and administrative buildings are of black engineering brick with steel crittal and PVC
windows, white ribbed-metal cladding forming an eaves cornice, and felt and sheet roofs. The cooling towers and
chimney are constructed of reinforced concrete.
Plan: The power station is situated on the flat flood plain of the River Trent. It is orientated north-west to south-east,
covering a broadly rectangular area nearly 2.5km long and about 0.5km wide. The site is approached from the A51 via an
access road at the north-west, next to the coal stock area. A road skirts along the south-west side of the power station
and another branches off to the reception and administrative block at the centre. A single-ended railway siding with a
run-around loop is situated along the north-east side of the site; train loads of coal were delivered in bottom opening
wagons to hoppers underneath this track and then moved by conveyor belts to the coal stock area or boiler bunkers. The
main process buildings are aligned parallel so that from north-west to south-east there are: the flue-gas desulphurisation
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buildings, chimney and precipitators; the boiler house; the turbine hall; and the fully-exposed 400KV switching station.
The main workshop and the control room block are attached to the south-west side of the boiler house and turbine hall
respectively. A bridge leads across the central access road from the control room to the reception, canteen and
administrative block. The four cooling towers are arranged in a lozenge array at the south-west where there is also a cold
water pumphouse and medical centre. Extending over 1.5km south-east of the main buildings are: storage tanks, a
contractors compound, the 132 kV switching station, offices, a sports and social club, amenities lake, ash lagoon,
environmental studies centre and borrow pit.
Exteriors: The main RECEPTION, CANTEEN AND ADMINISTRATIVE BLOCK are situated at the centre of the site. It is built of
engineering brick with steel-framed crittal and PVC windows, a narrow glazed clerestory and a white aluminium ribbed
eaves cornice. There is a full-height glazed entrance porch at the east angle. A two-storey bridge connects this building
with the control room across the road. It is supported on piloti and clad in ribbed-aluminium with fixed and top-hung PVC
windows. The CONTROL BLOCK is rectangular in plan and three storeys high. It is clad in vertical strips of white and black
ribbed aluminium and has crittal windows and a flat roof. Immediately adjacent to it is the main WORKSHOP which is
built of engineering brick and lit by a patent-glazed clerestory beneath a white aluminium-ribbed eaves cornice. A set of
single-storey offices adjoin the south-west side of these two buildings. They are constructed of engineering brick and
have a band of ribbon windows beneath a white ribbed eaves cornice.
Adjoining the control block is the TURBINE HALL, which is rectangular in plan and approximately 115m long by 60m wide.
It has plain brick lower walls, a steel frame, aluminium ribbed cladding and full-height vertical strip glazing to the southeast elevation; the south-west and north-east ends are blind, without any openings. The roofline is punctuated by four
steel parallel chord trusses running the width of the building, which contain patent-glazed roof lights. Transmission
cables lead out from the turbine hall to the transformers of the fully-open and exposed 400 Kv SWITCHING STATION at
the south-east. These transformers increase the voltage from 22,000 volts to 400,000 volts to join the National Grid.
The BOILER HOUSE is attached to the north-west side of the turbine hall and is almost three times the height. It is a
rectangular building approximately 115m long by 50m wide with plain brick lower walls, ribbed cladding and vertical strip
patent-glazing to each elevation. A gas turbine house and water treatment plant adjoins the north-east elevation; the
former has two metal exhaust chimneys supported in a steel framework running the height of the boiler house. A bunker
bay adjoins the north-west elevation of the boiler house; it has a black ribbed cladding and a concrete slab roof with
gabled roof lights containing ventilation fans. Coal is fed into the top of the bunker bay via a conveyor. Extending to the
north-west are the electrostatic precipitators, which remove dust particles from the waste gases which then pass
through large diameter ductwork to the flue-gas desulphurisation (FGD) equipment. The huge ductwork is supported on
steel latticework frames. Next to the precipitators are the coal, ash and dust plant, including conveyors, bunkers, pits,
stores and a pump house. These buildings are largely built with steel frames clad in metal sheeting but the main dust
bunker is constructed of exposed reinforced concrete standing on piloti. The FGD equipment was added in 2007-9 to
remove sulphur dioxide from the exhaust gases of the power plant by filtering these through absorbers before they enter
the flues of the reinforced concrete chimney. It includes a pump house, limestone and gypsum stores and several
switchrooms; these are clad in metal sheeting except for the stores, which are circular concrete structures. At the
extreme north-west of the site is the coal stock area, which has a capacity of 1.2 million tonnes; it had been cleared at
the time of inspection, following the station closure.
The four natural-draught COOLING TOWERS are arranged in a lozenge array. They were erected by Bierrum and Partners
to British Standard specifications and were designed to cool up to six million gallons of water per hour. Each tower is
constructed of a reinforced concrete hyperbolic shell, formed of panels 180mm thick, supported on reinforced concrete
piloti set over a dish-shaped pond. They are 114m high, 92m in diameter at the base tapering to 55m at the top. Two of
the towers (towers 7 and 8 (using the original dual-station numbering)) are constructed of terracotta-coloured concrete
and the other two (towers 6 and 9) are constructed in light-grey concrete to provide tonal contrast. The tower ponds are
linked by open, reinforced concrete culverts and have a total capacity of three million gallons. The lower parts of the
towers each contain an open lattice framework. Water from the condensers, which had picked up heat after cooling
steam used in the turbines, was pumped into the towers and sprayed over the framework and out into the ponds
underneath. Cold air, drawn in through the legs of the towers, passed through the water to cool it for re-use. However,
some of this water was drawn up through the towers and lost as vapour through evaporation. Between towers 8 and 9 is
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the cold water pump house; a steel-framed brick building with a glass curtain wall on the north-west side. It contains four
water circulating pumps that were used to draw water from the cooling tower ponds to the condensers. Each pump
could deliver 8,000 litres a second through a 2.75 metre diameter pipe. A medical centre is positioned between towers 6
and 8; it is built of brick with PVC windows and a flat felt-covered roof. The 132 Kv SWITCH HOUSE is situated to the
south-east. It is a rectangular building, about 130m long by 27m wide, constructed of plain brick with fixed windows and
a flat roof. Beyond it is a small two-storey office block built in a similar style.
Interiors: The RECEPTION AND ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDINGS have suspended ceilings and modern partitions for offices
and meeting rooms. A bridge leads across to the control block and is serviced by staircases with terrazzo floors, steel stick
balusters and handrails. The CONTROL ROOM is situated on the second floor and has a linoleum floor and a suspended
ceiling, lighting and ventilation system. It contains three main desks of operator consoles and several panels of
instruments. Most of the original equipment has been removed and the power station was controlled with a new digital
computer system known as the Advanced Plant Management System from 1999 onwards.
The TURBINE HALL can be accessed via a doorway from the control room. It is a single open space with a tiled floor and a
steel trussed roof. Two overhead travelling cranes are positioned below the roof. These can be coupled together to lift
nearly 200 tonnes. Two 500 MW turbo-alternators (units 6 and 7) manufactured by C A Parsons & Co are mounted sideby-side on concrete plinths across the width of the hall. These generators are 52m long and have condensers positioned
to each side. The low pressure turbine of unit 6 has been detached and removed but unit 7 remains intact. Steel
gangways and stairways provide access to the machinery within the hall. Adjacent to the hall is the gas turbine house,
which originally contained two 25 MW English Electric Gas Turbines with Rolls Royce Avon aircraft engines. These
provided back up power to start the power station. The gas turbines have been removed following the stations closure
and only the alternators remain.
The BOILER HOUSE has a steel superstructure that both supports the plant and contains it; the two boilers are each
suspended on steel girders and raised above ground level to allow for expansion. The boilers are 64m high and were
manufactured by Foster Wheeler John Brown. They could produce up to 428kg of steam per second in their tubes, which
left the superheater at 568 degrees centigrade and 165 bar. The water went through a water treatment plant before
being fed into the boilers. A bunker bay adjoins the boiler house where coal was fed by conveyors into hoppers and then
into the pulverising mills situated at ground level; there were seven per boiler (six working mills and one in reserve).
These pulverisers ground the coal into a fine powder, which were then blown into the boiler furnaces by forced draught
air fans. Most of the pulverisers have been renewed or replaced during the operational life of the power station. Steel
stairways and gangways provide access to the main plant within the boiler house.
Selected Sources
Rugeley A and B Power Stations, CEGB Midlands Region booklet (c1986)
Rugeley B Power Station, CEGB Midlands Region leaflet (c1975)
Rugeley Power Station, CEGB Midlands Region Information Sheet (c1983)
Rugeley Power Stations, CEGB Midlands Region guide (c1971)
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APPENDIX C: Summary Gazetteer of 500MW-Unit, Coal-Fired ‘Super Stations’
NB.
NB With the exception of Cottam, Ironbridge ‘B’ and West Burton ‘A’ stations, technical details of plants (where
available) are derived from secondary sources and aerial imagery via Google Earth; sources have not been
independently verified as part of the current project.

1. ABERTHAW ‘B’, S WALES
NGR:
NGR centred on ST 02451 66270
Construction dates: 196?-71
Commissioned: 1971
Status:
Status still operational, currently operated by RWE
npower
CEGB:
Architects:
Engineers:
Landscape Architects:

Aberthaw Power Station is located at Limpert Bay near the villages of Gileston and West Aberthaw in the Vale of
Glamorgan, on the South Wales coast 18km south-west of Cardiff. Aberthaw ‘A’ was built from 1957 and first supplied
th
power to the grid on 7 February 1960, although it was not officially opened until October 1963. It operated until
th
1995 and has subsequently been demolished, the last elements being the two chimney stacks, demolished on 25 July
1998. Aberthaw ‘B’ was constructed in the late 1960s and opened in 1971; comprising three turbo-generators with a
combined output of 1,500MW, it was one of the smaller stations of the 500MW-unit programme.
• Site included on National Monuments Record of Wales (NMRW), ref. 269878.
269878
Operational History:
History
CEGB (1968-1990); RWE npower
Details:
• 1,500MW capacity comprising x3 500MW turbo-generator sets, longitudinal alignment.
• Boilers by Foster Wheeler.
• Single, three-flue stack.
• No CTs (coastal location, direct cooled).
Major modifications
FGD added from 2006.
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2. COTTAM, NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
NGR:
NGR centred on SK 81290 79140
Construction dates:
dates 1964-68
Commissioned:
Commissioned 1967-8
Status:
Status still operational, currently operated by EDF Energy
CEGB:
CEGB East Midlands Division, Midlands Project Group
Architects: Yorke, Rosenberg and Mardall (YRM)
Architects
Engineers:
Engineers
Principal Contractor:
Contractor Balfour Beatty Ltd.
Landscape Architects:
Architects Kenneth and Patricia Booth
Cost:
Cost c.£80m

Cottam Power Station is located on the west bank of the River Trent in north-eastern Nottinghamshire, hard on the
border with Lincolnshire (the river here forming the county boundary), 11.5km east of Retford and 47km north-east of
the County town of Nottingham. Built between 1964-8, the station was commissioned in stages between 1967-8 and
officially opened in April 1969. Together with West Burton ‘A’ and Ratcliffe on Soar, 7km to the north and 58.5km
south-west respectively, Cottam is one of three broadly contemporary, still operational coal-fired ‘super stations’ based
around the 500MW turbo-generator unit located in the Lower Trent Valley.
• Site included on Nottinghamshire County Historic Environment Record (HER), ref. M17773.
M17773
• Assessed by Historic England in December 2017 (Case ID No. 145
1452750)
2750 as not meeting criteria for statutory listing.
• Certificate of Immunity from Listing issued (ref. 1453882).
1453882
Operational History:
History
CEGB (1968-1990); Powergen (1990-2000); London Power Company /EDF Energy (2000-present)
Details:
Details
• 2,000MW capacity comprising x 4 500MW sets (English Electric), transverse alignment.
• Radial condensers.
• Boilers (face-fired) by John Thompson/Clarke Chapman.
• Drag-link feeders and horizontal-spindle PF ball mills (4 per unit).
• Single, four-flue stack by Tileman and Co. (650ft.).
• x 8 hyperbolic CTs by Davenport, arranged in single ‘field’ (2 parallel rows of 4).
• Common CW pump house with annular moat / tangential return channels.
• Open 400kV switch yard (axial).
• Gas Turbine House originally with x4 English Electric turbines (removed) powered by Rolls-Royce ‘Avon’ engines.
Awards:
Awards
Awarded the ‘Hinton Cup’, the CEGB’s ‘good housekeeping award’, in 1981/2
Major modifications
Oil Overburn added mid 1970s.
Biomass co-firing, early 2000s.
FGD added to all four units, 2002-7.
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3. DIDCOT ‘A’, OXFORDSHIRE
NGR:
NGR centred on SU 51133 91798
Construction dates:
dates 1964-68
Commissioned: 1968
Commissioned
Status:
Status closed 2013
CEGB:
CEGB Midlands Project Group
Architects: Frederick Gibberd and Partners
Architects
Engineers:
Engineers CS Allott and Son.
Principal Contractor:
Contractor
Landscape Architects: Sir Frederick Gibberd
Cost:
Cost £104m

Didcot ‘A’ Power Station is located to the north of the town of Didcot in central southern Oxfordshire, c.15km south of
the county administrative centre at Oxford; it occupies the site of a former MoD Central Ordnance Depot. A CCGT
plant, Didcot ‘B’ was opened in July 1997. Didcot ‘A’ ceased generation in March 2013, under the terms of LCPD, and is
currently undergoing demolition (process interrupted following fatal collapse of part of boiler house in February 2016).
• Site not included on Oxfordshire County Historic Environment Record (HER).
• Assessed by Historic England in April 2013 (Case ID No. 1414666
1414666)
14666 as not meeting criteria for statutory listing.
• Certificate of Immunity from Listing issued (ref. 1454
1454387).
387
Operational History:
History
CEGB (1968-1990); National Power (1990-2000); Innogy (2000-2002); RWE npower (2002-present)
Details:
• 2,000MW capacity comprising x4 500MW turbo-generator sets, transverse alignment.
• Pannier condensers.
• Single stack (650ft.)
• x 6 CTs split into 2 fields of 3 (triangular arrangement).
• Single, common CW pump house with annular moat / tangential return channels.
• Open 400kV switch yard (axial)
• Gas Turbine House with x4 turbines powered by Bristol-Siddeley (later Rolls Royce) ‘Olympus’ engines.

Major modifications
No FGD added.
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4. EGGBOROUGH, NORTH YORKSHIRE
NGR:
NGR centred on SE 57939 24215
Construction dates: 1962-67
Commissioned: 1967
Status:
Status closed 2018
CEGB:
CEGB Northern Project Group
Architects: Sir Percy Thomas and Son (George Hooper)
Engineers: Rendell, Palmer & Tritton
Principal Contractor:
Contractor
Landscape Architects: Brenda Colvin
Cost:
Cost

Eggborough Power Station is located between the towns of Knottingley and Snaith on the banks of the River Aire in North
Yorkshire, 28km south of the historical county town of York; it is sited just 10km east of Ferrybridge Power Station. Built
between 1962 and 1967, the plant was first commissioned in 1967, though was not officially opened until 1970. It
represented the ‘parent’ station to Ironbridge ‘B’ in Shropshire, with which it shared both project architects and
consultant engineers, and shares many common characteristics with the latter station. The plant ceased generation in
March 2018, with plans in place for a CCGT plant at the site.
• Site not included on North Yorkshire County Historic Environment Record (HER).
• Assessed by Historic England in January 2017 (Case ID No. 1444011
1444011)
44011 as not meeting criteria for statutory listing.
• Certificate of Immunity from Listing issued (ref. 1454426
1454426).
4426
Operational History:
History
CEGB (1968-1990); National Power (1990-2000); British Energy (2000-2010); Eggborough Power Ltd. (2010-present)
NB:
NB Shares design characteristics with Ironbridge
Details:
• 2,000MW capacity comprising x4 500MW sets, transverse alignment.
• Single stack (650ft.).
• x8 CTs in single field (2 parallel rows of 4).
• Enclosed 400kV switch house (axial).
• Gas Turbine house with turbines powered by Bristol-Siddeley (later Rolls Royce) ‘Olympus’ engines
Awards:
Awards
Awarded the ‘Hinton Cup’, the CEGB’s ‘good housekeeping award’, in 1980/81
Major modifications
FGD added to 2 units.
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5. FERRYBRIDGE ‘C’, WEST YORKSHIRE
NGR:
NGR centred on SE 48179 24817
Construction dates:
dates 1961-7
Commissioned:
Commissioned 1966
Status:
Status closed 2016
CEGB:
CEGB Northern Project Group
Architects: Building Design Partnership (BDP)
Architects
Engineers:
Engineers CS Allott and Son.
Principal Contractor:
Contractor
Landscape Architects:
Architects
Cost:
Cost

(NB
NB.
NB north to right of image)

Ferrybridge ‘C’ Power Station is located on the south bank of the River Aire in West Yorkshire, set between the towns of
Knottingley and Castleford, 30km south-west of the historical county town of York; it is sited just 10km west of
Eggborough Power Station. Two previous plants, Ferrybridge ‘A’ and ‘B’ were commissioned in 1927 and 1957
respectively; though superceded and largely demolished, the A station boiler room/turbine hall has been retained as
offices. Ferrybridge ‘C’ was constructed between 1961-7, with commissioning in stages beginning in 1966. The station
st
was the site of a notable cooling tower collapse on 1 November 1965, prompting a nationwide review of CT construction
by the CEGB.
• Site not included on West Yorkshire Archaeology Advisory Service (WYAAS) Historic Environment Record (HER).
• Assessed by Historic England in October 2015 (Case ID No. 1430640
1430640)
30640 as not meeting criteria for statutory listing.
• Certificate of Immunity from Listing issued (ref. 1448208).
1448208
Operational History:
History
CEGB (1968-1990); Powergen (1990-1999); Eddison Mission Energy (1999-2001); AEP Energy Services (2001-2004);
SSE Plc (2004-2016)
Details:
• 2,000MW capacity, comprising x 4 500MW sets (CA Parsons), transverse alignment.
• Boilers by Babcock and Wilcox.
• Split-span crane over turbine hall.
• Babcock vertical-spindle PF mills (8 per unit).
• Double stacks (650ft.).
• x8 CTs (cone-torroid profile) in single field (2 rows of 4, offset).
• Single, common CW pump house with annular moat / tangential return channels.
• Enclosed 400kV switch house (axial).
• Gas Turbine house with x 2 (of original 4) 17.5MW turbines powered by Bristol-Siddeley (later Rolls Royce) ‘Olympus’
engines

Major modifications
FGD added to 2 units, 2009.
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6. FIDDLER’S FERRY, CHESHIRE
NGR:
NGR centred on SJ 54393 86354
Construction dates:
dates 1967-71
Commissioned: 1971
Commissioned
Status:
Status still operational, currently operated by SSE
CEGB:
CEGB Northern Project Group
Architects: Gordon Graham; Architect’s Design Group
Architects
(ADG)
Engineers:
Engineers
Principal Contractors:
Contractors Cleveland Bridge Company
Landscape Architects:
Architects in-house
Cost:
Cost

Fiddler’s Ferry Power Station is located on the north bank of the River Mersey between Widnes and Warrington in
Cheshire, close to the point where the Mersey estuary narrows at the ‘Runcorn Gap’. Constructed over a four year
period from 1967, the station was officially opened in 1971. In an attempt to combine efforts at design and
construction phases, boiler and turbo-generator arrangements were replicated as per West Burton, Nottinghamshire,
with which the station thus shares a number of characteristics (eg. split CT fields, longitudinal turbo-generator
alignment).
• Site included on Cheshire County Historic Environment Record (HER), ref. 14304.
14304
Operational History:
History
CEGB (1968-1990); Powergen (1990-1999); Edison Mission Energy (1999-2001); AEP Energy Services (2001-2004); SSE
(2004-present)
NB:
NB Shares many design characteristics with West Burton, Nottinghamshire
Details:
• 2,000MW capacity, comprising x 4 500MW turbo-generator sets, longitudinal alignment.
• Single, four-flue stack.
• x 8 CTs split into 2 fields of 4 (lozenge formation), each with independent CW pump house.

Major modifications
FGD fitted 2006-8.
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7. IRONBRIDGE ‘B’, SHROPSHIRE
NGR:
NGR centred on SJ 65307 04004
Construction dates: 1963-68
Commissioned: 1969
Status:
Status closed 2015
CEGB:
CEGB Midlands Project Group
Architects: Sir Percy Thomas and Son (Alan Clark)
Engineers: Rendell, Palmer & Tritton
Principal Contractors:
Contractors McAlpine / John Laing
Landscape Architects: Kenneth Booth
Cost:
Cost

Ironbridge ‘B’ Power Station is located on the south bank of the River Severn as it enters the Ironbridge Gorge near
Coalbrookdale in central, eastern Shropshire, 18km south-east of the county town of Shrewsbury. It operated for a
short time in combination with Ironbridge ‘A’, dating from the late 1920s, the CW pump house of which was retained
for the later station. The remainder of the ‘A’ station buildings were demolished in the early 1980s. Comprising only
two turbo-generators with a combined output of 1,000MW, Ironbridge ‘B’ was one of the smaller stations of the
500MW programme. It occupies a restricted, linear site, the form of which necessitated a ‘responsive’ approach in
terms of station design. Ironbridge ‘B’ shares a number of design characteristics with its ‘parent’ station at
Eggborough, North Yorkshire, with which it shared both project architects and consultant engineers. The plant
ceased generation in November 2015 and has been fully decommissioned; the site was sold in June 2018 for mixeduse redevelopment.
• Site included on Shropshire County Historic Environment Record (HER), refs. 06710 (A Station); 32590 (B Station).
• Assessed by Historic England in June 2014 (Case ID No. 1420722
1420722)
20722 as not meeting criteria for statutory listing.
Operational History:
History
CEGB (1968-1990); Powergen (1990-2001); E.On / Uniper Energy (2001-2018)
NB:
NB Shares design characteristics with ‘parent’ station at Eggborough
Details:
• 1,000MW capacity, comprising x2 500MW turbo-generator sets (AEI Ltd.), transverse alignment.
• Boilers (face-fired) by Foster Wheeler-John Brown Land Boilers Consortium.
• Axial, slung condensers (AEI Ltd.).
• Foster Wheeler, horizontal-spindle PF ball mills.
• ESPs (with initial grit arrestors).
• Single, double-flue stack.
• x 4 CTs by FCT in single field (linear, curving), innovative use of colour.
• Enclosed 400kV switch house (lateral).
• Gas Turbine house with x 2 17.5MW turbines, powered by Bristol-Siddeley (later Rolls Royce) ‘Olympus’ engines
(subsequently removed)
• No rail loop.
Major modifications
Oil Overburn added mid-1970s
Biomass conversion to 1 unit.
No FGD fitted.
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8. RATCLIFFE ON SOAR, NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
NGR:
NGR centred on SK 50319 30075
Construction dates:
dates 1963-67
Commissioned: 1968
Commissioned
Status:
Status still operational, currently operated by Uniper
CEGB:
CEGB East Midlands Division, Midlands Project Group
Architects: Godfrey Rossant and JW Gebarowicz,
Architects
Building Design Partnership (BDP)
Engineers:
Engineers CS Allott and Son
Principal Contractor:
Contractor
Landscape Architects:
Architects in-house
Cost:
Cost

Ratcliffe on Soar Power Station is located on the south bank of the River Trent in south-western Nottinghamshire, hard
on the borders of both Leicestershire and Derbyshire, between Derby and Nottingham 16km north-west and 12.5km
north-east respectively. Constructed between 1963 and 1967, it was commissioned in 1968. Together with Cottam
and West Burton ‘A’, 58 and 63km north-east respectively, Ratcliffe is one of three broadly contemporary, still
operational coal-fired ‘super stations’ based around the 500MW turbo-generator unit located in the Lower Trent
Valley.
• Site not included on Nottinghamshire County Historic Environment Record (HER).
• Assessed by Historic England in January 2017 (Case ID No. 1444012
1444012)
44012 as not meeting criteria for statutory listing.
Operational History:
History
CEGB (1968-1990); Powergen (1990-2002); E.ON UK (2002-2015); Uniper (2015-present)
Details:
• 2,000MW capacity, comprising x4 500 MW sets (CA Parsons), transverse alignment.
• Split-span crane to turbine hall.
• Boilers by Babcock and Wilcox.
• Single, four-flue stack.
• x 8 CTs (single field; 2 rows of 4, offset).
• Common CW pump house with annular moat / tangential return channels.
• Enclosed 400kV switch house (axial).
• Gas Turbine House, turbines powered by Bristol-Siddeley (later Rolls Royce) ‘Olympus’ engines.
Awards:
Awards
Awarded the ‘Hinton Cup’, the CEGB’s ‘good housekeeping award’, on two occasions, in 1975/6 and 1986/7
Major modifications
FGD fitted....
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9. RUGELEY ‘B’, STAFFORDSHIRE
NGR:
NGR centred on SK 05773 17581
Construction dates:
dates 1965-70
Commissioned: 1972
Commissioned
Status:
Status closed 2016
CEGB:
CEGB Northern Project Group
Architects: LK Watson and HJ Coates
Architects
Engineers:
Engineers LG Mouchel and Partners
Principal Contractor:
Contractor
Landscape Architects:
Architects Brenda Colvin
Cost:
Cost c.£44m

Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station is located on the south bank of the River Trent in central Staffordshire, on the eastern
outskirts of the town of Rugeley and 14km south-east of the county town of Stafford. An earlier station on the site,
Rugeley ‘A’ of 600MW capacity, was built from 1956 and opened in 1961, with the ‘B’ station constructed between
1964-70. Comprising only two turbo-generators with a combined output of 1,000MW, Rugeley ‘B’ was one of the
smaller stations of the 500MW programme. The stations operated in tandem for a number of years, though Rugeley
‘A’ was decommissioned in stages in 1994/5 and subsequently demolished. Rugeley ‘B’ itself ceased operation in
June 2016 with decommissioning following soon after; as of December 2018, demolition at the site is ongoing.
• Site included on Staffordshire County Historic Environment Record (HER), refs. MST22564 (‘A’ Station) and
MST22563 (‘B’ Station).
• Assessed by Historic England in January 2017 (Case ID No. 1444013
1444013)
44013 as not meeting criteria for statutory listing.
• Certificate of Immunity from Listing issued (ref. 1450162).
1450162
Operational History:
History
CEGB (1968-1990); National Power (1990-1996); Eastern Generation/TXU Europe (1996-2001); International Power
(2001-2016); ENGIE / Rugeley Power Ltd. (2016-present)
Details:
Details
• 1,000MW capacity, comprising x 2 500MW turbo-generator sets (CA Parsons), designated 6/7; transverse
alignment.
• Boilers by Foster Wheeler / John Brown Boilers Ltd.
• Babcock, vertical-spindle PF mills (7 per unit).
• Pannier condensers.
• Single stack (replaced, offset; original, axial).
• x 4 CTs in single field (lozenge).
• Common CW pump house.
• Open 400kV switch yard (axial).
• Gas Turbine House with x 2 English Electric turbines powered by Rolls Royce ‘Olympus’ engines.
No rail loop
Awards:
Awards
Awarded the ‘Hinton Cup’, the CEGB’s ‘good housekeeping award’, in 1987/8
Major modifications
FGD added 2007-9.
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10. WEST BURTON ‘A’, NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
NGR:
NGR centred on SK 79235 85580
Construction dates: 1961-7
Commissioned: 1967-8
Status:
Status still operational, currently operated by EDF
Energy
CEGB: East Midlands Division, Northern Project Group
Architects: Rex Savidge / John Gelsthorpe of Architects
Design Group (ADG)
Engineers: Merz and MacLellan
Principal Contractor:
Contractor Alfred McAlpine
Landscape Architects: Derek Lovejoy Associates
Cost:
Cost c.£80m

West Burton ‘A’ Power Station is located on the west bank of the River Trent in north-east Nottinghamshire, hard on
the border with Lincolnshire (the river here forming the county boundary), c.10km north-east of Retford and 50km NNE
of the county town of Nottingham. Built between 1961-7, the station was commissioned in stages between 1967-8 and
officially opened in April 1969. In an attempt to combine efforts at design and construction phases, boiler and turbogenerator arrangements were replicated as per Fiddlers Ferry in Cheshire, with which the station thus shares a number
of characteristics (eg. split CT fields, longitudinal turbo-generator alignment). Together with Cottam and Ratcliffe on
Soar, 7km south-east and 63km south-west respectively, West Burton is one of three broadly contemporary, still
operational coal-fired ‘super stations’ based around the 500MW turbo-generator unit located in the Lower Trent
Valley.
• Site included on Nottinghamshire County Historic Environment Record (HER), ref. M17772
M17772
• Assessed by Historic England in May 2017 (Case ID No. 1445808
1445808)
45808 as not meeting criteria for statutory listing.
• Certificate of Immunity from Listing issued (ref. 1448823).
1448823
Operational History:
History
CEGB (1968-1990); National Power (1990-1996); Eastern Group (1996-8); TXU Energy (1998-2001); London Power
Company/EDF Energy (2001-present)
NB:
NB Shares many design characteristics with Fiddler’s Ferry, Cheshire
Details:
Details
•
2,000MW capacity, comprising x 4 500MW turbo-generator sets (English Electric), longitudinal alignment.
•
‘Bridge’ condensers.
•
Boilers (tangentially-fired) by International Combustion Ltd. (ICL).
•
ICL ‘Lopulco’ feeders and vertical-spindle PF mills (6 per unit), arranged within transverse ‘mill bays’.
•
ESPs (with initial grit arrestors).
•
Double-stacks (600ft.); originals (by Tileman and Co.) replaced, 2004 (contemp. FGD).
•
x 8 hyperbolic CTs by Davenport Engineering, split into two fields (lozenge and linear arrangement), each with
independent CW pump house. Innovative use of colour.
•
Enclosed 400kV switch house (axial).
•
Gas Turbine House with x4 English Electric (EE) turbines powered by Rolls-Royce ‘Avon’ engines (2
decommissioned).
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Awards:
Awards
Granted Civic Trust award in 1968 for ‘outstanding contribution to surrounding scene’
Awarded the ‘Hinton Cup’, the CEGB’s ‘good housekeeping award’, on two occasions, in 1968/9 and 1988/9

Major modifications
Oil Overburn added mid 1970s.
Biomass co-firing, early 2000s.
FGD added 2000-04 (chimneys rebuilt to north of originals).
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APPENDIX D: Written Scheme of Investigation (WSI), November 2018

1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

The following document represents a Written Scheme of Investigation (WSI) for a programme of Historic Building
Recording (HBR) to be undertaken in respect of the various constituent buildings of the former Rugeley ‘B’ power
station, Rugeley, Staffordshire, WS15 1PR. The WSI has been prepared by Mr Ric Tyler MCIfA on behalf of CgMs
Heritage (part of RPS Group), working for the site owners, Rugeley Power Limited/ENGIE. Upon review and
approval by Cannock Chase/Lichfield District Councils, the current WSI will form the basis for completion of
recording work at the site and subsequent reporting.

1.2

The power station site lies approximately 1km east of Rugeley town centre and c.15km south-east of the county
town of Stafford, set between the River Trent to the north-east and the Trent and Mersey Canal to the south-west.
The site occupies a total area of 139 hectares (c.343a) of which 55 hectares (c.136a) lie within Cannock Chase
District and 84 hectares (c.207a) within Lichfield District; it is centred on NGR SK 05773 15781.

Figure 1: Site location (based upon OS Explorer, sheet 244; © Crown copyright, Licence No. 100050391).

1.3

1
2

None of the constituent buildings of the power station site are statutorily listed. An assessment of the ‘B’ station
by Historic England, undertaken in October 2017 in respect of an application, under the terms of the Planning
(Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act of 1990, for a Certificate of Immunity from Listing (Case ID No.
1
1451440),
1451440 concluded that the site did not to meet the high threshold necessary to justify designation of a site of
its type and period (see DCMS, 2010; HE, 2017). A Certificate of Immunity was subsequently issued (ref.
2
1450162).
1450162

https://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=1451440&resourceID=7
https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1450162.
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1.4

The power station site as a whole is, however, included on Staffordshire County Historic Environment Record
(HER), refs. 58697 (‘A’ Station) and 58696 (‘B’ Station), and thus represents a ‘non-designated heritage asset’
3
under the terms of National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF; MHCLG, 2018).

2

REQUIREMENTS FOR WORK

2.1

Due to declining market conditions, Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station ceased generation on 8 June 2016. Applications
under the terms of the Town and Country Planning Act, 1990 (as amended) were been made to the planning
th
departments Cannock Chase District Council (CCDC) and Lichfield District Council (LDC) on 20 July 2018 for the
decommissioning, dismantling and demolition of the station buildings (ref. CH/18/268 and 18/01908/FULM
respectively).

2.2

After due consideration, consent for demolition was approved on 19th October 2018 (CCDC)/22nd October 2018
(LDC), with the following condition (No. 3) pertaining to archaeological recording:

th

‘Within 6 weeks of the planning application decision date for the development hereby permitted a written
scheme of archaeological recording (‘the scheme’) shall be submitted for the written approval of the Local
Planning Authority. The scheme shall provide details of the programme of archaeological recording to be
carried out within the site, including an assessment of the impact of the power station on the surrounding
landscape, and appropriate publication. The archaeological recording shall thereafter be implemented in full in
accordance with the written scheme of archaeological recording approved under the above. Within 12 weeks of
the planning application decision date for the development hereby permitted the archaeological recording shall
be completed in accordance with the written scheme and provision made for publication and dissemination of
the results and archive deposition (including the on-site archive) secured.’
Reason In the interest of ensuring that a record of this non-designated heritage asset which has played an
important role in the local economy and has been a prominent landscape feature is produced and available for
4
future generation to study.
2.3

Post-war coal-fired power stations represent a category of industrial heritage asset recently identified by Historic
England as being ‘highly threatened and increasingly rare’ and, in the light of significant losses of this type of site
over recent years, both general, thematic overviews (Clarke, 2013; HE 2015) and detailed guidance notes on
recording and archiving of associated materials (HE, 2016a) have been recently published. Specifically, guidance
notes recommend as ‘best practice’ the compilation of detailed investigative records for individual power station
sites, based upon ‘description, analysis and interpretation of evidence embodied in the buildings, structures and
designed and working landscapes, and in a range of documentary sources’ (HE 2016a, 2). It is highlighted within
the guidance notes that recording should be undertaken to an ‘appropriate and proportionate’ level, sufficient to
understand the history, operation and development of the site concerned.

2.4

Although none of the buildings or structures on the site are statutorily or locally listed, the site’s status as a ‘nondesignated heritage asset’ (see §.1.3) means that it is covered by the terms of National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF; MHCLG, 2018), which requires developers to:
‘record and advance understanding of the significance of any heritage assets to be lost (wholly or in part) in
a manner proportionate to their importance and the impact, and to make this evidence (and any archive
generated) publicly accessible.’ (NPPF, 2018 para. 199).

3

4

‘Heritage
Heritage asset: A building, monument, site, place, area or landscape identified as having a degree of significance meriting consideration in
planning decisions, because of its heritage interest. It includes designated heritage assets and assets identified by the local planning
authority (including local listing)’; NPPF (2018, 67).
Note 4 of CCDC/LDC consent documents note that ‘it is recommended that the archaeology work uses the same methodology and format as
the Historic Building Record for Ironbridge Power Station 2017 which is considered a best practice example’.
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5

Further, a Supplementary Planning Document issued by Cannock Chase and Lichfield District Councils in July 2017
reiterates that:
‘...the developer will be required to record the site in line with best practice and in accordance with NPPF,
6
this should be done in consultation with Historic England.’ (CCDC/LDC 2017, para. 2.22).

3

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

3.1

Rugeley ‘B’ Power Station was one of 13 oil- and coal-fired power stations based around the 500MW turbogenerator unit, the largest then available, to be released for construction by the Central Electricity Generating
Board (CEGB) between 1960-64.

Figure 2: Bird’s eye view of Rugeley ‘B’ power station looking west (photo: Birmingham Post).

3.2

The power station is located on the south bank of the River Trent in central Staffordshire, on the eastern outskirts
of the town of Rugeley and 14km south-east of the county town of Stafford. An earlier station on the site, Rugeley
‘A’ of 600MW capacity, was built from 1956, the first major joint venture between the CEGB and the National Coal
Board (NCB) and incorporating an experimental ‘dry’ cooling tower on one of its five 120MW-units (designated 1st
5); it was commissioned in 1961-2, and officially opened on 1 October 1963. The ‘B’ station was constructed
between 1964-70, operational by 1970 though only officially opened in 1972. The ‘B’ station was erected by the
CEGB’s Northern Project Group to the designs of architects LK Watson and HJ Coates, with Mott, Hay and
Anderson (MHA) [sic.] as project engineers and Brenda Colvin acting as landscape consultant. Comprising only
two (Parsons) turbo-generators (designated 6/7), paired with Foster Wheeler/John Brown boilers and thus with a
combined output of 1,000MW, Rugeley ‘B’ was one of the smaller stations of the 500MW-unit programme; all but
7
three of the stations associated with the programme combined four units with a capacity of 2,000MW. Rugeley
‘A’ and ‘B’ stations operated in tandem for over 20 years, though the ‘A’ station was decommissioned in stages in
1994/5 and has subsequently been demolished. Following short-lived trial with partial biomass co-firing, plans for
full conversion to biomass operation in 2012 were abandoned and the ‘B’ station subsequently ceased operation
in June 2016, with decommissioning following soon after.

5

‘Rugeley Power Station Development Brief – Supplementary Planning Document’; LDC/CCDC, 2017.
On-line correspondence between HE and CCDC indicates that the former are happy to defer decisions regarding the scope of HBR works to
the relevant LPA conservation advisers [letter dated 03.10.18; J Tyalor (HE) to R Sunter (CCDC), ref. W:P00971450].
Rugeley ‘B’ (1,000MW), Ironbridge ‘B’ (1,000MW) and Aberthaw ‘B’ (1,500MW).

6

7
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3.3

The power station comprises a standard grouping of structures based around the generating core of boiler house
and turbine hall with attached control room, served by a single chimney windshield (replaced/relocated
contemporary with FGD upgrade, 2007-9) and a massive, open 400kV switch-yard located axially to the southeast. Four natural-draught, hyperbolic cooling towers are located to the south, arranged in a ‘lozenge’ formation,
with associated CW pump house, while a coaling plant and extensive, 7ha. stocking area are sited to the north,
adjacent to the supply rail lines. A gas turbine house to the north-east of the main turbine house formerly
accommodated two English Electric generators, each of 25MW capacity, powered by modified Rolls-Royce ‘Avon’
aircraft engines. Although Rugeley ‘A’ was originally supplied with coal by conveyor directly from the adjacent Lea
Hall Colliery, it is understood that the ‘B’ plant was always supplied by rail, though it lacks the distinctive rail ‘loop’,
a characteristic feature of this generation of stations, adopting instead a linear rail supply line with ‘run-around’
track. Significant modifications to the station occurred in 2007-9 when International Power retro-fitted both units
with flue-gas desulphurisation (FGD) plant and associated handling/storage/processing buildings and a new, twoflue chimney windshield were erected. The constituent buildings of the complex, both original and secondary, are
for the most part strictly utilitarian in nature, essentially comprising large enclosed spaces of rectilinear,
orthogonal form for the accommodation of generation and related plant, and are largely free from any significant
degree of architectural ‘pretention’. The ranges are of structural steel or reinforced-concrete frame construction
throughout, finished with a standard and consistent range of external claddings. As such, there is nothing
intrinsically innovative in the buildings themselves, either in terms of their architectural form and detailing, nor
indeed in the processes that took place within, the latter dictated entirely by the engineering requirements of the
500MW-unit programme.

3.4

A summary description of the power plant and its principal process buildings is presented within the Historic
England assessment of October 2017.

3.5

Although certain elements of the station were subject to phases of repair and modification over the lifetime of the
plant, and while other elements have been removed (gas turbines) or replaced (main chimney), and significant
additions made (oil overburn, FGD), the station’s constituent buildings retain, for the most part, the functions for
which they were originally designed and constructed, and the site’s original functionality remains readily ‘legible’
in presentational terms.

3.6

Preliminary dismantling/demolition of a number of low-level coal conveyor systems has begun and was ongoing at
the time of a site visit on 25.10.18, together with two associated junction towers to the north-east of the boiler
house, undertaken as a security measure. De-planting of the main turbine hall was also ongoing as of 25.10.18,
though it is understood that elsewhere, the majority of station plant survives in-situ.

4

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

4.1

The objective of the historic building record is to provide a detailed visual record of the buildings concerned and to
generate a descriptive and illustrative account of the same, including a summary of their character, date and
techniques of construction together with a discussion of their origin, history and development in the context of
the evolution of the site as a whole.

4.2

In the light of proposed demolitions, the report arising from the recording project will effectively constitute a
‘preservation by record’ of the site and the principal aim will thus be to generate as complete a record as possible,
with the objective of creating a sound, evidenced, meaningful and accessible report on the buildings for
deposition with the Staffordshire Historic Environment Record (HER).

4.3

All work will be undertaken in accordance with Historic England’s ‘Understanding Historic Buildings: A Guide to
Good Recording Practice’ (HE, 2016b) and with reference to recently published, thematic guidance notes, viz.
‘20th-century Coal- and Oil-Fired Electric Power Generation: Introductions to Heritage Assets’ (Historic England,
2015) and ‘England’s Redundant Post-War Coal- and Oil-Fired Power Stations: Guidelines for Recording and
Archiving their Records’ (Historic England, 2016b).
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5

SCOPE AND EXTENT OF WORKS

5.1

No formal project ‘Brief’ per se has been issued in respect of the current study and thus, upon approval by
CCDC/LDC, the current WSI will act as a specification for works. The general approach to be recording will reflect
recommendations set out in section §.2 of Historic England’s ‘England’s Redundant Post-War Coal and Oil-Fired
Power Stations; Guidelines for Recording and Archiving their Records’ (HE, 2016b) and, as per note 4 of CCDC/LDC
consent documents, will follow the exemplar of a similar project recently completed in respect of Ironbridge
Power Station, Shropshire (Tyler, 2017).

5.2

The record of individual buildings and structures on the site will be broadly commensurate with a Level 2
‘descriptive record’, defined by Historic England in ‘Understanding Historic Buildings: A Guide to Good Recording
Practice’ (EH, 2016; 26, §.5.2) as follows:
Level 2 is a descriptive record...
record it may be made of a building which is judged not to require a more detailed
record, or it may serve to gather data for a wider project. Both the exterior and interior of the building will be
seen, described and photographed. The examination of the building will produce an analysis of its development
and use and the record will include the conclusions reached, but it will not discuss in detail the evidence on which
this analysis is based. A plan and sometimes other drawings may be made but the drawn record will normally not
be comprehensive and may be tailored to the scope of a wider project.’

6

RECORDING METHODOLOGY

6.1

Documentary Research

6.1.1

So as to enable the recorded buildings to be placed within an established historical context, a targeted desk-based
assessment will be undertaken, comprising a review of readily available published and unpublished documentary
source material, including historical maps (incl. OS coverage), photographs, drawings and written descriptions of
8
the power station and its constituent buildings held by the National Archives, Kew (TNA), by the Staffordshire
Record Office (SRO) and William Salt Library (WSL), Stafford, and the significant collection of archival materials
9
retained on site at the power station itself. Any previous publications, archive reports and studies related to the
site will be identified and reviewed where applicable, though it is not envisaged that significant new research into
10
the pre-station history of the site will be undertaken as a part of the current project.

6.1.2

A review of all relevant and available historical planning application information held by Staffordshire County and
Cannock Chase/Lichfield District Council planning departments in respect of the site will be made.

6.1.3

General reference will be made to contemporary thematic publications, specifically the CEGB’s eight-volume
‘Modern Power Station Practice’, the second edition of which (1971) was published at the culmination of the
500MW-unit programme.

6.2

Historic Building Record

6.2.1

The historic building record itself will comprise three elements being principally photographic in nature,
supplemented by written recording and limited measured survey where necessary and as appropriate, as outlined
below. Site appraisal and recording will be undertaken during a series of site visits, accompanied by long-serving
members of station staff.

8

Specifically, Ministry of Power records, ref. POWE/14.
A site visit of 25.10.18 has established that Rugeley power station retains a comprehensive collection of original and subsequent
architects/engineers drawings, a series of CEGB photographs of the construction process and a multi-volume set of station manuals (‘Blue
Books’), all in digital format. It has been agreed that this documentation will be made available as part of the current recording exercise and
may be used, with appropriate acknowledgments, as illustrative material within the resultant report.
The now demolished Rugeley ‘A’ station will be addressed in outline only, based upon secondary sources.

9

10
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Photographic Record
6.2.3

The photographic survey will comprise high-resolution digital coverage using a digital single-lens reflex (DLSR)
camera. The record will extend to include both general and detail shots, contextual views and all accessible
exterior elevations and principal interior spaces, visible structural and decorative details (interior and exterior),
general interior views of principal spaces. All photographs will be recorded on pro-forma recording sheets
detailing subject, orientation, photographer and date.
Graphic Record

6.2.4

The core of the graphic record of the power station buildings will be based upon the archival holdings, principally
the collection of drawings, photographs and other illustrative materials held on site (see fn.9). If necessary,
however, specifically where gaps or discrepancies in the archival record are identified, new survey drawings will be
prepared on site in pencil on archivally stable drafting film to an appropriate scale, measurements being obtained
through a combination of taped measurements and hand-held electronic laser measure (disto). Drawings will be
annotated to show features of architectural and historical/archaeological significance, major elements of
machinery and plant. It is anticipated, however, that most of the drawings that will illustrate the final report will
be selected from the historical material, and new survey will be kept to a minimum.
Written Record

6.2.4

A written account of the buildings will be made, both as annotations to site survey drawings and as free text to
accompany the graphic and photographic records. The recording will cover the general and detailed
arrangements of each building and its associated plant (extant and evidenced), together with its character, date,
materials and techniques of construction, and a summary of its origins, function and historical development as
evident from a non-intrusive examination.

7

DELIVERABLES

7.1

Archive Report

7.1.1

Upon completion of archival research and fieldwork, the results of the historic building record will be presented as
a fully illustrated, interpretive report conforming to Annex 2 of the CIfA’s Standard and Guidance for the
Archaeological Investigation and Recording of Standing Buildings or Structures (CIfA, 2014a), and following the
exemplar of the 2017 Ironbridge Power Station report in terms of content, format and presentation. The report
will be produced using Microsoft Word (*.doc), with illustrations generated in Adobe Illustrator software (*.ai) and
will be issued in PDF format.

7.1.2

The contents of the report to be broadly as follows:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

RIC TYLER

Text
Non-technical summary
Introduction, site location and project background
Aims and objectives
Methodology and approach
Historical background (including map regression etc.)
General description of each of the recorded buildings and its features/surviving plant etc. (see §.7.1.3 below),
fully cross-referenced to accompanying illustrative materials (figures and plates)
Discussion (including outline assessment of significance) and conclusions
Bibliography and list of other sources consulted
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•

Figures
Location plan and a selection of historic maps / images where relevant
Overall site plan/s
Plans, elevations, cross-sections etc. of individual buildings, as appropriate, based largely upon pre-existing
archival materials
A selection of colour plates

•
•
•
•

Appendices
Register of project photographs
Register of project drawings
Copy of HE assessment, 2017
Summary gazetteer of 1960s, 500MW-unit coal-fired stations

•
•
•

7.1.3
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For the purposes of the building/plant description, the station will be presented following the broad sequence of
operational processes through the site, as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Site Access and Rail Lines
Coal Plant, Conveyor Systems (coal to bunkers/coal to stock/reclaim)
Principal Generation Buildings (viz. Boiler House, Turbine Hall, Control Block) and Plant
400kV and 132kV switch yard/house (NB
NB.
NB to be addressed in summary only: these elements lie outside of the
ownership/operational control of ENERGIE/Rugeley Power Ltd.)
Subsidiary Generation Buildings (ESPs, chimney/windshield, GT House)
Oil Overburn System
Flue Gas Desulphurisation plant (materials handling/storage/processing; absorbers; waste water etc.)
Boiler Water supply and treatment plant
Circulating Water System (cooling towers, CW pump house, make-up pump house)
Ash and Dust Plants
Ancillary Buildings (workshops, stores, maintenance)
Auxiliary Buildings and Facilities (administration, welfare, social provision)

7.1.4

Digital (PDF) copies of the approved report will be made available to Cannock Chase and Lichfield District Council
conservation teams, and deposited with the Staffordshire CC Historic Environment Record (HER).

7.2

Archive

7.2.1

The site archive will comprise digital copies of all project record photographs (stored on CD/DVD), with an
accompanying register detailing subject, orientation, photographer and date, as per §.6.2.3 above, together with
hard copies of any new measured survey drawings generated during the recording process. In addition, a
concordance of pre-existing archival sources identified (as per §.6.1) will be generated.

7.3

OASIS Record

7.3.1

Upon completion of the project, an OASIS record for the work will be completed and a digital (PDF) copy of the
approved report uploaded to the ADS on-line library.

7.4

Publication

7.4.1

A short (c.500 word) summary will be submitted to the Council for British Archaeology for inclusion within West
Midlands Archaeology. Further, suitable journals (eg. Association for Industrial Archaeology’s Industrial
Archaeology Review; Proceedings of Staffordshire Archaeological and Historical Society) will be approached to
pursue the possibility of publication of a fuller report on the results of the building record.
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8

TIMETABLE

8.1

Further to commission, archival research and fieldwork will be undertaken at the earliest opportunity,
provisionally in late-October/early-November 2018. Archival research and fieldwork are estimated to be
completed within 3-4 weeks, with a draft report on the results to be submitted to CgMs Heritage in digital format
(PDF) for review and comment, normally within 6 weeks of completion of the fieldwork element (viz. 9-10 weeks
of commission). It has also been agreed that the draft report will be reviewed for technical content by Rugeley
power station staff prior to final submission. As per condition 3 of consent (see §.2.1), works covered by the
th
current WSI will be completed and the approved final report submitted to CCDC/LDC by Monday 14 January
2019 (12 weeks from date of consent).

9

STAFFING

9.1

Documentary research, site recording and analysis, and report preparation will be undertaken by Mr Ric Tyler
MCIfA.

10

PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS

10.1

The project will follow the requirements set down in the Standard and Guidance for Historic Environment DeskBased Assessment (CIfA, 2014a) and Standard and Guidance for the Archaeological Investigation and Recording of
Standing Buildings or Structures (CIfA, 2014b). Recording work will conform to guidelines set down by Historic
England’s Understanding Historic Buildings: a guide to good recording practice (HE, 2016), and the Association of
Local Government Archaeological Officers’ Analysis and Recording for the Conservation and Control of Works to
Historic Buildings, (ALGAO, 1997).

10.2

The Code of Conduct of the Institute for Archaeologists (CIfA, 2014c) will be adhered to at all times.

11

HEALTH AND SAFTEY

11.1

All current health and safety legislation, regulations and guidance will be complied with during the course of the
project.

12
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APPENDIX E: Project Archive
Receiving Archive:

Potteries Museum and Art Gallery Archives,
rchives, Stoke on Trent, Staffordshire

Accession Code:

STKMG:2018.LH.99.

Site Name:
Project Name:

RUGELEY ‘B’ POWER STATION, RUGELEY, STAFFORDSHIRE, SW15 1PR
Historic Building Record, 2018

Contents of Project Archive
1. Contents List
• Project Written Scheme of Investigation
A4, unbound (18 pages).
• Photographic Register
A4, unbound (19 pages)
• Project Report:
Report
A4 spiral-bound hard copy of final report, split into in two volumes as follows:
1. Volume 1: Text (86 pages), Plates (x 284); and Appendices (x5)
2. Volume 2: Figures (x 141)
• CD1:
CD1:
1. Site Photographs (*.jpg format): image refs. _DSC0001.jpg to _DSC1000.jpg
• CD2:
CD2
1. Site Photographs (*.jpg format): image refs. _DSC1001.jpg to _DSC1135.jpg
2. Contents of Archive (*.doc format)
3. Photographic Register (*.doc format)
4. Digital Copy of Final Report in two volumes (*.PDF format)
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